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Chapter 1. Introduction 
 

There are phenomena in Dutch infinitival clauses 
which seem to defy any reason.  
- Eric J. Reuland, 1983 

 
 
1.1 Cross-serial dependencies 
Language is determined by its dependencies: dependencies between noun and verb, dependencies 
between wh-movement elements and their positions of origin, and so forth. A peculiar type of 
dependency occurs in Dutch: cross-serial dependencies, which occur as dependencies between noun 
and verb. Cross-serial dependencies (CSD) are a type of dependencies that are until now only found as 
such in Standard Dutch and its dialects, Swiss-German and Tagalog1

 

 (cf. Den Besten and Edmondson, 
1981; Zwart, 1994; Wurmbrand, 2001; Maclachlan and Rambow, 2002). They are different from the 
more common form of dependencies found in human natural languages, which are nested 
dependencies. The crucial difference is the way in which the elements are related to, or are dependent 
on each other, which is either nesting (1, 2) or crossing (3, 4): 

Examples from English: centre-embedding 
 
(1) The cat1 the dog2 chased2 was old1. 
(2) The mouse1 cat2 the dog3 chased3 bit2 was old1. 
 
Example from Dutch: cross-serial dependencies 
 
(3) ..dat wij1   een kind2   de oude vrouw3   lieten1     helpen2,3.  

 that  we     a child       the old lady      let.PAST    help 
‘..that we let a child help the old lady.’ 

 
(4) . ..dat  wij1  een kind2  de oude vrouw3  de straat4     lieten1    helpen2  oversteken3,4. 

     that   we    a child      the old lady     the street   let.PAST    help        cross 
 ‘..that we let the child help the old lady cross the street.’  
 
The differences can schematically be represented as follows: 
 

(5) Centre-embeddings:   A1A2A3B3B2B1 
(6) Cross-serial dependencies: A1A2A3B1B2B3 

 
Or by means of a figure: 
 

Nested Crossed 

              
 
Figure 1: Centre-embeddings versus cross-serial dependencies 
 
 
                                                      
1 Tagalog is an Austronesian language spoken on the Philippines (23,853,200 speakers in 2000). See 
Ethnologue: http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=tgl 

http://www.ethnologue.com/show_language.asp?code=tgl�
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Cross-serial dependencies in Dutch are found in sentences with verb clusters. Verb clusters are verbal 
complexes where the verbs are all clustered together, of which can be shown that they are not just 
sequences of verbs (e.g. no non-verbal material can intervene) and which are preceded by their 
arguments, see (3) and (4). Cross-serial dependencies are highly interesting for a couple of reasons: 
first of all because they have been found in Dutch, Swiss-German and Tagalog only until now. 
Second, it has been shown these crossed structures that arise from verb clusters, cannot be  adequately 
described with context free grammars (Bresnan et al., 1983), but rather require at least mildly context-
sensitive grammars (Huybregts, 1984)2

 
.  

And thirdly, the aspect of cross-serial dependencies that will be the main topic of this thesis: crossed 
dependencies are claimed to be processed differently than nested dependencies (Bach et al., 1986). 
However, not much psycholinguistic research has been done on the subject: two on-line studies, 
namely Dickey and Vonk (1998) and Kaan and Vasić (2004), of which only the latter is published, and 
one offline study, Bach et al. (1986), in which crossed dependencies were compared with nested 
dependencies by means of comprehensibility judgments and a question task for Dutch and German 
sentences. 
 
Bach et al. (1986) is a very interesting and widely cited study because it involves the direct 
comparison of crossed and nested dependencies, while keeping (most of) the other factors equal. To 
this purpose, Bach et al. have used Dutch and German sentences containing verb clusters. These 
structures are highly similar, with the difference that the dependencies they contain (between noun and 
verb) are crossed and nested, respectively: 
 

(7) Johanna   heeft  Hans   de kinderen   de paarden   leren   helpen  voeren.   Dutch  
Johanna  has   Hans   the children    the horses   teach    help    feed 
    NP1              NP2         NP3             NP4          V1      V2      V3 

(8) Johanna   hat    Hans     die Kinder   die Pferde   füttern  lehren  helfen.   German 
Johanna  has  Hans   the children   the horses     feed     teach    help 

                NP1             NP2           NP3            NP4          V3        V2      V1 
 ‘Johanna has let Hans teach the children to feed the horses’ 
  
Subjects in Bach et al.’s experiment had to listen to the sentences and consequently rate them for 
difficulty on a nine-point scale (‘how easy is this sentence to understand’), and answer a yes/no 
comprehension question regarding the sentence. The Dutch subjects gave a lower average difficulty 
rating and had a lower error rate for the comprehensibility questions than the German subjects. Bach et 
al. argued that it therefore must be that crossed Dutch structures are less difficult to process. However, 
this was only the case with three and four levels of embedding (such as in (7) and (8)); in sentences 
with two levels of embedding (such as (9) and (10)), there were no differences in the judgment or the 
error-rate.  
 

(9)   Jan heeft de lerares de knikkers helpen opruimen.   Dutch 
Jan has the teacher the marbles help collect.up 

  ‘Jan helped the teacher collect the marbles’ 
(10) Wolfgang hat der Lehrerin die Murmeln aufräumen helfen.  German 

  Wolfgang has the teacher the marbles collected.up help 
  ‘Wolfgang helped the teacher collect the marbles’ 
 
  

                                                      
2 I will not go into this matter in this thesis, but those who are interested are encouraged to read Huybregts 
(1984) for a comprehensive article regarding these issues.  
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However interesting, Bach et al. (1986) was an offline study, and more research is needed to pinpoint 
the differences in processing. In this thesis, I want to go further into this matter and investigate and 
compare how crossed and nested dependencies are processed, and how this can be related to their 
underlying structure. 
 
There will be three main questions in this thesis: 
 

(i) How are cross-serial dependencies processed? 
(ii) What is the underlying structure of cross-serial dependencies? 
(iii) Can we relate the processing facts with what we know from the underlying syntactic 

structure of the dependencies?  
 
Furthermore, since I want to compare crossed dependency structures with nested dependency 
structures, the following questions will also be asked: 
 

(iv) How are nested dependencies processed (and in German verb clusters in specific)? 
(v) What is the underlying structure of nested dependencies? 

 
Ultimately, I will arrive at question (iv): 
 

(vi) What constitutes the difference in processing between crossed and nested dependencies 
and how is this related to the underlying syntactic structure of the two dependency 
structures?  

 
To arrive at answers for these questions, we will first give two analyses of Dutch and German verb 
cluster structures (for it is in verb clusters that cross-serial dependencies in Dutch are found): the first 
analysis will assume that the underlying word order of Dutch and German is OV, based on the 
framework used at the time of Bach et al. (1986), and the second analysis will take the underlying 
word order of Dutch and German to be VO, based on more recent, minimalist theories. In these 
chapters, we’ll arrive at proposals for answers of question (ii) and (iv). In the second part of the thesis, 
we will go further into previous analyses of the processing course that takes place for cross-serial 
dependency structures (whilst touching on the processing of German verb clusters), and we will go 
into three recent processing models, and what they predict for the structures investigated in chapter 
two and three. Thus we’ll try to arrive at some tentative answers for the questions (i) and (iv). To see 
what the findings in the chapters examining the syntactic structure have to say about the subsequent 
chapters on processing, we propose the Most Economic Derivation Advantage-assumption, which will 
be maintained throughout the thesis. This assumption consists of two parts:   
 

 Most Economic Derivation Advantage assumption 
   (i)  Most Economic Parse:  
        The most economic derivation is processed easiest (due to less syntactic structure). 
   (ii) Most Economic Prediction:  
        The parser predicts the most economic derivation to come up (i.e. no vacuous    
        predictions). 

 
Part (i) is a non-controversial assumption that sentences with the least syntactic derivations (i.e. 
structure) is processed easiest by the parser. We will loosely take ‘less syntactic structure’ to mean that 
(a) the amount of derivational steps that have to be made for the divergence of a structure is less, as 
moved elements will by definition create extra structure by appearing twice in the structure (either by 
trace or by copy, which we will leave open. In both cases, at LF the elements will have to be ‘put 
back’ on their traces, or have their copies interpreted for interpretation) and (b) the amount of 
projections or nodes.  
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Part (ii) is basically the incremental version of (i): it has been shown throughout the psycholinguistic 
literature that people are incremental readers (or comprehenders) of language. On the basis of the 
partial input they’ve read or heard, people will make predictions about the structure that will come up 
(which presumably facilitates further parsing). Given that the most economic derivation is processed 
easiest, there is no reason for the parser to assume extra syntactic structure. Such intuitions have for 
example also been captured in Frazier’s (1979) Minimal Attachment Principle, which stated that 
incoming material (at the parser) should be attached into the main structure (or ‘phrase-marker’) while 
using the fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness of the language under analysis (Frazier, 
1979), and by the Simplicity principle by Gorrell (1995), which states that vacuous structure building 
is prohibited.  
 
On the basis of the answers to the questions on the underlying syntactic structure of verb clusters in 
Dutch and German, i.e. (i) and (iv), and the answers proposed for the question of how these structures 
are processed, i.e. (ii) and (v), we will then be able to start answering the questions (iii) and (iv). First, 
by the Most Economic Derivation-assumption, it follows that the difference between the processing of 
crossed and nested dependencies in Dutch and German lies exactly in their underlying syntactic 
structure. Therefore, we must first answer the question as to which language has the most economic 
derivation. In the OV-approach, German reflects the base-generated structure or order of the 
dependencies, while in Dutch additional Verb-Raising is argued to take place. In the VO-analysis on 
the other hand, the Dutch the cross-serial dependency structures actually involve less syntactic 
derivations than their German counterparts, as the base-generated order of the verbs now is reflected 
by the word order in the Dutch verb clusters. In German additional derivational steps have to be made 
to in order for the structures to diverge (namely VP-Raising). Returning now to the Most Economic 
Derivation Advantage-assumption, and given the difference between the processing of Dutch and 
German verb clusters, where German verb clusters are more difficult to process (assuming Bach et al., 
1986 for now, and given the results of experiment 2, in chapter 7, which point in the same direction), it 
follows that the VO-analysis should be preferred over the OV-analysis, a result that is desirable also 
for theory-internal reasons (e.g. it makes less use of language-specific rules, it is a more minimalist 
account, it is a more recent framework).  
 
1.2 Set-up of the thesis 
The set-up of the thesis will be as follows. In chapter two, we will first look at the underlying syntactic 
structure of CSDs in verb clusters in Dutch, and provide an overview of the empirical facts. We will 
investigate the CSD structures in by the OV-approach that was used in the early generative grammar 
work of that time, i.e. during the research of Bach et al. (1986): Evers, 1975; Den Besten and 
Edmondson, 1983. When looking at infinitival complements in Dutch, we will make a distinction 
between verbs that select a verbal complement, and verbs that select a sentential complement. Verbal 
complements contain infinitives that obligatorily undergo Verb-Raising for Tense-Linking (since 
infinitives don’t have Tense of their own). Sentential complements on the other hand do not contain 
such infinitives, but are instead obligatorily extraposed. We’ll analyse verbs that select verbal 
complements as auxiliary verbs, and verbs that select sentential complements or nominal complements 
as main verbs. It will be shown that the IPP-effect, the (im)possibility of intervening non-verbal 
material and the order of the auxiliary verb and main verb can be accounted on the basis of this 
distinction.  
 
Secondly, we will look at similar verb clusters in German, which differ from Dutch verb clusters in 
that they contain nested dependencies. We will analyse German infinitives as being nominal, and that 
they therefore do not need to raise for Tense-linking, but rather are licensed in the specifier positions 
of other verbal projections. Furthermore, German does not employ Verb-Raising, but rather VP-
Raising, which has a consequence that non-verbal material can interrupt the verb cluster, which is not 
possible in Dutch. Finally, we will investigate what the underlying structures as derived in an OV-
approach predict for the processing of the crossed and nested structures that we have investigated.  
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It will be shown that Bach et al.’s (1986) findings can not be accounted for straightforwardly in an 
OV-approach, and that in fact a contrary result would be expected.  
 
In chapter three, we will turn to a minimalist VO-approach, and investigate what the differences are 
with an OV-approach, both in terms of syntactic analysis and of processing predictions. It will be 
shown that Extraposition and Verb-Raising can be disposed of, and that instead a more fine-grained of 
argument movement is needed, which will be formulated in terms of Scrambling and Object Shift. 
Moreover, the main verb-auxiliary verb of chapter two will be maintained and elaborated on. It will be 
shown that auxiliary verbs select for infinitival complements which contain both a deficient vP and a 
deficient TP, which cannot license their arguments. Therefore, arguments have to raise to positions 
preceding the matrix verb. Case assignment processes have been replaced by the feature checking 
process Agree, which is cast in the Probe-Goal framework (Chomsky, 1994; 2001). We will argue that 
the arguments in Dutch verb clusters are licensed by indirect Agreement. Turning then to German verb 
clusters, it will be shown that the nominal infinitive hypothesis can be maintained, and that it can 
account for the various word orders found in these verb clusters. Finally, we will see that the VO-
approach correctly predicts that German verb clusters are harder to process than their Dutch 
counterparts, as was shown in Bach et al. (1986). Therefore, we argue that the VO-approach should be 
preferred over the traditional OV-analysis.  
 
In this chapter four, we will take a closer look at the three psycholinguistic studies done on cross-serial 
dependencies: Bach et al., 1986; Dickey and Vonk, 1997 and Kaan and Vasić, 2004. We will look 
further into the various processing models that have been used and compared in these studies, as well 
as the results that have come out of it. We will see that the studies show that difficulties arise from two 
levels of embedding onwards German nested structures become increasingly more difficult than Dutch 
structures. Furthermore, it will be shown that for both languages, an increase in the amount of verb 
and in the amount of nouns in leads to higher reading times, which we will take to reflect processing 
difficulty. We will see that another relevant factor in processing is the type of NP, which suggests that 
interference effects may be in play, too. Finally, we will conclude that it has generally been suggested 
that it is either the processing load from too much structure or NPs that leads to processing difficulties 
in CSD structures, or that it follows from semantic and interference effects of the NPs. The studies 
have left several questions open however: first, it is barely taken into account that the parser can 
deduce some predictions for verbs (or the argument structure) from the arguments it has encountered 
(though a passing reference is made in Kaan and Vasić, 2004). Second, none of the on-line studies go 
further into the difference between nested and crossed dependencies, and most importantly, none of 
the studies really go into how the effects seen in processing may follow from the underlying syntactic 
structure.  
 
In chapter five, we will investigate what three different types of processing models predict for the 
processing cross-serial dependencies. First, we will go into a memory-based model, namely Gibson’s 
Syntactic Prediction Locality Theory, SPLT (1998); an expectation-based model will be second, 
namely Levy’s Expectation-based model (2007); and last, an interference model: Lewis and Vasishth’ 
ACT-R model (2005). Next, we will return to the Most Economic Derivation Advantage-assumption, 
which posits that the most economic derivation is processed easiest, and that the parser predicts the 
most economic derivation first. The structures and conditions that will be tested in the experiments are 
then introduced, and the predictions that the various models give for them are set out. Finally, there 
will be a small discussion on the role of serial order in parsing.  
 
Then, in chapter six and seven, the experiments that I have conducted to test the predictions by the 
various models, are presented (the first experiment tests the Dutch structures, the second one the 
German structures). It will turn out that none of the processing models discussed can straightforwardly 
account for the results found. However, when taking the VO-analysis, the Most Economic Derivation 
Advantage-assumption will correctly predict the Dutch structures to be easier to process. Finally, in 
chapter eight, the discussion will follow. 
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Chapter 2. Verb clusters: a SOV-approach 
 
 
2.1 Verb clusters 
In this chapter, we will start out with investigating the structures in which Dutch cross-serial 
dependencies occur: verb clusters. We will do so from a SOV-approach’ point of view, which was 
employed at the time of the first generative syntax study on these structures (Evers, 1975) and which 
has been employed throughout the Government and Binding (GB) framework (cf. Bennis and 
Hoekstra, 1989; Den Besten and Broekhuis, 1989; Rutten, 1991), and that was used in the first 
experimental study on cross-serial dependencies (Bach et al., 1986). This chapter will also lay out the 
empirical data for the rest of the thesis.  
 
2.1.1 Verb clusters 
Dutch syntax has the remarkable property that if two or more (infinitival) verbs occur in an embedded 
sentence, these verbs tend to join each other at the end of the sentence. These constructions are often 
called verb clusters. It is in these verb clusters that cross-serial dependencies are found: 
 

(1) De aannemer1 heeft Matthias de oproepkracht de muren laten helpen verven. 
        NP1           NP2        NP3       NP4       V1      V2        V3,4 
The building contractor has Matthias the on-call employee the walls let help paint 
 ‘The building contractor let Matthias help the on-call employee to paint the walls’ 

 
Verb complexes occur in finite complements of the verb (see (2)), as well as in infinitival 
complements of a verb3, which are dividable in two groups: verb clusters with so-called bare 
infinitives (see (3) through (6)), and verb clusters with infinitives that are marked by te, a prefix 
cognate of English ‘to’, te-infinitives (see (7) through (8))4,5

 
: 

(2) (Ik zie) ..dat Jan zijn werk goed [gedaan heeft/heeft gedaan].  simple participle  
(I see) that Jan his work well done has/has done    construction 
‘(I see) that Jan has done his work well’ 

 
(3) ..dat ik de jongen gisteren naar huis [zag rennen].   bare inf, perception v 

that I the boy yesterday to home saw run 
‘That I saw the boy run home yesterday.’ 

(4) ..dat Marie Hans de afwas [liet opruimen].    bare inf, causative v 
that Marie Hans the dishes let/made clean.up 
‘That Marie let/made Hans clean up the dishes.’ 

(5) ..dat Jan vanavond de afwas [gaat opruimen].    bare inf, aspectual v 
that Jan tonight the dishes goes clean.up 
‘That Jan will clean up the dishes tonight’ 

(6) ..dat Piet zijn papers in een avond [wil afschrijven].   bare inf, modal v 
that Piet his papers in an evening wants.to finish.write 
‘That Piet wants to finish (writing) his papers in one evening’ 

(7) ..dat Jan voortaan zijn eigen kamer [diende te stofzuigen].  te-inf, control v 
that Jan from.now.on his own room had.to to vacuum.clean 
 ‘That Jan from now had to vacuum clean his own room’ 

(8) ..dat Jan kilo’s [lijkt te zijn verloren].     te-inf, raising. v 
that Jan kilo’s seems to be lost  

 ‘That Jan seems to have lost kilos (of his weight)’ 
                                                      
3 It has generally been assumed that the infinitival complements are VPs and TPs. 
4 A specified list of the selecting verbs follows in paragraph 2.1.3. 
5 The example sentences are embedded sentences, to avoid the Verb Second-effect which puts the finite verb in 
the second position of the sentence in declarative sentences in Dutch. 
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Complements that contain bare infinitives and te-infinitives are infinitival complements: the presence 
of the complementizer dat (‘that’) indicates the selection of a finite rather than infinitival complement: 
 

(9)   a. Het schijnt [CP dat Jan goed kan+TENSE zwemmen] 
‘It seems that Jan can swim very well.’ 
b. Jani schijnt [(*dat) goed ti te kunnen zwemmen] 
‘Jan seems to be able to swim very well.’ 

 
Complementizers, or rather the projection CP in which they are positioned, furthermore form a barrier 
for movement of the argument (out of the embedded clause): 
 

(10) a. *..dat hij de prijsi tj weigerde [om ti in ontvangst te nemen]j.  
      that he the price   refused      to      in reception   to take 
b. ..dat hij de prijsi tj weigerde [ ti in ontvangst te nemen]j. 

         that he the price   refused        in reception  to take 
  ‘That he refused to accept the price.’ 
 
That these verb sequences in infinitival complements are verb clusters rather than just concatenations 
of verbs, can be seen from the fact that verb clusters may only contain verbal elements, and cannot 
contain direct objects or adverbs6

 
: 

(11) a. *Jo heeft het beleid [(ge)zien de kwaliteit bedreigen]. 
      Jo has    the policy     seen     the quality  threaten 
b. Jo heeft het beleid de kwaliteit [zien bedreigen]. 
‘Jo has seen the policy threaten the quality.’ 

(12) a. ..dat Jan <het boek> wil <*het boek> lezen. 
that Jan <the book> wants <the book> read 
‘That Jan wants to read the book.’ 
b. ..dat Jan <nu> wil <*nu> lezen. 
that Jan <now> wants <now>to  read 

  ‘That Jan wants to read now.’ 
 
I will take a sequence of verbal elements to be a verb cluster in Dutch if (and only if) no non-verbal 
material can intervene. So what is the underlying structure of those verb clusters? In the early 
literature, e.g. Evers (1975), Bennis and Hoekstra (1989), Den Besten and Broekhuis, (1989), Rutten 
(1991), it was assumed that the underlying word order of Dutch was SOV (herein following Koster, 
1975). A Verb Second rule applies to the finite verb of root clauses, which moves the finite verb to the 
second position of the sentence7

 
:  

(13) DS: [S Jan [‘O’ zijn huis te verkopen [besluitV]]].   Verb-Second 
          Jan     his house to   sell         decides 
SS: [S Jan besluiti [‘O’ zijn huis te verkopen [V ti]]]. 

             Jan decides      his house to sell 
  ‘Jan decides to sell his house’ 
 
In complement clauses then, nothing happens, and the basic word order is reflected: 
 

(14) DS & SS: dat [S Jan [‘O’ zijn huis te verkopen [besluitV]]]. 
   that    Jan        his  house to sell        decides 

                                                      
6 The sentences in (9) are adapted from Reuland, 1990.   
7 DS = Deep Structure, SS = Surface Structure, conform the Government and Binding framework (e.g. 
Chomsky, 1981).  
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The underlying structure of (15a) is thus as in (15b), after which Verb-Raising has been argued to 
apply: first  the lexical verb lezen (‘read’) is right-adjoined to the auxiliary gaan (‘go’), after which the 
complex gaan lezen (‘go read’) is on its turn right-adjoined to the highest verb, wil (‘wants’), cf. (15c): 
 

(15) a. ..dat Jan het boek wil gaan lezen. 
that Jan the book wants go read 
‘..that Jan wants to go read the book.’ 
b. [VP [VP [VP [NP  het boek ] lezen ] gaan ] wil]  
c. [VP [VP [VP [NP  het boek ] ti ] ti ] wil [gaan [lezen]i ]j ]  

 
For the ease of distinction between Verb-raising in bare infinitives and te-infinitives, I will adapt the 
following terms (introduced by Rutten, 1991): the raising of bare infinitives will be called Verb-
Raising cf. (16) and the raising of te-infinitives will be called T-Raising (cf. 17)8

 
: 

(16) DS: ..dat Anna misschien [haar broer een CD geven] wil 
        that Anna maybe       her brother   a CD   give  wants 
SS: ..dat Anna misschien [haar broer een CD ti] wil geveni 

(17) DS: ..dat Kees [een boek te lezen] zit 
        that Kees    a book    to read sits 
SS: ..dat Kees [een boek ti] zit te lezeni 

 
Sometimes, sentences occur with a te-infinitive that only seem to involve a verb cluster, but in fact 
don’t. Consider the following sentences (verbs are in bold script): 
 

(18) ..dat Anna haar broer die brief heeft besloten te schrijven 
that Anna her brother that letter has decided  to write 

(19) ..dat Anna heeft besloten haar broer die brief te schrijven 
that Anna  has     decided     her brother the letter to write 
‘..that Anna has decided to write her brother that letter.’ 

 
Though (18) seems to involve a verb cluster, having all its verbs grouped together at the end of the 
sentence, the verbs in (19), which is word order variation of (18), are interrupted by non-verbal 
material. This indicates that no real verb cluster occurs, and therefore neither in (18). Instead, this 
structure is argued to be an occurrence of the Third Construction9,10 (Den Besten et al., 1988) or 
Remnant Extraposition11

 

 (Rutten, 1991). The Third Construction is a structure in which the 
complement of the matrix verb is extraposed, i.e. moved rightwards of the matrix verb (as in (18), 
repeated below with indices as (20)) and out of which arguments may be Scrambled, into the matrix 
clause (as in (10), repeated below with indices as (21)): 

(20) ..dat Anna heeft ti besloten [haar broer die brief te schrijven]i 
that Anna  has     decided     her brother the letter to write 

(21) ..dat Anna haar broeri die briefj heeft besloten [ti tj te schrijven] 
that Anna her brother that letter has  decided       to write 

  ‘..that Anna has decided to write her brother that letter.’ 

                                                      
8 With Raising constructions I will mean both Verb- and T-Raising constructions, and with raising 
constructions, I will mean constructions with raising verbs like schijnen, ‘seem’.  
9 Traditionally, the Third Construction has been analysed as (optional) T-Raising and Extraposition (cf. Evers, 
1975), but was then shown by Den Besten et al. (1988) a.o. to be a combination of Scrambling and Extraposition 
(i.e. no verb-raising is involved).  
10 It is called the Third Construction because it does not involve T-Raising, nor straightforward Extraposition 
(Den Besten et al., 1988).  
11 It is called Remnant Extraposition because the infinitive is remnant in the extraposition. The name was 
introduced by Santorini & Kroch, 1990 (thus noted by Rutten, 1991:211). 
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Note that all sentential complements in Dutch obligatorily undergo Extraposition, i.e. both infinitival 
(see (20) and (21)) and finite sentential complements: 
 

(22) Kees heeft ti besloten [CP dat hij de prijs zal weigeren]i. 
        Kees has     decided        that he the prize will refuse 

(23) *Kees heeft [CP dat hij de prijs zal weigeren] besloten.  
        Kees  has       that he  the prize will refuse     decided 
  ‘Kees has decided that he will refuse the prize.’ 
 
Thus, though in Third Construction structures verb-clustering seems to appear (see (20)), it in fact is a 
sentential complement (as in (21)) in which ultimately only the verbs have remained. Next to the fact 
that non-verbal material may interrupt the sequence of verbs, more indications are at hand that no real 
verb cluster is involved: as we shall see, the Third Construction also does not allow for the IPP-effect, 
has deviating word orders and optional Scrambling. The Third Construction furthermore occurs with 
different selecting verbs than verb-cluster verbs (see table 1, in paragraph 2.1.3). The difference 
between these verbs and verb-clustering verbs is that the former take sentential complements, and the 
latter verbal complements. This is illustrated for example by negation effects (Reuland, 1980). 
Whereas negation can precede the embedded predicate in the sentential complement (24), it can’t 
precede the embedded predicate in the verbal complement (25): 
 

(24) a. ..dat zij de vergadering niet besloten heeft te verzetten. 
     that she   the meeting   not decided    has  to shift 
b. ..dat zij de vergadering besloten heeft niet te verzetten. 

(25) a. *Jo heeft het beleid de kwaliteit zien niet bedreigen. 
Jo has the policy the quality seen not threaten 
b. Jo heeft het beleid de kwaliteit niet zien bedreigen.  
‘Jo has (not) seen the policy (not) threaten the quality.’ 
 

But when we take a closer look at these sentential complements we see that the Third Construction is a 
different sentential complement than those in ‘normal’ Extraposition constructions. Elements can 
move out of the extraposed clause in the Third Construction, which is normally not possible12

 
: 

(26) a. ..dat Jan tj besloot [TP Marie te schrijven]j. 
     that Jan    decided     Marie to write 
b. ..dat Jan Mariei tj besloot [TP ti te schrijven]j. 
     that Jan Marie   decided         to write 
‘That Jan decided to write Marie.’ 

(27) a. ..dat Jan tj hoorde [CP dat Marie zong]j. 
     that Jan    heard       that Marie sung 
b. *..dat Jan Mariei tj hoorde [CP dat ti zong]j. 
        that Jan Marie    heard        that   sung 

  ‘That Jan heard that Marie sung.’ 
 
In other words, the Third Construction structure is transparent, whereas extraposed clauses are non-
transparent13

 
.  

 

                                                      
12 This movement is impossible due to the CP-layer (as indicated by the complementizer).  
13 Terminology of Ter Beek (2008).  
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2.1.2 Main verbs and auxiliary verbs 
We have now encountered four types of complements, which we can divide in the following way:  
 

(i) The complement is verbal: 
a. Complement is raised by Verb-Raising: bare infinitives 
b. Complement is raised by T-Raising: te-infinitives  

(ii) The complement is sentential: 
a. Complement is transparent (and infinitival): Third Construction  
b. Complement is non-transparent (and finite): (CP-)Extraposition  

 
I want to argue that the verbs selecting the first type of complements are used as auxiliary verbs (or 
functional verbs), and the verbs selecting the second type of complements are used as main verbs (or 
lexical verbs) in verb clusters. Only the auxiliary verbs can give rise to verb clusters, by head 
movement of V and adjunction of the verbs. The main verbs obligatorily extrapose their sentential 
complement, which is phrasal movement of the TP or CP to the right (note that these verbs can also 
take NPs as complement, which the auxiliary verbs can’t). This distinction isn’t meant to say anything 
conclusive about the (lexical) content of the verb itself, but rather which type of complement it selects. 
This way, some verbs can have two uses14

 
: 

(28) a. ..dat de Kamer het kabinet heeft dreigen weg te sturen. 
that the Chamber the Cabinet has threatenedINF away to send 
b. ..dat de Kamer het kabinet heeft gedreigd weg te sturen.  
that the Chamber the Cabinet has threatenedPART away to send 

  ‘that the Chamber has threatened to send the Cabinet away’. 
 
Dreigen in (28a) is used as an auxiliary verb and selects a verbal complement [weg te sturen], and 
raises it by Verb-Raising. The interpretation of the sentence is that the threat that the Cabinet will be 
sent off, exists. Dreigen in (21b) on the other hand is used as a main verb, and selects a sentential 
complement [het kabinet weg te sturen], out of which het kabinet scrambles to the matrix clause. The 
interpretation of this sentence is that a threat is uttered by the Chamber. This difference follows from 
the different form of dreigen, which is either an infinitive (28a) or a participle (28b). When the verb is 
used as an auxiliary verb, it occurs as an infinitive (by the IPP-effect, which turns a participle into an 
infinitive when it is selected by a temporal auxiliary - we will return to this in paragraph 2.3.3), and it 
is used as a main verb, it occurs as a participle (and these are the only readings possible). The verb 
dreigen is a Third Construction auxiliary which means that it can optionally have T-Raising (as in 
(83a)) or remnant Extraposition (as in (28b)). Third Construction (main) verbs on the other hand only 
occur with remnant Extraposition (29b), and not with T-Raising (29a): 
 

(29) a. *..dat Jan Marie het huiswerk heeft opdragen te maken. 
       that Jan Marie the homework has  order.INF   to make 
b. ..dat Jan Marie het huiswerk heeft opgedragen te maken. 
       that Jan Marie the homework has ordered.PART to make 
‘That Jan has ordered Marie to make the homework.’ 

 
The Dutch infinitival complements that we have encountered so far can thus be classified as follows: 
  
  

                                                      
14 The example sentence is adapted from Reuland, 1990:291. 
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 Complements and selectors   Type 
1. In verb clusters15

a. Selector of bare infinitives:    
: 

i. Perception verbs    AUX 
ii. Causative verbs    AUX 
iii. Aspectual verbs    AUX 
iv. Modal verbs    AUX 

b. Selector of te-infinitives: 
i. Control verbs    AUX 
ii. Raising verbs    AUX 

2. In the Third Construction: 
i. Third Construction verbs   MAIN 
ii. Third Construction auxiliaries  MAIN + AUX 

 
 
2.1.3 Overview of verbs 
Below I present a list of selecting verbs that occur in (infinitival complement) verb clusters in Dutch. I 
have ordered them by verb-raising of bare infinitives (Verb-Raising), of te-infinitives16

  

 (T-Raising) 
and by the Third Construction.  Recall that some verbs can be ambiguous in that they can occur both 
in a T-Raising and a Third Construction/Extraposition environment, such as dreigen (‘threaten’). In 
these cases, I’ve placed the verbs in the Third Construction column, under ‘Third Construction 
auxiliaries’.  

                                                      
15 The infinitival verb occurring in the complement is either a bare infinitive or te-infinitive, and has been 
selected for by the verb indicated in i-iv and i-ii. Cf. sentence (3) where the perception verb zag (‘saw’) selects 
for the bare infinitive rennen (‘to run’). 
16 I’ve added the element te in the column of control verbs because the verbs mean something different when 
used without it (cf. paragraph 2.3.3). 
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Mechanism Verb-Raising T-Raising Third construction 

Complement Bare infinitives Te-infinitives Te-infinitives 

Verbs ECM verbs: 
Perception verbs  
- zien ‘see’ 
- horen ‘hear’ 
- voelen ‘feel’ 
- ruiken ‘smell’ 
 
Causatives 
- laten ‘let, make’ 
 (- doen ‘do, make’)17

Control verbs: 

 

- dienen (te) ‘be obliged 
to’ 
- hebben (te) ‘have to’  
- hoeven (te) ‘need to’ 
- horen (te) ‘ought to’ 
- komen (te) ‘come and’ 
- plegen (te) ‘be used to’ 
- zien (te) ‘try (and 
manage) to’ 
- weten (te)  ‘know (how 
to)’ 
- helpen ‘help 
- leren ‘teach’ 
 
Aspectual  
- liggen (te) ‘lying and 
doing smthng’ 
- lopen (te) ‘being busy 
doing smthng’ 
- staan (te) ‘standing 
doing smthng’ 
- zitten (te) ‘sitting doing 
smthng’ 
 

Third construction verbs: 
- aanraden ‘advise’  
- begeren ‘desire’  
- beloven ‘promise’  
- besluiten ‘decide’  
- beweren ‘claim’  
- denken ‘think’ 
- dwingen ‘force’ 
- eisen ‘demand’ 
- geloven ‘believe’ 
- hopen ‘hope’ 
- opdragen ‘order’  
- verbieden ‘forbid’ 
- vergeten ‘forget’ 
- verlangen ‘long for’ 
- verleren ‘forget (how to)’ 
- vermijden ‘avoid’ 
- verplichten ‘oblige’ 
- vertellen ‘tell’  
- verwachten ‘expect’ 
- verzuimen ‘omit, neglect’ 
- voorstellen ‘propose’ 
- vrezen ‘fear’ 
- wensen ‘wish’ 
- zeggen ‘say’ 
 
Third Construction aux’s: 
- beginnen ‘begin’ 
- besluiten ‘decide’ 
- dreigen ’threaten’ 
- durven ‘dare’  
- helpen ‘help’  
- leren ‘learn, teach’ 
- menen ‘think, believe’ 
- proberen ‘try’  
- trachten ‘try’ 
- wagen ‘dare’ 
- weigeren ‘refuse’ 
 

Auxiliary verbs: 
Aspectualmotion  verbs  
- blijven ‘stay, remain’ 
- gaan ‘will’ 
- komen ‘come’ 
- lopen ‘walk’ 
 
Aspectualpostural verbs 
- liggen ‘lie (down)’ 
- staan ‘stand’ 
- zitten ‘sit’ 
 
Modal verbs 
- kunnen ‘can, be able to’  
- moeten ‘must, have to’  
- mogen ‘may, be 
allowed to’ 
- zullen ‘will, shall’18

- hoeven ‘need to’ 
 

- willen ‘want’ 

Raising verbs: 
- schijnen ‘to seem’ 
- lijken ‘seem, appear to’ 
- blijken ‘appear, turn  
out to’ 
 

 
Table 1: Division of selecting verbs for infinitival complements in Dutch 
 
Note that the aspectual auxiliary verbs can take both bare infinitives and te-infinitives as complement. 
There is a difference however. In imperfective structures, aspectual auxiliaries obligatorily take a te-
infinitive, cf. (34). In perfective structures (i.e. with a temporal auxiliary), both bare infinitives and te-
infinitives can be the complement, cf. (35), though the te of the te-infinitive feels a little redundant, 
suggesting that the bare infinitive is a ‘better fitting’ option: 
                                                      
17 Doen as a causative verb is rather archaic. 
18 Zullen can be both a temporal auxiliary (‘shall’), and a modal auxiliary (‘will’). 
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(30) Jan zat een banaan *(te) eten tijdens het college. 
Jan sat   a banana      to   eat   during the class 
‘Jan was eating a banana during class’ 

(31) Jan heeft een banaan zitten (te) eten tijdens het college. 
Jan  has     a   banana    sit     to   eat   during  the class 
‘Jan has been eating a banana during class.’ 

 
Possibly this is the case because the imperfective zat is ambiguous for the main verb-reading ‘sit’ and 
the auxiliary verb-reading ‘sit and do something’, whereas the perfective heeft zitten (‘has sit’) can 
only have the auxiliary verb reading: the main verb reading would require a different verbal 
complement, namely the participle gezeten (thus, heeft gezeten instead of heeft zitten)19

 

. So it could be 
that the te is needed in the imperfective situation to ‘signal’ in which way zat is used. The effect that 
the type of verbal complement (i.e. a participle or infinitive) gives a difference in meaning also occurs 
with the Third Construction auxiliaries. We will get back to this in paragraph 2.3.2, and will now first 
take a closer look at the variation in positions of both the arguments and verbs in verb cluster 
structures.  

 
2.2 Order variation 
Now, we turn to the variation of the orders of elements encountered in verb clusters. First, there is 
variation of the positions of the arguments relative to each other and adverbs (Scrambling), and 
second, there is variation in the positions of the arguments as relative to the verbs, though only with 
sentential arguments or complements (Extraposition). Last, we will look into variation as to where the 
verbs themselves are positioned.   
 
2.2.1 Scrambling 
Infinitival complements allow Scrambling. Scrambling generally refers to word order variation in 
Germanic SOV-languages of argument NPs with respect to each other or with respect to adverbial 
phrases (Kerstens et al., 2001; De Hoop, 2003):  
 

(32) a. Maar we moeten eerst de kinderen waarschuwen. 
But    we  must     first  the children  warn 
b. Maar we moeten de kinderen eerst waarschuwen. 
But    we  must    the children  first  warn 
‘But first we have to warn the children’ 

 
In Dutch, scrambling can only change the order of arguments relative to adverbs and adjuncts: in 
general, the relative order of arguments is fixed (unlike German). There is disagreement in the 
literature whether the object-NP in (32b) has undergone (leftward) A-movement (e.g. Vanden 
Wyngaerd, 1989) or (leftward) A-bar-movement (e.g. Bennis and Hoekstra, 1984) or has been directly 
generated there, i.e. in its scrambled position (e.g. Neeleman, 1994). Scrambling is generally assumed 
to be a pragmatically motivated movement operation which yields word order variation. The result is a 
structure wherein an argument has been moved in front of an adverb. The movement itself doesn’t 
seem to be motivated in any syntactic way though (i.e. not for Case or interpretation). Rather, it seems 
that there are pragmatic reasons for doing so: the difference is whether the information structure is 
felicitous or not for a given context. A factor that seems to be involved in Scrambling is specificity: 
non-specific indefinite NPs cannot be scrambled, and neither can particles or small clause predicates. 
Thus, Scrambling can only take place with NPs that belong the presupposition of the sentence. 

                                                      
19 Note that in the main verb reading of zitten (‘to sit’) the verb does not select a complement, as it is an 
intransitive verb.  
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Therefore Scrambling is not possible for idiomatic expressions (as they have no reference), nor with 
predicates of small clauses (APs): 
 

(33) *dat Jan de prijsi in ontvangstj heeft besloten [ti tj te nemen] 
that Jan the price in in.acceptance has decide to take 

(34) *dat zij het hekjei lekker groenj heeft besloten [ti tj te schilderen] 
  that she the gate nicely green has decided to paint 
 
In infinitival complements, both bare infinitives and te-infinitives allow Scrambling: 
 

(35) a. ..dat Anna misschien [haar broer een CD tj] wil gevenk 
     that  Anna   maybe     her brother  a  CD    wants give 
b. ..dat Anna haar broeri misschien [ti een CD tk] wil gevenk 
‘That Anna maybe wants to give her brother a CD.’ 

(36) a.  ..dat Kees morgen [die klant tk] dient te bezoekenk 
     that Kees  tomorrow that client ought.to to visit 
b. ..dat Kees die klanti morgen [ti tk] dient te bezoekenk 

  ‘That Kees tomorrow oughts to visit that client.’ 
 
The infinitival complement is transparent for Scrambling, because there is no CP-level in either of the 
structures. The presence of a complementizer namely blocks Scrambling out of the infinitival clause 
(37), just like wh-extraction (38): 
 

(37) *..dat Kees die klant dient om te bezoeken. 
   that Kees that client ought.to to.COMPL to visit 

(38) a. *Wiei dient Kees om ti te bezoeken?  
  Who oughts Kees to.COMPL to visit 
b. Wiei dient Kees ti te bezoeken? 
‘Who does Kees ought to visit?’ 
 

Scrambling is another diagnostic to distinguish T-Raising from the Third Construction. If non-
scrambable elements such as particles occur, they should stay with the te-infinitive in the Third 
Construction (being extraposed there), but stay behind if the verb is raised: 
 

(39) a. ..dat Piet besloot op te geven 
    that  Piet decided up to give 
b. *..dat Piet op besloot te geven. 
‘That Piet decided to give up.’ 

(40) a. ..dat Piet moest opgeven.  
   That  Piet  had.to up.give 
b. ..dat Piet op moest geven. 

  ‘That Piet had to give up.’ 
 
Consider also:  
 

(41) a. ..dat Jan de prijs heeft besloten [in ontvangst te nemen]Extrapos 
     that Jan the price has decided   in reception to take 

       b. *..dat Jan de prijs in ontvangst heeft besloten [te nemen]T-Rais 

  ‘That Jan has decided to accept the price’. 
(42) a ...dat zij het hekje heeft besloten [lekker groen te schilderen]Extrapos 

   that she the fence.DIM has decided nicely green to paint 
 b. *..dat zij het hekje lekker groen heeft besloten [te schilderen]T-Rais 

  ‘That she decided to paint the little fence nicely green.’ 
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Since idiomatic expressions and small clauses cannot be scrambled, this means that they cannot occur 
in the matrix clause. Rather, they have to come along (be pied-piped) in the extraposed clause. 
Scrambling in these situations therefore distinguishes T-Raising from the Third Construction. 
Compare (43) and (44) also with the following Verb-Raising structures, which are grammatical with 
Scrambling: 
 

(43) ..dat Jan de prijsi in ontvangst ti heeft durven nemen. 
(44) ..dat zij het hekjei lekker groen ti heeft durven schilderen.  

 
So, Scrambling is available for both Raising constructions and the Third Construction (indicating that 
both complements are transparent for movement), but it can be used as distinguishing device as it can 
show what has been extraposed and what has remained behind.  
 
2.2.2 Extraposition 
In Dutch (as well as German), finite CPs cannot occur in a direct object position: 
 

(45) *Hans heeft waarschijnlijk [dat Maria nog komt] betwijfeld. 
Hans has presumably [that Maria still comes] doubted 
‘Hans has probably doubted that Maria will still come’ 

 
In these cases, Extraposition obligatorily applies. Extraposition is generally believed (in the GB 
framework) to be the movement of a sentential complement out of its D-structure position to a 
peripheral position on the right of the sentence. These sentential complements are CPs, which can be 
both finite and infinitival clauses. Finite CP-complement clauses always have to be extraposed: 
 

(46) Kees heeft ti besloten [CP dat hij de prijs zal weigeren]i. 
        Kees has     decided       that he  the prize will refuse 

(47) *Kees heeft [CP dat hij de prijs zal weigeren] besloten.  
        Kees has       that he  the prize will refuse    decided 
 
In Dutch, infinitival CP-complement clauses undergo Extraposition obligatorily too, as shown by the 
contrast between (48) and (49)20

 
: 

(48) *Kees heeft [CP (om) PRO de prijs aan te nemen] geweigerd. 
          Kees has       the prize PRO to accept refused' 
          'Kees has refused to accept the prize' 

(49) Kees heeft t geweigerd [CP (om) PRO de  prijs aan te nemen]. 
          Kees has     refused      the prize PRO to accept 
 
Turning to the Third Construction, we have seen that Extraposition is always a part of the structure; in 
fact, its underlying structure is a combination of Extraposition of the TP-complement and Scrambling 
of non-verbal material into the matrix clause: 
 

(50) ..dat Anna haar broeri die briefj tE heeft besloten [ti tj te schrijven]Extr 
 that Anna her brother that letter     has decided           to write 

 ‘That Anna decided to write her brother that letter.’ 
(51) (?)..dat Marie Jani de keukenj tE verplichtte [ti tj schoon te maken]Extr  

    that Marie Jan the kitchen         obliged            clean   to  make 
‘That Marie obliged Jan to clean the kitchen.’ 
 

                                                      
20 The examples are adjusted and taken from Kerstens et al., 2001. The optional ‘om’ (to, for) is generally 
believed to show that it is indeed a CP, rather than a TP for example.  
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In sum, for Extraposition a structure as in (52) is assumed, where the CP originates to the left of the V 
(which follows from the underlying SOV-order), and adjoins to the IP, placing it in a sentence-final 
position (cf. Reuland, 1990): 
 

(52) [CP … C [IP [IP [VP … ti … V] …] CPi ]] 
 
There have been several explanations for the phenomenon of Extraposition in Dutch, based on either 
Case-assignment (Stowell, 1981; Reuland, 1990) or Tense-linking (Bennis and Hoekstra, 1989), 
though a consensus on the right analysis has never been reached. In the Case-based analyses, the main 
idea is that the sentential complement is an element that assigns Case, and therefore cannot be 
assigned Case or be in a position to which Case is assigned. In the Tense-linking analysis on the other 
hand, it is argued that elements with a independent Tense, like subordinate clauses, have to be 
connected to a higher element which bears Tense (so be adjoined to IP) and in Bennis and Hoekstra’s 
(1989) approach this can only be done by Extraposition. It is not clear to me why this is: if the clause 
has independent Tense, why would it have to raise to connect to other Tense? Note also that Bennis 
and Hoekstra thus treat verb clusters and Extraposition on a par with each other: both need to move 
rightward and adjoin, for Tense-linking. They also both conform to the Tense-chain composition (with 
Extraposition, the complement sentence needs to become a sister constituent of Tense). This I think is 
not desirable since Verb-Raising and Extraposition have crucially different properties (which we have 
touched upon in the previous paragraphs, and will go further into in the remainder of this chapter). 
Therefore, we will assume that Extraposition needs to occur because a sentential complement cannot 
be positioned on a position to which Case is assigned, as in Reuland (1990).  
 
2.2.3 Verb orders 
Last, we turn to the variation in order of the verbs. In two-verb verb clusters, two orders are allowed 
when the selecting verb is a temporal auxiliary (AUX), or a modal auxiliary (MOD); namely auxiliary 
last [1-2] or auxiliary last [2-1]: 
 

(53) a. ..dat Jan het boek gelezen heeft/heeft gelezen.  [1-2/2-1] AUX-VPART 
that Jan the book read.PART has/has read.PAR 
b. ..dat Jan het boek kopen zal/zal kopen.  [1-2/2-1] AUX-VINF 
    that Jan the book buy will/will buy 
c. ..dat Jan het boek lezen wil/wil lezen.   [1-2/2-1] MOD-VINF 

  that Jan the book read wants/wants read 
 
In three-verb verb clusters, the orders are more restricted21

 
: 

(54) ..dat Jan het boek heeft kunnen lezen.   [1-2-3/*others]       AUX-MOD-VINF 
that Jan the book has be.able read 

(55) a. ..omdat Jan het boek moet kunnen lezen. [1-2-3/*others]       MOD-MOD-VINF 
because Jan the book must be.able read 
b. ..omdat Jan het boek zal kunnen lezen. [1-2-3/*others]       MOD-MOD-VINF 

 because Jan the book will be.able read 
(56) a. ..dat Jan Marie kan hebben gezien.  [1-2-3]        MOD-AUX-VPART 

that Jan Marie can have seen.PART 
b. ..dat Jan Marie gezien kan hebben.  [3-1-2]        MOD-AUX-VPART 
c. ?*..dat Jan Marie kan gezien hebben.  [1-3-2]        MOD-AUX-VPART 
‘That Jan can have seen Marie.’ 

 

                                                      
21 It is consistently argued in Zwart (1994; 1996) that the order 1-3-2 is fine in Standard Dutch, though people 
prefer other orders. Personally I think it’s often very dubious.  
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The next question then is how these different orders are derived, given that the underlying order of all 
of these is 3-2-1, as we saw in paragraph 2.1. In the remainder of this chapter, I will go into these 
matters, and present the empirical facts from an OV-approach’s point of view. This will be mainly in 
the Government and Binding (GB) framework, unless specified otherwise. The analysis will involve 
investigating Scrambling, Extraposition, IPP effects and the Third Construction further. In sum, in this 
chapter I will show an OV-analysis of verb clusters with the following main underlying assumptions: 
 

(i) The underlying word order of Dutch is SOV. 
(i) The operation that creates verb clusters in Dutch is Verb-Raising. 
(ii)  The verbs (Chomsky-)adjoin to each other at a sentence-final position.  
(iii)  Other word orders are derived by Scrambling and Extraposition.  

 
 
2.3 Verb movement: Verb-Raising 
2.3.1 Verb-Raising and Tense-linking 
The first extensive proposal in generative grammar concerning the underlying structure of verb 
clusters in Dutch (and German), is Evers (1975). Evers gives an analysis of Verb-Raising in which the 
embedded verb is extracted from the complement clause and Chomsky-adjoined to the matrix verb on 
the right hand side, with some additional processes going on such as Equi-NP-deletion and S-
Pruning22

(1a)     (1b)  

. The effect of this Verb-Raising rule is that a verb cluster is created. Basically, Evers argues 
that the sentences involving verb clusters have a deep structure of type (1a), and a surface structure of 
type (1b): 

 
 
As can be seen in the trees, in (1b) the embedded S-label is ‘pruned’, and the embedded verb has been 
raised to a sentence-final position. The derivation of (1b) from (1a) is argued by Evers to follow from 
the rule Verb-Raising, combined with S-Pruning: 
 

(57) a. ..dat [S CeciliaNP,i [S1 de kraanvogelsNP overvliegenV] zagV] Verb-Raising  
  that       Cecilia      the crane birds  over fly        saw  and S-Pruning 
  ‘that Cecilia saw the crane birds fly over’ 
  b. ..dat [S CeciliaNP de kraanvogelsNP [V zagV overvliegenV]] 
  that       Cecilia       the crane birds       saw over fly 
 
Furthermore, Evers argues that the structure in figure (1a) is needed when a presence of a clauselike 
constituent is required, and the structure in figure (1b) when its absence is required23

                                                      
22 Evers’ work has laid the groundwork for the subsequent research of infinitival constructions in generative 
frameworks, and the general notion of Verb Raising was used throughout the years of the GB approach (cf. Den 
Besten, 1989, Den Besten and Edmondson, 1989, et seq.). 

. Thus, he argues, 
the pruning of an S-label must be an essential part of the Verb-Raising rule, and the Verb-Raising rule 

23 He shows this by, for 1a: Clause anaphora, Lexicalization, Reflexivization and Passivization, and for 1b by: 
Gapping, Nominalization, Extraposition (of the NP), PP-shift, Clitic Placement, Quantifier Hopping and Clause 
negation, see Evers (1975).  
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is justified by the fact that both structures are needed (given independent syntactic arguments, see 
footnote 20). In fact, S-Pruning is thought to be the immediate consequence of Verb-Raising. Evers 
gives the following S-Pruning principle, which is adapted from Kuroda’s principle (referred to in 
Ross, 1967)24

 
 to apply to Dutch and German:  

(58) S-Pruning Principle 
Delete any embedded S-node which does not branch, i.e. which does not immediately 
dominate at least two nodes. 

 
However, this Principle goes straight against the Projection Principle of Chomsky (1981), which states 
that lexical features need to be present at all levels of representation. This is highly problematic for the 
analysis. Later, it was suggested in the literature of the SOV-approach that ‘clause union’ or at least 
the non-barrierhood of the infinitival complement was a consequence of Tense-linking rather than a 
pruning rule. The Tense-linking hypothesis analysis has been developed by Bennis and Hoekstra 
(1989). They used the hypothesis to derive the obligatory principle of Verb-Raising from it: 
 

(59) Tense-Linking:  
A verb must be identified by Tense 

 
First, the finite verb is moved to the Tense-position, i.e. the head position of IP/TP. Next, every non-
finite verb needs to undergo Tense-linking as it has no Tense of its own, and moves to the closest 
Tense-position for that requirement. If on the Tense position a verb is already positioned, the infinitive 
verb adjoins and verb-clustering takes place (or what we have called Verb-Raising). This is made 
explicit in Tense chain composition: 
 

(60) Tense chain composition: 
If C1 is a chain of a dependent Tense, and C2 is a chain of a matrix Tense, than C1 
and C2 can be composed iff the link in C1 is the sister of the link in C2. 

 
The infinitive verb that is a sister of the finite verb can thus be adjoined and Tense-linked to it. 
However, as we saw in paragraph 2.2.3, sometimes Verb-Raising seems to be optional, i.e. in 
constructions with participles. This would be a problem for this theory, unless participles and 
infinitives are treated as different elements in the first place.  In the next paragraph, I will argue for 
this type of analysis.  
 
2.3.2 VP-Raising and participles 
So far we have assumed verb clusters are formed by Verb- and T-Raising, which is head movement. 
However, in many varieties of Flemish (Vanacker, 1970)25

 

 and earlier stages of Dutch (Hoeksema, 
1993) VP-Raising, i.e. phrasal movement, has been argued to occur: 

(61) ..da Jan Valère t deeg [nen boek vu zen wuf kuopen]. 
that Jan Valère  made  a book    for his wife buy 
‘That Jan made Valère buy a book for his wife’ 

(62) Hoe hi sal vier scoen ghewinnen. 
how he shall four shoes gain 
‘How he will gain four shoes’ 
[Vanden Vos Reynaerde, quoted in Hoeksema 1993:157] 

 
A crucial difference in the verb clusters resulting from either Verb- or Verb Projection-Raising is that 
in verb clusters created by VP-Raising non-verbal material can interrupt the verb cluster. Therefore, 

                                                      
24 Kuroda’s principle required that the phrase node of each phrase that has lost its head is to be deleted. 
25 Example and citation from Rutten, 1991:49. 
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we take VP-Raising not to occur in verb clusters in Standard Dutch (but see Haegeman and Van 
Riemsdijk, 1986 and Koopman and Szabolsci, 2000 for different views).  
 
However, we will see that phrasal movement occurs in Dutch too, but only in verb cluster-like 
constructions, such as the simple participle construction and the Third Construction. So, whereas the 
raising of infinitives by Verb- and T-Raising is head movement, I propose that the movement of the 
participle best analysed as phrasal movement. The two types of movement are evidenced by the 
different word orders that are possible. Consider the following Verb-Raising and T-Raising 
constructions, in which the verbal sequence is completely rigid: it must always be temporal auxiliary 
+ selecting verb infinitive + bare/te-infinitive (63a, 64a) and nothing else (63b, 64b)26

 
: 

(63) a. ..dat Elsje hem een brief heeft willen schrijven. 
                 that  Elsje him  a    letter  has   want  write 

b. *..dat Elsje hem een brief willen heeft schrijven. 
‘that Elsje wanted to write him a letter.’ 

(64) a. ..dat Marie een boek heeft liggen te lezen. 
      that Marie  a   book  has    lie     to read 
b. *..dat Marie een boek liggen heeft te lezen. 

  ‘that Marie has been lying and reading a book.’ 
 
In the Third Construction however, this word order is less rigid. The order can be temporal auxiliary + 
selecting verb participle + te-infinitive, as well as selecting verb participle + temporal auxiliary + te-
infinitive: 
 

(65) a. ..dat hij de prijsi tE heeft geweigerd [ti in ontvangst te nemen]Extrapos 
     that  he the price   has    refused          in reception  to take 
b. ..dat hij de prijsi tE geweigerd heeft [ti in ontvangst te nemen]Extrapos 
‘That he has refused to take the price.’ 

 
We see that the order participle-auxiliary can be freely inverted. The difference between verb clusters 
(with Verb- or T-Raising) and the Third Construction on the other hand thus seems to lie in the 
presence of the participle, which is absent in the former since there the participle becomes an infinitive 
by the IPP-effect (which we will see shortly). Or, to turn this generalization around, it seems that an 
infinitive must raise, while it is optional for participles. And in fact we see in simple participle 
constructions too that the participle can be freely ‘inverted’, without a change in meaning27

 
:  

(66) a. Ik denk dat Piet vanochtend de koeien gemolken heeft.  2-1 
     I   think that Piet this.morning the cows milked has 
b. Ik denk dat Piet vanochtend de koeien heeft gemolken.  1-2 

  ‘I think that Piet has milked to cows this morning.’ 
 
Sometimes one of the two readings is preferred, but only for pragmatic reasons. Take the following 
sentence, where an answer with contrastive focus is most felicitous28

 
: 

(67) ‘Vroeg je me gisteren nou of ik de foto’s altijd bewaarde?‘ 
‘Did you ask me yesterday whether I always kept the photographs?’ 
 

                                                      
26 Examples from Rutten, 1991:63-64. 
27 A participle occurs in finite verb clusters with the temporal auxiliaries hebben (‘to have’), zijn (‘to be’) and the 
passive temporal auxiliary worden (‘to become’). 
28 The verb form bewaarde in the question sounds a little odd, and one would prefer a perfective or future verb 
construction, but because these forms can occur in both 1-2 and 2-1 order, I don’t want to use them here as not to 
prime the structure of the answer. 
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a. Nee, ik vroeg je of de foto’s verwijderd kunnen worden. 
    No  I asked you whether the photographs deleted can be 
b. ?Nee, ik vroeg je of de foto’s kunnen worden verwijderd. 

       No, I asked you whether the photographs can be deleted 
 
The participle can land on several different positions, where infinitival forms cannot: 
 

(68) Ik zou wel op tijd <gebeld> hebben <?gebeld> willen <?gebeld> zijn <gebeld>. 
I would EMP on time <called> have <called>   want   <called>    be   <called> 
‘I would have liked to have been called on time.’ 

(69) Ik zou wel snel <?*rennen> hebben <?*rennen> willen <rennen>. 
I would EMP fast   <run>     have         <run>     want    <run> 

  ‘I would have to like to have ran fast.’ 
 
Note that these landing sites are similar to those of particles (cf. Van Dreumel and Coppen, 2003), 
suggesting that these are positions where lexical verbs can occur (assuming that particles do not move 
independently): 
 

(70) Ik zou wel op tijd <op> hebben <op> willen <op> kunnen <op> staan. 
I would EMP on time <up> have <up> want <up> be.able.to <up> get 
‘I would have liked to have been able to get up.’ 

 
For both constructions people prefer the peripheral positions of the participle or particle (Van Dreumel 
and Coppen, 2003; Zwart, 1994). I want to argue, along the lines put forward in Zwart (1994), that 
participle movement is different from verb movement in that it isn’t head movement, but phrase 
movement. Zwart takes the different morphology of participles and infinitives as an indication that 
different licensing processes are involved (cf. Chomsky, 1993): while infinitives are licensed by head 
adjunction (X0-movement), participles are licensed by movement into a specifier position (XP-
movement of verbal projections). So, whereas infinitives cannot move to just any positions in the 
three, but rather always adjoin to the last verb in the sequence, participles can ‘climb’ through the tree, 
landing on the intermediate specifier positions. The positions in the periphery are preferred however, 
because on the position to the right of its selector (so the sentence-final position in (68)) it can enter a 
local licensing relation with its selector, and to the left of the highest verb in the verb clusters (so to 
the left of hebben in (68)) it has a specific information structural position (the sentence is in that case 
read with emphatic focus on the participle). The other positions are possible because of the licensing 
relationship the participle has with the verbs, through their specifier positions, but since the other two 
positions have clear information structural positions, they are preferred. 
 
Then the question arises in what location the participle is when it is raised to a sentence-final position 
as in (66) for example. There, it cannot be in a specifier position (assuming that specifiers always 
occur to the left in projections in Dutch), so where is it? We’ve seen that the only way in which 
phrasal complements can occur to the right of their selecting verb, is when they are extraposed there. 
The question then however arises why no complement of the participle can extrapose together with the 
participle: 
 

(71) *..dat Jan moet ti hebben [het boek gelezen]i. 
   that Jan must      have      the book read 

  ‘That Jan must have read the book.’ 
 
At this point, I have no explanation for this phenomenon and I will leave open where the verb lands 
(and how it got there) when it is the last verb of the sequence. Next, assuming that participles are 
licensed in Specifier positions, it follows that they do not enter into verb-clusters (in the strict sense, in 
that they are not head-adjoined), which gives rise to the question how they are licensed. Rutten (1991) 
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suggests that it is perhaps that participles are not really verbal, but nominal too. That is, they have the 
features +N and +V, which also shows in that they can be used adjectivally29

 

, and therefore need not 
be licensed in an adjunction relation. Rather, they could be licensed in a more Case-checking-like 
relation, though the +V-feature might have to be checked, too, which is why they can only be licensed 
in Specifiers of verbal projections. The infinitives in verb clusters on the other hand have the features 
–N and +V, and need to be licensed in an adjunction relation with another verb. So: 

Category Form Type Licensing Movement Selector 
+N, +V Participle Main verb Movement to a 

Specifier, substitution 
XP-movement (Temporal) 

auxiliary verb 
-N, +V Infinitive Main verb or 

auxiliary verb 
Movement to a head, 
adjunction 

X0-movement Auxiliary verb 

 
Table 2: Participles and infinitives 
 
It follows from this analysis that participles can be topicalized (assuming this is XP-movement to 
Spec,CP in Dutch), but infinitives can’t. This prediction is borne out: 
 

(72) (Veel) gesport heef Jan nooit! 
(Much) do.sport.PART has Jan never 
‘Jan has never done much sport.’ 

(73) *Sporten heeft Jan nooit willen.  
To.do.sport has Jan never want 
‘Jan has never wanted to do sport.’ 

 
More evidence for VP-fronting comes from sentences where the object moves along (sentences 
adapted from Reuland, 1990b): 
 

(74) a. [CP [VP Een boek gelezen]i [C heeftj] [IP Jan niet ti tj ]]. 
            A   book read.PART       has         Jan  not 
‘Jan has not read a book’ 
b. *Een boek lezen heeft Jan niet (willen).  

         A    book  read  has   Jan not  (want) 
  ‘Jan has not read a book’ 
 
Note that in some cases, infinitives can be used as nominals too in Dutch. Infinitives in Dutch are 
nominal when they are selected by a participle, which is necessarily a main verb:  
 

(75) a. Sporten heeft Jan nooit gewild.  
Sport.INF has Jan never wanted 
b. Jan heeft sporten nooit gewild. 

  Jan has sport.INF never wanted 
  ‘Jan has never wanted to do sports.’ 
 
Because the surface form sporten is the same whether it is used as a nominal or verbal element, (75b) 
sounds a little odd, and (76) is preferred. Note however that the infinitive can be modified by a 

                                                      
29 It has been argued by e.g. IJbema (2002) that participles have grammaticalized from infinitives when the 
prefix ge- was attached to them. The prefix ge- added a perfective semantic feature as well as a nominal feature 
(+N). The suffix –en/d/t on the other hand might have lead to adjectivilization. However, this diachronic analysis 
would lead us to far astray, and for now it suffices to note that participles are qualitatively different from 
infinitives, with evidence for a nominal feature, and should thus be treated differently, too. 
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determiner and adjective, too, and this in fact greatly improves the sentence (presumably because this 
way, the nominal reading of the infinitive is forced, i.e. the ambiguity is taken away): 
 

(76) Jan heeft nooit willen sporten. 
Jan has never want.INF sport.INF 
‘Jan never wanted to do sports.’ 

(77) Jan heeft [DP dat dwangmatige sporten] nooit gewild. 
  Jan has that relentless sport.INF never wanted 
  ‘Jan never wanted to be involved in that relentless sporting.’ 
 
Returning to the participles and turning to the Third Construction, we see that the participle itself can 
also select a complement, but only if it is a nominal or sentential complement. This follows from their 
status as main verb. If a participle selects a sentential complement, this needs to be extraposed to the 
right of the participle (78). Elements may be scrambled out of this extraposed complement though 
(79): 
 

(78) a. ..dat Hans ti vergeten is [de was op te hangen]i. 
   that Hans forgotten is the laundry up to hang 
b. ..dat Hans ti is vergeten [de was op te hangen]i. 
that Hans is forgotten the laundry up to hang 

(79) ..dat Hans de wasj ti vergeten is/is vergeten [tj op te hangen]i. 
that Hans the laundry forgotten is/is forgotten up to hang 
‘That Hans has forgotten to hang the laundry.’ 
 

If the complement is nominal, it obligatorily needs remain on the complement position, to the left of 
the participle (again, the determiner het in (81) signals that the infinitive is nominal here): 
 

(80) ..dat Hans <de was> is vergeten/vergeten is <*de was>.  
that Hans <the laundry> is forgotten/forgotten is <the laundry> 

(81) ..dat Hans [DP het ophangen van de was] vergeten is/is vergeten *[DP ... ].  
   that Hans     the  hang.up  of the laundry forgotten is/is forgotten 
‘That Hans has forgotten to hang out the laundry.’ 

 
Another analysis for participles could be that, since they are nominal and VPs, they are base-generated 
as the complement of their selecting verb, and scramble through the clause, higher up. This is in 
accordance with the fact that Scrambling affects information structural properties/readings (see 
paragraph 2.2.1). The question then however becomes why participles can occur verb cluster-internal, 
but arguments cannot. A possible answer to that could be that, in order to land in an intermediate 
position in the verb cluster, you need to have a +V-feature to check too (assuming, as is usual, that 
‘canonical’ arguments/nominal phrases  have the features +N, -V). The question then still remains 
though how the participle can occur on the right side of the verb cluster. 
 
In sum, we have seen that verb clustering in Dutch is best analysed as a sequence of head adjunctions 
of infinitives, as opposed to verb complexes with participles, which have a different kind of 
attachment and licensing (as shown by the different positions in which they can occur, the orders that 
are possible, the different type of verbs that select them, and the different complements the participles 
themselves take).The fact that infinitives in verb clusters sometimes don’t show up as a participles, but 
rather in an infinitival form, even though they are selected by a temporal auxiliary, is called the IPP-
effect, which we will go into now.  
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2.3.3 Infinitivus Pro Participio (IPP) 
IPP stands for Infinitivus Pro Participio (‘Infinitive for Participle’) and occurs in structures in which a 
verb form in a compound tense with hebben (‘have’) or zijn (‘be’) does not take its regular participial 
form, but rather an infinitival form. In other words, the past participle that is selected by the perfective 
auxiliaries takes on an infinitival form:  
 

(82) a. *..dat Elsje hem een brief heeft gewild schrijven. 
       that Elsje him    a letter   has   wanted write 
b. ..dat Elsje hem een brief heeft willen schrijven. 
     that Elsje him   a   letter has want.INF write 

  ‘That Elsje wanted to write him a letter.’ 
 
This typically occurs in verb-raising constructions, and hence the occurrence of IPP is generally seen 
as an indicator for verb-clustering: the verbs heeft, willen and schrijven in (82b) thus form a verb 
cluster together. Note that the IPP also occurs in T-Raising structures (i.e. with te-infinitives), where it 
is obligatory in both the control and raising structures: 
 

(83) a. *..dat zij het proefwerk heeft gediend te verzetten. 
b. ..dat zij het proefwerk heeft dienen te verzetten. 

(84) a. *..dat Marie de mollen heeft gebleken te kunnen vangen. 
b. .dat Marie de mollen heeft blijken te kunnen vangen 

 
In control verbs, more seems to be at stake though. Consider the following sentences: 
 

(85) a. ..dat Jan haar een brief heeft lopen/staan/zitten te schrijven. 
b. ..dat Jan haar een brief heeft *gelopen/*gestaan/*gezeten te schrijven. 

 
Interestingly, the participle seems to signal a different verb; as a participle it has the meaning of the 
main verb lopen (*te) ‘to walk’, and not of the auxiliary verb of lopen (te), which means ‘to be busy 
doing X’. The same is the case with the other control verbs: 
 

(86) a. ..dat Jan haar een brief heeft zien/horen schrijven. 
b. *…dat Jan haar een brief heeft gezien/gehoord schrijven. 

  ‘that Jan has seen/heard that she wrote a letter.’ 
 
The participles are out (*gezien/*geweten/*gehoren), because they indicate the main verb-reading of 
zien (‘to see’), weten (‘to know’) and horen (‘to hear’) instead of the auxiliary verb-readings ‘to try to 
do’, ‘to have able to do’ and ‘ought to have to do’ respectively. Note furthermore that, if the verbs take 
a te-infinitive as complement, only the auxiliary verb-readings are available30

 
: 

(87) ..dat Jan haar een brief heeft zien/horen te schrijven. 
‘that Jan knew.how/had to write her a letter.’  

  Not: ‘that Jan has seen/heard her write a letter.’ 
 

                                                      
30 That is, if these control verbs select a bare infinitive, both the main verb and the auxiliary verb reading are 
possible. We saw something similar with aspectual verbs in paragraph 2.1.3; te also signalled an auxiliary verb 
reading there: 

(1) Jan zat een banaan *(te) eten tijdens het college.   
(2) Jan heeft een banaan zitten (te) eten tijdens het college.  

In (1), te is obligatory, because otherwise the main verb reading might be available, too. In (2) te is optional, 
because the infinitival form of zitten in combination with the temporal auxiliary heeft indicates the auxiliary verb 
reading anyway.  
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It thus seems that the marker te ‘changes’ these main verbs to auxiliary verbs (of intention), and in fact 
there are several other properties which distinguish them from the (original) main verbs: in the 
auxiliary verb cases, modal verbs can occur in the complement, which is not possible in the main verb 
constructions, and furthermore te is obligatory: 
 

(88) a. Hij hoorde mij een liedje (*te) (*kunnen) zingen 
            He heard   me   a song       to     be.able    sing 

‘He heard me sing a song’ 
b. Hij hoorde een liedje *(te) kunnen zingen 
    He be.customary a song to  be.able  sing 

  ‘It was customary that he was able to sing a song’ 
  
This is also the case for: horen (te), voelen (te), zien (te), vinden (te), leren (te), helpen (te)31

 

. Thus, in 
the auxiliary verb usage one expects the IPP to occur, since it is the auxiliaries that have the IPP-effect 
and not the main verbs (they occur in participle form only). That the IPP-effect obligatorily occurs 
with auxiliaries, can also be shown with raising verbs, which always take a verbal complement (unless 
they take a finite CP as sentential complement, and have an expletive as subject, as in (90), but this is 
a different construction altogether): 

(89) a. ..dat Jan haar een brief heeft schijnen/blijken/lijken te schrijven. 
    that  Jan  her    a letter    has            seem.INF             to write 
b. *..dat Jan haar een brief heeft geschenen/gebleken/geleken te schrijven. 
    that  Jan  her    a letter    has            seemed.PART             to write 

(90) Het schijnt dat Jan haar een brief heeft geschreven. 
It      seems that Jan her   a letter    has    written 

 
Since the IPP-effect occurs with auxiliaries only, it follows that it will only show up in verb clusters. 
This expectation is borne out: the IPP-effect doesn’t occur in other constructions, e.g. also not in the 
Third Construction: 
 

(91) a. *..dat Teun hem heeft opdragen een brief te schrijven 
       that Teun him   has    order.INF  a letter  to  write 
b. ..dat Teun hem heeft opgedragen een brief te schrijven 

(92) a. *..dat Teun hem heeft weigeren een brief te schrijven. 
       that Teun him   has   refuse.INF  a letter  to  write 
b. ..dat Teun hem heeft geweigerd een brief te schrijven. 

(93) a. *..dat Jan hem heeft aanraden een brief te schrijven. 
       that Teun him has  recommend.INF a letter to write 
b. ..dat Jan hem heeft aangeraden een brief te schrijven. 

 
The IPP-effect thus seems optional with Third Construction auxiliaries, because these can be used 
both as main verb (in which case they will appear as a participle) and as auxiliary verbs (in which case 
the IPP-effect will occur)32

 
:  

(94) a. ..dat Els hem een brief is begonnen *(te) schrijven. 
that Els him a letter is begun.PART to write 
b. ..dat Els hem een brief is beginnen *(te) schrijven. 
that Els him a letter is begin.INF to write 
‘That Els has begun to write him a letter.’ 

                                                      
31 See also IJbema (2002:76). IJbema argues that these main verbs have grammaticalized to an auxiliary verb, 
but that the original main verb has continued to exist too. 
32 We see that te is generally optional with the IPP structures (though not always, see 64b), but not with the 
participial form structures (there it is obligatory). 
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(95) a. ..dat Els hem een brief heeft gedurfd *(te) schrijven. 
     that Els him   a   letter has    dared     to  write 
b. ..dat Els hem een brief heeft durven (te) schrijven. 
 

(96) a. ..dat Els hem een brief heeft geprobeerd *(te) schrijven.  
      that Els him  a    letter has    tried            to    write 
b. ..dat Els hem een brief heeft proberen (te) schrijven. 

 
So, the presence of IPP means that these verbs can be used as T-Raising verbs, i.e. as auxiliaries, 
whereas the absence of IPP means that the verbs are used as main verbs, which (obligatorily) 
extrapose their infinitival complements (see also paragraph 2.2.2 on extraposition). Note also that 
when the verb is used as an auxiliary (as in the (b)-cases above), the order of the verbs cannot be 
changed, as is the case with other infinitival structures (i.e. in the raising constructions): 
 

(97) *..dat Els hem een brief proberen heeft te schrijven.  
   that Els him a letter      try.INF     has  to   write 

  ‘that Els has tried to write him a letter.’ 
 
Clearly, the infinitive must raise, while this is optional for participles. As before, I argue that the 
infinitives must raise because of Tense-linking, while participles do not take part in this licensing (by 
head adjunction), but rather are licensed in the specifier of one of the verbs. Therefore they don’t need 
to raise through the verb cluster, but need to move to the specifier of their selecting verb at minimum. 
The question remains why it can raise further, if it can also be licensed in the Specifier position of its 
selecting verb. Given that there is only an information structural difference between the different 
orders, I will argue that when the participle moves further up, the participle needs to be licensed for 
some information structural feature, and therefore needs to be raised. What these features are exactly, 
we will leave aside for now (but see Barbier, 2000 for suggestions of features as [+focus]).  
 
2.4 German verb clusters 
Turning now to German: how are verb clusters in which nested dependencies occur, formed?33

 

 I want 
to argue that German also has Scrambling and Extraposition, but crucially differs from Dutch in that 
its infinitives are nominal. As a consequence, German employs VP-Raising rather than Verb-Raising:  
instead of head movement, the infinitives are licensed in their base-generated position in verb clusters 
in German, or in the case of deviating orders, in the specifier positions of another verbal projection, 
where they have been moved to by VP-Raising.  

To start out with the position of the arguments and sentential complements: arguments have to 
scramble to the front of the sentence obligatorily: 
 

(98) ..weil der Johanni ihn das Lied singen ti hört. 
because the Johann him.ACC the Lied sing hears 

  ‘Because Johann hears him sing the song.’ 
 
Whether ihn and das Lied scramble too in (102), we can’t see here, but it can shown with three-verb 
verb clusters that ultimately all arguments have to be located in positions preceding the matrix verb: 
 

(99) Die Schwesterni haben Franzj der Aushilfe das Essen kochen tj helfen ti lassen.      
The nurses          have  Franz   the help       the food   cook           help     let 

  ‘The nurses have let Franz help the assistant to cook the food.’ 
 

                                                      
33 I will not go into te-infinitives, or zu-infinitives in German, but rather concentrate on the participle and IPP 
constructions and the bare infinitive constructions.  
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Extraposition is obligatory in German, too: 
 

(100) Er hat schon oft gesagt, daß er seine Frau nicht mag. 
He has already often said that he his wife not likes 
‘He has said often enough that he doesn't like his wife.’ 
 

Turning to the verbs then, let’s look first into the simple participle constructions, we see that here only 
one order is possible (as opposed to Dutch, where both orders are allowed)34

 
: 

(101) a. ..weil er das Buch gekauft hat/*hat gekauft.  [2-1/*1-2] AUX-PART 
because he the book bought has/has bought 
b. ..weil er das Buch kaufen wird/*wird kaufen.  [2-1/*1-2] AUX-INF 
because he the book buy will/will buy 
c. ..weil er das Buch kaufen muss/*muss kaufen. [2-1/*1-2] MOD-INF 

  because he the book must/must buy 
 
Thus it seems that the participle and infinitive in German do not raise. The bare infinitive (100) as well 
as the te-infinitive (101) are positioned to the left of the governing verb: 
 

(102) ..weil der Johann ihn das Buch [lesen sieht].  [2-1/*1-2] bare infinitive 
because the Johann him.ACC the book read sees 
‘Because Johann sees him read the book.’ 

(103) ..weil er das Buch [vor zu lesen versucht].  [2-1/*1-2] te-infinitive 
because he the book in.front to read tries 
‘Because he tries to read the book out loud.’ 
 

An interesting asymmetry with Dutch thus arises: 
 
 Bare infinitives Te-infinitives 
Standard Dutch Right Right 
Standard German Left Left 
 
Table 3: The position of the infinitival as compared to its selecting verb 
 
We have seen in Dutch that the infinitives have to raise (for Tense-linking), so it must be the case that 
there either is no Tense-linking in German, or it is covert, or the Tense is lowered onto the infinitive 
(assuming that the two languages have the same underlying order). We will go with the first 
explanation here. I will argue, in the line of thought of Reuland (1990a), that the infinitives in German 
are nominal or rather, +N +V. Therefore, they are licensed by Case instead of Tense-linking, and can 
stay in their base-positions (i.e. the complement positions of their selecting verb), thus rendering a 2-1 
order. If the infinitive is indeed nominal, this means that it can be Topicalized, too. This prediction is 
borne out (note that this is not case in Dutch, cf. (105))35

 
: 

(104) Zu verwöhnen aufgehört hat sie die Kinder nie. 
To spoil         stop.PART has she the children never 
‘She has never stopped spoiling the children.’ 

(105) *Op (te) houden te verwennen heeft zij de kinderen nooit. 
       Finish          to   spoil         has  she  the children never 

 

                                                      
34 The sentences (101)-(103) are from Wurmbrand (2006).  
35 Sentence (104)-(105) are from Haider (2003).  
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In three-verb verb clusters, the orders are similarly limited as in the two-verb clusters, though deviant 
orders appear in constructions starting with auxiliaries36

 
: 

(106) a. ..weil er es kaufen können will.  [3-2-1/*others]            MOD-MOD-V 
because he it buy be.able wants 
b. ..weil er es kaufen können wird.  [3-2-1/*others]            MOD-MOD-V 
because he it buy be.able will 

(107) a. ..weil er es hat1 kaufen3 können2.   [1-3-2/3-1-2/*others]    AUX-MOD-V 
because he it has buy be.able 
b. ..weil er es wird1 kaufen3 können2.   [1-3-2/3-1-2/*others]    AUX-MOD-V    
because he it will buy be.able   

(108) ..weil er es gekauft haben muss.   [3-2-1/*others]             MOD-AUX-V 
because he it bought have must 

 
As we can see from (101)-(102) and (106)-(108), the only deviant orders occur in the auxiliary-modal-
infinitive constructions as in (107a): 1-3-2 and 3-1-2. The 3-2-1 order is only possible in certain 
dialects and the 1-2-3 order is possible in some Swiss dialects (Wurmbrand, 2004). The meaning of 
the sentence does not change in the different orders37

 
:  

(109) ‘..Since he (has) wanted to buy it.’ 
a. %..weil er es kaufen wollen hat.   [3-2-1] 
      since he it buy.INF want.INF has 
b. ..weil er es hat kaufen wollen.   [1-3-2] 
c. ..weil er es kaufen hat wollen.   [3-1-2] 
d. %..weil er es hat wollen kaufen.   [1-2-3] 

 
So, to derive the other others besides the 3-2-1 order, it will be necessary to assume some sort of 
movement or re-ordering. The question then is where/how/why does re-ordering take place? The 
question becomes even more stringent as no interpretation differences are connected to the different 
orders (which would be a good license for movement), or any other differences for that matter 
(possibly apart from some pragmatic differences). Note the interesting asymmetry between Dutch and 
German constructions with temporal auxiliaries and modal auxiliaries: 
 
 Dutch  German 

AUX-MOD-V  
 
FIN – INFIPP – INF 
  1         2           3 

1-2-3 
 
 
*all others 

1-3-2 
3-1-2 
 
*all others     

MOD-AUX-V 
 
FIN – INF – PART 
  1         2           3 

1-2-3 
3-1-2 
?*1-3-2 
 
*all others 

 3-2-1 
 
 
 
*all others     
 

 
Table 4: Three-verb modal and auxiliary combinations 

                                                      
36 Note that, as in Dutch and English, wird (‘will’) is ambiguous as modal and temporal auxiliary verb.  
37 However Wurmbrand (2004) seems to contradict herself in this regard: she claims both that it has and that 
hasn’t got differences in interpretation. I deduce from her argumentation that she means that there are no 
differences in the semantic interpretation here rather than in the pragmatic interpretation. 
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Interestingly enough, the other German verb cluster which has an infinitive as V3 (nl. modal-modal-
verb constructions) does not allow for the same orders, but rather maintains the base order (3-2-1). 
Therefore, something must be special with the infinitive (V3) that has been selected by an infinitive 
that shows the IPP-effect (V2), because that is the sole difference: the selecting verb (V2) is a modal 
both in the auxiliary-modal-verb and the modal-modal-verb construction. If it had something to do 
with the fact that it was a modal verb, then we would also expect different orders for the modal-
auxiliary-verb construction, where we don’t find any (cf. 108). Nor can it have to do with the verb-
cluster final infinitive (i.e. V3 being an infinitive), since again the modal-modal-verb construction 
does not exhibit such ordering variation: 
 
 Dutch German 
MOD-MOD-V 
 
FIN – INF  – INF 
  1         2        3 

1-2-3 
 
*all others 

3-2-1 
 
*all others         

 
Table 5: The modal-modal-verb construction 
 
So what is the correlation with the IPP-effect? The IPP-effect is more restricted in German than it is in 
Dutch; it only occurs with causatives, perception verbs and modals (Wurmbrand, 2001; 2004)38

 
: 

(110) a. Ich habe mir Kaffee und Kuchen kommen lassen. 
I   have me.DAT coffee and  cake     come        let 
b. * Ich habe mir Kaffee und Kuchen kommen gelassen. 
‘I let coffee and cake be brought to me.’ 

(111) a. .. daß er mich das Buch hat lesen sehen. 
     that he  me   the book has  read  see 
b. *..daß er mich das Buch hat lesen gesehen. 
     that he  me   the book has  read  seen 

(112) a. ..weil er das Buch hat lesen wollen. 
because he the book has read want 
b. *..weil er das Buch hat lesen gewollt. 
because he the book has read wanted 

 
Wurmbrand (2004) argues that the IPP-effect is only found when the auxiliary have combines with a 
functional verb such as a modal or a causative (Wurmbrand, 2001; 2004). If an ambiguous verb is 
used as a lexical verb, the participle will show up again (see 113c): 
 

(113) a. ..weil er es hat kaufen wollen.  [1-3-2] 
since he it has buy want-IPP 
‘..Since he (has) wanted to buy it’ 
b. *..weil er es hat kaufen gewollt.  [*1-3-2] 
since he it has buy want-PART 
c. ..weil er es gewollt hat.   [2-1] 
since he it want-PART has 
‘..Since he (has) wanted it’ 

 
Thus, like we have done in the foregoing paragraphs, Wurmbrand (2004) argues that the IPP-effect 
occurs with functional verbs, or what we have called auxiliary verbs, and the participle occurs with 
lexical verbs, or what we have called main verbs. But do the other generalizations hold too? That is, 

                                                      
38 Examples here are from IJbema (1997). 
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do the same restrictions occur for different selecting verbs? Recall that the following correlations were 
found in the foregoing paragraph: 
 

(114) The IPP-effect correlations in Dutch: 
(i) The IPP occurs with auxiliary verbs only; 
(ii) The IPP and strict word order occur together (i.e. the infinitive must be 

raised). 
 
The first one seems to transfer smoothly, though the range of functional verbs in German is narrowed 
down to causatives, modals and perception verbs (thus leaving aspectual verbs out). The next question 
is then, is there a strict word-order requirement in German too? Given the structure of the other two-
verb and most three-verb verb clusters, we would expect that the IPP-infinitive remains in situ, like the 
other infinitives. However, the reverse is true: if the IPP applies, ‘re-ordering’ must take place. The 
final two infinitives change places (leaving aside for now what the exact underlying derivation is), and 
the order 1-3-2 is rendered. If the IPP does not apply, re-ordering is not possible, and only the 3-2-1 
order is allowed (see (115b) and (115c)). If the IPP does apply though, re-ordering is generally 
obligatory (see (115a) and (115d)): 
 

(115) a. ..weil er ihn hat lesen sehen.    [1-3-2]  IPP 
since he him has read see.INF 
b. ..weil er ihn lesen gesehen hat.   [3-2-1]  PART 
since he him read seen.PART has 
c. *..weil er ihn hat lesen gesehen.   [*1-3-2]   PART 
since he him has read seen.PART 
d. *..weil er ihn lesen sehen hat.   [*3-2-1] IPP 
since he him read see.INF has 
‘..Since he has seen him read.’ 

 
Wurmbrand (2004) gives the following analysis of the orders observed and the IPP-effect in 
German39

 
: 

(116) Order and the IPP-effect in German: 
(i) Invert an auxiliary with its sister iff the sister is a functional infinitive. 
(ii) Functional verbs in German are: modals, causatives, perception verbs.  

 
Wurmbrand suggests (herein following Haegeman and van Riemsdijk, 1986) that the verb cluster 
orders are (at least partially) derived by reordering, a PF linearization process. She proposes a 
mechanism ‘Flip’ (as in Williams, 1999, whom she cites) whereby sister nodes are inverted according 
to language specific inversion/precedence rules. To derive the 1-3-2 order from 3-2-1 then, inversion 
takes place at the PF-branch (rather than in the syntax/semantics component)40

 
: 

 
 
Figure 2: Deriving 1-3-2 from 3-2-1  

                                                      
39 Where iff means ‘if and only if’.  
40 Figure 2 taken from Wurmbrand, 2004:293. 
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Note that the third possibility for auxiliary-modal-verb constructions ((107c), here repeated as (117), 
see below) cannot be derived by flip: rather, Wurmbrand argues that the lowest verb (phrase), 3P, is 
moved leftward, after which the highest verb (1P) and its sister (2P) are inverted by flip41

   
: 

(117)  ..weil er es kaufen hat wollen.    [3-1-2] 
since he it buy.INF has want.INF 
 ‘..Since he (has) wanted to buy it.’ 
 

 
 
Figure 3: Deriving 3-1-2 from 3-2-1 
 
So Wurmbrand argues that there are two ways of verb cluster re-ordering: by PF flip and syntactic 
movement. She justifies the components by arguing that since verb cluster re-ordering does not seem 
to be motivated by any syntactic property nor has an effect on the interpretation, it follows that it can 
occur on PF. With syntactic movement on the other hand one would expect to find some semantic 
effect (corresponding with the orders), and Wurmbrand proposes that the focus differences that are 
found in such orders are an example of such effects42

 

. She admits that further research is needed to 
draw firm conclusions, but suggests that there is at least some initial support for her hypothesis.  

In my analysis, I want to follow her argumentation that modal verbs, causative verbs and perception 
verbs in German are functional verbs, which is why they exhibit the IPP-effect after a temporal 
auxiliary. I want to deviate from Wurmbrand (2004) in that I want to argue that, because they are 
functional verbs, they have to raise (for Tense-linking, as in Dutch): 
 

(118) ..weil er ihn esj ti hat [tj lesen sehen]i.   [1-3-2] 
since he him has read see.IPP 

 
The difference with Dutch is that the functional verb complement raises by VP-Raising rather than 
Verb-Raising (head movement), which is why the nominal infinitive selected by the IPP-infinitival 
verb, moves along. By means of the VP-Raising mechanism, the other order, 3-1-2, can also be 
derived: 
 

(119) ..weil er esi kaufenj tR hat [ti tj wollen]R.   [3-1-2] 
because he it buy        has        want 

 
First, the VP es kaufen wollen raises to the right of the matrix verb hat, for Tense-linking. Second, the 
nominal objects es and kaufen scramble to positions to the left of the matrix verb, presumably for 
Focus-features (as argued in paragraph 2.3.2). Thus, verb clusters in German are derived VP-Raising 
and Scrambling. Note that this predicts that non-verbal material can occur within a verb cluster. This 
prediction is borne out: 
 

(120) ..dass er für ihn nicht hatte die Firma am Leben halten wollen. 
                                                      
41 Figure 3 taken also from Wurmbrand, 2004:294. 
42 Wurmbrand cites Schmid and Vogel (2004) for German and articles in Kiss and van Riemsdijk (2004) for 
Hungarian. 
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  that he for him not had the company alive keep.INF want.IPP 
  ‘..that he himself didn’t want to keep the company alive.’ 
 
Recall that this is always impossible in Dutch: 
 

(121) ..dat hij graag <de kraanvogels> heeft <*de kraanvogels> willen <*de kraanvogels>  
 that he with-pleasure <the cranes> has <the cranes>  want.INF <the cranes>  
fotograferen. 

  photograph.IPP 
  ‘..that he gladly wanted to photograph the cranes.’ 
 
In sum, we have argued that infinitives in German are nominal, which is why they can remain in situ. 
However, if temporal auxiliaries select for functional verbs (which are modal, aspectual and causative 
verbs in German), than these show the IPP-effect and have to move by VP-Raising. It was argued that 
in those cases, the nominal infinitive that is the complement of the functional verb is pied-piped along.  
A difference between Dutch and German is thus that German does not employ Verb-Raising, but VP-
Raising. This has as consequences that non-verbal material can occur in the verb clusters. Examples of 
such non-verbal material are NPs, but also nominal infinitives may occur within a verb cluster. It thus 
follows that the only verb clusters with Raising are these verb clusters in German that exhibit the IPP-
effect: this is what is generally found to be the case (see paragraph 2.2.3). This can however also be 
turned around, and the question can be asked why German only exhibits verb clusters when the IPP-
effect occurs, while in Dutch verb-clustering occurs with all infinitives, and not just those headed by a 
temporal auxiliary.  
 
The other verb clusters in German were argued to be sequences of nominal infinitives, which are 
selected by each other. Note that we thus assume a dual function for these infinitives: the +N feature 
allows them to remain in the complement position of their selecting verb, and to get licensed for Case. 
The +V feature on the other hand allows them to select a complement of their own, and assign Case to 
it. We have seen the same happen with Dutch participles, but the difference is that there are no 
nominal infinitives in Dutch, and therefore participles cannot select infinitives, as in German (as 
participles cannot license verbal complements, but only nominal complements). A further 
consequence of analysing the German infinitives as nominal is that they should be licensed and moved 
in the same way, too. That is, an infinitive in German should land in the specifier-positions of its 
selecting verb, as with participles in Dutch, and get licensed there. This is argued exactly so too by 
IJbema (1997).  
 
2.5 Processing crossed and nested structures 
2.5.1 Crossed versus nested structures 
In this paragraph, we will investigate what the different structures as analysed by a SOV-approach 
predict in terms of processing. We saw in chapter one that German verb clusters, which contain nested 
dependencies, have been claimed to be more difficult to process than Dutch verb clusters, which 
contain crossed dependencies (Bach et al., 1986). The question then is, what in the structure is 
responsible for this difference in processing difficulty, taken that the two structures are similar on all 
other fronts? Consider again the sentences (5) and (6), here reprinted as (122) and (123): 
 

(122) Johanna heeft Hans de kinderen de paarden leren helpen voeren. Dutch 
Johanna has Hans  the children the horses  teach help    feed 

     NP1            NP2       NP3            NP4       V1    V2      V3 
(123) Johanna hat Hans die Kinder die Pferde füttern lehren helfen.   German 

Johanna has Hans the children the horses feed  teach  help 
                    NP1         NP2       NP3          NP4     V3      V2      V1 
  ‘Johanna has let Hans teach the children to feed the horses’ 
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It is often shown in the literature that people have problems with centre-embeddings as in (124). That 
is, since Miller and Chomsky (1963), it has been generally assumed that structures of the type (124) 
are difficult to process. This difficulty arises from the structure, and not from the length or amount of 
dependencies involved, as the paraphrase in (125) shows, which isn’t difficult at all: 
 

(124) a. [S1 [S2 [S3  V3 ] V2 ]  V1 ] 
b. The mouse1 cat2 the dog3 chased3 bit2 was old1. 

(125) a. [S1  V1  [S2  V2  [S3  V3 ] ] ] 
b. The dog chased the cat that bit the mouse that was old. 

 
The German structures are thus conform English centre-embeddings (cf. (126)), while the Dutch 
structure is different (cf. (127)): 
 

(126) [S1 [S2 [S3  V3 ] V2 ]  V1 ]      German 
(127) [S1 [S2 [S3   t3  ]   t2  ]  V1 + V2 + V3 ]    Dutch 

 
It thus seems that Verb-Raising in Dutch alleviates the degree of (the problematic) self-embedding, 
and hence the processing difficulty. However, it immediately becomes clear that this is not a trivial 
assumption: although Verb-Raising gives rise to a new order, the underlying structure remains the 
same, i.e. the nested order, the self-embeddings, are still there. If we assume that S-Pruning takes place 
though (as in Evers, 1975), than the degree of self-embedding is indeed brought down. However, as 
we have seen, this is a controversial principle, since it goes straight against Chomsky’s (1981) 
Projection Principle. So how could we account for the found difference in processing difficulty? The 
explanation may be that the parser relies on surface structure only (but this is, given evidence for the 
contrary throughout the psycholinguistic literature, not a desirable result), or that semantics comes for 
free in parsing, such that only syntactic structure influences the parser (so that the elements do not 
need to be ‘put back’). This however would suggest the opposite result: if the underlying structure of 
both Dutch and German is as in (108), than the Dutch structures should be harder to process, as they 
involve more syntactic derivations (and thus more structure, e.g. the adjunction structure) than their 
German counterparts. In sum, the SOV-approach cannot account straightforwardly for the found 
differences in processing of (122) and (123).   
 
2.5.2 Deviant orders in Dutch 
Second, we have seen that, in the modal-auxiliary-verb construction in Dutch, more than one order is 
possible: 

(128) a. ..dat Jan Marie de foto’s kan hebben gegeven.  [1-2-3] 
that Jan Marie the photographs can have given 
b. ?*..dat Jan Marie foto’s kan gegeven hebben.   [1-3-2] 
c. ..dat Jan Marie de foto’s gegeven kan hebben.  [3-1-2] 

  ‘That Jan can have given Marie the photographs.’ 
 
These different orders had no difference in interpretation but had some pragmatic differences (i.e. in 
terms of information structure). So, would we expect these deviant orders to be processed differently? 
The answer has to be yes: in (128a), two movements have occurred; hebben is raised and adjoined to 
kan, and the participle gegeven moves through the specifiers of kan and hebben back to the 
complement position of hebben (or was pied-piped along in the first place, though that could be 
problematic, see 2.3.2). In (128b) the same processes take place, except that the movement of gegeven 
now only requires one step, and in (128c) it does not move at all (though hebben still raise and adjoins 
to kan, as the reader can see). Thus, whilst maintaining the hypothesis that sentences with more 
syntactic structure, and thus also sentences with more syntactic derivations, are more difficult to 
process, it follows that (128c) should be easiest to process, and (128a) the hardest. However, these 
differences are very subtle, as are the pragmatic differences, and should be tested experimentally to see 
how they are manifested exactly. 
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2.6 Intermediate summary and discussion 
In this chapter, we’ve looked at a SOV-approach of verb clusters and related structures in Dutch. In 
sum, we have seen that there are, leaving the simple participle constructions aside for now, four types 
of complements: 
 

(i) The complement is verbal: 
a. Complement is raised by Verb-Raising: bare infinitives 
b. Complement is raised by T-Raising: te-infinitives 

(ii) The complement is sentential: 
a. Complement is transparent (and infinitival): Third Construction 
b. Complement is non-transparent (and finite): (CP-)Extraposition 

 
We saw that there are two ways of forming these infinitival complements, namely by head movement 
and phrasal movement, respectively:  
 

1. Verb- and T-Raising, in which the embedded verb is moved rightward; 
2. By Extraposition and optional Scrambling of the arguments into the matrix clause, as in the 

Third Construction. 
 

We saw that, when the matrix verb is used as main verb or lexical verb, the complements are sentential 
(namely a CP or TP), which obligatorily undergo Extraposition in Dutch. When the matrix verb is 
used as auxiliary verb or functional verb, the complements are verbal (TP or smaller), and will 
undergo (Verb/T-)Raising obligatorily, for Tense-linking. Thus, Extraposition is correlated with 
selecting verbs that are main verbs, and Raising is correlated with selecting verbs that are auxiliary 
verbs. The distinction between Verb- and T-Raising and the Third Construction was made by the 
following tests: 1. the (non-)strictness of the order of the main verb and the auxiliary verb; 2. IPP-
effects; 3. the possibility of intervening non-verbal material; and 4. the selecting verbs. These 
differences could all be reduced to the status of the selecting verb, which was either a main verb, or an 
auxiliary verb, which on their turn select either a sentential complement or a verbal complement, 
respectively.  
 
Simple participle constructions were analysed as involving a temporal auxiliary and a participle which 
is necessary a main verb. This implies that the participle cannot license (i.e. select) another verb, but 
only nominal or sentential complements, of which the former obligatorily has to scramble to a position 
preceding the finite verb, and of which the latter is obligatorily extraposed to the right-hand side of the 
participle. Participles themselves were argued to be licensed in the Specifiers of other verbal 
projections, though this could not account for the verb cluster final position.  
 
As for German verb clusters, we have seen that both the participles and infinitives in German are best 
analysed as being nominal, like participles in Dutch. This has as a consequence that they can be 
licensed in their base-generated position, and do not need to raise for Tense-linking. However, when 
temporal auxiliaries select verbal complements, these verbs aren’t main (lexical) verbs, but auxiliary 
(functional) verbs, and therefore not nominal. This is shown by the fact that these are the only verbs 
that exhibit the IPP-effect in German.  Furthermore, because these verbs aren’t nominal, they do need 
to raise. In German however no Verb-Raising is available, but rather VP-Raising. This has a 
consequence that non-verbal material can intervene the verb cluster, but the nominal phrases inside the 
raised VP can also be scrambled into the matrix clause. Moreover, because infinitives in German are 
nominal as well, this means that both arguments and nominal infinitives can be scrambled. In this way, 
we could account for the deviating orders in auxiliary-modal-verb constructions without resorting to 
PF rules.  
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The different orders encountered in Dutch and German were: 
 
 Dutch German 
 Order Order 
AUX-PART 1-2 

2-1 
2-1 
*1-2 

AUX-INF 1-2 
2-1 

2-1 
*1-2 

MOD-INF 1-2 
2-1 

2-1 
*1-2 

   
VERB – BARE INF 1-2 

/*2-1 
2-1 
/*1-2 

VERB – TE-INF 1-2 
/*2-1 

2-1 
/*1-2 

   
MOD-MOD-V 1-2-3 

*all others 
3-2-1 
*all others         

AUX-MOD-V 1-2-3 
*all others 

1-3-2 
3-1-2 
*all others     

MOD-AUX-V 1-2-3 
3-1-2 
?*1-3-2 
*all others 

3-2-1 
*all others     

 
Table 6: Word order variations in Dutch and German verb clusters 
 
With the overview of the underlying syntactic structure of verb clusters in Dutch and German (as in a 
SOV-approach), we turned to the predictions it would make for their processing. It was shown that 
Bach et al.’s (1986) findings could not be explained for straightforwardly, and that in fact a contrary 
result was expected.  
 
In sum, on the basis of distinguishing between (i) selecting verbs as either main verbs or auxiliary 
verbs, (ii) verbal, sentential and nominal complements, and (iii) Verb-/T-Raising and VP-Raising, the 
syntactic structure of verb clusters in Dutch and German could be explained to a large extent, 
including the IPP-effect and various word orders. However, the theory did not provide satisfactory 
predictions with regards to the processing of the different structures. Furthermore, the analyses 
provided in this chapter were all cast in a GB framework, which has since then been replaced by more 
minimalist frameworks, which aim to eliminate all language-specific rules, such as Verb-Raising. In 
the next chapter, we will take a look at what analyses for cross-serial dependencies (and their crossed 
counterparts in German) can be given in such a minimalist framework.  
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Chapter 3. A minimalist view on verb clusters: a VO-approach 
 
 
3.1 Antisymmetry and Minimalism 
In this chapter, we will look at verb clusters and crossed dependencies from a minimalist point of 
view, based mainly on the work of Kayne (1994) and Chomsky (1995; 2001), and compare this to the 
analyses we’ve seen in chapter two. Importantly, the GB framework verb clusters are analysed from an 
OV point of view, while the minimalist analyses do so from a VO point of view. Furthermore, it will 
be shown that the minimalist account uses less language-specific and construction-specific conditions 
than the GB account and should therefore be preferred.  
 
3.1.1 Antisymmetry (Kayne, 1994) 
In Kayne (1994) it is argued that the movement of syntactic constituents is invariably leftward, a 
notion which follows from the following axiom: 
 

(1) Linear Correspondence Axiom (LCA)43

 A lexical item α precedes a lexical item β iff 
 

(i) α asymmetrically c-commands β or 
(ii) an XP dominating α asymmetrically c-commands β.44

 
 

This axiom states that asymmetric c-command imposes a linear ordering of terminal elements: they 
map uniquely into precedence relations. By this axiom, it is argued there is a universal Specifier-Head-
Complement order (SHC), i.e. a Subject-Verb-Object order (SVO), with all orders being derived via 
leftward movement (see Kayne, 1994). Many researchers have picked up on this idea, and consider 
Dutch to have an underlying SVO-order (cf. Zwart, 1997). Given that many phenomena in Dutch verb 
clusters have traditionally been analysed as rightward movement (see chapter 2), it will be very 
interesting to compare the two analyses.  
 
3.1.2 Minimalist Program (Chomsky, 1995; 2001) 
 
3.1.2.1 Split VP-hypothesis 
The syntactic representation of verbal inflection, complexes and projections have come a long way45

 

, 
from INFL (Chomsky, 1981) to IP (Chomsky, 1986), to a split IP, i.e. TP and Agr (Pollock, 1989), to 
agreement projections for both the subject and the object (AgrSP, AgrOP respectively, cf. Chomsky, 
1991; 1993) and other functional projections (Cinque, 1999). Recently, the division of IP into different 
Agreement projections was again rejected, and a single T-node containing both the temporal features 
and agreement features for the subject was argued for (Chomsky, 1995).The role of the AgrOP was 
taken over by vP, which is part of the split VP. vP, or little v phrase, is projected higher than VP, and 
the two verbal projections together provide positions for the external and internal arguments, 
respectively. The subject of the sentence originates in Spec,vP and can later move to Spec,TP, while 
the internal arguments, indirect object (IO) and direct object (DO), are believed to originate in the 
specifier and complement of V respectively (Chomsky, 1995:315-316):  

                                                      
43 Adopted from Hornstein et al., 2005. 
44 By adding this extra ‘maximal projection’-condition, you render the same as another LCA, stated: ‘Let X, Y 
be nonterminals and x, y terminals such that X dominates x and Y dominates y. Then if X asymmetrically c-
commands Y, x precedes y.  
45 See Khomitsevich (2008) for a comprehensive overview. 
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(1) [CP … C [TP …T [vP … v [VP V … ]]]] 
(2) [CP  C [TP Subj [ T [vP Obj [ tSUBJ [ V-v [VP tV tOBJ ]]]]]]]]] 

 
Derivationally, V merges with Object (externally), thus projecting V. Next, the light verb v merges 
with VP, projecting v and creating vP. Then, the V merges (internally) to vP, adjoining to v and the 
Subject merges externally with vP, while the Object does so (internally). Next, the T merges with vP, 
projecting TP (cf. Huybregts, 2006)46

 
. This continues up to CP.  

3.1.2.2 Case and Agree 
In the Minimalist Program (henceforth MP), lexical items consist of bundles of features, of 
phonological, semantic and formal features respectively (Chomsky, 1995; 2001). The phonological 
features are accessed and interpreted at Phonological Form (PF), the semantic features at Logical Form 
(LF) and the formal features are accessible throughout the derivation. Chomsky argues that the 
features in the semantic feature set and the formal feature set are intersected and disjoint from the 
phonological feature set. The features in the intersection are called interpretable formal features, 
meaning that they are interpretable at LF. The formal features on the other hand which are not in the 
intersection are the uninterpretable formal features, and need to be deleted in the course of the 
derivation, before LF is reached. This is requirement is stated by the principle of Full Interpretation, 
which requires that all the features of a LI are legible at the relevant interfaces, where the derivation 
will converge or otherwise crash. An uninterpretable feature F on a lexical item LI can be deleted if F 
is valued at some stage. Valuing can take place only if LI establishes a syntactic relation with a head 
Y, a relation which is called Agree (Chomsky, 2001). Agree takes place between a probe and a goal: a 
probe is a head with [-interpretable] features and a goal is an element with matching [+interpretable] 
features. In order to have its [-interpretable] features deleted before LF, a probe ‘searches’ through its 
c-command domain in search for a goal. A goal is accessible to a given probe only if there is no 
intervening element with the relevant set of features. Thus, relativized minimality holds, or a newer 
condition to state the locality requirements found in language, the Minimal Link Condition: 
 
 

                                                      
46 External Merge can roughly be taken to be the ‘canonical’ Merge, and Internal Merge a type of Move. Here, 
we won’t go into the matter further. 
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(3) Minimal Link Condition (MLC): 
α can raise to target K only if there is no legitimate operation Move β targeting K, where β is 
closer to K (Chomsky, 1995:296). 

 
Note that, in order for a goal to be active for purposes of Agree, it must have some [-interpretable] 
feature unchecked. Once all of its [-interpretable] features have been checked, a LI becomes inactive 
though it will remain in the structure and may induce minimality effects (in that it still can be an 
intervener), but it can’t participate in any other agreement relations (Chomsky, 2001). It is argued later 
(in Chomsky, 2001) that in fact both LI in an Agree relation need to have some uninterpretable 
features to check. This shows for example on argument-verb agreement and Case. The noun carries 
some [+interpretable] ϕ-features, while the verb, the Case-checker, has got [-interpretable] ϕ-features. 
The Case-feature on the noun on the other hand is [-interpretable], but [+interpretable] on the verb. 
These features allow the noun and the verb to enter into an Agree relation. The [-interpretable] features 
must be deleted, and are so after Agree can take place: the uninterpretable ϕ-features on the verb are 
valued by the interpretable ϕ-features on the Noun (showing up as overt agreement morphology, on 
the verb) and the uninterpretable Case feature on the noun gets valued by the interpretable Case 
feature on the verb (showing up as overt Case morphology on the noun, in some languages).  
 
Finally, in some cases, Agree is followed by the pied-piping of phonological features of the noun, and 
its merging to the specifier of the Case-checker, leading to what has been called A-movement, or overt 
movement of a NP for Case. The uninterpretable features of target/probe P and goal K render their 
relevant subparts active, so that matching leads to agreement. By uninterpretable features the 
following features are typically understood: phonological features, ϕ-features of T or its EPP-feature, 
and structural Case. In some cases, an active element E is unable to value an element, i.e. to inactivate 
a matched element by deleting its unvalued features. In these cases, E is defective. The easiest 
distinction between an active and defective element is in terms of features: a non-defective probe is ϕ-
complete, a defective one is not (Chomsky, 2001:6). The Probe-Goal approach is, in sum, comprised 
of the following conditions: 
 

(i) Goal as well as probe must be active for Agree to apply; 
(ii) α must have a complete set of ϕ-features (it must be ϕ-complete) to delete uninterpretable 

features of the paired matching element β.  
 
From (i) it follows that on both Goal and Probe there must be some uninterpretable features left, and 
from (ii) it follows that only complete sets of features can delete other complete sets of features.  
 
3.1.3 Prospectus: GB vs Minimalism 
In chapter two we saw that in the GB framework, verb clusters were analysed as instances of verb 
movement, sometimes in combination with Scrambling, and the arguments were argued to be base-
generated in their surface position. Thus, the verbs were considered to be located in derived positions 
in the surface structure, and arguments in base-generated positions. If we move from an OV-account to 
a VO-account of Dutch, it follows that the verbs must be located in base-generated positions (or at 
least stay below the objects, and generally keep the same order), and that (necessarily) the objects have 
to move, given the surface order in which they occur: all precede the matrix verb. So, in switching to a 
minimalist perspective, we move from a verb-oriented account (the verbs have to move) to an 
argument-oriented stance (the arguments have to move). Furthermore, sentential complements in the 
OV-approach have to be extraposed, while they can remain in situ in a VO-approach. In sum, both the 
OV and VO-analyses have to arrive at the structure in surface (4), which is a generalisation of the 
canonical embedded sentences in Dutch, but the difference is the base-generated structure and the 
consequent derivations. Compare the OV-approach, (5), with the VO-approach, (6), where for both (a) 
is the base-generated structure, and (b) the derived one47

                                                      
47 The arrows denote obligatory movement.  

: 
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(4) ..that [Scrambling ...] [Arguments 1-2-3 ] [Verbs 1-2-3 ] [Sent.compl. … ] 

a. Canonical:  
..dat Jan Marie de afwas heeft laten doen.  
that Jan Marie the dishes has let do 
‘that Jan has let Marie do the dishes.’ 
b. Scrambling:  
..dat Jan [Marie gisteren] de afwas heeft laten doen. 
that Jan Marie yesterday the dishes has let do 
‘That Jan has let Marie do the dishes yesterday.’ 
c. Sentential complement:  
..dat Jan Marie vertelde [dat hij de afwas had gedaan]. 
that Jan Marie told that he the dishes had done 
‘That Jan told Marie that he had done the dishes.’ 
 

(5) OV: 
a. ..that [Arguments 1-2-3 ] [Verbs 3-2-1]  
b. ..that [Scrambling …] [Arguments/Case 1-2-3 ] [Verbs/Verb-Raising  t t 1+ 2 + 3 ] [Extraposition…] 
 

 
(6) VO: 

a. ..that [Verbs 1-2-3] [Arguments 1-2-3] 
b. ..that [Scrambling …] [Case 1-2-3 ] [Verbs 1-2-3] [Arguments t t t / sent.compl.in situ] 
 
 

 
So, while verbs in Dutch do not necessarily move in a minimalist account, and Extraposition might 
just fall out from the VO-order, the minimalist account gets its own issues to solve: 
 

(i) Why do the arguments have to move? 
(ii) Where do the arguments move to? 
(iii) How does the correct order of arguments arise after movement?  
(iv) How can we account for deviant word orders? 

 
In this chapter, I will try to give answers for the questions (i)-(iii), and I will give some tentative 
suggestions for question (iii) and (iv) in the paragraph 3.5. 
 
In short, the answers to question (i)-(iii) will be as follows: verb clusters in Dutch are formed by 
certain verbs (as listed in table 1, paragraph 2.1.3) that select infinitival complements. Crucially, these 
complements are structurally deficient. That is, in Dutch, the infinitival complements lack a CP-
projection, as evidenced by the impossibility of complementizers in these complements, and the 
inability to host wh-words. Second, the complements typically lack a TP or have a TP which is 
defective (we’ll argue for the latter, that these projections are headed by Tdef): this is shown by the fact 
that the infinitival complements do not have independent Tense, and in that subjects always have to 
raise to a position in front of the matrix verb, suggesting that the embedded TP (if present) is defective 
for licensing the structural Case of the subject. Third, these complements lack a vP or have a vP that is 
defective (again, we’ll argue that these projections are headed by vdef): the v cannot license structural 
Case of its object(s), and these have to raise to positions preceding the matrix verb, too. In sum, these 
infinitival complements are transparent for argument movement due to their defective vP and TP. 
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Thus, the complements crucially aren’t independent syntactic domains. Instead, the clause of the 
matrix verb and of the infinitival complement count as one clause for syntactic processes48

 

. This has as 
a consequence that collected arguments of all verbs behave as the arguments of one single verb, 
namely the matrix verb and incompatible adverbial elements (like double negation) are excluded (cf. 
Van Dreumel and Coppen, 2003; Ter Beek, 2008). These effects have been frequently been observed 
in the literature, and have been called restructuring effects (Rutten, 1991; Cinque, 1992) or 
transparency effects (Ter Beek, 1998). In this way, we can account for the effects which Evers (1975) 
believed to follow from clause-union, without having to postulate a principle like the S-Pruning 
Principle (see chapter 2).  

Returning to the TP and vP-projections, what does it mean to be defective? Following Chomsky 
(2001), I will argue that they allow for partial ϕ-feature agreement, but without Case assignment to 
their argument. Starting out with the TP-projection: it must be the case, crucially, that Tdef matches the 
Subject in some features, to implement raising, but not all, to preclude inactivation. So, the probe and 
Tdef could match Subject in the feature [person] (or the EPP-feature), but no other features (and thus 
assuming that Tdef has no other features). If T on the other hand is complete (Tcomp), then T values and 
deletes structural Case for N. The ϕ-set of N (which is said to be always ϕ-complete, cf. Chomsky, 
2001) both values and deletes ϕ-features of T (with or without movement, i.e. with or without pied-
piping of phonological features), and the derivation converges. As for the vP, I will argue that vP is 
present in every verb cluster construction, since they can all contain external subjects (i.e. the 
embedded predicate can take a subject), but that they are defective, since they cannot license the Case 
of their arguments, which consequently have to move. Participles on the other hand project only a VP, 
which is why they cannot license infinitives. Furthermore, it will be shown that the distinction of main 
and auxiliary verb transfers well to the VO-approach, and the Tense-linking translates to some extent 
to the deficient TP, and the obligatory Scrambling (as was visible in larger verb clusters) to the 
deficient vP (as well as the deficient TP). 
 
In the next paragraph, we will start by investigating what a VO-analysis would predict for the 
phenomena postulated by the traditional analyses of verb clusters, before setting up a new, minimalist 
account of verb clusters.  
 
 
3.2 Dutch as VO language 
3.2.1 Analysing Dutch as a VO language 
Considering that many phenomena in Dutch have been captured in the past by the notion of rightward 
movement (Extraposition, Verb-Raising), Dutch is a highly interesting case for Kayne’s (1994) theory 
(and in particular its verb clusters). The first and most prevalent consequence of adapting Kayne’s 
(1994) argumentation is that the base order in Dutch must be SVO, rather than SOV. This has as an 
important consequence that no movement is required to derive the order of the matrix verb and the 
following infinitives. Also, Extraposition, an operation for which no triggers have yet non-trivially 
been proposed, can be accounted for straightforwardly: the clause is base-generated there. In this 
paragraph, I will look at the different phenomena encountered in the verb clusters described in chapter 
two, and put forward how a VO-analysis of Dutch may account for them. Afterwards, I will propose a 
new, more specific, minimalist account of verb clusters.  
 
3.2.2 Scrambling 
In chapter two, we have seen that the traditional analyses of verb clustering rely heavily on the notion 
of Scrambling to account for the variation found in infinitival complements and word orders. Does this 
change in a VO-approach? Let’s start out by looking at rather simple sentences as (7): 
 

                                                      
48 The observation that certain infinitival constructions lack clausal structure and behaviour has been analysed as 
coherence (Bech, 1955), verb-raising and clause union (Evers, 1975), and restructuring (Rizzi, 1976).  
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(7) a. (Ik wil) dat Jan het boek leest. 
I want that John the book reads 
‘(I want) that John reads the book.’ 
b. (Ik wil) dat Jan het boek gaat lezen. 
I want that John the book goes read 
‘(I want) that John will go read the book.’ 

 
In an OV-approach, the order in (7a) would be the base-generated order of the elements. In a VO-
approach on the other hand the object must have moved across the verb. Vanden Wyngaerd (1989) 
already proposed to analyse these sentences as instances of movement of the object noun phrase to the 
left of the verb, i.e. as object shift. Object shift is argued to move the object to AgrOP or Spec,vP, 
where it gets licensed for Case (cf. Zwart, 1993; 2001). If we then take sentences like (8), the analysis 
must be that the object het boek (‘the book’) has scrambled across the adverbial snel (‘quickly’): 
 

(8) a. (Ik wil) dat Jan het boeki snel (ti) leest ti 
I want that John the book quickly reads 
‘I want John to read the book quickly.’ 

 
Since in both scrambling and object shift one needs movement of the object to the left of the matrix 
verb, it is often difficult to distinguish between the two. However, there are several tests at hand (cf. 
Thrainsson, 2001; Vikner, 2006), and it will turn out to be important to distinguish between the two. 
Therefore, I will go into this matter more elaborately in paragraph 3.4. 
 
3.2.3 Extraposition 
Recall that we saw that in the OV-approach CP-complements obligatorily have to be extraposed to a 
clause-final position: 
 

(9)   a. (Hij denkt) dat ik wil [dat hij het boek leest] 
He thinks that I want that he the book reads 
‘He thinks that I want him to read the book.’ 
b. *..(Hij denkt) dat ik [dat hij het boek leest] wil 

(10) a. Marie kan horen [dat hij het lied zingt] 
Marie can hear that he the song sings 
‘Marie can hear that he sings the song.’ 
b. *Marie kan [dat hij het lied zingt] horen.  
Marie can that he the song sings hear 

 
In the literature, several different explanations have been given for this operation (Stowell, 1981; 
Reuland, 1990; Bennis and Hoekstra, 1989). None of these analyses could be maintained in later 
generative grammar frameworks, Extraposition herein being an impossible movement. First, rightward 
movement is considered to be out (Kayne, 1994), and movement became assumed to be a last resort 
option (Chomsky, 1995). That is to say, move only applies to satisfy some requirement, e.g. to check 
some feature, whereas in these analyses Extraposition is used to avoid something (Zwart, 1994; 1997). 
This requirement has been states as follows: 
 

(11) Last Resort (Chomsky, 1995): 
A movement operation is licensed only if it allows the elimination of [-interpretable] 
formal features.  

 
Furthermore, as all movements must be triggered by the need to eliminate uninterpretable formal 
features, they must target designated positions. There is however no known position to the right of the 
final verb position designated for checking the features of sentential complements. Similarly, no 
formal feature that all extraposed elements have in common has been found so far. If we assume an 
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underlying VO-order however (Kayne, 1994), the structure is straightforward: the complement clause 
has been base-generated there. The difference between object clauses and object noun phrases might 
then be that, whereas object noun phrases have Case features that need to be checked, in a position 
outside the VP (in Spec,AgrOP or Spec,vP) and therefore have to move there, object clauses typically 
lack these features, which is why they do not need to move (Zwart, 1994). So interestingly, we see that 
both in the OV- and the VO-approach the Case-licensed positions are to the left of the matrix verb, 
and the non-Case-licensed positions are to the right of the matrix verb.  
 
3.2.4 Verb movement 
Throughout chapter two, it was assumed that verb clusters are formed by head movement of the verb, 
i.e. by Verb-Raising or T-Raising. Interestingly enough, if we analyse Dutch as a VO language, the 
order found in verb clusters is the basic, underlying order: 
 

(12) ..dat Jan het boek moet kunnen lezen. 
that Jan the book must be.able read 

               V1       V2     V3 
‘..that Jan must be able to read the book’ 

 
Therefore, no verb movement needs to be assumed, unless different orders then the so-called canonical 
1-2-3 order are attested, which I will go into in 3.5.3. We will then also take a closer look at participle 
constructions. For an elaborate overview of word order variation in West-Germanic languages, see 
Wurmbrand (2001; 2005). The fact that the underlying order of verbs is also the surface order attested 
in verb clusters is a desirable result, since this way infinitives do not have to raise and just the finite 
verb could move as high as T in embedded clauses. This is in accordance with what is generally 
believed about verb movement (Roberts, 2001) and no language-specific, construction-specific rules 
as Verb-Raising have to be postulated.  
 
3.2.5 The Third Construction 
The Third Construction can now be explained in the light of the argumentation we just gave for 
Scrambling and Extraposition: because the verbs in the Third Construction select a sentential TP, it 
has to remain in situ on the complement position of the participle, cf. (13): 
 

(13) a. ..dat Jan voorstelt [het hondje te houden]. 
that Jan proposes the puppy to keep 
b. *..dat Jan [het hondje te houden] voorstelt.  

  that Jan the puppy to keep proposes 
  ‘That Jan proposes to keep the puppy.’ 
 
Note that the arguments of the embedded TP in the Third Construction can occur optionally in the 
matrix clause:  
 

(14) a. ..dat Hans vergeten is/is vergeten [TP de wasi op te hangen ti]. 
   that Hans forgotten is/is forgotten the laundry up to hang 

(15) b. ..dat Hans de wasi vergeten is/is vergeten [TP ti op te hangen ti]. 
that Hans the laundry forgotten is/is forgotten up to hang 
‘That Hans has forgotten to hang the laundry.’ 

 
At first, this argument seems odd, because if it can be licensed in the embedded predicate (which must 
be the case since (14) is grammatical), why can it optionally move to the matrix predicate, too? This 
possibility follows if we argue that the DP de was first raises to Spec,vP of the embedded verb 
(obligatorily) to receive Case there, and can optionally scramble into the matrix clause for focus. This 
is exactly what we will argue in this chapter, see paragraph 3.4. 
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3.2.6 Intermediate summary 
We have seen in this paragraph that analysing Dutch as a VO language has a couple of advantages: the 
verb order attested simply falls out from the underlying order, and we do not need to stipulate 
language-specific rules as Extraposition and Verb-Raising. Now, we will give a new minimalist view 
on verb clusters, and go into the internal structure of verb clusters first (the structure of the verbs), and 
then into object shift and scrambling (the structure of the arguments) of verb clusters in Dutch, before 
turning to German clusters again.  
 
 
3.3 The internal structure of infinitival complements 
3.3.1 Auxiliary and main verbs 
In the foregoing chapter, we have seen that the main difference between verb clusters and similar 
constructions involving groups of verbs is the type or use of the selecting verb. The selecting verb can 
either be used as a auxiliary verb or functional verb, which means it will select a verbal complement 
(i.e. a bare infinitive or a te-infinitive), or as a main verb or lexical verb, which means it will select 
either a nominal or a sentential complement (i.e. a TP or CP that needs be extraposed). Further 
consequences are that only the complements of auxiliary verbs show the IPP-effect, thus indicating 
that a real verb-cluster is formed. The auxiliary verbs in Dutch are modal and aspectual verbs, 
causative verbs and perception verbs49. If this approach is right, this means that verb clusters are in 
essence extended functional domains with one lexical verb (the bare infinitive or te-infinitive that is 
selected)50

 

. Until now however we have made this distinction solely on the base of the type of 
complement they select, and the form of they appear in (i.e. infinitive or participle). Though this is a 
licit distinction one can make, one might ask whether there are other tests to show this classification. 
In this subparagraph, I want to show that the distinction is also justified by differences in 
phonological, syntactic and semantic features.   

I will start out with indications from their phonology: whereas main verbs are always independent 
words which cannot be reduced or be empty at PF, auxiliaries can be phonologically reduced (Van 
Koppen, 199951). Modal, aspectual and temporal auxiliary verbs can all undergo phonetic reduction52

 
: 

(16) Moe-we komen?     moeten-we → moe-we 
Must-we come      must we 
‘Should we come?’ 

(17) Blij-je nog even theedrinken?    blijf-je → blij-je 
Stay-you more for.a.bit tea.drink   stay you 
‘Will you stay for a bit more to drink tea?’ 

(18) He-je je boterham al opgegeten?   heb-je → he-je 
Have-you your sandwich already eat.up   have you 
‘Have you finished your sandwich already?’ 

 
This is also the case for causative verbs and perception verbs: 
 

(19) La-je Marie nou de afwas doen?   laat-je → la-je 
Let-you Marie now the dishes do   let you 
‘Are you letting Marie do the dishes now? 

(20) Ho-je Marie ook altijd zo schreeuwen?   hoor-je → ho-je 
Hear-you Marie also always so scream   hear you 
‘Do you also always hear Marie scream that way?’ 

                                                      
49 And also for control and raising verbs, which select te-infinitives. I will leave those structures out here though, 
as they prove to have a more complicated structure (see Landau, 2000, for example).  
50 We will leave finite verb clusters aside for now. 
51 Thus cited in IJbema (2002) and Barbiers and Sybesma (2004).  
52 Note that the auxiliary verbs here are positioned on C.  
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If the verbs aren’t used as auxiliary verbs, then phonetic reduction is out53

 

. See for example the 
sentence (21), which contains the verb mogen which is ambiguous. It has the auxiliary verb use where 
it means ‘being allowed to’ and the main verb use where it means ‘to like’. In this sentence, only the 
main verb reading is possible, and therefore phonetic reduction is impossible:  

(21) Mag je Truus niet?      *mag-je → ma-je 
May you Truus not     may-you 
‘Don’t you like Truus?’ 

 
Next, auxiliaries are often claimed to be semantically deficient in various respects. It is often argued in 
the grammaticalization literature that this is the result of grammatical bleaching, a process in which a 
lexical verb loses part of its meaning (Hopper and Traugott, 1993; IJbema, 2002). This has been 
worked out for to large extent for the verbs in Dutch verb clusters by IJbema (2002). Next, the 
meaning of auxiliaries often seems to be determined by their immediate syntactic environment, i.e. 
they are semantically malleable (Barbiers and Sybesma, 2004). However, they seem to keep some 
(lexical) semantics of their own too, as well as selectional restrictions, which we have seen back in the 
Dutch verb clusters, too. That is; certain auxiliaries only select certain infinitives, and the different 
auxiliaries obviously have different meanings.  
 
Moreover, it has often been claimed that auxiliaries lack an argument structure on their own (Pollock, 
1989, thus cited in Barbiers and Sybesma, 2004), but the semantic malleability seems to suggest that 
they don’t necessarily lack it, but just that it’s different from main verbs (cf. Emonds, 1994). For one, 
auxiliaries are typically (extended) verbal projections such as VP, ModP, AspP and TP, which select 
other verbs, whereas main verbs are predicates typically selecting DPs, CPs and PPs (Barbiers and 
Sybesma, 2004). This is conform the findings we have seen so far. It follows from these selection 
restrictions that auxiliaries are often monadic verbs, while main verbs can be monadic, dyadic and 
triadic. This too is what we see in the verb clusters. Consider the following sentence: 
 

(22) De boerinSUBJ heeft JanSUBJ de kinderenSUBJ de kippenOBJ latenAUX lerenAUX voerenMAIN.  
The farmer.FEM has Jan the children the chickens let teach feed 
‘The farmer’s wife has let Jan teach the children to feed the chickens.’ 

 
Each argument except for the last one has to be an external argument in order to be licensed, and this 
follows from the argument structures of these verbs: the auxiliaries only assign external theta-roles, 
i.e. they have an AGENT-role only, whereas the main verb, the last verb (here voeren) has a full 
argument structure, and assigns both an AGENT-role (to de kinderen) and a THEME-role (to de 
kippen). An object can thus never occur in an intermediate position between the fronted arguments. 
This also follows from the syntactic structure in that the auxiliaries already have a direct object, which 
is the verb that they select. 
 
Furthermore, we have seen that sometimes verbs are ambiguous in their main verb and auxiliary verb 
reading or interpretation. It is suggested in Barbiers and Sybesma (2004) that this depends on the 
position in which they are generated. They suggest that auxiliaries are base-generated in a functional 
domain, a hypothesis that I will maintain here. In the next paragraph, it will be suggested that the 
different Tense-properties follow from the functional projection the auxiliaries are base-generated in. 
In sum, there is independent evidence that we’re on the right track in analysing verbs for their main 
verb or auxiliary verb usage. 
 

                                                      
53 For some reason, phonetic reduction seems always possible for perception verbs. I am not sure why this is, and 
leave this aside, as there are other tests to distinguish between the main- and auxiliary verb use for perception 
verbs.  
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3.3.2 Restructuring: vdef and Tdef 
In this paragraph, I want to take a closer look at the infinitival complements in Dutch, and give an 
analysis of the projections they may encompass.  
 
Before, we have argued that all arguments are projected within the VP-shell, i.e. within a projection of 
vP and VP. Specifically, we argue that the arguments have the following base-generated positions (cf. 
Chomsky, 1995): 
 

(23) [vP SU v [VP IO V DO]] 
 
IO and DO are assigned thematic roles by V, and the subject is assigned his theta-role by v. 
Furthermore, v assigns ACC to DO and OBL to IO54, once they move to Spec,vP. The presence of a 
vP with a v that is ϕ-complete55 can thus be detected by two properties: if an external argument occurs, 
and when the DO and/or IO receive Case. A vCOMP is argued to select a VCOMP, and if v is defective, i.e. 
ϕ-incomplete, then V is defective, too (Chomsky, 2001:9). In raising, restructuring and ECM 
constructions, the defective V also selects a defective T56

 

. When that is the case, the arguments have to 
move to a higher predicate, e.g. the matrix predicate, to have their Cases features valued. This Case 
will be the same as they would normally receive from the embedded predicate, because both the 
arguments and the embedded predicate are matched with the same probe (i.e. the matrix predicate), 
leading to indirect Case assignment. I will go into this more elaborately in paragraph 3.5.  

Recall now the different constructions in which verb clusters emerge57

 

: bare infinitives typically occur 
in the complement of Exceptional Case Marking (ECM) verbs such as perception verbs (24) and 
causative verbs (25), and as the complements of modal verbs (26) and aspectual auxiliary verbs (27): 

(24) Jan zag Marie de pasta koken. 
Jan saw Marie the pasta cook 

(25) Ik laat Marie het schilderij ophangen. 
I let Marie the painting hang.up 

(26) Jan moet zijn zieke moeder helpen. 
Jan has.to his sick mother help 
‘Jan has to help his mother’  

(27) Het kind bleef de honden pesten. 
The child continued.to the dogs bully 

 
Though all verbs have in common that they select bare infinitives and generate a monoclausal 
structure, I want to argue for different underlying structures, based on the thematic role assignment.  
 
To start with perception verbs: the verb zien in (28) assigns θ3 to its subject, Jan, and θ1 to its 
complement [Marie de pasta koken]. Inside that complement, koken assigns θ3 to its subject, Marie, 
and θ1 to its complement, de pasta. So, the subject of the matrix verb originates in an independent 
domain, i.e. vP: 
 

(28) [vP Jan [v’ zagv+V [VP [V’ tV ( [TP ) [vP Marie [v’ kokenV+v [VP [V’ tV de pasta]]]]]]]] 
   Jan      saw       Marie     cook                     the pasta 
‘Jan saw Marie cook the pasta.’ 

 

                                                      
54 I will assume here that it assigns oblique Case.  
55 vCOMP is also called v* (Chomsky, 2001:9).  
56 Where we assume restructuring to take place with modal, aspectual and control verbs.  
57 Again, I will leave infinitival complements involving te-infinitives out (i.e. control and raising structures), as 
more seems to be at stake there (see Landau, 2000, for example). 
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For causatives, I argue for a VP-shell. The causative light verb i (laat) forms a complex with the 
lexical verb V ophangen, and together they assign three theta-roles, call them θ3, θ2 and θ1. The 
subject of the verb, or the causer (ik) is assigned θ3, and originates on Spec,vP. The object of the v is 
the caused action, the VP-projection. The ‘indirect object’, or the person who is caused to do 
something (Marie) originates on Spec,VP and is assigned θ2. Finally, the action or object of the 
caused action (het schilderij) originates on the complement position of V, and is assigned θ1. Thus, we 
argue for the following structure: 
  

(29) [vP Ik [v’ laatv [VP Marie [V’ ophangenV het schilderij]]]] 
     I        let      Marie          up.hang   the painting 
‘I let Marie hang up the painting.’ 

 
Next, I will take the modal and aspectual auxiliaries to be real auxiliaries, in that they are part of an 
extended functional projection58,59, and do not assign theta-roles60

 
: 

(30) [FP Jani [F’ moetF [vP zijn zieke moeder [vP ti [v’ helpenV+v [VP [V’ tV tj]]]]]] 
    Jan      must        his sick mother                 help 

(31) [FP Het kindi [F’ bleefF [vP de honden [vP ti [v’ pestenV+v [VP [V’ tV tj]]]]]] 
   The child    continued    the dogs       bully 
‘The child continued to bully the dogs.’ 

 
Last, turning to participle constructions, I want to argue that participles project only a VP, while 
infinitives project a vP (even if it is defective), as argued above. This has as consequence that 
participle do not have external theta-roles, and that the agents in the participle constructions need to 
receive their theta-role from the verb that selects the participle, which is always a temporal auxiliary.  
Also, we will maintain that participles have the features +N and +V in Dutch, which allows them to 
only assign internal theta-roles, and which allows them to move through the verb cluster. I will go into 
this in paragraph 3.5.3. 
 
In the next paragraph, we will take a brief look at the vP and TPs of the complement of the selecting 
verb in verb clusters, which is either an auxiliary, ECM- or causative verb, as we just saw. I will argue 
that all infinitives have defective vPs, and defective TPs (or the TP is absent). This implies that 
infinitival complements are deficient in that they cannot license the Case of their arguments (due to the 
defective vP) and that they do not have independent Tense (due to the defective TP).  
 
3.3.3 vP  
We have argued (cf. paragraph 3.1.2) that the presence of a vP can be predicted on the basis of two 
properties: an external thematic role, and the assignment of accusative Case. Because the assignment 
of Case isn’t defined clearly for the present (we will do so in paragraph 3.4 and 3.5), I will base the 
detection of vP on the external thematic role here solely. Therefore, all infinitival complements have at 
least a vP: an embedded subject is always possible (even if it is a PRO): 
 

(32) a. Jani moet morgen ti afwassen.      auxiliary 
Jan must tomorrow clean.dishes 
‘Jan must clean the dishes tomorrow.’ 
b. Jan ziet Marie vallen.       perception 

                                                      
58 It will take us too far to give a profound analysis of all the different modality verbs and their interpretation in 
this paragraph, and I will just assume a FP (functional projection) for these auxiliaries.  
59 In the derivations given, the direct object has moved to Spec,vP. This movement is for Case, which I will 
attend to later. I’ve included it here to arrive at the right order of the arguments since the subject also moved.  
60 This follows also from their compatibility with expletives and quasi-arguments of weather predicates: 

(1) Er moet vandaag gewerkt worden! 
(2) Het moet/kan vandaag (gaan) regenen.  
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Jan sees Marie fall 
‘Jan sees Marie fall.’ 
c. Jan laat Marie de honden uitlaten.      causative 
Jan lets Marie the dogs walk 
‘Jan lets Marie walk the dogs.’ 
d. Jani zit ti het boek te lezen.      aspectual 
Jan sits the book to read 
‘Jan is reading a book.’ 

 
Assuming that causative ECM-structures consist of a VP-shell which host all three arguments given in 
(32c), it follows that the causative verb also assigns all of them Case, the v being complete for ϕ-
features.  
 
3.3.4 TP 
It is often argued that infinitival complements do not have independent Tense (see for an overview of 
analyses Wurmbrand, 2006). In this paragraph we will see that this is indeed the case. I will take non-
independent Tense to be present if the TP is defective. The embedded TP is then dependent on the 
higher TP for its Tense. Note that this analysis is related to the Tense-linking hypothesis and similar 
observations in the literature. Note also that this doesn’t mean that the main and embedded predicate 
cannot have separated or dissimilar Tenses, but what it does mean, is that the Tense of the embedded 
predicate is dependent on what verb and what Tense is located in the matrix position. As IJbema (2002 
and Ter Beek (2008) argue, it depends on where the auxiliary verb that selects the embedded verb in 
the verb cluster, is located. If the auxiliary verb for example is located in MoodIrrealis,, then anterior 
temporal auxiliary with a seemingly other Tense may still follow. This follows from Cinque’s 
Hierarchy (Cinque, 1999):  
 

(33) [Moodspeech act [Moodevaluative [Moodevidential [Modepistemic [T(Past) [T(Future) [Moodirrealis  
[Modnecessity [Modpossibility [Modvolitional [Modobligation [Modability/permission [Asphabitual 
[Asprepetitive(I) [Aspfrequentative [Aspcelerative(I) [T(Anterior) [Aspterminative [Aspcontinuative [Aspperfect 
[Aspretrospective [Aspproximative [Aspdurative [Aspgeneric/progressive [Aspprospective [AspSgCompletive(I) 
[AspPlCompletive [Voice [Aspcelerative(II) [AspSgCompletive(II) [Asprepetitive(II) [Aspfrequentative(II) ..
      

(Cinque 1999:81, 106) 
 
For this reason, it is no use to simply try to test two different temporal adverbs: it might very well be 
the case that the two Tenses of the two predicates are different (see (34)), but the differences with non-
verb cluster environments is that the embedded Tense is dependent on the higher verb. That is, not just 
any Tense can occur for the embedded predicate, see (35): 
 

(34) Jan wil vandaag Marie morgen helpen. 
(35) Jan heeft (*morgen) lopen/staan/zitten klagen. 

 
It is shown in both IJbema (2002) and Ter Beek (2008) that at least the following positions occur in 
Dutch infinitival complement clauses: 
 

(36) CP > TFUTURE > MoodIRREALIS > TANTERIOR > vP > VP 
 
The anterior temporal auxiliary hebben (‘to have’) is taken to indicate the presence of a TANTERIOR-
projection. The MoodIRREALIS-projection is taken to be indicated by the possibility of adding the adverb 
morgen (‘tomorrow’), and the future temporal auxiliary zullen (‘will’) is taken to indicate the TFUTURE-
projection. Schematically represented: 
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The projection Indicated by 
VP A verb 
vP An external argument 
TANTERIOR  hebben (‘have’), anterior temporal auxiliary 
MoodIRREALIS morgen (‘tomorrow), adverb 
TFUTURE zullen (‘will’), future temporal auxiliary 
CP Complementizer 

 
Table 7: Indications for structure 
 
Discussing these tests would lead us beyond the scope of the present work. Let it suffice to note that 
the following structure must be minimally present in Dutch verb clusters in accordance with Ter Beek 
(2008):  
 
Matrix verb Syntactic structure 
Modal auxiliary verb MoodIRREALIS + vP 
Aspectual auxiliary verbs vP 
ECM-verbs vP 
 
Table 8: Syntactic structure of infinitival complements in verb clusters 
 
Nothing in the analysis here hinges on the exact structure of the infinitival complement. The main 
reason that the TP must be defective is that arguments must obligatorily raise out of it in Dutch. We 
will go into this matter now.  
 
3.4 Argument movement in verb clusters  
3.4.1 Scrambling and Object Shift 
In Dutch verb clusters, the arguments must precede the verb clusters. Assuming an underlying VO-
order, this must mean that they have moved there (and since rightward movement is out, it follows that 
it is not the verbs that have moved). Thus, (38a) must have an underlying order as in (38b): 
 

(37) a. ..dat Jan Marie de kinderen de paarden laat leren borstelen. 
b. Jan laat [Marie leren [de kinderen borstelen [de paarden]]] 
that Jan lets Marie teach the children brush the horses 

 
With respect to this movement, several questions arise: 

(i) What is the trigger of the movement?  
(ii) What type of movement is it?  
(iii) What are the landing positions? 

 
The trigger for argument movement is generally assumed to be feature checking (Chomsky, 1993; 
1995). I want to argue that in Dutch verb cluster the arguments have to move higher up to receive Case 
while the embedded predicates supply their arguments with theta-roles. The vPs and functional 
projections of these embedded predicates are defective in licensing their arguments for Case and 
therefore argument movement is obligatory. Scrambling can occur afterwards, move the arguments to 
an even higher position (to a FocusP, for example) than the Case-licensing position. This is shown by 
adverbs, which can be positioned above the Case positions of the arguments: 
 

(38) ..dat de boer <gisteren> Marie <gisteren> de kinderen <gisteren> de schapen  
<gisteren> heeft laten helpen scheren.  
that the peasant <yesterday> Marie <yesterday> the children <yesterday> the sheep 
<yesterday> has let help shave 

  ‘..that the peasant has let Marie help the children to shave the sheep (yesterday).’ 
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Movement by Scrambling might be triggered by a [+focus] feature or something of the kind, as has 
been suggested in the literature (a.o. Barbier, 2000). These two movements, movement for Case and 
movement higher, passed the adverb, have been distinguished in the literature as Object Shift and 
Scrambling. Object Shift is argued to occur in the Scandinavian languages, and Scrambling in the 
Germanic languages61,62

 
: 

(39) Peter lasv die Bücheri ohne Zweifel nie [VP ti tv]    German 
Peter reads these books without doubt never 

(40) Peter læstev demi uden tvivl aldrig [VP tv ti]    Danish 
Peter reads them without doubt never 

 
I will however argue in this paragraph that in Dutch embedded clauses both Object Shift (OS) and 
Scrambling occur, while they have often been confused in the literature63,64

 

. We will analyse the 
trigger for movement thus to be Case (for Object Shift) and/or pragmatic effects (Scrambling). The 
movement sometimes seems obligatory (Object Shift) and sometimes optional (Scrambling), and it 
sometimes seems to be A-movement (Object Shift) and sometimes A-bar-movement (Scrambling). 
Finally, the landing positions will be in accordance with the movement that takes them there: positions 
where Case is assigned for Object Shift, and positions in higher projections as FocusP for Scramblinlg.  

3.4.2 Differentiating Scrambling and OS 
In VO-approach, the issue between Scrambling and Object Shift (OS) comes up, now the objects are 
not base-generated to the left of the verb anymore. Scrambling is an operation which is often assumed 
to be operative in Dutch (and German), but it seems OS occurs in Dutch too (where I will define OS as 
Case-driven A-movement of the objects). It is often argued that OS and Scrambling can be 
differentiated in the following ways (cf. Barbier, 2000)65

 

: whereas OS is A-movement (to 
Spec,AgrOP, for instance), Scrambling is argued to be A’-movement (to an adjoined position). This 
difference is related to the second divergence: OS is assumed to take place for Case-checking, and is 
triggered by the requirement of NPs to check their (strong) Case-feature. This has several 
consequences: the operation is therefore obligatory, and applies to all NPs. Scrambling on the other 
hand has no such requirement, and often a feature such as [+scope] or [+focus] is argued to be the 
trigger: hence it is not an obligatory operation, and it does not apply just to DPs (but also PPs for 
example). A strategy to check for the type of movement involved is to compare OS and Scrambling 
with typical A-movement and A-bar-movement, and to ask how similar or dissimilar the operations 
are.  

Tests that have been derived from those comparisons, and that consequently have been used to 
distinguish between the OS and Scrambling are shown the following table (adapted from Vikner, 
1994:490): 
 
 

                                                      
61 The sentences are from Vikner (2006:2). Note that he assumes that German is OV. 
62 The generalization of argument movement in both the Scandinavian and continental West Germanic languages 
is that the DP is moved leftward, from a position inside the VP to a position outside the VP but inside the same 
clause. 
63 This has lead to a debate whether Dutch Scrambling is A-movement (Vanden Wyngaerd, 1989) or A-bar-
movement (Bennis and Hoekstra, 1984). 
64 With ‘Object Shift’, I will mean the movement of arguments out of verb clusters for Case, in Dutch, thus 
leaving possibly deviating properties of Object Shift in other languages aside.  
65 Unfortunately, matters are more complicated than is sketched here: there is not much agreement over the two 
operations and the tests to distinguish them in the literature (see Thrainsson, 2001 for an overview). I however 
want to argue that there are many confounding factors in this past research, and I will try to independently 
motivate both the operations where possible, and divide the two operations primarily on the basis of their 
triggers (i.e. for Case- and focus-features).  
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A-movement A-bar-movement 
Cannot trigger parasitic gaps May trigger a parasitic gap 
Launch site [-Case] Launch site [+Case] 
Landing site [+Case] 
(Therefore, only moves NPs, and 
adjacency is required) 

Landing site [-Case] 
(Therefore, moves XPs there, no 
adjacency required) 

Cannot cross a c-commanding A-
element 

May cross a c-commanding A-element 

 
Table 9: A-movement versus A-bar-movement tests 
 
The first test, whether parasitic gaps are licensed, doesn’t work for Dutch, as parasitic gaps can be 
licensed by both elements in A-bar-positions and in A-positions, respectively: 
 

(41) ..dat Jan Mariei zonder haari/ei aan te kijken ti gekust heeft. 
that Jan Marie without her at to look kissed has 

 ‘that Jan has kissed her without looking at her.’ 
(42) ..dat deze boekeni gisteren door Peter zonder ei te lezen ti werden teruggebracht. 

that these books yesterday by Peter without to read were brought.back 
‘..that these books were brought back by Peter yesterday without him reading them.’ 

 
Assuming that Dutch is a VO-language (cf. paragraph 3.2), it follows that at least some of the object 
movements in Dutch has to be A-movement, since it is obligatory to move the object from its original 
position: 
 

(43) *..dat Jan kuste Marie. 
that Jan kissed Marie 

(44) ..dat Jan Marie kuste. 
that Jan Marie kissed 

 
If NPs obligatorily have to move to a position in front of the matrix verb (and thus have to move to the 
matrix clause in verb clusters), this indicates that they are licensed in that position in the matrix clause. 
Furthermore, if we assume that formal licensing of NPs involves the checking of a Case feature 
(Chomsky, 2001), it follows that the obligatory move of NPs is for Case (i.e. that Object Shift occurs 
in Dutch). Furthermore, if the NP moves into the matrix clause for its licensing requirements, then we 
expect no interpretational effects to occur (the other motivation for movement). This prediction is 
borne out: the moved NPs do not require a particular intonation, emphasis or focus markers. 
Moreover, non-arguments may follow the verb, such as PPs (45) and clauses (46), since they do not 
require Case: 
 

(45) ..dat Marie de jongen capoeira zag beoefenen <in het park>. 
that Marie the boy <in the park> capoeira saw practice <in the park> 

(46) a. ..dat ik <*dat Jan danste> heb gezien <dat Jan danste>. 
that I <that Jan danced> have seen <that Jan danced> 
b. ..dat ik <Jan> heb zien dansen <*Jan>. 
that I <Jan> have seen dance <Jan> 

 
So what is the evidence that Scrambling also occurs in Dutch? Consider the following sentences: 
 

(47) a. *..dat Jan waarschijnlijk leest het boek. 
b. ..dat Jan waarschijnlijk het boeki leest ti.    Object Shift 
c. ..dat Jan het boeki waarschijnlijk ti leest ti.    Scrambling 
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(48) a. *..dat Jan waarschijnlijk leest een boek. 
b. ..dat Jan waarschijnlijk een boeki leest ti.    Object Shift 
c. *..dat Jan een boeki waarschijnlijk ti leest ti.    Scrambling 

  that Jan the/a book probably reads  
  ‘That John probably reads a/the book.’   
 
As shows from the (a) and (b)-cases, the object has to move obligatory across the verb, making it 
probable that (A-)movement takes place, for reasons of Case. In the (c)-cases, the object moves further 
up, to higher position, across an adverb. This is an optional movement for full NPs (which cannot for 
Case, since it has already been checked, given that the (b)-sentences are grammatical). Furthermore, 
this movement is not possible for indefinite full NPs, which follows from known facts of Scrambling: 
Scrambling can only take place with NPs that belong the presupposition of the sentence. Indefinite 
NPs are part of the focus of the sentence, and can therefore not be scrambled. Further evidence comes 
from idioms, which cannot be scrambled either (or at least they lose their idiomatic interpretation)66

 
: 

(49) ..omdat Jan in het park de zak kreeg. 
because Jan in the park the sack got 
‘..because Jan got sacked in the park’ 

(50) ..omdat Jan de zak in het park kreeg. 
because Jan the sack in the park got 
‘..because Jan got the bag in the park’ 

 
Since the idiomatic interpretation is available in verb cluster constructions, this means that the 
idiomatic NP has not been moved there by Scrambling (but rather by OS): 
 

(51) ..omdat Jan Marie de zak heeft zien krijgen. 
because Jan Marie the sack has see get 
‘Because Jan has seen Marie get sacked.’ 

 
Next, it is generally assumed that A-movement creates a binding configuration, whereas A-bar-
movement does not: 
 

(52) [Jan en Marie]i zijn door elkaari opgegeven voor de wedstrijd. 
Jan and Marie are by each.other signed.up for the match 

 ‘Jan and Marie have been signed up by each other for the match.’ 
(53) *Aan [Piet en Marie]i heeft Jan elkaari voorgesteld. 

To Piet and Marie has Jan each.other introduced 
  ‘Jan has introduced Piet and Marie to each other’ 
 
Proceeding to the next test: the landing site is presumed to be [-Case] for Scrambling operations, and 
[+Case] for Object Shift (thus inherently giving the trigger for movement). It follows from this 
definition that the objects of movement are NPs (i.e. Case-receiving elements) in OS, but other 
constituents, such as PPs (i.e. non-Case-receiving elements), in Scrambling. This predicted 
differentiation is observed (assuming, as Vikner, 2006, that Scrambling does not occur in Danish): 
 

(54) a. Ich habe nicht für das Buch bezahlt.     German 
I have not for the book paid 
b. Ich habe für das Buch niet ti bezahlt. 

(55) a. Jeg betaltev ikke tv for bogen.      Danish 
b. *Jeg betaltev for bogeni ikke tv ti.  
‘I haven’t paid for the book.’ 

                                                      
66 Examples (49)-(53) are from Ter Beek, 2008:196.  
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(56) a. Ik heb niet voor het boek betaald.     Dutch  
I have not for the book paid 
b. Ik heb voor het boek niet betaald (maar wel voor de cd’s). 
‘I haven’t paid for the book (but I have paid for the CD’s).’ 

 
Finally, with A-movement, no A-elements can be crossed (at least not if the moved element isn’t 
coindexed with it), whereas in A-bar-movement, this is possible.  
 

(57) *Applesi eats John ti. 
(58) Whoi did John kiss ti? 

 
In the following sentence, the indirect object (IO) Maria crosses the direct object (DO) book(s) 
(example from Vikner, 2006): 
 

(59) a. Ég lánav (ekki) tv Maríu bækurnar.     Icelandic 
I lend not Maria.DAT books-the.ACC 
b. *Ég lánav bækurnar (ekki) tv Maríu.  
I lend books-the.ACC not Maria.DAT 
‘I didn’t lend Maria the books.’ 

 
Assuming that only Object Shift takes place in Icelandic, the grammaticality results follow. Dutch 
patterns with the Scandinavian languages in this respect, i.e. crossing the indirect object with the direct 
object is not possible:  
 

(60) a. Jan wil Lisa dat boek (niet) geven. 
 Jan wants Lisa that book (not) give     

b. *Jan wil dat boek Lisa (niet) geven. 
Jan wants that book Lisa (not) give 

 
However, since we have seen that both OS and Scrambling occur in Dutch sentences, and Object Shift 
in the ‘lower part’ of the sentence, we will not see this as evidence against the presence of Scrambling 
in Dutch sentences (as is sometimes done). Rather, we will argue that the order of the arguments must 
be maintained throughout the movements. A generalization that is often made with regard to these 
phenomena is that the exceptional DO IO order is possible only in languages with a morphologically 
overt Case system, such as German67

 
 (example from Vikner, 2004): 

(61) a. ..das Peter Maria das Buch gezeigt hat     German 
that Peter Maria.DAT the book.ACC shown has 
b. ..das Peter das Buchi wirklich Maria ti gezeigt hat     
that Peter the book.ACC really Maria.DAT shown has    

 ‘..that Peter has shown Maria the book.’ 
 
Other than those exceptional cases, the order of the arguments is preserved in the shifting and 
scrambling. The question then comes up why this should be so, and how the order is preserved. Since 
this is an important aspect of cross-serial dependency structures (and how they are processed, as we 
shall see in the next chapter), we will now discuss this issue in more detail. 
 

                                                      
67 Note that the exceptional DO IO order is argued to often be influenced by various independent phenomena as 
stress, person and animacy of objects (cf. Holmberg and Platzack, 1995 – thus cited in Thrainsson, 2004). Also, 
there is considerable variation in judgments between subjects.  
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3.5 Movement and minimality effects 
In this paragraph, we will look further into issues concerning movement in the previous paragraphs, 
and show that the Minimal Link Condition is not violated in cross-serial dependency structures after 
all, though elements of the same type cross each other in A-movement.  
 
3.5.1 Minimalist movement 
As noted in the previous paragraph, in Dutch verb clusters the arguments can move to various places, 
however under the proviso that the (IO DO) order is preserved: 
 

(62) a. Jan gaf Marie dat boek waarschijnlijk.   IO – DO – Adv  
  Jan gave Marie that book  probably 
b. Jan gaf Marie waarschijnlijk dat boek.   IO – Adv – DO  
c. Jan gaf waarschijnlijk Marie dat boek.   Adv – IO – DO  
d. *Jan gaf dat boek Marie waarschijnlijk.   DO – IO – Adv  
e. *Jan gaf dat boek waarschijnlijk Marie.   DO – Adv – IO  
f. *Jan gaf waarschijnlijk dat boek Marie.   Adv – DO – IO  

 
Indirect-direct object order is also preserved in Flemish three-verb clusters, as Broekhuis (2006) 
shows68

 
: 

(63) a. (NPsubj)    V1   V2    IO    DO   V3 
b. (NPsubj)    V1   IO    V2    DO   V3 
c. (NPsubj)    IO   V1    V2    DO   V3 
d. (NPsubj)    V1    IO    DO   V2    V3 
e. (NPsubj)    IO   V1    DO   V2    V3 
f. (NPsubj)    IO   DO   V1    V2    V3 

 
Order preservation effects have been documented with a number of movement operations in various 
languages69, and several accounts have been put forward that argue that these certain types of 
movements in specific conditions must preserve the pre-movement order of the arguments. However, 
in order to keep the same order after movement as before, the dependencies in Dutch verb clusters 
have to cross, and crossed dependencies seem to violate the Superiority condition70

 
: 

(64) Superiority: 
No rule can involve X, Y in the structure ...X...[...Z...-WYV...]...  where the rule 
applies ambiguously to Z and Y and Z is superior to Y. 

 
This condition has had similar connotations, such as Relativized Minimality, Move, Shortest Move or, 
in a more feature-based setting, Attract (Chomsky, 1995): 
 

(65) Attract:  
A head X with feature F attracts the closest constituent YP with the feature F.  

 
All conditions state that the topmost (superior) and therefore closest element has to move, and no 
element below that (indeed assuming, trivially, that movement is upward), and thus no elements are 
crossed (the lower element would cross an higher element).  Here, we’ll stick to the Minimal Link 
Condition: 
 
                                                      
68 The generalizations are reported to be adapted from Haegeman (1992).  
69 Müller (2001) notes wh-movement in English (Superiority), multiple wh-movement in Bulgarian, object shift 
in Danish and Icelandic, pronoun fronting in German, Case-driven NP raising in English and quantifier raising in 
German.  
70 Adapted from Kerstens et al. (2001), who cite Chomsky (1973) for this condition.  
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(66) Minimal Link Condition (MLC): 
α can raise to target K only if there is no legitimate operation Move β targeting K, 
where β is closer to K (Chomsky, 1995:296). 

 
These conditions which have been forward throughout the time and frameworks, all capture the fact in 
way or another that: 
 

(67) Movement to a specific kind of landing site does not skip landing sites of the same  
type. 

 
Now in crossed dependencies, NPs typically cross NPs with the same type of features, and the MLC 
seems to be consistently violated: how is this to be resolved? In German one could be make a case for 
this more straightforwardly: since Case is overtly expressed on the NPs, these NPs have different 
features to be checked, and therefore they can easily cross each other and even derive an exceptional 
order like DO – IO. Note that in this case, one would have to assume that these (possibly 
phonological) features matter to syntax71

 

. In Dutch however, no such Case-marking occurs (except for 
some marginal marking on personal pronouns) and it might therefore not be the most obvious solution. 
So what could be a solution? Let’s take a closer look at the underlying structure of sentences with 
crossed dependencies: 

(68) [TP Jank begroetv+V+T [vP haari [v’ tk [v’ tv+V [VP tV ti]]]]] 
 
In accordance with the VO-account sketched in paragraph 3.2, the direct object haar is merged with 
the lexical verb V begroet, thus projecting V. Following that, the light verb v merges with VP, 
projecting v and creating vP. Next, the V merges internally to vP and adjoins to v. Next, the subject 
Jan merges externally with the vP, landing in the inner Spec,vP. Next, the object haar merges 
internally to Spec,vP, where it receives accusative Case (in apparent violation of Relativized 
Minimality). Following that, the T merges with vP, projecting TP. The complex v+V merges with T, 
for Tense features. Next, the subject Jan merges with the TP, landing on Spec,TP, where it receives 
nominative Case72. Notice that Jan has now crossed haar in apparent violation of Attract/MLC, too73

 

. 
Two solutions to this problem immediately come to mind, one feature-based solution (i) and one 
structure-based solution (ii): 

(i) NPs in Dutch are also (lexically) specified for Case, and Jan is the closest correct 
constituent for the head T, since it has subject/Nominative features which haar doesn’t 
have, and haar has object/Accusative features which makes it the closest matching 
constituent for the outer Spec,vP.  

(ii) Both Jan and haar are equally close (or distant) from the head T, and the 
MLC/Relativized Minimality is not violated.  

 
Since the first option is a rather trivial one, putting all the work in the lexicon, let’s start out by looking 
at the second option. In Scandinavian languages, where Object Shift occurs too, it is observed that the 
object may only move if verb movement of the V out of its VP has taken place. This is called 
Holmberg’s Generalization (Holmberg, 1986:165 – thus cited in Vikner, 2006). It seems in these 
structures that the verb ‘clears the way’ in one or another. In Chomsky (1993) this generalization is 
                                                      
71 This assumption is most felicitous if we assume that order preservation is a PF-rule, as is done by numerous 
authors (cf. Müller, 2001).  
72 Probably, Jan moves even higher up, to Spec,CP, and begroet to C, as is generally argued for Verb-Second 
language such as Dutch. However, these movements do not involve Case-checking anymore and need not 
concern us here.  
73 Note that the same problem arises for English though, or any language, if VO-order is assumed and the object 
starts out as a complement of V, the subject on Spec,vP, and that their Case is checked in respectively Spec,vP 
and Spec,TP.  
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restated in terms of equidistance: if the verb moves to a higher position (originally this was taken to be 
AgrO, but nothing in the argumentation hinges on it), then both Spec,VP and Spec,AgrOP belong to 
the same minimal domain, and they are therefore equidistant from the object position. Therefore, the 
object is free to move to either Spec,VP  or Spec,AgrOP. Or, to see it from the other perspective, both 
the subject and object are equidistant from Spec,AgrOP. Equidistance can be defined as follows74

 
: 

(69) Equidistance: 
If two positions α and β are in the same MinD, they are equidistant from any other 
position. 

 
Where MinD stands for Minimal Domain75

 
: 

(70) Minimal Domain: 
The Minimal Domain of α, or MinD(α), is the set of categories immediately contained 
or immediately dominated by projections of the head α, excluding projections of α. 

 
In a VP-shell analysis, we can now analyse the derivation of (68) as in (71): 
 

(71) a. [TP  T [vP [v’ JanSubj [v’ v [VP begroetV haarObj]]]]] 
b. [TP  T [vP [v’ Jan [v’ begroetv+V [VP tV haar]]]]] 
c. [TP  T [vP haari+ACC [v’ Jan [v’ begroetv+V [VP tV ti]]]]] 
d. [TP Jank+NOM begroetv+V+T [vP haar [v’ tk [v’ tv+V [VP tV ti]]]]] 

 
At point (71b), the verb begroet has moved from its V position (cf. 71a), and has merged (adjoined) to 
v, making both Spec,VP and Spec,vP equidistant to all the elements within the vP. It is therefore 
legitimate for haar to cross Jan to a higher specifier position of the vP, where it receives accusative 
Case. Next, as shown in (71b) the complex v-V begroet merges with T, and this makes Spec,TP 
equidistant for both specifiers of vP, containing Jan and haar. Jan can now cross haar and move to 
Spec,TP to receive nominative Case, see (71c). 
 
The question which immediately arises however is, why exactly does haar move to spec,vP and not 
Jan, and why does Jan move to Spec,TP and not haar? Given that they are equidistant from the 
positions, this is a possibility; so why is it never observed? We must thus also entertain a hypothesis 
like (i) of the two solutions above: haar and Jan have different features that need to be checked, and 
specific Case features are the most natural assumption. These features must then already be encoded 
on the lexical items, which is not an unusual assumption (see Chomsky, 1995). Minimality thus seems 
to be more concerned with features than with positions. Therefore, it is not just intervening positions 
that induce minimality effects, but intervening elements or positions with certain interfering features. 
If this is the case however, it is unclear why one needs an equidistance hypothesis for these cases in 
the first place, since features determine which argument can be moved anyway. Also, the equidistance 

                                                      
74 All definitions below are adapted from Hornstein et al. (2005).  
75 Where containment and domination are defined as follows: 

(1) Containment: 
A category α contains β iff some segment of α dominates β. 

(2) Domination: 
A category α dominates β iff every segment of α dominates β. 

Where ‘to dominate’ is defined as in Dominance: 
(3) Dominance: 

Node α dominates node β iff α is higher up the tree than β such that you can trace a line from α to β 
going only downwards. 
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cannot follow from verb movement anymore, since the verbs are argued to stay in situ in Dutch76

 

. 
Therefore, we will maintain the feature-based analysis in this chapter.  

The question that then remains is, why must order always be preserved (except for some exceptional 
German structures)? That is, why does the indirect object always have to precede the direct object? A 
generalization we can put forward, is: 
 

(72) Order preservation generalization: 
Keep the original constituent order, unless there are ‘strong’ pragmatic reasons not to 
do so.  

 
Where strong pragmatic reasons are overtly expressed Focus-features (intonation, emphasis) or overtly 
distinctive Case features (indicating the roles or functions of the arguments more directly). This might 
be a PF constraint of some type, which could be related to Focus or stress, as is often suggested in the 
literature (cf. Müller, 2001, and references therein), or it may have to with the Phrase Impenetrability 
Condition, from which it can be deduced that no phase-internal order can be changed, as is argued in 
Fox and Anagnostopoulou’s (2007) Linearization Preservation Principle. As to how is the order 
preserved, I refer to the Mirrored Specifier Hypothesis (Mulders, 1997), which suggests that each 
specifier has to be inserted as close to the head as possible. This correctly predicts that the order is 
preserved, rather than mirrored with the base-generated order, for wh-movement in Bulgarian, and 
Icelandic expletive constructions. Unfortunately it goes beyond the scope of this thesis to fully go into 
this, but I want to suggest that the same may apply for argument movement in Dutch and German, and 
refer to the articles given above.  
 
3.5.2 Movement triggers and targets 
We have seen that infinitival complements contain defective vPs and TPs, and that their arguments 
have to raise to the matrix predicate for Case. However, we haven’t looked closely at the movement 
yet: how exactly does the derivation work? It seems desirable to give a similar analysis to all 
(transparent) structures in verb clusters, since they all have the same interpretation (there are no 
differences in definiteness, for example). However, in some verb clusters more projections occur than 
just the vP (e.g. functional projections, like modal constructions). The question then arises, does the 
NP stop in intermediate positions (e.g. Spec,FP), or does it make one big step? One analysis is to 
propose that it makes one big step, for the following reasons: 
 

(i) If the object would stop in the intermediate positions, too, we would need to postulate 
different features that would need to be checked there to make the movement licit, in 
accordance with Last Resort and similar principles; 

(ii) If the intermediate positions aren’t Case-licensing positions, stopping there would form a 
A-bar-movement chain, contrary to the facts given in paragraph 3.4; 

(iii) Stopping in the intermediate positions could give rise to differences in interpretations, but 
these don’t occur; 

(iv) If the intermediate positions would be positions were Case can be licensed, this would 
mean that the uninterpretable features of the arguments would have been checked, 
rendering the argument invisible for further movement (by the activity condition in the 
probe-goal account), which would mean that the argument would strand verb cluster 
internal. Arguments however never occur verb cluster-internal in Dutch. 

 
However, I will argue that the elements do not make one big step, but rather that they can 
‘legitimately’ stop in the intermediate positions because their Case-features will not be licensed 

                                                      
76 Later, Chomsky (1995: 356-357) argues that two specifiers of the same head are always equidistant: this way 
the verb(s) does not need to move. However, then Holmberg’s Generalization is also lost (as is also noted by 
Chomsky himself, 1995:358).  
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completely, but partially. The features of the elements passing through the intermediate functional 
projections are licensed only partially, because the projections are defective, something we argued for 
in paragraph 3.3 already. So let’s now see how the Case-features of these arguments are licensed 
exactly.  
 
We have so far argued that all the arguments of the verb clusters are licensed by the matrix verb, 
which is why the arguments have to raise to a position preceding the matrix verb. In a sentence like 
(73), this seems straightforward: laten (‘to let’) is a causative verb which evokes an ECM structure 
though a VP-shell, allowing the verb laten to check the Case-features of all of the arguments. This 
sentence can be easily paraphrased to a verb cluster structure, as in (74): 
 

(73) Jan laat Marie de kip slachten. 
Jan let Marie the chicken butcher 
‘Jan lets Marie butcher the chicken.’ 

(74) Jan heeft Marie de kip laten slachten. 
Jan has Marie the chicken let butcher 
‘Jan has let Marie butcher the chicken’ 

 
However, in verb cluster structures with more verbs this is less straightforward: 
 

(75) ..dat Jan Marie de kinderen de pasta heeft laten helpen koken. 
that Jan Marie the children the pasta has let help cook 
‘..that Jan has let Marie help the children cook the pasta.’ 

 
Now the matrix verb will have to value the Case of four arguments, and this number could be 
extended even more (though the sentences will become difficult to parse, but they do not become 
ungrammatical – on the condition that the sequence of verbs that is employed is possible, too), which 
seems an unlikely scenario. However, it is what I want to argue here, in line with Chomsky (2001): 
arguments are licensed through Multiple Agree with the probe (which is the matrix T or v).  
 
Let’s start out by looking at a raising construction (76a), which converges as (76b)77

 
: 

(76) a. [CP [TP schijnt [Expl te arriveren een man]]] 
[[ seems [ Expl to arrive a man ]]] 
b. Er schijnt een man te arriveren. 
There seems a man to arrive 

  ‘There seems a man to arrive.’ 
 
The expletive Expl has the uninterpretable feature [person]. To check this feature, Expl raises to 
Spec,TP and agrees with T. This deletes the EPP-feature of T and the person feature of Expl, but the ϕ-
set of T remains intact because Expl is incomplete (recall that we assumed that an element can only 
value uninterpretable features if it is ϕ–complete, cf. paragraph 3.1). To delete the ϕ-set of T, Agree 
holds between the probe T and the more remote goal man. Thus also the structural Case feature of man 
is valued and deleted. The values assigned under Agree are then transmitted to the phonological 
component, and the derivation converges. No intervention effect between the probe and man is 
induced by Expl, because the matching observes the Maximization Principle (Chomsky, 2001): 
 

(77) Maximization Principle: 
Maximize matching effects. 

 

                                                      
77 A similar example is given for English in Chomsky (2001:16).  
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This principle entails that intervention only occurs when all features are matched, and that was not the 
case in these examples: the probe (T or v) matches Expl in one ϕ-feature (namely the person features), 
but other ϕ-features of the probe do not match Expl. Therefore, these are free to seek a goal, which is 
in this case DO, and a (T, DO) or (v, DO) match is then established. Note that locality conditions thus 
function independently for distinct features of the probe.  
 
A similar explanation can be put forward for the other verb cluster structures78

 

. Take for example bare 
infinitive constructions selected by modal or aspectual auxiliaries: 

(78) ..dat Jan de auto moet/gaat repareren.    
that Jan the car must/goes repair 

  ‘that Jan must/will repair the car.’ 
 
The ϕ-set of infinitive repareren and of the DO auto match, inducing Agree. DO is, as every NP, ϕ-
complete. Thus, for the infinitive, its features (say, number and gender) receive the values of the DO 
and delete (maximally under the Maximization Principle). This might occur covertly or overtly, 
depending on the language. Case however is unvalued for the infinitive and for the DO, and the 
infinitive is ϕ-incomplete, so it fails to value all the features of the DO. Therefore, the DO remains to 
have uninterpretable Case-features, and thus it remains active. The next probe, i.e. a verbal category 
with complete ϕ-features searches its domain, it will come across the active DO, and check its Case-
features. The pied-piping of phonological features (or Movement) is a language-specific variation: 
otherwise long-distance Agree takes place (cf. Dotlacil, 2004). The only assumption we need to make 
here is that the probe can check multiple Case-features, next to its own Case features (which we argue 
are checked by its own arguments). I want to argue that this follows from the relationship the 
infinitives have with the higher probe, the matrix verb: given the close relationship between the type 
of infinitives and the matrix verb, and that they are in one Tense domain, it seems not controversial to 
assume there is a match of some kind.  
 
Thus, the infinitive is in an Agree relation with the probe, matrix v or T, and the embedded DO is so 
too. Hence, one could also say that the infinitive and the DO agree indirectly for Case. This way, it 
also follows that the arguments receive the ‘right’ case. That is, in German, the verb helfen (‘to help’) 
assigns dative Case to its objects, and even if the verb is infinitive and all the arguments are fronted, 
the dative is required: 
 

(79) a. Johanna hat den Männern Hans die Pferde füttern lehren helfen.  
Joanna has the men.DAT Hans the horses feed teach helped 
b. *Johanna hat die Männer Hans die Pferde füttern lehren helfen.  
Joanna has the men.ACC Hans the horses feed teach helped 
‘Joanna helped the men teach Hans to feed the horses’ 

 
I want to suggest that in this way, we might also be able to account for control structures more 
straightforwardly: control could fall out from the indirect Agree relationship: (probe, PRO), (probe, 
controller). This hypothesis we will leave for further research.  
 
3.5.3 Verb movement and participles 
We have seen in chapter two that sometimes the verbs in Dutch verb clusters do seem to move: first, 
there is optional verb movement in the simple participle constructions, and in the auxiliary-infinitive 
and modal-infinitive constructions (see (80)-(82), respectively), and second, there are deviant orders in 
the modal-auxiliary-verb constructions, which crucially also contain a participle (see (83)): 
 
 

                                                      
78 ECM-structures (of perception verbs) can be analysed in the same way. 
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(80) a. ..dat Jan het boek heeft gelezen.    [1-2] 
    that Jan the book not   has   read 
b. ..dat Jan het boek gelezen heeft.    [2-1] 
‘That Jan hasn’t read the book.’ 

(81) a. ..dat Jan zijn scriptie niet zal schrijven.   [1-2] 
    that  Jan his  thesis   not will write 
b. ..dat Jan zijn scriptie niet schrijven zal.   [2-1] 
‘That Jan will not write his thesis.’ 

(82) a. ..dat Anna misschien haar broer een CD wil geven.  [1-2] 
    that Anna     maybe her brother  a CD  wants give 
b. ..dat Anna misschien haar broer een CD geven wil.  [2-1] 
‘That Anna maybe wants to give her brother a CD.’ 
 

(83) a. ..dat Jan Marie kan hebben gezien.    [1-2-3]        
that Jan Marie can have seen.PART 
b. ..dat Jan Marie gezien kan hebben.    [3-1-2]         
c. ?*..dat Jan Marie kan gezien hebben.    [1-3-2]   
‘That Jan can have seen Marie.’ 

 
The optional variation in the two verb infinitive constructions I will leave aside for now (but see the 
discussion, chapter 8, for suggestions), and concentrate on the participle constructions (i.e. (80) and 
(83)). As in chapter two, we will assume that participles have the features +N and +V. This means 
they can be licensed on the object position, allowing the participle to show up on the right hand side of 
the finite verb, a fact that could not be accounted for in the OV-approach: 
 

(84) ..dat [TP Jani het boekj [T heeftm [FP gelezenk ti ti [F tm [vP ti tj [VP tk ]].  
 
Note that we will assume that the participle skips its own Spec,vP, as it cannot be attracted/licensed by 
itself. The other predictions for participles can directly be translated: the participles still move to 
specifiers of the verbs in verb clusters where they can get licensed, and being main verbs themselves, 
can only select nominal and sentential complements. The question that remains is why the participle 
cannot raise higher, to Spec,TP too, as it is a nominal element? Indeed we will argue that it is possible, 
rendering the [2-1] order: 
 

(85) ..dat [TP Jani het boekj gelezenk [T heeftm [FP ti ti tk [F tm [vP ti tj [VP tk ]].  
 
As before, the base-generated order of arguments needs to be preserved.  
 
3.6 German verb clusters 
So far, we have seen that a VO-approach can account for verb clusters in Dutch by assuming that the 
lack of independent Tense reflects a defective TP, which on its turn renders the verbal complements 
transparent. Furthermore, the vP of these structures is deficient as well, in that it cannot license its 
arguments for Case. To this purpose, the arguments have to raise to positions preceding the matrix 
verb, where they get licensed by indirect Agreement through the matrix predicate with the embedded 
predicates. The question is now, does the analysis of German verb clusters as in chapter two translate 
to a fitting VO-approach as well?  
 
Recall that the general order of verbs in German is [2-1] and [3-2-1]: 
  

(86) a. ..weil er das Buch gekauft hat/*hat gekauft.  [2-1/*1-2] AUX-PART 
because he the book bought has/has bought 
b. ..weil er das Buch kaufen wird/*wird kaufen.  [2-1/*1-2] AUX-INF 
because he the book buy will/will buy 
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c. ..weil er das Buch kaufen muss/*muss kaufen. [2-1/*1-2] MOD-INF 
  because he the book must/must buy 
 

(87) a. ..weil er es kaufen können will.  [3-2-1/*others]            MOD-MOD-V 
because he it buy be.able wants 
b. ..weil er es kaufen können wird.  [3-2-1/*others]            MOD-MOD-V 
because he it buy be.able will 

(88) ..weil er es gekauft haben muss.   [3-2-1/*others]             MOD-AUX-V 
because he it bought have must 

 
With the exception of auxiliary-modal-verb constructions, which have deviating orders: 
 

(89) a. ..weil er es hat1 kaufen3 können2.   [1-3-2/3-1-2/*others]  AUX-MOD-V 
because he it has buy be.able 
b. . ..weil er es kaufen3 hat1 können2. 

(90) a. ..weil er es wird1 kaufen3 können2.   [1-3-2/3-1-2/*others]  AUX-MOD-V    
because he it will buy be.able   
b. ..weil er es kaufen3 wird1 können2. 

 
The analysis in the OV-approach was that German infinitives are nominal, except for the functional 
verbs (modals, causatives and perception verbs) when they are selected by the temporal auxiliaries, in 
which case they show the IPP-effect and have deviating orders (as in (89)). Recall also that no verb 
movement was assumed to take place in the canonical orders because the underlying structure of the 
sentences was assumed to be 3-2-1. In a VO-approach this changes: the underlying structure is now 
taken to be 1-2-3, as we have seen in this chapter. The German verbs thus have to be positioned in a 
derived order, while the Dutch verbs remain on their base-generated positions (or at least retain that 
order). From a VO-approach, it now thus follows that sentence (91a) has the underlying structure 
(91b)79

 
: 

(91) a. ..weil er das Buch kaufen3 können2 will1. 
because he the book buy to.be.able wants 
‘Because he wants to be able to buy the book.’ 
b.  ..weil [FP will1 [FP können2 [vP er [VP [V kaufen3 das Buch]]]. 

 
How can this structure be derived? The subject er must raise to Spec,FP for nominative Case, as in 
Dutch, and das Buch raises there for Case too, as we have argued for in paragraph 3.4. Furthermore 
assuming, as we did in chapter two, that German infinitives are nominal, this means they are licensed 
by Case too, and move for that purpose. Thus kaufen moves to the Spec,FP of können, and the 
complex kaufen können moves to the specifier position of will, rendering the following structure: 
 

(92) ..weil [FP eri das Buchj [kaufenV können]k willF [FP (ti tj) tk [vP tj ti [VP tV tj]]].        [3-2-1] 
 
Note that we thus again argue that VP-Raising takes place in German (like we did in the OV-
approach). An alternative analysis is that können first moves to the specifier of will, after which kaufen 
moves to the specifier of können, which gives raise to nested structures. As this derivation makes use 
of less local steps however (the last verb, kaufen, has to make a large step), I want to argue that the 
first analysis is preferred.  
 
Turning then to the deviant orders, how are they derived? They crucially involve auxiliary verb 
projections that aren’t nominal, as we saw in chapter two. The functional projection selected for by the 

                                                      
79 I will analyse the projections of auxiliaries as functional projections FP right now, leaving their exact structure 
aside.  
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temporal auxiliary shows the IPP-effect, and has verbal features only. Consider the following 
underlying structure for (97): 
 

(93) ..weil [FP hat1 [FP können2 [vP er [VP kaufen3 es]]]. 
 

Again, we take er and es to raise to the specifier positions of the matrix predicate for Case. Next, the 
verb kaufen, which is nominal, has to raise to the specifier of the next verbal projection, to get 
licensed. Thus [1-3-2] is derived: 
 

(94) ..weil [FP eri esj hat1 [FP (ti tj) kaufen3,k können2 [vP tj ti [VP tk tj ]]].  [1-3-2] 
 
Just as we have seen with participles in Dutch (which are also argued to be nominal), the nominal 
infinitive may raise further, to a higher verbal projection, presumably for Focus-features or something 
of the kind, as its Case-features have already been checked. Thus, [3-1-2] is derived: 
 

(95) ..weil [FP eri esj kaufen3,k hat1 [FP (ti tj) tk können2 [vP tj ti [VP tk tj ]]]. [3-1-2] 
 
Any other orders are out, as V2 is an auxiliary verb or functional verb with the IPP-effect, which isn’t 
nominal, and therefore cannot raise. The one question that remains for this analysis, is why the [1-2-3] 
order is out in German, taken that the complement position (i.e. Spec,vP) should be a licensing 
position for the nominal infinitive too (as was the case for participles in Dutch). At this point, I have 
no explanation for this fact, but it does correlate nicely with the fact that participles in the German 
simple participle constructions cannot remain in situ either, cf. the [2-1] orders in (86).  
 
The combination of VP-Raising and nominal infinitive movement correctly predicts furthermore that 
non-verbal material may interrupt the verb cluster. The nominal infinitive moves, as usual, to the 
specifier of a higher verbal projection to get licensed, and since the whole phrase moves, any 
complements inside the moved infinitive can be moved along, too (thus providing further evidence 
that VP-Raising is a legitimate operation in German): 
 

(96) ..dass er für ihn nicht [hatte1 [[die Firma am Leben halten]3 wollen2]].           [1-3-2] 
  that he for him not had the company alive keep.INF want.INF 
  ‘..that he himself didn’t want to keep the company alive.’ 
 
Thus we can conclude that the VO-approach can straightforwardly account for the verb clusters and 
word orders as found in German, though we have not arrived at a conclusion why the participle or 
nominal infinitive can never occur verb cluster finally (i.e. why the 1-2-3 order is always out in 
Standard German).  
 
3.7 Processing crossed and nested structures 
Turning now to the processing of the verb clusters in the two languages, can we make better 
predictions based on the syntactic structure as analysed in a VO-approach than in an OV-approach? 
 
3.7.1 Crossed versus nested structures 
Consider again the sentences from Bach et al. (1986): 
 

(97) Johanna heeft Hans de kinderen de paarden leren helpen voeren. Dutch 
Johanna has   Hans  the children the horses  teach help    feed 

     NP1                NP2             NP3            NP4       V1     V2       V3 
(98) Johanna hat Hans die Kinder die Pferde füttern lehren helfen.   German 

Johanna has Hans the children the horses feed  teach  help 
                    NP1              NP2       NP3           NP4        V3       V2      V1 
  ‘Johanna has let Hans teach the children to feed the horses’ 
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In chapter two we have seen that it does not follow from an OV-approach that the Dutch structures are 
processed more easily than the German structures. In a VO-approach however, this does follow: while 
the Dutch structure only involves obligatory object shift of the arguments to positions preceding the 
matrix verb leren, in German additional processes have to take place to license its verbs. That is, I 
want to propose that VP-Raising in German has to take place additionally: the nominal infinitives have 
to raise to get licensed. In these VPs, the infinitives reside with the traces of their subjects, which must 
have moved of Case. Furthermore, if the infinitives have complements, they come along too, or, when 
their complements have scrambled, the traces of these complements move along. This makes the 
preposed VPs heavy elements for the parser, because the VPs will have to be put back for 
interpretation to their original position. Therefore, these structures in German are very difficult to 
process.  
 
3.7.2 Deviant orders in Dutch 
Consider again the sentences with modal-auxiliary-verb constructions in Dutch, where the main verb 
occurs as a participle: 
 

(99) a. ..dat Jan Marie de foto’s kan hebben gegeven.  [1-2-3] 
that Jan Marie the photographs can have given 
b. ?*..dat Jan Marie foto’s kan gegeven hebben.   [1-3-2] 
c. ..dat Jan Marie de foto’s gegeven kan hebben.  [3-1-2] 

  ‘That Jan can have given Marie the photographs.’ 
 
While in an OV-approach it was predicted that sentence (99a) would be the hardest to process 
(because it involved multiple movement operations), it is now argued to be easiest to process: in a VO-
approach this structure contains the least syntactic operations, as this is the word order for the verbs in 
which they are base-generated. In (99c) on the other hand, the participle has to raise through the verb 
cluster for additional, non-obligatory reasons (which we have suggested to be for some focus-
features). As this structure involves more syntactic processes, it is predicted to be harder to process 
than (99a).  
 
 
3.8 Intermediate summary 
In this chapter, we have looked at how the empirical facts as described in chapter two can be 
accounted for in a (minimalist) VO-approach rather than an OV-approach. It was shown that 
Extraposition, a movement operation that was controversial to start out with, can be disposed with. 
Furthermore, a distinction was made between Scrambling and Object Shift, thus providing a more 
fine-grained analysis of arguments in verb clusters. Furthermore, the main verb-auxiliary verb 
distinction as proposed in chapter two could be maintained, and elaborated on. It was shown that 
auxiliary verb select deficient vPs and TPs, which explains why their arguments have to raise to 
positions preceding the matrix predicate, and why there is no independent Tense inside verb clusters. 
Case assignment processes have been proposed on the basis of an independent operation Agree, in a 
Probe-Goal framework (Chomsky, 1994; 2001). We have touched upon the order preservation, 
showing that the base-generated order of the arguments in verb clusters must be maintained, unless 
strong pragmatic reasons force other derivations. The nominal infinitive hypothesis of German verb 
clusters was maintained, and accounted for the various word orders encountered. Finally, a VO-
approach correctly predicts that German verb clusters are harder to process than Dutch verb clusters, 
on the basis of their underlying structure, and should therefore be preferred to the traditional OV-
analysis, as employed in Bach et al. (1986).  
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Chapter 4. Cross-serial dependencies in previous experimental research 
 
 
4.1 Processing embeddings 
It is since long established that centre-embeddings are notoriously difficult to process, especially when 
more than one embedding is involved (cf. Chomsky and Miller, 1963). Whereas sentence (1) is fine, 
(2) already becomes nearly incomprehensible: 
 

(1) The cat1 the dog2 bit2 is grey1. 
(2) The mouse1 the cat2 the dog3 chased3 bit2 is grey1.  

 
These nested dependencies, i.e. dependencies of the type N1-N2-Nn-Vn-V2-V1, are found to be 
difficult to process across many languages (e.g. English, German, Japanese). This is however not the 
only way to form centre-embeddings in natural language. In Dutch, similar constructions are formed 
by means of crossed dependencies (i.e. of type N1-N2-Nn-V1-V2-Vn): 
 

(3) ..dat Jan1 Marie2 de kinderen3 hielp1 leren2 fietsen3. 
that John Mary the children helped to teach to bike 

 ‘That John helped Mary to teach the children to bike’  
(4) ..dat Jan1 Marie2 de kinderen3 de pasta4 hielp1 leren2 koken3. 

that John Mary the children the pasta helped to teach to cook 
‘That John helped Mary to learn the children to cook the pasta’ 

 
These dependencies on their turn are notoriously easier, as is the case in sentence (4), which involves 
four dependencies, but is still fine to process. Note though that the sentences do become more difficult 
when more arguments are involved, and in fact become extremely difficult when more than four 
dependencies are present: 
 

(5) ??..dat Jan Marie de kinderen de honden snoepjes zag leren geven. 
that John Mary the children the dogs candy saw teach give 
‘that John saw Mary teach the children to give the dogs candy’ 

 
Not a lot of psycholinguistic research has been done on the processing of crossed dependencies. Most 
of the research has instead been focused on the processing of centre-embeddings and self-embeddings, 
possibly due to the highly influential article of Chomsky and Miller (1963) on grammars and 
processing, and the fact that crossed dependencies don’t seem to occur in many languages. Chomsky 
and Miller’s article concentrated mostly on centre-embeddings and self-embeddings of the type 
A1A2A3B3B2B1. This lopsided interest in nested dependencies has for example also transferred to 
artificial grammar learning: in Friederici et al. (2006) and Bahlmann and Friederici (2006) for example 
‘hierarchical’ learning (A1A2A3B3B2B1) was contrasted with finite-state grammar learning 
(A1B1A2B2A3B3), but never with crossed dependencies (A1A2A3B1B2B3). It would be highly interesting 
to see what results would come out of such an experiment.  
 
In this chapter, I want to put forward what the results of psycholinguistic research in the past on 
crossed dependencies have been, what we can learn from these studies, and a short prospection of 
what I’d like to add with my own experiment. I’ll start with the pioneering work of Bach et al. (1986), 
an off-line study that compared judgements of Dutch sentences containing crossed dependencies with 
judgements of similar German sentences, which have as crucial difference that they contain nested 
dependencies. Next, we will go into the two on-line studies on crossed dependencies: Dickey and 
Vonk (1997) and Kaan and Vasić (2004). We will finish with a short overview of the findings of the 
various studies, generalizations that can be made and questions that should be asked.  
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Last, note that by ‘cross-serial dependency structures’ (CSD) in this chapter I will mean those 
embedded sentences in Dutch in which a verb cluster is involved, and where all arguments and verbs 
are ordered in a canonical way. That is to say, we will not look at sentences with Extraposition, 
adjuncts, etcetera, nor with te-infinitives. Structures with te-infinitives are left out, because it might be 
the case that they do not involve ‘real’ verb clusters (as in the Third Construction) and in any case the 
word order often ‘messes up’ the crossed dependencies, cf. (6): 
 

(6) a.    ..dat de lerares Jan overtuigde de krant te lezen 
that the teacher.FEM Jan persuaded the newspaper to read 

b. ??..dat de lerares Jan de krant overtuigde te lezen 
that the teacher.FEM Jan the newspaper persuaded to read 

        ‘That the teacher persuaded Jan to read the newspaper.’ 
 
Rather, we’ll concentrate on sentences of the following structures: 
 

(7) ..dat Jan Marie leerde dansen.      (2 arg – 2 verbs) 
that Jan Marie teached dance 
‘That Jan teached Marie to dance.’ 

(8) ..dat de lerares de klas het hoofdstuk liet overschrijven.   (3 arg – 3 verbs) 
that the teacher.FEM the class the chapter let copy.down 
‘That the teacher let the class copy down the chapter.’ 

(9) ..dat Jan de begeleider de kinderen de rommel zag laten oprapen. (4 arg – 3 verbs) 
that Jan the supervisor the children de thrash saw let pick.up 
‘That Jan saw the supervisor let the children pick up the trash.’ 
 

The sentences used in the experiments we will discuss, had similar structures. Finally, when I will 
refer to arguments throughout this chapter, I will use the term ‘NP’, as the studies presented in this 
chapter have done, leaving their exact syntactic status aside.  
 
 
4.2 Bach et al. (1986) 
The first psycholinguistic study done on crossed dependencies in Dutch, is Bach et al. (1986), 
‘Crossed and nested dependencies in German and Dutch: A psycholinguistic study’ (Language and 
Cognitive Processes). Their main point of interest was to get real judgments on clause-final verbal 
clusters, given that a lot attention had been given in the literature to the variations in word order (cf. 
Evers, 1975; 1986, Koster, 1984; Haegeman and Van Riemsdijk, 1986), without any psycholinguistic 
study having been done. Also, they wanted to compare the difficulty in Dutch and German directly, 
this being of crucial importance to the theories explored in the literature (again, see chapter two). 
 
4.2.1 The experiment 
To the purpose described above, Bach et al. designed 18 matched sets of three sentences in both 
languages, which varied in complexity: level 1 contained two NPs and no embedding, level 2 three 
NPs and one embedding, level 3 four NPs and two embeddings and level 4 five NPs and three 
embeddings. Note thus that ‘level’ doesn’t say anything about the amount of embeddings (so it’s a 
weird label, really). They didn’t have as many test sentences at a third level of embedding since they 
had problems in “finding semantically plausible extensions” for many of them (Bach et al., 1986:251). 
Furthermore, because the increase in syntactic complexity in level invariably covaried with an increase 
in semantic and propositional complexity, Bach et al. formed control sentences which were 
paraphrases of the test sentences. Finally, the German items were divided (or rather multiplied) into 
two groups, since the informants could not agree on whether the last verb should be in infinitival or 
participle form. The distinction was useful, since it eventually gave different results.   
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These were the test levels, which were presented with paraphrased sentences on each level as a 
control80

 
: 

Level 1: De lerares heeft de knikkers opgeruimd.     Dutch 
  Die Lehrerin hat die Murmeln aufgeräumt.    German 
  The teacher has   the marbles collected.up 

‘The teacher collected up the marbles’ 
 
Level 2: John heeft de lerares de knikkers helpen opruimen. 
  John hat der Lehrerin die Murmeln aufräumen helfen. 
  John has the teacher  the marbles   collect.up    help 
  ‘John helped the teacher collect up the marbles’ 
 
Level 3: Kevin heeft John de lerares de knikkers laten helpen opruimen. 
  Kevin hat John der Lehrerin die Murmeln aufräumen helfen lassen. 
  Kevin has John the teacher  the marbles   collect.up    help    let 
  ‘Kevin let John help the teacher collect up the marbles’ 
 
Level 4: Ingrid heeft Lotte de bewoners de blinde het eten horen leren helpen koken. 
  Ingrid hat Lotte die Bewohner dem Blinden das Essen kochen helfen lehren hören. 
  Ingrid has Lotte the residents  the blind man the food   cook     help    learn  hear 
  ‘Ingrid heard Lotte teach the residents to help the blind man to cook the food’ 
 
The materials were presented auditorially to the subjects, who had to perform a rating task 
immediately upon hearing each sentence. They had to answer the question ‘how easy is this sentence 
to understand’ on a 9-point scale. Next to this there was a comprehension task, which comprised of a 
yes/no-question the subjects had to answer. The total of 72 sentences was preceded by 15 practice 
sentences and a short break for extra instructions or questions.  
 
4.2.2 Results and discussion 
The results of Bach et al.’s experiment showed that, at least for level 3 and 4, the intuition expressed in 
the literature that crossed Dutch structures are less difficult to process, is supported (cf. Evers, 1975). 
Not only the subjects’ comprehensibility judgments, but also the error rate in the question answering 
task pointed in this direction. That is, the Dutch sentences were rated higher (‘easy to comprehend’) 
and less errors were made in the question task as compared to German. There was however no 
difference at level 2 (two levels of embedding): not for the judgment, nor for the error-rate81. See the 
following graphs (the means are collapsed across items and subjects within the three language groups: 
Dutch, German/participle and German/infinitive)82,83

 
: 

                                                      
80 Examples of paraphrased sentence are, for level 2: 

(a) Jantje heeft de lerares geholpen om de knikkers op te ruimen. 
Jantje has the teacher helped to the marbles up.to.clean 

(b) Wolfgang hat der Lehrerin geholfen, die Murmeln aufzuräumen. 
Wolfgang has the teacher helped the marbles up.to.clean 
 

81 Though there was considerable difference between the two German types: whereas the participle-version 
patterned with the Dutch, the German infinitive-version scored much lower in comprehensibility rating (thus 
being experienced to be more difficult). Note that, interestingly enough, in Dutch an infinitive occurs on the last 
position in these sentences, and not a participle.  
82 Level 1 was not represented in any of the graphs or result overviews, for some reason that is unclear to me.  
83 The graphs are taken from Bach et al. (1986).  
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Graph 1: Mean differences in comprehensibility ratings between test and paraphrase sentences 
 
 

 
 
Graph 2: Mean differences in error-rate between test and paraphrase sentences in the question task 
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The explanation the authors suggest is that in the Dutch case the matrix of higher verbs can begin to be 
built up immediately when the verb cluster begins, without the risk of creating structures that may 
have to be re-analysed in the light of later information. In the German case however, it is not possible 
to figure out what to do with this structure until the higher verbs come in one by one (Bach et al, 
1986). That is, these results suggest that what is important for the facility of parsing and interpretation 
is not only when information becomes available, but also what you can do with that information. Bach 
et al. argue that, in a sentence like (1), it is only of relatively little use to the German listener to know 
that [Anna milked the cows], because there is no higher structure into which this information can be 
integrated when received. The listener thus has to keep this information in an intermediate store, 
leading to a rise in parsing efforts rather than facilitation.  
 

(1) a. Henk heeft de kinderen Anna de koeien laten zien melken. 
Henk has the children Anna the cows let see milk 
b. Hans hat die Kinder Anna die Kühe melken sehen lassen. 
Henk has the children Anna the cows milk see let 
‘Hans has let the children watch Anna milk the cows’ 
 

The semantics for both sentences however is argued by Bach et al. to be as follows: 
 

(2) P(let (Hans, (see (the children, (milk (Anneke, the cows)))))) 
 
And the underlying structure for both sentences is considered to be84

 
: 

(3) [Henk has [the children [[Anna cows] milk] see] let] 
 
This semantic structure and the underlying structure clearly have the most similarities with the 
German structure. The question thus arises why the Dutch version should be easier at all (given that 
for the interpretation, the syntactic elements would have to be placed back in their original positions in 
Dutch). Bach et al. seem to argue for an approach where syntactic trees are build top-down: in that 
case, a rather big substructure has to be kept in mind for German before it can be integrated in the 
overall structure (since the ‘highest’ verb, V1, is encountered last), which might lead to the processing 
problems encountered.  
 
In the previous chapters however we have seen that the OV-approach, upon closer scrutiny, in fact 
predicts that the Dutch structure is more difficult than the German structure. Dutch requires more 
processing effort as elements have to be placed back in their original positions for interpretation, while 
the German surface word order approaches the underlying order closest (as also shows from the 
examples (1)-(3) above). In the VO-approach on the other hand, most syntactic processes (and 
displacements) take place in the German structure, and have therefore been predicted to take more 
effort to process.   
 
Interestingly, the parsing differences between Dutch and German described above are problems on 
level 4, but not level 2. So it might be the case that we are approaching the working memory limits 
with the bigger amount of embeddings. The Dutch listeners also suffer some degree of overload at 
level 3 (they showed a large drop in performance as well), but they do consistently better than the 
German listeners. Even though they are also losing material, what they do retain seems to be 
integrated into a more coherent and long-lasting structure than what is possible with the German 
nested order, argue Bach et al. Thus the question remains why there is such a sharp difference between 
two and three levels of embedding (i.e. when the structures become notoriously more difficult). Bach 
et al. suggest that this could have to do with working memory storage limits, and in fact that will be 
proposed in later studies too, as we shall see shortly.  

                                                      
84 Assuming, as Bach et al. (1986) did, that Dutch and German are both underlying SOV.  
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However interesting, Bach et al. (1986)’s study was an off-line study, and therefore cannot show us 
exactly what is going on at what point of the sentence. We would need an on-line study for that. There 
are, to my knowledge, two on-line studies on the processing of cross-serial dependencies: 
 

(i) Center-embedded structures in Dutch: An on-line study 
M. W. Dickey and W. Vonk, 1997, unpublished.  

(ii) Cross-serial dependencies in Dutch: testing the influence of NP type on processing load 
E. Kaan and N. Vasić, 2004, Memory and Cognition.  

 
We will go into these two studies separately now. 
 
 
4.3 Dickey and Vonk (1997) 
In Dickey and Vonk (1997), an experiment was done to further investigate the difference found in the 
difficulty rating between the Dutch two-clause and three-clause sentences of Bach et al. (1986)85

 
.  

4.3.1 Predictions for CSD 
Dickey and Vonk (D&V henceforth) used on-line methods (self-paced reading) to further investigate 
the findings of Bach et al. (1986), and in particular the jump in difficulty Bach et al. found between 
two-clause and three-clause centre-embedded sentences. They aimed to address the following two 
questions: 
 

(i) At what point on-line does the three-clause sentence become harder than a two-clause 
sentence in Dutch? Is there a jump in difficulty, and if so, where does it occur? 

(ii) What can this tell us about competing theories of processing complexity? Can it help us 
decide among competing theories?  

 
In fact, they directly step in where Bach et al. (1986)’s experiment stopped: what is the difference 
between two- and three-clause structures, and why is that so? Dickey and Vonk looked at several 
different kinds of competing theories of processing complexity, grouped by two criteria: the 
assumptions of the theory on how large they assume the parser’s memory capacity is, and what 
happens when that capacity is exceeded. Consider the following sentence: 
 

(4) De lerares heeft Piet een klasgenoot het probleem laten helpen oplossen. 
The teacher has Piet a classmate the problem let help solve 
‘The teacher has let Piet help a classmate solve the problem.’ 

 
This is a canonical cross-serial dependency (CSD) structure, and D&V look at what the following 
models have to say about the processing of this sentence: 
 
Large memory capacity theories: 

- Gibson (1991) 
Small memory capacity theories: 
Breakdown when memory limit is exceeded86

- Kimball (1973) 
 

- Stabler (1993) 
                                                      
85 The experiment done by Dickey and Vonk (1997) was presented on a poster at the CUNY conference of 1997, 
but no article followed up on the presentation. I however got a draft of the poster/experiment from Mr. Dickey 
(p.c.), and I will base my overview in this paragraph on that description of the experiment.  I am including the 
experiment here despite only the draft being available, since it is one of the few experiments ever done on cross-
serial dependencies in Dutch. 
86 Or in other words, when the parser knows something more will come up, and that this will exceed its memory 
limit. 
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Breakdown after memory limit is exceeded 
- Dickey (1996) 
- Lewis (1996) 

 
Since Gibson’s (1991) theory immediately is shown not to predict any difficulties whatsoever (since 
memory does not reach an overload in this model), the theory isn’t considered anymore in the D&V’s 
study.  Kimball’s (1973) account postulates the Two Sentences Principles, which states that the parser 
can hold only two open/incomplete clauses in memory. Processing breakdown occurs when the parser 
receives information that it has more than two clauses open at once. This realization would therefore 
occur at the second verb, helpen, see (1), assuming as D&V did that causative head their own clause87. 
This might be disputed. Stabler’s (1993) account is based on the Bounded Connectivity Hypothesis, in 
which it is claimed that the parser can hold only one cross-constituent relation of any given type in 
memory, i.e. one syntactic relation of any given type which crosses the boundaries of two constituents. 
D&V assumed that cross-clausal verb-raising occurs in the CSD structures, and therefore the parser 
will realize it is holding two clause-to-clause verb movement chains at the second verb (helpen)88

 

: one 
chain is formed when laten has been raised, and the second one when helpen has been raised to adjoin 
to laten.  

Dickey’s (1996) theory puts forward the Strategic Shunting Hypothesis, which claims that the parser 
can hold up to two clauses in memory. If the parser has to open a third clause, this will overrun its 
memory capacity, the parser will throw out one of the previous two clauses in memory (after which it 
is obviously no longer available to the parser). Dickey argues therefore that processing difficulty or 
breakdown should occur when the parser tries to access material from the clause that is thrown out of 
memory89. Hence, processing difficulty should occur after the second verb, at the third verb, oplossen. 
Then last, in Lewis (1996), it is argued that the parser can hold only two constituents occupying the 
same syntactic position (e.g. NPs in subject position) in memory. If the parser encounters a third 
constituent that is occupying the same syntactic position, it throws out one of the previous two out of 
memory (again, thus making it unavailable), leading to processing difficulty or breakdown. D&V 
therefore argue that this model predicts for CSD that processing difficulty will occur after the second 
verb, since it then becomes clear that another constituent with the same syntactic function will come 
up, after which the parser will throw out one of the earlier constituents90

 

. However, again one could 
argue that the parser has already encountered the arguments and has this information about the 
argument structure already, although there still are two possibilities for the penultimate object: a 
subject or an indirect object. However, it is clear that the parser can form predictions long before it 
encounters the verb, a fact which is not taken into account here.  

4.3.2 The experiment 
In their experiment, D&V used items adapted from Bach et al. (1986). Each item was presented in 
three conditions: one three-clause condition (condition 1), and two two-clause conditions (conditions 2 
and 3), that on their turn differed in how much NPs they contained. The third condition had four initial 
NPs, just like the first condition, whereas the second condition had an extra temporal adverbial instead 

                                                      
87 Also, one could argue that the parser already knows it will have to open at least two clauses since it has 
encountered four arguments.  
88 The two chains being <t, laten> and <laten, helpen>. 
89 It is not entirely clear to me what exactly is thrown out of memory: Dickey mentions that a previous clause is 
thrown away, but which clause exactly is thrown out first (the first clause?) and what are the bounds of the 
various clauses? It is disputable whether you’d want to argue that a causative verb heads an own clause. Plus, it 
is difficult to see how one can explain that the meaning of the sentences can be parsed when one of the clauses is 
lacking: the sentences are comprehensible, after all. 
90 A problem with these accounts which throw out material however is that the sentences are, despite some 
difficulty, still fully comprehensible and parseable. I am not sure how this is to be resolved if the material 
becomes inaccessible. 
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of the second NP (to ensure that the disambiguating segments came at the same positions in all three 
conditions): 
 

Condition 1 (three clauses) 
De lerares heeft | Piet | een klasgenoot | het probleem | laten | helpen | oplossen | op het bord | 
in de klas 
The teacher has | P. | a classmate | the problem | make | help | solve | on the board |  
in the class 

 
‘The teacher made Pete help a classmate solve the problem on the board in the class.’ 

 
Condition 2 (two clauses, extra adverb at segment 2) 
Piet heeft | vandaag | een klasgenoot | het probleem | helpen | oplossen | op het bord | 
in de klas 
P. has | today |a classmate | the problem | help | solve | on the board |  
in the class 
 
‘Today, Pete helped a classmate solve the problem on the board in the class.’ 
 
Condition 3 (two clauses, ditransitive verb) 
De lerares heeft | Piet | een klasgenoot | het probleem | laten | uitleggen | op het bord |  
in de klas. 
The teacher has | P. | a classmate | the problem | make | explain | on the board |  
in the class 
 
‘The teacher made Pete explain the problem to a classmate the problem on the board in the 
class.’ 

 
The subjects read the sentences in a phrase-by-phrase self-paced reading task, using a moving window 
paradigm.  
 
4.3.3 Results and discussion 
The results from D&V (1997) are presented as in graph 3 below, where: segment 5 contains the first 
verb for condition 1, segment 6 the penultimate verb for condition 1 but the first verb in condition 2 
and 3, segment 7 contains the final verb (across all conditions), and segments 8 and 9 contain the 
reading times for the spill-over region91,92

 
:  

                                                      
91 Where C1 stands for Condition 1, C2 Condition 2 and C3 Condition 3.  
92 Condition 1 contained three “clauses”, with which D&V indicated for the presence of three verbs, and 
condition 2 and 3 contained two clauses, and thus only two verbs. 
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Graph 3: Dickey and Vonk (1997) 
 
Clearly, the condition with the most clauses (i.e. condition 1) is the most difficult. This shows on the 
last verb, segment 7, where reading times increased drastically (which occurred in condition 2 and 3 to 
a lesser extent). D&V consider this a ‘jump in difficulty’: reading times going from the next-to-last to 
the last verb rise far more for the three-clause case than they do for the two-clause cases. This 
difference was reported by the authors to be significant. 
 
D&V take this difference to support the theories of Dickey (1996) and Lewis (1996), which predict 
that processing difficulties arise when the parser realizes it must open a third clause, and will throw 
out some of the earlier material, leading to problems at the last verb. D&V contrast this with Kimball’s 
(1973) and Stabler’s (1993) theories which predict that difficulty occurs at the second verb, when the 
parser overruns its memory. Since Gibson’s (1991) theory didn’t predict any jump in difficulty at all, it 
is left out of the discussion. In any case, across all three conditions, the reading times rose for the 
segment containing the final verb. Therefore, the final verb seems to be the locus of processing 
difficulty for these sentences. D&V take this to suggest that the major parsing work for these 
structures in Dutch comes when the remaining NPs are integrated with the final verb93

 

. Interesting also 
is the drop in reading times at the penultimate verb in the three-clause, and therefore three-verb, 
condition (condition 1). This dip might occur at the second verb because this verb was selected by, and 
hence predicted for, by the first verb, which has to be an auxiliary in the three-verb sentences. This 
‘auxiliary selecting relationship’ might be easier to process. 

And last, rather trivially, the results show that condition 2 is overall the easiest to read, which has as 
crucial difference with the other two conditions that it has one NP less. This suggests that NPs make a 
big difference: either because of the discourse status (encoding/storage), interference effects with the 
other NPs (retrieval), or memory cost (storage). Interestingly, the reading progress does pattern with 
condition 3, which has the same amount of clauses (two, namely), but one more NP (four in total, 
namely). This suggests that the way of processing may be the same, though perhaps a bit 
harder/slower due to (more loaded) storage costs. I will come back to the relevance of the NP in the 
discussion (paragraph 4.5). Let us now first turn to the other online psycholinguistic study on cross-
serial dependencies, Kaan and Vasić (2004).  

                                                      
93 However, one might argue that therefore the final verb should be easiest, as hardly any NPs with unresolved 
dependencies will be left.  
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4.4 Kaan and Vasić (2004) 
In Kaan and Vasić (2004), predictions were given of three models, i.e. Lewis (1996), Gibson’s (1998, 
2000) and Gordon et al. (2001, 2002), to test the influence of NP-type on the processing of sentences 
involving cross-serial dependencies. Kaan and Vasić (K&V henceforth) compared two verb sentences 
with three verb sentences, and compared different NP-types within these conditions (full NPs, 
pronouns and proper names). Though I am not focused as much on the influence of NP-types in this 
thesis, K&V’s study provides us with some important insights regarding the progress of parsing 
crossed dependencies.  
 
4.4.1 Predictions for CSD 
K&V looked at the predictions for cross-serial dependencies of three recent processing models. I will 
briefly describe each of them here, and the predictions that K&V deduced from them.  
 
Gibson (1998, 2000) 
Gibson’s model (1998, 2000) takes processing load as its central notion, which is argued to have two 
components: memory cost and integration cost. Memory load is a function of the number of predicted 
categories in memory (syntactic categories are predicted at each incoming word) and integration cost 
is a function of the number of integrations and the distance between the point of integration and the 
point at which the predictions were first made (Kaan and Vasić, 2004). Furthermore, distance is 
measured by the number of new discourse referents that are set-up: this means that full definite NPs 
and proper names require more processing resources than indexical pronouns, which refer to entities 
that are assumed to always be present in a discourse (Kaan and Vasić, 2004).  
 
The first prediction for CSD by Gibson’s model as put forward by K&V, is that, since each incoming 
NP will need to be associated with a verb (to receive its thematic role, for instance), every NP will lead 
to an increase in the memory load. Therefore, three-verb sentences should be more difficult than two-
verb ones. The second prediction of Gibson’s model for the cross-serial constructions that K&V give 
is that the integration at the verbs is more costly in three-verb than in the two-verb condition, because 
the distance between the NPs and their verbs is longer (in the sense that there are more intervening 
NPs and verbs) and more predictions of upcoming verbs need to be retained in memory during 
integration. The third and last prediction is that processing load will be affected by the nature of the 
NPs. That is, pronouns should not contribute to the processing load whereas full definite NPs and 
proper names should, since they are new discourse referents, whereas the entities indexical pronouns 
supposedly aren’t. In sum: 
 

1. Three-verb embeddings are more difficult than two-verb embeddings; 
2. Processing difficulty will occur at integration with the verb(s); 
3. Processing is affected by the type of NPs. 

 
One slightly obscure point in this analysis is that, on the one hand, pronouns are considered to 
contribute to the processing load too, since they are also NPs that need to receive theta roles, too, 
while on the other hand, they aren’t considered as new discourse referents, and therefore should not 
contribute to the processing load. So either you have a conflicting analysis, or one would need to argue 
that the discourse status leads to increased processing efforts. In that case however, the specifications 
of how much the increase would be, with what effects, etcetera, still is lacking from the analysis 
provided.  
 
Lewis (1996) 
Other than Gibson (1998, 2000), Lewis (1996) attributes processing difficulties to interference effects 
in working memory. That is, he argues that interference occurs if elements with the same syntactic 
function are retained in memory and then need to be retrieved. The predictions for CSD in Dutch are 
as follows: in three-verb sentences the retrieval of NPs will be harder, because NP1 and NP2 can both 
be subjects (and possibly NP3 too, though this is scarcely the case), while this is less likely two-verb 
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sentences. This increase in difficulty of three-verb sentences as compared to two-verb sentences was 
seen in Gibson’s model’s prediction too, but Lewis’ (1996) model doesn’t have anything to say about 
the different NP types (i.e. full definite NP, name or pronoun). Therefore, argue K&V, no differences 
between the different types are expected by Lewis’ model.  
 
Gordon et al. (2001; 2002) 
Yet another account of processing difficulty is put forward by Gordon et al. (2001; 2002). Though this 
is an interference model too, it bases its interference effects on similarity in general rather than just on 
similarity of syntactic function. According to Gordon et al. (2001; 2002), interference is strongest 
when the element to be retrieved is surrounded by other elements that are similar along multiple 
dimensions such as NP type, case or semantic features (Kaan and Vasić, 2004). K&V argue that 
Gordon et al. therefore predict that the full NP and name conditions will not have different processing 
courses between them94

 

, but will be processed different than pronouns. NP type therefore does predict 
parsing difficulty (something Lewis’ model does not predict, as we just saw).  

4.4.2 The experiment 
K&V did two experiments to test the predictions from the processing models. In both experiments 
they contrasted two-verb sentences with three-verb sentences (with a crossed dependency structure). In 
experiment 1 however they contrasted pronouns with proper names (see (5) and (6) below), and in 
experiment 2 they contrasted pronouns with full NPs, whilst leaving the rest of the set-up the same. 
 

(5) Two-verb sentences     
a. Met aanwijzingen van de leider heeft Paul Sonja het kompas leren gebruiken tijdens de 

bergtocht. 
With directions of the leader has Paul Sonja the compass teach use during the hike 
‘With the leader’s directions Paul taught Sonja to use the compass during the hike’ 

b. Met aanwijzingen van de leider heeft jij mij het kompas leren gebruiken tijdens de 
bergtocht. 
With directions of the leader have you me the compass teach use during the hike 
‘With the leader’s directions you taught me to use the compass during the hike’ 
 

(6) Three-verb sentences 
a. De leider heeft Paul Sonja het kompas helpen leren gebruiken tijdens de bergtocht. 

The leader has Paul Sonja the compass help teach use during the hike 
‘The leader helped Paul teach Sonja to use the compass during the hike’ 

b. De leider heeft jou mij het kompas helpen leren gebruiken tijdens de bergtocht. 
The leader has you me the compass help teach use during the hike 
‘The leader helped you teach me to use the compass during the hike’ 

 
As shows from the examples, the last NP was always the same, inanimate NP with a direct object 
function, thus allowing for comparisons between the conditions. The spill-over region was a PP, 
consisting out of a preposition, determiner and noun (which were each assigned their own segment).  
 
4.4.3 Results and discussion 
The results of the two experiments gave both different and overlapping results. I will go into them 
separately before discussing the whole study.  
 
  

                                                      
94 This is what Kaan and Vasić argue, though there are difference among several dimensions between full 
definite NPs and proper names, too.  
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The results from the first experiment comprised of the following (see graph 4 below): 
 

(i) Reading times increased with each incoming NP; 
(ii) Reading times were longer for proper names than for pronouns, but these differences were 

confounded by frequency and physical differences; 
(iii) (At  segment 5 however, at the last, inanimate NP, proper name conditions were read 

significantly more slowly than the pronoun conditions); 
(iv) There was a only very minimal effect between using proper names or indexical pronouns 

in terms of processing difficulty at the verbs in the three-verb versus the two-verb 
constructions. 

 
(v) The first verb was read more slowly in the three-verb condition than in the two-verb 

condition (but significantly so only by item); 
(vi) There were no significant effects at the penultimate verb; 
(vii) The final verb was read significantly more slowly in the three-verb than in the two-verb 

conditions; 
(viii) However, none of the three verb positions showed an interaction of NP type by number of 

verbs. 
 

(ix) The three-verb conditions continued to be read more slowly than the two-verb conditions 
at positions after the verb; 

(x) At segment 10 (the determiner), sentences in the proper name condition were read 
significantly faster than the pronoun condition in the three-verb conditions. 

 

 
 
Graph 4: Results from Kaan & Vasić (2004), first experiment 
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The results of the second experiment comprised of the following (see graph 5 below): 
 

(i) At segment 5, the inanimate NP, the pronoun conditions were read faster than the full-NP 
conditions; 

(ii) Also at this segment, the two-verb conditions were read faster than the three-verb 
conditions.  

 
(iii) Unlike in experiment 1, the conditions differed at the first verb: the conditions with full 

NPs were read more slowly than conditions with pronouns, especially in the three-verb 
conditions.  

(iv) Pairwise comparisons showed an effect of NP type in the three-verb condition but not in 
the two-verb condition.  

(v) At the penultimate verb, no significant effects were found. 
(vi) The final verb was read more slowly in the three-verb conditions relative to the two-verb 

conditions (significantly). 
(vii) The interaction of NP-type and number of verbs was again not significant for the 

penultimate and final verb.  
 

(viii) At the positions after the verbs, the three-verb conditions were read more slowly than the 
two-verb conditions (significantly so).  

(ix) Furthermore, segments after the verbs in the sentences with full NPs were read faster than 
those with pronouns in the three-verb conditions (however, the interaction was significant 
only by subjects in segment 9, and by items in segment 10). 

 

 
 
Graph 5: Results from Kaan & Vasić (2004), second experiment 
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K&V took their results to show that: 
1. Two-verb sentences were easier than three-verb sentences, even at positions before the verb. 
2. Storage is easier for indexical pronouns than for proper names and full NPs. 
3. Integration at the verbs is not easier for indexical pronouns versus proper names. 
4. Integration at the first verb in three-verb sentences is harder for full NPs than for indexical 

pronouns. 
 
They argued that, though Gibson’s model can readily account for result one and two, it can’t for the 
third and fourth results. Instead, Kaan and Vasić (2004) argue that these should be accounted for as in 
Gordon et al. (2001; 2002)’s interference model: integration could be hindered by interference through 
similarity on several levels. For each incoming NP, structural predictions (for a verb coming up or a 
trace position) need to be stored in working memory, which could explain why two-verb sentences are 
easier than three-verb sentences, although, as K&V note, the possibility cannot be excluded that this 
difference is due to revision processes in three-verb sentences (in terms of syntactic functions of the 
NPs). And though Gibson’s model can also readily explain why indexical pronouns are easier to store 
than proper names of full NPs, it cannot account for the fact that integration of pronouns at the verbs is 
not easier than for proper names. This can be explained in terms of Gordon et al.’s model, in which it 
is argued that similarity along multiple dimensions (e.g. type of NP, case or semantic features) causes 
interference in retrieval at the verbs. Note that Lewis’ (1996) model has nothing to say about this, 
since the syntactic function of the NP was the same for the different NP types (the first two NPs were 
always subjects, etc.). In sum, K&V argue that the results support a memory storage component along 
the lines of Gibson (1998) and an integration component along the lines of Gordon et al. (2001), Kaan 
and Vasić (2004:183). 
 
However, there are some quirks in their explanation, and some strange effects in the results. First of 
all, K&V’s first conclusion is rather strange: how can a two-verb sentence be read faster than a three-
verb sentence at positions before the verb, if you want to compare them on basis of the amount of 
verbs (this implies you would need to keep other factors constant)? When K&V compared the three-
verb sentences with the two-verb sentences, they took the factor ‘amount of verbs’ as distinguishing 
factor, but, as the difference in reading times before the verb already suggests, there is another, 
confounding factor, and in fact, the two-verb sentences contain one NP less than the three-verb 
sentences (compare (1) and (2) of above, and result (ii) of the second experiment): whereas the first 
phrase in (1a) is an adjunct, it is an argument in (2a). This must be why the reading time for (2a) is so 
much higher: approximately 700 msec versus 820 msec at ‘the girl’ (which is on the position of 
‘Sonja’ in experiment 2), and 770 msec versus 900 msec at ‘the compass’. These results of course 
neatly fit Gibson’s model, but do not tell us anything about the ‘number of verbs’-factor, which was in 
fact the condition that was compared in these sentences. Thus, this effect might blur further differences 
between the two-verb and three-verb condition. 
 
At first, it seemed too that the pronoun conditions differed per experiment (see graph 6 and 7 below), 
whereas the stimuli were the same. Statistical tests however showed that these effects were not 
significant (p=.891 for the pronouns in the two-verb condition, p=.618 for the pronouns in the three-
verb condition, as analysed by the SPSS GLM repeated measures procedure).  
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Graph 6: Pronouns in two-verb sentences          Graph 7: Pronouns in three-verb sentences  
for experiment 1 and 2, K&V           for experiment 1 and 2, K&V. 
 
 
Some other unexpected effects, which K&V themselves also put forward, were: there was a frequency 
and physical difference between pronoun and proper name conditions; in fact all arguments differed a 
lot in length. Furthermore, full NPs were rated less natural than pronouns in both two-verb and three-
verb conditions (Kaan and Vasić, 2004:181). In only one condition four NPs occurred next to each 
other (the three-verb, full definite NP condition); this condition compared with the others showed that 
the storage of four NPs was different than one PP and three NPs (namely more costly), and could 
therefore not really be compared (as a another three-verb condition, like I argued before). An 
unexpected similarity interference effect occurred with NPs with the definite determiner de (‘the’). All 
de–items showed a larger disadvantage for the full-NP versus the pronoun conditions in the three-verb 
sentences, and in the two-verb condition, the items with a determiner other than de even showed faster 
reading times for the full-NP sentences relative to the pronoun. K&V took this as evidence for the 
effect of interference by (surface) similarity (which is the most salient too, perhaps), or an effect due to 
similarity in syntactic gender.  
 
 
4.5 Intermediate summary and discussion 
4.5.1 Generalisations 
In the studies discussed so far in this chapter, a couple of processing facts regarding cross-serial 
dependency structures in Dutch have come up, namely: 
 
In two-verb sentences: 
 

(i) Reading times increase with each incoming NP; 
(ii) Less NPs are easier to process than more (that this was not just an effect of having to read 

one word less was shown by the fact that replacing NPs by other non-verbal constituents 
such as adverbs didn’t give the same processing burden); 

(iii) The type of NP had an effect on both the storage and retrieval of NPs; 
(iv) The second, final verb is read slower than the first verb. 

 
In three-verb sentences: 
 

(v) The same results that holds for the two-verb sentences, also holds for the three-verb 
sentences (see i-iv above), except for:  

(vi) A dip in reading time occurs at the second verb; 
(vii) A great increase in reading times/jump in difficulty is seen at the third, final verb. 
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These two sentence types compared: 
 

(viii) More verbs (or what have been called ‘clauses’ by the authors) is more difficult than less 
verbs (i.e. higher reading times occur when a structure with more verbs/clauses is 
presented).  

 
It was observed throughout the reviews of the previous studies, that both the amount and type of NP 
had effects on the processing of the verbs. It was argued that the NPs burden the processor because of 
their structural predictions, which gave rise to a storage load (Gibson, 1998), or because of their 
similarity in features, leading to encoding and/or retrieval interference (cf. Gordon et al., 2001), or 
because they (or their verbs) incite the parser to open a new clause, which renders a structure where 
too many clauses are open simultaneously (Dickey and Vonk, 1997). In the coming subparagraph, I’d 
like to take a closer look at the semantic information of the NPs, and the consequences it has, before 
turning to the discussion of the previous experimental research on CSD structures.  
 
4.5.2 Semantic information 
Kaan and Vasić did not concentrate as much on the reading times on the verbs as on the reading times 
of the NPs. If we put the reading times for the verbs of the two experiments together, interesting 
patterns emerge95

 
: 

 
 
Graph 8: All verb reading times from Kaan and Vasić (2004) 
 
We can quite clearly observe the following patterns96

 
: 

(i) Though full definite NPs have a difficult start, they are more easily processed later on;  
(ii) Proper names are difficult to parse: they start the slowest (though not as slow as full 

definite NPs) and lead to a total higher reading time;  

                                                      
95 Note that in Dickey and Vonk’s study, the preceding arguments were of mixed NP-types. Therefore, I will 
concentrate on Kaan and Vasić’ study in this paragraph.  
96 As observed either in the three-verb sentences or in the two-verb sentences. The patterns in the three-verb 
sentences (recall that these have an extra, initial NP) are the same as in the two-verb sentences, though a little 
more distinct. Note that I did not have access to the raw data, and therefore could not do statistical analyses on 
them. 
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(iii) Pronouns start out quickly, but later on they slow the parser down (as compared to full 
definite NPs).  

 
If we rank those scores (from difficult to easy), as relative to each other97

 
: 

Rank Store Retrieve 
1. Full definite NP Proper name 
2. Proper name Indexical pronoun 
3. Indexical pronoun Full definite NP 
 
Table 10: Ranking of NPs in term of encoding and retrieving 
 
This seems to suggest the following things: for full definite NPs the encoding is hard, possibly because 
of full semantics these NPs contain. Later on however, this facilitates the parsing (possibly because of 
the ‘clearer’ predictions it gives due to its semantics). Pronouns on the other hand are easy to encode 
(you pick a person from the discourse space), but then later on slow the parser down in the rest of the 
structure, possibly because less semantics is available for these constituents (for example, one cannot 
think of canonical situations in which ‘you’ and ‘I’ have particular roles, while this is the case for full 
definite NPs). Proper names, which are semantically vacuous, are difficult to remember if introduced 
without a discourse (as was the case in K&V’s experiment): this leads to both encoding and retrieval 
problems, as indicated by the overall longer reading time.  
 
The conclusion that can be deduced from these results is that more (semantic) information on the noun 
leads to a longer encode time (as observed on the first verb following up on the nouns), but also to a 
shorter reading or retrieval time (as observed on the verbs following up on the first verb, and the spill-
over region). In sum, the encoding of more information is heavier, but will allow you to make better 
predictions at the structure later on, or allow for easier, faster retrieval of the NPs encoded. Note that 
these results seem to conflict with K&V’s various suggestions that pronouns are the easiest to process 
(Kaan and Vasić, 2004:182), though they admit that they did not control for the length of the words, 
and indexical pronouns are notoriously short (mij, ‘me’ jou, ‘you’), especially when compared to full 
definite NPs (de leider, ‘the leader’). 
 
If we compare the results of the three-verb sentences with the two-verb sentences98

                                                      
97 The storage ranking has been deduced from graph 4 and 5 of this chapter (which were published in Kaan and 
Vasić, 2004).  As mentioned before, no exact reading times for the preceding arguments have been given.  

, we see that in fact 
the same patterns arise in the two-verb sentences, only slightly less distinct (and read faster overall, 
not surprisingly, since one element less has to be read): 

98 Again, recall that this essentially means that we are comparing sentences of ‘three NPs-two verbs’ with 
sentences of the type ‘four NPs-three verbs’, because of the confounding sentence-initial NP in the three-verb 
sentences. 
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Graph 9: The reading times of two-verb sentences, averaged across experiment 1 and 2 (K&V, 2004) 
 
 

 
 
Graph 10: The reading times of three-verb sentences, averaged across experiment 1 and 2 (K&V, 
2004) 
 
 
The fact that the differences are slightly less distinct in the two-verb sentences has been noted by Kaan 
and Vasić too: “Pairwise comparisons showed an effect of NP type in the three-verb condition but not 
in the two-verb condition.” (Kaan and Vasić, 2004:182). The NP-type effects might become more 
prominent if the storage component is burdened more, or when more interference effects can occur.  
 
4.5.3 Discussion 
In this chapter, we’ve looked into the three previous psycholinguistic studies on cross-serial 
dependencies, of which one an offline study (Bach et al., 1986) and two on-line studies (Dickey and 
Vonk, 1997; Kaan and Vasić, 2004). Processing models that have been compared in these studies 
ranged from memory-based accounts (Gibson, 1991; 1998) to interference accounts (Lewis, 1996; 
Gordon et al., 2001; 2002), to relation- or clause-based accounts (Kimball, 1973; Stabler, 1993; 
Dickey, 1996). In the experiments, conditions regarding the amount of embeddings or verbs, the 
amount of NPs and the type of NPs have been tested.  
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The results have shown that difficulties arise from two levels of embedding onwards (Bach et al., 
1986), and nested (German) structures are more difficult than crossed Dutch structures (Bach et al., 
1986). Increasing the amount of verbs or clauses increases processing difficulty, as measured in 
increased reading times (Dickey and Vonk, 1997). Reading times for the NPs increase too, as the 
amount of NPs is increased (Kaan and Vasić, 2004). Also, effects of NP types have been found (Kaan 
and Vasić, 2004). Basic ideas on CSD that have been formed (and cited throughout the literature), are 
that, the earlier the NPs can be integrated into the ‘main’ structure, the better (Bach et al., 1986), 
processing difficulties occur due to interference effects of the NPs (at the verb), cf. Kaan and Vasić 
(2004), or because of the multiple clauses having to be maintained in working memory, which causes 
the parser to throw out one of the earlier clauses (Dickey and Vonk, 1997). In sum, it has been 
suggested that it’s either a processing load from too much structure (or NPs) that has to be maintained, 
or from interference effects of the NPs. In either case, the type of NPs is shown to have effects on the 
verbs (Kaan and Vasić, 2004), a fact that must be taken along in any account of processing of CSD 
structures.  
 
These studies however leave some questions open: for one, what the parser does with the argument 
structure information it can deduce from the arguments encountered, why and which verbs burden the 
processor precisely, and how the effects of processing follow from the underlying syntactic structure. 
Furthermore, no clear analysis has yet been put forward to account for difference between crossed and 
nested dependencies, the main issue we ultimately want to provide more insights on in this thesis. 
 
In the next chapter, I will therefore investigate three processing models more thoroughly, while 
keeping these previous studies in mind: we will look into a memory-based processing model (Gibson, 
1998), an expectation-based model (Levy, 2007) and an interference-based model (Lewis, Vasishth 
and Van Dyke, 2006). I will investigate which predictions these models make for cross-serial 
dependency structures, to subsequently test them in an experiment of my own, hoping thus to render 
more insights regarding the processing of cross-serial dependency structures. 
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Chapter 5. Processing cross-serial dependencies 
 
 
5.1 Processing models 
In this chapter, we will start out by looking at three processing models, and what their predictions are 
for the processing of crossed dependencies are, and how they can account for any processing 
difficulties encountered. I will look at three different types of processing models: first, a memory-
based model: Gibson’s Syntactic Prediction Locality Theory, SPLT (1998); second, an expectation-
based model: Levy’s Expectation-based model (2007); and last, an interference model: Lewis and 
Vasishth’ ACT-R model (2005). The choice for these three models is based on the intuitions that on 
the one hand, cross-serial dependency (CSD) structures are hard structures, because they can involve 
up to four NPs and three verbs or more (plus the dependencies between these elements) that are 
ordered in a crossed manner, thus grouping all the arguments together and all the verbs together. These 
elements presumably contribute to both a big storage load and interference effects on various 
dimensions. On the other hand, it seems that upon reading all the clause-initial NPs one can formulate 
a good guess about the following verbs and syntactic structure, which should facilitate parsing. This 
follows from the strict word order of Dutch, and the fact that all arguments except the last one or two 
have to be subjects, because verb clusters exist out of auxiliaries which can only license one argument.  
 
Though these processing models will prove to provide interesting insights on the role of working 
memory in the processing of these sentences, none of them takes the underlying syntactic structure 
truly into account. For one, Gibson’s (1998) model only looks at the serial order of the nouns, the 
verbs, and the dependencies between them, without taking any possible underlying derivations into 
account. Levy (2007)’s model suggests that ‘argument realization frames’ should be taken into 
account, and implicitly assumes some underlying structure in arguing that the most plausible structure 
is predicted, but the theory does not get very much more explicit than that. Finally, in Lewis and 
Vasishth’s (2005) model the activation decay seems to indicate some underlying structure, but in the 
end the analysis builds on the serial order, too. To capture the effects that the underlying structure 
might have on the processing of the dependencies, we will return to the Most Economic Derivation 
Advantage-assumption (MEDA), which states that the most economic derivation (i.e. the syntactic 
structure with the least derivational steps and/or structure in them) is the most easy to parse and is 
therefore also the structure that a parser will initially predict. The first part of this assumpmtion, which 
I’ve called Most Economic Parse, states that the most economic derivation is the most easy to parse. 
The second part, Most Economic Prediction, is basically the processing version of part one, and states 
that the parser will always assume that the easiest structure to come up, which is defined here as the 
most economic structure.  
 
After investigating these models and the MEDA-assumption, we will look at the conditions that will 
be tested in the experiments (which will be described in chapter 6 and 7), and examine what 
predictions the various models make. Last, in a small discussion I will touch upon some suggestions 
(which will come mainly from interference-based models, e.g. Lewis and Vasishth, 2003) that the 
problem in both cross-serial dependencies and centre-embeddings might be that the only way to 
distinguish between items is serial order, while this is an unnatural process for the parser. Also, I will 
some suggestions as to why it is efficient processing-wise to resolve the dependency associated first 
NP first.  
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5.2 Gibson (1998) 
5.2.1 Memory-based account 
In the processing model proposed by Gibson (1998), the Syntactic Prediction Locality Theory (SPLT), 
special attention is given to the relationship between the sentence processing mechanism and the 
available computational resources. He seeks to explain complexity phenomena by investigating the 
processing load on the computational resources. In his model, the processing load can be calculated on 
the basis of two (cost) components: 
 

1. Integration component 
The cost associated with this component is a function of the number of integrations and the 
distance between the point of integration (e.g. at the verb) and the point at which the 
predictions were first made (e.g. at the NP involved). That is to say, processing costs increase 
when a linguistic element has to be integrated with another element with which it forms a 
dependency. This is the case for ‘normal’ dependencies (e.g. between a NP and its verb) as 
well as for dependencies in movement.  

2. Memory/storage component 
The cost associated with this component is a function of the number of predicted categories in 
memory. That is to say, processing costs increase when a linguistic element has to be retained 
in memory before it can be integrated with the element with which it forms a dependency. 
Therefore, distance matters, as well as the number of (interfering) NPs that have to be kept in 
mind. 
 

Gibson’s model thus concentrates on two ‘primary’ aspects of resource use: structural integration and 
structural maintenance or storage (Gibson, 1998:9). In this way, the model is focused on the 
processing costs of dealing with NPs99

 

. For example, the distance in the integration component is 
measured as the number of new discourse referents that are being introduced. Thus full definite names 
(e.g., ‘the king’) and proper names (‘John’) are argued to contribute to processing difficulty, whereas 
pronoun should not (since they refer to old discourse referents). So, the more discourse referents 
intervene between two elements which form a syntactic dependency, the larger both integration and 
storage costs are.  

Gibson quantifies memory cost in terms of Memory Units (MU). He summarizes the SPLT memory 
costs as follows (Gibson, 1998:15): 
 

(1) Syntactic prediction memory cost  
a. The prediction of the main predicate, V0, is associated with no memory cost100

b. For each required syntactic head Ci other than V0, associate a memory cost for M(n) 
memory units MUs where M(n) is a monotone increasing function

.  

101,102

 

 and n is the 
number of new discourse referents that have been processed since Ci was initially 
predicted.  

                                                      
99 Where NP refers to proper names, full definite NPs and pronouns, though they could have another/more 
structure than just NP. The term ‘referent’ or ‘argument’ might be more appropriate, but since Gibson uses the 
term NP throughout his argumentation (as is done more other in psycholinguistic research), I will do so too here.  
100 The prediction of the main predicate is supposed to be cost-free since the parser is always expecting a 
predicate. 
101 It is initially assumed that the memory cost function M(n) is linear with a slope of one and an intercept of 
zero, so that M(n) = n, but there is one class of exceptions: examples in which incomplete dependencies are 
greatly lengthened. There the function approaches a maximal cost, rather than being linear in its limiting 
behaviour (cf. Gibson et al., 1996b, cited in Gibson, 1998).  
102 The relationship between storage space used and integration time required is not linear: the more storage 
space that the processor uses, the slower that the processor works (Gibson, 1998:24). 
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Again, it is evident that Gibson bases processing costs on dealing with NPs (or DPs, for that matter). It 
is therefore important that we understand how he sees NPs and their relation to structure building.  
So, NPs generate (lexically-based) predictions about the categories that follow them, and these are the 
syntactic constraints the parser has to deal with. Predictions are thus not merely ‘predictions’, but also 
anticipated dependencies that have to follow their antecedents. The intervening DPs that have to be 
kept in mind (from the first moment that the prediction was made up to the point where it is fulfilled) 
thus are the extra MUs that put a load on the memory. A memory unit is thus assigned to every 
intervening DP that occurs between a DP and its prediction (of a verb or a gap, for instance).  
 
The model is lexicalist in that structural integrations are considered to be limited by the syntactic 
constraints associated with each lexical item. That is to say, syntactic constraints are assumed to be 
implemented as lexically-based predictions about the categories that can follow the current lexical 
item L, which are in a head-dependent relationship with L. Gibson makes the distinction here between 
obligatory predictions (e.g. the prediction of a noun following a determiner) and optional predictions 
(e.g. optional arguments of a verb, modifier relationships). Structure building then consists of looking 
up the current word in the lexicon and matching the categories of these lexical entries to the 
predictions in the structures built so far.  
 
In the case of multiple structures as possible predictions, Gibson employs the threshold hypothesis (cf. 
MacDonald et al., 1994; Trueswell et al., 1994 – thus cited in Gibson, 1998). This hypothesis 
postulates that the structure that will be predicted and used is the structure that has reached a certain 
activation level or ‘threshold’. Furthermore, he argues that “if there are two competing analyses for the 
input which are similar in heuristic value, then it will take longer to bring one of the representations 
over the threshold T1, because of the limited pool of resources available.” (Gibson, 1998:9). Gibson 
(like Levy 2007, as we shall see) questions how many representations the processor can retain at one 
time during the parse of a sentence. He assumes that this is more than one, and suggests that the 
processor is ranked parallel such that lower-rated representations can be retained in parallel, where the 
most highly ranked representation is the ‘active’ one. It does however not become clear in his story 
what makes one representation more active than another, i.e. which structure is favoured, and why? I 
suppose that he takes the structure with the least processing costs (both in terms of storage and 
integration) to be the preferred one (though one could question how the parser ‘knows’ this, and if it 
then calculates all the different alternative structures).  
 
5.2.2 Predictions for cross-serial dependencies 
In Gibson (1998), Gibson investigates the following two sentences from Bach et al. (1986): 
 

(2) a. Johanna heeft de mannen Hans de paarden helpen leren voeren. 
   Johanna has    the men    Hans the horses  help   teach  feed 
        NP1                   NP2       NP3      NP4       V1      V2     V3  
b. Johanna hat den Männern Hans die Pferde füttern lehren helfen.  
   Johanna has the men.DAT Hans the horses  feed   teach  help 
         NP1                  NP2        NP3     NP4       V3       V2     V1 
 ‘Johanna helped the men teach Hans to feed the horses’ 
 

As we saw in the previous chapters, Bach et al. (1986) showed that the cross-serial dependencies (2a) 
are easier to process then centre-embedded dependencies (2b). Gibson aims to explain this difference 
in complexity by positing that “the categories that are predicted first are associated with the most 
memory cost […]” (Gibson, 1998:50)103

                                                      
103 I presume he argues this because if one does not fulfill the needs of the first categories, by definition this will 
lead to storage costs for all the following, intermediate elements.  

, such that satisfying these categories first results in a lower 
complexity and hence lower processing costs (in crossed dependencies, as compared with nested 
dependencies).  
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Gibson’s analysis goes as follows: he argues that the syntactic complexity is the same in both Dutch 
and German until the most embedded object NP (‘the horses’)104

 

: M(3) + M(2) + M(1) MUs, 
corresponding to: 

1. 0 MUs for the prediction of the main verb 
2. M(3) MUs for the prediction of an NP position for the fronted NP ‘Johanna’ 
3. M(2) MUs for the prediction of the first embedded verb 
4. M(1) MUs for the prediction of the most embedded verb 
 

‘Johanna’ gives rise to three memory units since three arguments (‘men’, ‘Hans’ and ‘the horses 
respectively) intervene before the matrix verb105

 

 is encountered. Two memory units are predicted for 
the first embedded verb, because it is the verb which has a dependency with ‘men’, after which ‘Hans’ 
and ‘the horses’ occur (which thus stand in between ‘help’ and ‘men’), and one memory unit for the 
most embedded verb, because it is ‘predicted’ by ‘Hans’, after which ‘the horses’ still occur.  

In the Dutch sentences, the matrix verb is the first element to occur, and this satisfies the prediction of 
the first argument. The memory costs for the first NP thus disappear (cf. point 2 of above), and due to 
the intervening verb (also part of a dependency) the memory costs of the predictions of the second and 
third NP rise with one, resulting in (M3) + M(2) MUs. The memory costs keep decreasing in similar 
fashion (last step: M(2) MUs), so that the maximal memory complexity for the processing of Dutch 
cross-serial structures as (2a) is M(3) + M(2) + M(1) MUs, which occurs at the most embedded NP.  
 
In German sentences, the memory cost after processing the NP ‘the horses’ is M(3) + M(2) + M(1) 
MUs (i.e. the same as in Dutch). The next element which occurs is the most embedded verb, and this 
satisfies the least expensive prediction, namely M(1) MUs (see point 4) of ‘Hans’. The memory costs 
for the other predictions increase to M(4) + M(3) MUs. And after this, the last prediction (namely of 
the first NP) rises to M(4) MUs. So the maximal complexity of the parse of is structure is M(4) + M(3) 
MUs, and this is more than the maximal complexity for the processing of the Dutch structure (M(3) + 
M(2) + M(1) MUs), and thus the contrast between Dutch and German is explained. Gibson 
furthermore argues that the unacceptability of the German is also explained, because its maximal 
complexity is M(4) + M(3) MUs, “which has been demonstrated in English to be too much for the 
limited capacity of working memory.” (Gibson, 1998:51). Furthermore, he suggests that because the 
Dutch maximal complexity is also on the high side, this explains why such longer crossed dependency 
constructions are often borderline cases in terms of acceptability. 
 
Thus what is basically argued in Gibson (1998), is that a very long distance between a NP and a verb 
is worse than satisfying the last incoming NP first (which would satisfy locality principles). Gibson 
argues that it will burden memory too much because of both the distance between the NP and its verb, 
and the intervening NPs that occur in between (making matters difficult for the integration 
component), and that this way the NPs with a bigger integration cost in memory pile up longer 
(leading to problems for the memory storage component, too). An additional question one might ask is 
whether you can also see the amount of memory units (MUs) back in the separate reading times. That 
is, will the segment where the most MUs are kept in mind, also be read the slowest? We will look into 
this in the experiments. 
 
  

                                                      
104 This is trivial since the same verb and arguments are encountered, in the same order. 
105 Note that with the ‘matrix verb’ here the verb is meant that is ‘selected’ for by the subject, in this case 
’Johanna’ (which is different than how the term ‘matrix verb’ was used in the previous chapters).  
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5.3 Levy (2007) 
5.3.1 Expectation-based account 
Levy (2007) proposes a processing model that concentrates on a resource-allocation theory of 
processing difficulty, grounded in parallel probabilistic ambiguity resolution106

 

. In short, in this 
particular model of ambiguity resolution, the possible structural analyses consistent with a partial input 
are preferentially ranked in parallel, and the difficulty of a new word corresponds to the amount of 
reallocation necessary to reflect the word’s effect on the preference ranking. Levy analyzes this effect 
as a surprisal effect, and proposes a surprisal theory or expectation-based theory as processing model.  

The surprisal theory works as follows: to comprehend a sentence S is to (implicitly or explicitly) 
construct a preference ranking over the set of all possible structures T in the language consistent with 
S107

 

. The preferences and rankings are expressed in probability theory, so that comprehension of S 
involves placing a probability distribution over T once we have seen S. Sentence comprehension is 
incremental though, and comprehenders are able to make inferences about later parts of the sentence 
based on what they have heard earlier in the sentence. To capture this fact, Levy defines 
comprehension of a partial input sequence w1..i (the first i words in the sentence) to be placing a 
preference (i.e. probability) distribution PT

i over the possible structures T based on w1..i, plus context 
external to the sentence itself. For listeners to be capable of incremental inference, they must be 
constantly updating PT

i (Levy suggests after every input word).  

Levy argues furthermore that when processing difficulty occurs, this is a consequence of updating PT
i, 

and that it is quantified by the degree that PT
i has to be updated (since the probability distribution PT

i 
consists of an allocation of resources among the possible interpretations of the sentence108

 

). To 
quantify this degree of difficulty in the update Levy uses the relative entropy of the updated 
distribution with respect to the old distribution (a.k.a. the Kullback-Leibler divergence of q from p). 
The relative entropy is the so-called non-commutative measure of the difference between two 
probability distributions p and q. Often, p is considered the ‘true’ distribution of the data, after which 
the divergence of q from p is calculated. In terms of processing difficulty then, the relative entropy of 
q with respect to p can be thought of as the penalty incurred from encoding (or updating) the 
distribution q with p. The greater the difference between these distributions, the greater the relative 
entropy, and hence the greater processing difficulties one has.  

The predicted difficulty of the ith word, wi, is precisely equal to the surprisal of wi (which is defined as 
the negative log-probability of wi in its sentential context109

 

). Surprisal is then minimized (i.e. goes to 
zero) when a word must appear in a given context, and approaches infinity as a word becomes less and 
less likely.  

(3) Difficulty  = ∞ - log P (wi | sentence context, extra-sentential context) 
  = ∞ - log P (wi | w1..i-1, CONTEXT) 

 
So how does the incremental parsing process work? In a fully parallel, incremental probabilistic parser 
capable of online inference (i.e. inference before input is complete), storing the set of ranked partial 
parses consistent with already-seen input is equivalent to assigning a probability distribution over the 
complete structures to which the already-seen input may possibly extend. Upon termination of the 
input, this set of ranked partial parses determines a most-likely interpretation. On the way, after every 
                                                      
106 Where with ‘resources’, the ‘cognitive resources’ of the working memory are intended (Levy, 2007).  
107 This definition of comprehension is based on the assumption that “a language contains a (infinite) set of 
complete structures such that a fully disambiguated utterance corresponds to exactly one structure.” (Levy, 
2007:3). 
108 Expectations about upcoming words in a sentence need not be explicitly calculated; rather, they are implicit in 
the partial parse of an incomplete input (the incremental updated process). I will come back to this.  
109 Sentential context is defined as the combination of the already-seen input sequence w1..i-1 and extra-sentential 
context (pragmatic and discourse effects). 
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new input token, such a parser must update its collection of ranked partial parses -and therefore its 
distribution over completed parses- to reflect the new information. Intuitively, the relative entropy 
from a distribution p to another distribution q measures the penalty incurred by encoding, or 
approximating, q with p. The surprisal can therefore be interpreted as the difficulty incurred in 
replacing the old distribution with the new. A word’s surprisal is thus also a measure of its expectancy.  
 
The analysis given above reminds one of competition-integration models as proposed by McRae et al. 
(1998) and Spivey and Tanenhaus (1998). In these models, competition between different possible 
syntactic structures (to be assigned to the incoming word string) occurs from the beginning of the 
sentence, i.e. the very first words. Throughout the sentence, one analysis becomes more and more 
activated, and by the end of the sentence, it is highly activated (and only this one), such that this 
structure is eventually assigned to the string. Processing difficulty occurs when the highly activated 
analysis is implausible (which will lead to a high surprisal effect and subsequent effortful reanalysis). 
Arguments against these proposals are that, if one constructs structures from the beginning of the 
sentence, one has to take into account that an infinite number of structures are possible for the rest of 
the sentence at the beginning of the sentence. And as such, the construction of all these structures 
should result in a massive working memory load (Van Gompel and Pickering, 2007). However, since 
there is no evidence for extreme difficulty at the beginning of the sentence, this assumption seems 
implausible, and therefore there is no reason to assume competition occurs during syntactic ambiguity, 
conclude Van Gompel and Pickering (2007:297).  
 
These arguments however do not hold if one takes away the assumption that all the structures that are 
possible in the beginning of the sentence are actually generated or calculated. These calculations 
would indeed be computationally expensive, so why would the parser function this way? Indeed, as 
Levy (2007) argues, the parser probably does not work like this. He argues that the expectations about 
upcoming words in a sentence need not be explicitly calculated, but rather they are implicit in the 
partial parse of an incomplete input (i.e. surprisal as the predicted difficulty of word wi falls out of the 
incremental update process itself). Levy acknowledges that a partial input w1..i at the beginning of the 
sentence will in most cases be compatible with an infinite number of complete structures T (‘end 
structures’), since the beginnings of most sentences can be completed in an infinite number of ways. 
Therefore, he posits, “it is neither psychologically nor practically possible for the distribution D to be 
implemented as an enumeration over complete structures. Rather, D would be implicitly determined 
by some tractable incremental processing algorithm […].” (Levy, 2007:10)110

 

. Also, one can question 
how strongly exactly Levy’s surprisal theory is or should be a commitment to full parallelism; or with 
other words, whether all possible structural analyses of a sentence are maintained during online 
comprehension.  

It could be the case that in the beginning of the sentence many interpretations or analyses are still 
possible, and that because of this overwhelming availability, the parser does not make any 
commitments, other than the structure built for these words already (CP and TP, for example). Upon 
encountering more words, the reign of analyses becomes more restricted, and the parser makes a 
commitment to the most plausible (this could be the most frequent encountered) analysis, ranking the 
other possible analyses below it (we could think of a hierarchy or ranking with the topmost position 
for the most plausible analysis, where the plausibility of each analysis gets updated after every input 
word, and where thus the analyses ‘compete’ to be the most plausible one). The fact that the parser 
does make a commitment to some structure(s) follows from the fact that people do make predictions 
about upcoming words and structures, as is shown in numerous psycholinguistic studies (cf. Van 
Gompel and Pickering, 2007).  
 

                                                      
110 It is beyond the scope of this thesis to go into the exact processing algorithm, so I will leave its aside (see 
Levy, 2007 though, for further information).  
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A caveat that must be given here is that the ‘most plausible continuation’ could be interpreted in two 
ways: something can be a plausible continuation in terms of semantics or in terms of frequency facts. 
That is, the information that follows can be a fitting, easily imaginable event or description, or it can 
fit the preceding structure well. Though Levy doesn’t seem to make the distinction, I will try to do so 
in the analysis of CSD structures. A second caveat is of course that expectations only get you so far: 
they are not stringent structures. 
 
5.3.2 Predictions for cross-serial dependencies 
For cross-serial dependency constructions Levy’s theory predicts that at each incoming word (which 
initially will be arguments), predictions are made for the upcoming words, and the preference 
distribution will be updated. In that way, the more words that are encountered the less surprisal one 
expects. Processing difficulty on the other hand is expected just in those cases where another structure 
than the simplest structure (which will be predicted by the parser) is encountered. As we have seen, 
there are different types of predictions: on the one hand, you have structural predictions (i.e. an 
encountered NP means that a verb with which it forms a dependency will come up later) and on the 
other hand you have semantic predictions (i.e. a full definite NP denoting ‘cakes’ predicts or expects a 
verb like ‘to bake’ or ‘to eat’ to come up). Thus, both the number of NPs as their semantics give 
predictions regarding the upcoming verbs (structural and semantic predictions, respectively), and 
therefore the sentence structure should become easier as the parser has come across more NPs.  
 
To start out with semantic predictions: they can facilitate the processing of a sentence quite well. See 
for example sentence (4), where the main verb is almost fully predictable (and note that the sentence is 
easily comprehensible, despite four arguments being involved)111

 
: 

(4) (Ik denk) dat de lerares de kinderen de oude vrouw de straat…laat helpen oversteken.  
(I think) that the teacher.FEM the children the old lady the street...let help cross 

 
Why would this be the case? It is straightforward if we assume that it is a cliché that teachers let 
children do something, teach them something or gives them something (which is a conveniently 
limited set of possibilities). Furthermore, it is also a cliché that children are told to help old ladies 
cross streets, and therefore after encountering the street one predicts that the verb will be cross112

 

. In 
fact, this is what Levy (2007) also shows with his discussion of Konienczny and Döring (2003)’s 
experiment: the more preverbal dependents (with rich semantics), the more the comprehender’s 
expectations of the main verbs are ‘narrowly focused’ and therefore the surprisal at the verb should be 
lower. However, Levy only shows the expectations for one sentence-final verb (which obviously is the 
main verb), and this does not tell us anything about the expectations in the case of verbal clusters, 
where multiple verbs occur (and with different orders in Dutch and German). We will come back to 
this later. 

Turning to structural predictions, Levy argues that the sentence becomes more and more structurally 
determined as more arguments are added (since less options remain open), and therefore in CSD 
structures, extra NPs should make the sentence easier to process, rather than more difficult (as 

                                                      
111 Note however that the semantic information never overrides the syntactic analyses, which can be shown by 
the following sentence: 

(1) ..dat de kinderen de lerares..  
that the children the teacher 

It is never the case that one gets a reading here where the teacher becomes the subject, though it might be a more 
plausible subject in a (semantic) sense. Rather, the semantic information might facilitate or bias a certain 
syntactic analysis.  
112 Also, the fact that the third argument is an animate object makes a ditransitive structure a lot less likely.  
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predicted by interference theories and memory-based theories, such as for example Gibson, 1998)113. 
Levy gives one example of how extra NPs can lead to ‘enhanced predictions’: English subject-
modifying relative clauses (RC). He investigated the effect of adding more RC-internal constituents, 
and posited that, for Gibson’s DLT model, the main verb difficulty should increase due to a bigger 
distance with the main subject. In Levy’s own model, however, the difficulty should decrease, as the 
predictions become more narrowed. He argues that “the more postverbal constituents within the RC 
that have been seen, the fewer possible choices there are for subsequent constituents within the RC.” 
(2007:24). And: “[…] in a given clause the knowledge that a temporal clause has already appeared 
makes it less likely that a new temporal clause will be seen.” (2007:24). This might be the case for 
temporal clauses, but for other adjunctive clauses this is a case of the gambler’s paradox: flipping a 
coin ten times and getting head ten times does not make it more likely that the next time it will be tails, 
though it is very tempting to think so114. And because he adds adjuncts in his relative clauses, there is 
no real prediction that there will not be another adjunct115

 
.  

 
More importantly, Levy’s model predicts that knowledge of the overall distribution of ‘argument 
realization frames’ (Levy, 2007:22) enhances the comprehension (speed and accuracy) in these 
sentences. For one, certain structures are more likely to come up as they are more frequent or probable 
than others116

 

, and also, the number of encountered arguments forces some particular argument 
structures (and not others). In German, this is often quickly derivable from the Case the full NPs carry, 
but in Dutch one has to do with the word order (note that this need not be a problem, since the order is 
very restricted in these embedded clauses). So how does the argument of argument realization frames 
relate to Dutch cross-serial dependencies? Consider the following example: 

(5) (Ik denk) ..dat  Jan    Marie  de kinderen  de pasta    -     hielp    leren    koken. 
(I think) that   John  Mary  the children  the pasta     -   helped to teach to cook 

N1      N2            N3           N4     -     V1        V2        V3 
 ‘(I think) that John helped Mary to learn the children to cook the pasta’ 

 
Upon reading the first part of the sentence, ‘I think that John’, all possible embedded sentence types 
are still possible. That is to say, the sentence can be finished as an intransitive clause, transitive clause, 
etcetera. After encountering ‘Marie’ however, at least the intransitive reading is out. In this fashion, 
with every encounter of another NP less options as to the final structure of the sentence become 
possible, and the sentence becomes more structurally determined. Note that the roles of the various 
arguments change together with the sentence structure. That is, in (c), Marie could be a direct object 
(in the ditransitive structure) or a subject (in the causative + transitive structure). I will argue that the 
‘assignment’ of these functions/labels will co-vary with the sentence structure (thus, they are affected 
similarly, by the plausibility in terms of the semantics and probability/frequency), and thus the 
simplest syntactic function corresponding with the structure will be predicted or assumed for the NP, 

                                                      
113 A caveat must be given here though: it is probably also the case that ‘maintaining’ four arguments (and their 
predictions) will have more processing costs than holding three arguments in mind. This might affect the reading 
times, and even balance out some advantageous prediction effects.  
114 Since the sequence as a whole is indeed less probable, but not the next event on itself. You cannot modify the 
chances on tails or heads when flipping a coin: it will always be 50-50.  
115 Though, as mentioned before, one could argue that indeed one cannot add two temporal adjuncts, and that at 
some point, one will stop with giving more adjuncts (and get through to the end of the relative clause), but this is 
not as informative as Levy would like it to be, I believe. It does not give strict predictions; there is no way to 
predict when the adjuncts stop.  
116 We take a lexicalist stance here, assuming that syntactic information is associated with words. As given by 
Van Gompel and Pickering (2007), such a stance would imply that one assumes that “all verbs contain 
information about the frequency with which they occur in particular argument frames and that this type of 
information is used during syntactic ambiguity resolution” (2007:292). We will not go into the matter of whether 
it is actually encoded on the verbs, but will continue to take this stance.  
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by the parser. To taken another example, when three arguments are encountered, ‘normal’ ditransitive 
structures are expected (i.e. if they are the most plausible in terms of frequency), and if then instead a 
two-clause structure occurs, there should be a degree of surprisal. When four arguments however 
occur in a sentence, the reader knows that it cannot be a monoclausal structure, and the expectations 
should be updated, and no surprisal occurs at the verb. This is summarized in the following table117,118

 
: 

 a. ..dat  
[Jan..]  

b. ..dat  
[Jan 
[Marie..]] 
 

c. ..dat  
[Jan  
[Marie  
[de kinderen..]]] 

d1. ..dat  
[Jan  
[Marie  
[de kinderen  
[de pasta..]]]]  

d2. ..dat  
[Jan 
[Marie  
[de kinderen 
[de vrouw..]]]]  

Intransitive √ X X X X 
Transitive √ √ X X X 
Ditransitive √ √ √/X X X 
Causative + 
intransitive 

√ √ X X X 

Causative + 
transitive 

√ √ √ X X 

Causative + 
ditransitive 

√ √ √ √ √/X 

Causative + 
causative + 
intransitive 

√ √ √ X X 

Causative + 
causative + 
transitive 

√ √ √ √ √ 

Causative + 
causative + 
ditransitive 

√ √ √ √ √ 

 
Table 11: Predicted structure of NPs in embedded sentences 
 
Examples of possible sentence endings are: 
 

(6) Intransitive: 
..dat Jan sliep. 
that John slept 
‘that John slept’ 

(7) Transitive: 
..dat Jan Marie kuste. 
that John Mary kissed 
‘that John kissed Mary’ 

                                                      
117 Note that, of course, not all possibilities for ending the sentence are given, since this would be discreetly 
infinite. Rather, I’ve concentrated on the ‘simple’ endings and possible endings in verb clusters (excluding te-
infinitives, since they often mess up the word order). Because the endings presented here are very plausible (and 
probable) ones, I do not consider it a problem that perhaps more endings would be possible, and that the list in 
the table is not exhaustive.  
118 Obviously, the ditransitive structure doesn’t work as well for this sentence (due to ethic reasons) since the 
third object is an animate object, and human, too. Therefore, I’ve added to version of (d) here, one with an 
inanimate object (d1) and one with an animate object (d2). 
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(8) Ditransitive: 
..dat Jan Marie de bloemen gaf. 
that John Mary the flowers gave 
‘that John gave Mary the flowers’ 
 

With causatives I mean all verbs in which the agent causes (or assists) someone else to do something 
to someone else. This is a very limited set of verbs in Dutch, namely laten (‘to let/make someone (do 
something)’), leren (‘to teach (to do something) ’) and helpen (‘to help (to do something)’)119,120

 

. By 
means of a selecting causative verb (that selects an infinitival complement containing another verb), a 
second agent can be introduced, and therefore another embedded main verb, giving rise to more 
dependencies: 

(9)             Causative + intransitive: 
..dat Jan Marie liet slapen. 
that John Mary let sleep 
‘that John let Mary sleep.’ 

(10) Causative + transitive: 
..dat Jan Marie de kinderen liet aankleden. 
that John Mary the children made dress 
‘That John made Mary dress the children.’ 

(11) Causative + ditransitive: 
..dat Jan Marie de kinderen snoepjes liet geven. 
that Jan Marie the children the candy let give 
‘that Jan let Marie give the children candy.’ 

 
It is also possible to introduce two causatives121

 
: 

(12) Causative + causative + intransitive:  
Jan heeft Marie de kinderen laten leren fluiten. 
Jan has Marie the children let teach whistle 
‘Jan has let Marie teach the children to whistle.’ 

(13) Causative + causative + transitive:  
Jan heeft Marie de kinderen de pasta laten helpen koken.  
Jan has Marie the children the pasta let help cook 
‘Jan has let Marie help the children cook the pasta.’ 

(14) Causative + causative + ditransitive:  
Jan heeft Marie de kinderen de oude vrouw de lege stoel laten leren geven. 
Jan has Marie the children the old woman the empty chair let teach give 
‘Jan let Marie teach the children to give the old woman the empty chair’.  

 
These sentences however become increasingly more difficult, as already five NPs are involved in (10), 
and three verbs. And though they are all grammatical, I will limit myself to sentences with four NPs, 
to keep it on the parseable side (this will also reflect the reality more accurately – sentences with five 
NPs are barely used, even less so than those containing four NPs).  
 
  

                                                      
119 Though there are some differences in the syntactic structure (see chapter 2 and 3), I want to argue that they do 
not lead to differences in processing in this case, because they are all used as auxiliary verbs, and hence predict 
that another verb comes up and furthermore they all select a subject as argument.  
120 Perception verbs can also occur in three-verb verb cluster structures, but because they can only occur if they 
are positioned as the first verb, I will leave them out of the discussion here.  
121 Or rather: a causative (laten, ‘to let’) and one of the two semi-causatives (helpen ‘to help’, leren, ‘to teach’).  
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This brings us to an assumption regarding CSD structures we already came across in chapter four: 
that, when encountering NPs and starting to build structures, the parser opts for the most simple 
structure, which is not necessarily the most plausible (in terms of frequency or semantics). It was also 
suggested in Kaan and Vasić (2004) that the parser assumes the simplest structure first. Specifically, 
they argue that NP1 is initially interpreted as a subject (and remains to be so), and NP2 as a direct 
object of a transitive predicate (that has not yet been encountered), and that upon encountering NP3, 
NP2 is reanalysed as an indirect object, and NP3 is interpreted as a direct object122

 

. If then another NP 
is encountered (NP4), this NP is evidence that a second predicate is involved, and NP2 may be 
reanalysed as the subject of this second predicate with NP3 and NP4 as its indirect and direct object 
respectively (Kaan and Vasić, 2004).  

Levy’s model predicts a similar process, but puts this in a slightly different perspective: the most 
plausible structure is updated with every incoming word, such that it might be the case that the parser 
takes a transitive or ditransitive structure to be the most plausible and first, but then ranks a causative 
plus ditransitive structure as more plausible, which would lead to a ‘reanalysis’ of the foregoing NPs.  
Because the parser however did not fully commit itself to one structure, there will be no need for 
reanalysing the NPs in a strict sense. That is to say, no effect of the magnitude of a garden path effect 
will occur every time a reanalysis has to be done, but if and only if the difference between the 
predicted structures is big enough, i.e. if the relative entropy and thus the surprisal are big enough. We 
argue that this is the case when instead of the initial, simple structure that was predicted, containing 
only a main verb, an auxiliary verb shows up instead (which will by definition select another verb). 
That is, if in a sentence with three NPs, say two animate and one inanimate, instead of a ditransitive 
structure (15), a structure comes up with a causative and transitive verb (16):  
 

(15) ..dat Jan Marie de appels...geeft. 
that Jan Marie the apples gives 
‘That Jan gives Marie the apples.’ 

(16) ..dat Jan Marie de appels..laat schillen. 
that Jan Marie the apples let peel 
‘That Jan lets Marie peel the apples.’ 

 
Note that if more than four arguments have preceded the verbs though, an auxiliary is predicted and no 
surprisal effect should occur on the verb (see also table 10), but instead it should occur on the NP 
itself, for it is at that point that the parser realises that such a structure will come up. In sum, we 
propose the hypothesis here, in accordance with Kaan and Vasić (2004), that the most plausible 
structure of CSD sentences is the simplest one, where simplicity can be defined in terms of the least 
syntactic structure or projections123. That is, we will assume the ranking of plausibility (from most 
plausible, simplest, to least plausible, most complex)124

  
 to be as presented in table 11: 

                                                      
122 Note that the parser does so on the basis of what it knows about Dutch argument structure (i.e. indirect object 
always precedes the direct object).  
123 In my experiment, I will also take the semantic plausibility into account, in that I will try to control for it. 
124 I’ve used five NPs as upper limit, as those sentences already become very hard to parse.  
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Rank NPs 

encount. 
Structure125

1. 

 

1 Intransitive 
2. 2 Transitive 
3. 3 a. Ditransitive 

b. Causative + transitive126

4. 
 

4 a. Causative + ditransitive  
b. Causative + causative + transitive 

5. 5 a. Causative + causative + ditransitive 
b. Causative + causative + causative + transitive 

 
Table 12: An expectation-based ranking of CSD structures 
 
 
Example sentences for the table are: 
 

(17) De lerares heeft ..geslapen. 
‘The teacher.FEM has slept.’ 

 
(18) De lerares heeft Jan ..gekust. 

‘The teacher.FEM has kissed Jan.’ 
 

(19) a. De lerares heeft Jan de appel ..gegeven. 
‘The teacher.FEM has given Jan the apple.’ 
b. De lerares heeft Jan de oude vrouw ..laten ondersteunen. 
‘The teacher.FEM has let Jan support the old woman.’ 

 
(20) a. De lerares heeft Jan de kinderen de snoepjes ..laten geven. 

‘The teacher.FEM has let Jan give the children sweets.’ 
b. De lerares heeft Jan de kinderen de oude vrouw ..laten leren ondersteunen.  
‘The teacher.FEM has let Jan teach the children to support the woman.’ 

 
(21) a. De lerares heeft Jan Kees de kinderen snoepjes ..laten helpen geven. 

‘De teacher.FEM has let Jan help Kees give the children sweets.’  
b. De lerares heeft Jan de kinderen de oude vrouw de straat ..laten leren helpen  
oversteken.  
‘The teacher.FEM has let Jan teach the children to help the old woman cross the 
street.’ 

 
  

                                                      
125 Depending on whether the last NP encountered is an animate object (or more specifically, human) or not, 
expected structures differ. Option a is given for an inanimate object NP, and option b for a human object NP.  
126 Causative + intransitive is out because then it would be required that the last NP would be a subject (syntactic 
function) as well, and that can only be achieved by adding another causative verb (compare (1) with (2) below), 
which would mean more structure: namely causative + transitive versus causative + causative + intransitive. The 
same holds for the causative + causative + transitive structure after four NPs: 

(1) *De lerares heeft Jan de oude vrouw laten slapen. 
‘The teacher.FEM has let Jan sleep the woman.’ 

(2) De lerares heeft Jan de oude vrouw laten helpen slapen.  
‘The teacher.FEM has let Jan help the old woman to sleep.’ 
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It follows from the table that each incoming NP itself after the first NP will induce a surprisal effect, 
since the parser always expects a verb rather than a NP (since more NPs necessarily complicate the 
structure). Thus, at the verbs, it is predicted that no surprisal occurs at the first verb (and in the case of 
four NPs or more, there will be no surprisal at all that this is a causative verb as it would be for 
structures with one to three NPs, as this has to be a causative verb in order for the fourth argument to 
be licensed). At the second verb, surprisal should only occur if the verb is different from the verbs 
given in the table above, since causative verbs are always followed by another verb. If another 
auxiliary verb is met, even though the structure contains less than five verbs, this should give rise to 
some surprise and reanalysis, as it violates the Most Economic Prediction condition: a more complex 
argument structure than expected is encountered. The last and third verb than should not give rise to 
surprisal effects in that it is predicted to be there by its foregoing auxiliary verb. However, since the 
last verb will always be a main verb, which has considerable more semantic content, this verb is less 
predictable and some surprisal effects are predicted to occur. To determine the exact size of the 
surprisal effect, I would have to investigate which next structure would be the most plausible (since it 
is in the updating of the expectation that the surprisal lies). However, that really depends on the 
semantics of the sentence too, and to research that is beyond the scope of this thesis. Instead, I will 
maintain the hypothesis that the simplest structure is predicted or assumed at first, which also means 
that the parser will not expect more projections than necessary (i.e. main verbs will be preferred over 
auxiliaries when possible, i.e. when permitted by the argument structures needed to license the 
arguments).  
 
 
5.4 Lewis, Vasishth and Van Dyke (2006) 
In the previous chapter, we observed that a large proportion of effects that occur in sentences 
containing cross-serial dependencies might be attributable to interference effects. In fact, it was 
suggested that the biggest problem in cross-serial dependency structures might be the recall or 
retrieval of the NPs at the verbs. Interference models could account for effects found both in encoding 
and retrieval effects. In this paragraph, we’ll therefore look at an inference model, namely the so-
called ACT-R model127

 

 as put forward in Lewis (1996), Lewis and Vasishth (2005) and Lewis, 
Vasishth and Van Dyke (2006). 

5.4.1 Interference-based account 
Lewis, Vasishth and Van Dyke (2006), henceforth LVD, propose a model of the parser that is 
associative (or ‘content-based’ or ‘cue-based’): it retrieves elements from memory on the basis of 
several cues that are derived from the incoming lexical items and the current context in conjunction 
with knowledge of the grammar (LVD, 2006:2). LVD divide the parsing processes into three stages: 
first, encoding, second, storage and third, retrieval (of dependencies, i.e. in CSD structures of NPs and 
their verbs). They argue that the processing stages are constrained by activation decay of memory 
items and similarity-based interference at both encoding and retrieval. I will go further into these in 
the next two paragraphs. Finally, Lewis and Vasishth (2005) and Lewis, Vasishth and Van Dyke 
(2006) base their models on the following assumptions regarding the processing of language, that on 
their turn are based on previous research (their own and independent): 
 

(i) Working memory focus is extremely limited; 
(ii) Activation fluctuates as a function of usage and delay; 
(iii) Associative retrieval is subject to interference. 

 
We will go through them throughout this paragraph.  
 
 

                                                      
127 ACT-R is short for ‘Adaptive Control of Thought–Rational’, which comes from cognitive theory (Anderson 
& Lebiere, 1998 – thus cited in Lewis and Vasishth, 2005).  
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5.4.1.1 Activation decay 
In the ACT-R model, both the constituents in the processing of the sentence and lexical entries in the 
lexicon have activation values that fluctuate over time: the activation level reflects (i) its usage history 
and (ii) its time-based decay. The activation affects its probability and latency of retrieval (Lewis and 
Vasishth, 2005). Evidence for activation decay comes from anti-locality studies such as Konieczny, 
(2000)128

 

, where increased distance between two elements actually speeds processing, as opposed to 
the normally found decrease (cf. Gibson, 1998). In Konieczny (2000) it was shown that, against usual 
locality expectations, sentence (22b) was read faster than sentence (22a): 

(22) a. Er hat das Buch, [das Lisa gestern gekauft hatte], hingelegt.  dist. = 2 
He has the book, that Lisa yesterday bought had, laid.down. 
b. Er hat das Buch hingelegt, [das Lisa gestern gekauft hatte].   dist. = 0 
He has the book laid.down, that Lisa yesterday bought had. 
‘He has laid down the book that Lisa had bought yesterday.’ 

 
An explanation LVD put forward, is that the interposed material might strengthen the representation of 
the NP argument by reactivating it (through the modification). Thus prevention of activation decay 
overrides locality advantages.  
 
5.4.1.2 Similarity-based interference 
Interference effects are said to be observed if increasing the similarity of distracters to the cues 
increases processing difficulty. These effects have been found for similarity in grammatical, structural, 
semantic and phonological features (Gordon et al., 2002; Vasishth and Lewis, 2007). LVD distinguish 
two types of similarity-based interference: retroactive and proactive. In proactive interference, the 
interference comes from distractors that come before the desired target, while in retroactive 
interference, the interference occurs when the verb (for example) looks back, searching for a NP, and 
finds several similar possible NPs among which the target NP. Consider the following sequence 
(adapted from Saden-Leicht, 2005): 
 

(23) φ1 φ2 φ3… φn  NP  ρ1 ρ2 ρ3… ρn  V 
 
Between the NP and V, retroactive interference is suffered from the intervening items ρ1 ρ2 ρ3… ρn, and 
proactive interference from the prior items φ1 φ2 φ3… φn that are still active in the parse. Based on 
location and distractors, interference can be divided up further in retrieval interference, which is an 
overlap between distractors and retrieval cues, localized at retrieval time, and encoding interference, 
which is an overlap between target and distractors, and is localized at encoding time. An effect of 
similarity-based encoding interference is observed if the encoding time of a target time (as estimated 
by the reading time on the item) increases as a function of similarity of the target encoding to 
preceding (distractor) items (Lewis, Vasishth and Van Dyke, 2006:5).  
 
LVD argue that storage costs on the other hand might be best understood as (proactive retrieval) 
interference effects. Often, as in Gibson (1998), storage cost effects are argued to decreases available 
cognitive resources for processing when cognitive resources are increasingly occupied with storage. In 
interference theories however, there is no distinct memory costs associated with storage. Rather, stored 
memories give effects through encoding and retrieval interference. Thus, whereas Gibson’s (1998) 
theory concentrates on the memory load of predicted categories, LVD’s interference theory 
concentrates on the encoding of current material and the retrieval of prior material. In sum, the follow 
effects are predicted: 
  

                                                      
128 Other antilocality studies cited in LVD (2006) are: Vasishth (2003), Jaeger, Fedorenko and Gibson (2005) 
and Vasishth and Lewis (2007). 
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Similarity-based interference effects are said to be observed 
In encoding In storage In retrieval 
..If the encoding time of a 
target time (as estimated by 
the reading time on the item) 
increases as a function of  
the similarity of the target 
encoding to preceding 
(distractor) items. 
 (LVD, 2006:5) 

..If there is increased processing 
difficulty (and hence increased 
reading times) over a region  
as a function of increased 
linguistic memory load from  
an earlier part of the sentence.  
(LVD, 2006:5) 

..If the increasing the similarity of 
distractors (either preceding or 
following the target) to the retrieval 
cues used to access the target 
increases difficulty (and thus 
reading times or errors) at the point 
of establishing the relation that 
requires the retrieval.  
(LVD, 2006:3-4) 

 
Table 13: Interference effects in processing stages 
 
5.4.1.3 Locality, decay and interference 
Assuming the definitions just given, how can we now define the relationship between locality and 
interference? LVD suggest that the simplest and most obvious form of distance or locality metric is 
decay, as a function of time, predicated over linguistic objects. Evidence for both decay and 
interference effects have been found in recent studies in sentence processing (Van Dyke and Lewis, 
2003). LVD suggest that general distance effects that have been found in previous research may be the 
combined effect of both decay and retrieval interference, and that therefore distance (between 
dependencies) as measured in constituent units that have to be held in mind (cf. Gibson, 1998) might 
not be relevant, but rather should be measured in units of time (which is argued to encompass both 
decay and interference). That is, the current and most recent item(s) have the highest activations and 
are in the focus of attention. Working memory however has an extremely limited focus, and increasing 
the number of focused elements decreased the activation for each element (Lewis, 2001)129

 
.  

5.4.2 Predictions for cross-serial dependencies 
If we look at previous studies on the processing of cross-serial dependencies (i.e. Bach et al., 1986; 
Dickey and Vonk, 1997; Kaan and Vasić, 2004), we see that there are two interference possibilities, 
namely of retrieval and encoding interference: 
 

(i) Encoding interference in CSD: 
When encountering the three to four sentence-initial NPs, encoding interference effects 
might occur since the NPs are similar in several dimensions: in semantic, structural (NP 
type) and/or grammatical (syntactic function) features. This can account for the increasing 
reading times for each NP.  
 

(ii) Retrieval interference in CSD: 
At the verbs, the parser has to select among three to four NPs to connect with the verb. 
These NPs can be of the same type (i.e. full NPs, proper names or pronouns), and can 
have the same syntactic function (i.e. subject), leading to processing difficulties130

 
. 

This issue is more complicated though: while it can account for the relatively high reading times on 
the verbs, it is at odds with the results in previous research where the first verb is read a little slow, the 
second verb faster and the final verb finally the slowest. One would expect that at the final verb, there 
should be no interference effects since all non-target NPs should be attached to the other verbs already, 

                                                      
129 Note that the predictions this analysis gives, overlaps with Gibson’s storage load hypothesis (1998).  
130 The reader may have noticed that we concentrate on solely the semantic and syntactic functions here Any 
other similarities, such as in phonological features, do not concern us here, though I will try to control for them 
in my experiments, later on.  
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unless we assume that these NPs remain active in some sense131

 

. Taking the interference effects 
together, we can now suggest that the many fronted arguments give raise to interference effects at the 
encoding (giving rise to increasing reading times at the NPs) and at the retrieval (giving rise to 
increased reading times at the verbs). It is thus not so much a matter of remembering all the 
arguments, but keeping them apart. In my experiments, I will keep the possibility of interference 
effects in mind, and will use a mix of NPs, based on their semantics. 

Turning to the other constraint of processing stages, decay, it seems likely that CSD structures suffer 
of activation decay effects. CSD structures are problematic on two fronts: first, since all the arguments 
typically occur sentence-initial (together), to be only later followed by their verbs, effects of time-
based decay will arise, causing the NPs activation levels to decrease132

 

. Second, other, intervening NPs 
reduce the activation of a former NP, assuming that the strength of association from a cue is reduced 
as a function of the number of items associated with the cue (in other words, the more constituents are 
associated with a cue, the less effective the cue is). In other words, assuming that associative retrieval 
interference arises and affects the activation level (Lewis and Vasishth, 2005). 

Taking these considerations together, it becomes evident why cross-serial dependencies aren’t the 
easiest structures to parse: they involve multiple, remote attachments, with multiple similar candidates, 
leading to both decay and interference effects respectively. Though it explains why CSD structures can 
become very hard, it doesn’t explain why they are still so much easier than similar nested 
dependencies (cf. Bach et al., 1986). So how can it be that it is better for the parser to retrieve the first 
and therefore presumably the least active item first, than to attach the most recent and therefore the 
most activated item, a parser preference that is often assumed? Lewis (2003) suggests that the first NP 
receives greater initial activation, and Gibson (1998) too had to assume that there is some advantage in 
recalling the first NP first. This brings us to the following generalization:  
 

(24) If NPs occur together in a group, and if the first NP is not recalled first but last (of that  
group), this leads to very high processing difficulties.  

 
Let’s have a closer look at the underlying structures for these constructions again: 
 

(25) a. Jan heeft Hans de kinderen laten leren dansen.     Dutch 
Jan has Hans the children let teach dance 
‘Jan has let Hans teach the children to dance’ 
NP1 NP2 NP3 - V1 V2 V3  

 
b. Jan hat Hans die Kinder tanzen lehren lassen.    German 
Jan has Hans the children dance teach let 
‘Jan has let Hans teach the children to dance’ 
NP1 NP2 NP3 - V3 V2 V1 

 
If we look closer at the two different orders, 1-2-3-1-2-3 (crossed, Dutch) and 1-2-3-3-2-1 (nested, 
German), we see that at each point in the Dutch construction, the dependency between noun and verb 
is exactly three steps. In the German case, the initial ‘step’ (or ‘connecting of dependencies’) might be 
local and parsimonious (it’s just one step), and the next one is still fine (three steps), but the last 
dependency consists of five steps away: 
                                                      
131 Possibly the parser is recalling all those other NPs and their verbs, to check whether it will really attach the 
right NP to the right verb, or a similar ‘wrap-up activity’, leading therefore to the highest reading time of the 
whole sentence. 
132 This was also noted in Dickey and Vonk (1997), who analysed these effects as being caused by the parser 
throwing out one of the earlier clauses. However, we saw that this is a problematic stance on several aspects, in 
particular because the sentences are still parseable and comprehensible. If we reformulate their stance in terms of 
activation levels, the hypothesis might be tenable.  
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(27)  a. Crossed dependencies:   b. Nested dependencies: 

    
 
Note that an argument of economy of fewest steps doesn’t work here, as both sentences consist of a 
total of nine steps. The generalization in (24) thus seems to follow from decay effects: it is possible to 
retain an element in memory for up to three steps, even when similar NPs interfering, but more than 
that becomes very difficult. At first, this analysis seems too simplistic, as up to two levels of 
embedding there were no difference in the difficulty ratings and error percentages between Dutch and 
German (Bach et al., 1986). However, upon closer scrutiny, this follows too: with two levels of 
embeddings, the German structure contains dependencies of 1 + 3 = 4 steps, and the Dutch contains 2 
+ 2 = also 4 steps. It thus seems that the biggest problem with nested dependencies as in (26) is that 
the last dependency to be calculated is too long. In sum, it seems that locality is overridden by 
(overall) shortest steps, suggesting that one part of a dependency (e.g. the argument in an argument-
verb dependency) should never be more than three or four steps away from the other part of the 
dependency, where steps can be defined in terms of decay. As before, let’s define decay as a function 
of time, predicated over linguistic objects. It follows then that one part of a dependency should never 
be too far away in terms of time (effects of activation decay), since working memory has a very 
limited focus, and when increasing the number of focused elements, this will decrease the activation 
for each element. And second, not too many linguistic objects of the same type should interfere as this 
will lead to interference effects at the verb.  
 
 
5.5 The Most Economic Derivation Advantage assumption 
So far we have discussed what processing models predict for the parsing of crossed dependencies in 
Dutch. Though these models give insightful information about how working memory might cope with 
those sentences, they all have one thing in common: they all analyse sentences as more or the less 
serial sequences of linguistic elements and they do not take the different underlying syntactic 
structures into account. In this paragraph I want to propose an analysis which does take those 
structures into account and which will be based on the insights into the syntactic structure of these 
sentences that we’ve gathered in chapter two and three. Let’s consider again the predictions we’ve 
made for the processing of the crossed and nested dependencies in the OV-analysis (paragraph 2.5) 
and in the VO-analysis (paragraph 3.7). In both paragraphs, we took a Dutch sentence with a canonical 
cross-serial dependency structure, and translated it to German, which differed crucially in the order of 
the verb cluster, which is 3-2-1 in German, but 1-2-3 in Dutch: 
 

(26) Johanna heeft Hans de kinderen de paarden leren helpen voeren. Dutch 
Johanna  has Hans  the children the horses teach help    feed 

     NP1            NP2       NP3            NP4       V1    V2      V3 
(27) Johanna hat Hans die Kinder die Pferde füttern lehren helfen.   German 

Johanna has Hans the children the horses feed  teach  help 
                    NP1         NP2       NP3          NP4     V3      V2      V1 
  ‘Johanna has let Hans teach the children to feed the horses’ 
 
In the OV-approach, it was predicted that the Dutch sentence would be processed with more difficulty, 
as it involved more syntactic structure: while in German the infinitives can maintain their base-
generated order (recall that we analysed them as being nominal), the Dutch verbs have to undergo 
Verb-Raising, for Tense-linking. Thus, in the Dutch structure, the parser has to deal with extra 
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structure (in the adjunction) and traces of the verbs, assuming that the verbs will have to be put back at 
some point for interpretation (say at LF). In the VO-approach the situation is reversed: though for both 
languages it was shown that the arguments have to raise to get licensed, only in German did the 
infinitives also have to raise to get licensed; the Dutch infinitives are licensed on their base-generated 
positions. Thus, in the VO-approach, the German sentences have more underlying syntactic structure 
and in fact quite some more too, as full VPs have to raise (we argued for VP-Raising on the basis of 
intervening non-verbal material in German verb clusters, amongst other things).  
 
To capture these predictions, we return to the Most Economic Derivation Advantage-assumption, 
which consists of two parts: 
 

(30)   Most Economic Derivation Advantage-assumption 
   (i)  Most Economic Parse:  
        The most economic derivation is processed easiest (due to less syntactic structure). 
   (ii) Most Economic Prediction:  
        The parser predicts the most economic derivation to come up (i.e. no vacuous    
        predictions). 

 
Part (i) is what we have assumed throughout the thesis: the structure with the least syntactic 
derivations (i.e. structure) is processed easiest by the parser133

 

. This is a non-controversial assumption 
that I believe we can safely assume. Part (ii) is basically the incremental version of (i): it has been 
shown throughout the psycholinguistic literature that people are incremental readers (or 
comprehenders) of language. On the basis of the partial input they’ve read or heard, people will make 
predictions about the structure that will come up (which presumably facilitates further parsing). Given 
that the most economic derivation is processed easiest, there is no reason for the parser to assume extra 
syntactic structure. Such intuitions have been captured in for example Frazier’s (1979) Minimal 
Attachment Principle, which stated that incoming material (at the parser) should be attached into the 
main structure (or ‘phrase-marker’) while using the fewest nodes consistent with the well-formedness 
of the language under analysis (Frazier, 1979), and by the Simplicity principle by Gorrell (1995): 

(31)   Simplicity 
No vacuous structure building. 

 
For the implementation of the Most Economic Parse condition, I will assume the process described in 
paragraph 5.3.2, i.e. where is shown how Levy’s model could predict upcoming argument structures 
for cross-serial dependencies.   
 
 
5.6 The experiments 
Because I unfortunately investigated Lewis and Vasishth’s (2005) ACT-R model only later, I did not 
include any test conditions in the experiment with regards to this model. However, since it has some 
interesting predictions for the processing of CSD structures as we saw, I have included it here. 
Furthermore, it will prove to be a useful model to compare between the Dutch and German structures. 
  
5.6.1 Experiment 1, Part I: Gibson (1998) versus Levy (2007) 
In the first part of my experiment, I will test the predictions of Gibson’s (1998) model and Levy’s 
(2007) model. They are an interesting pair to test, since they gave conflicting predictions regarding the 
CSD structures in Dutch: whereas Gibson explicitly argues that more NPs will burden the processor, 
thus slowing it down, Levy argues that more arguments will only facilitate parsing since it narrows 
                                                      
133 Note that by amount of ‘syntactic structure’ here we will mean the amount of derivational steps that have to 
be made in a structure (since, as we assume, elements will have to be ‘put back’ on their traces, or have their 
copies interpreted, in the LF component to arrive at the correct interpretation) and the amount of projections or 
nodes.  
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down the structure along the way. These predictions can be tested in sentences of the following 
structure (the arguments are marked by italics, the verbs by underlining and the adverb is in bold): 
 
(30)  a. De leidster heeft Karin de peuter de knikkers laten helpen opruimen 

b. De leidster heeft Karin de peuter vanochtend laten helpen opruimen 
c. De leidster heeft Karin de peuter vanochtend de knikkers laten helpen opruimen  
 
The teacher.FEM has Karin the toddler this morning the marbles let help clear.up 
‘The teacher let Karin help the toddler clear up the marbles this morning.’ 
 

The conditions that I will test, are: condition 1, or sentence (30a), which contains four NPs and three 
verbs, sentence (30b), or condition 2, which contains three NPs and an adverb, and three verbs, and 
sentence (30c) which contains four NPs and the adverb, and three verbs. Gibson (1998) predicts that, 
of all these sentences, (30b) should be the easiest, as it contains the fewest discourse referents or NPs 
(discourse referents being those items that burden working memory resources and thus slow down the 
processor, according to Gibson). Since Gibson’s theory doesn’t say anything about adverbs being a 
burden to the processor (in fact it doesn’t say anything about elements that are not involved in a 
dependency of some kind), the next easier sentence would be either (30a) or (30c). It seems however 
but a trivial assumption to posit that storing any type of linguistic element will require some resources, 
and that thus (30a) will be a bit faster than (30c), since it contains one element less (even if it’s just the 
adverb vanochtend ‘this morning’ missing). But strictly speaking, Gibson predicts that the verbs in 
(30a) and (30c) will be of the same speed. 
 
Levy’s (2007) model134 on the other hand predicts that, of these three sentences, (30c) should be 
easiest135. He argues that, the more NPs the parser comes across, the more restricted or narrower the 
prediction for the verb becomes (i.e. the more NPs that occur, the less argument structures are possible 
and possibly the semantics of the NPs narrows down the semantic range of the predictions for the 
upcoming verbs as well). Therefore, (30c) gives the most restricted focus on the verbs. That is, if 
another argument or temporal adverb136

 

 would follow the argument sequence given in (30c), it would 
render an incomprehensible sentence. Therefore, the parser should expect a verb. Levy’s theory 
predicts that sentence (30a) follows (30c) in ease of parsing, since the more arguments occur in that 
sentence than in (30b). Recall that arguments give ‘necessary predictions’, i.e. they indicate a certain 
argument structure, whereas adverbs are ‘optional predictions’, which don’t really indicate anything 
(other than, possibly, not many more adverbs should follow, but see paragraph 5.3.2 for a discussion 
on this matter).  

Both models predict that reading times will increase with each incoming NP. Gibson (1998) predicts 
that the reading times will go up with each incoming NP because they contribute to the storage load, 
while Levy (2007) predicts that the reading times will go up because of the surprise effect at each NP: 
given that the parser will at each point assume the easiest structure, it will always assume intransitive 
structures at first, then transitive structures, etcetera. After each NP, it will thus expect a verb and 
therefore at each NP that is consequently encountered, the parser has to update its preference or 
probability distribution. Last, Lewis and Vasishth’s (2005) model also predict that reading times will 
increase with each NP due to encoding interference effects. Possibly the last NP in (30a) and (30c) 
will give a smaller effect because it is clearly an object rather than a subject (due to its inanimacy).  
 
In sum, in order from easiest to most difficult structure: 

(i) Gibson:  30b, 30a/30c 
(ii) Levy:   30c/30a, 30b 

                                                      
134 Note that for condition 1, 2 and 3, Levy’s model predicts the same as the Most Economic Derivation 
hypothesis. 
135 Assuming again that it will be faster than (1c) solely because of the extra element occurring there. 
136 Leaving other optional adjunctional phrases aside for now. 
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The trivial view on the other hand would be as following: (30a) and (30b) are going to be equally fast, 
because they have the same number of elements, and (30c) slower because it contains more elements. 
And perhaps (30b) is faster than (30a) because it is easier to read adverbs than arguments (which 
generally are shorter and have more semantics etc., though I will try to control for that).  
 
So what would which results of the three conditions at the verbs tells us?  
 
First verb 
If the reading times for both condition 1 and 2 are the same, this would mean that an extra NP does not 
burden nor facilitate the processor. If the reading times at the first verb are just a little faster than 
before (i.e. at the arguments), this could point to Gibson’s model: due to the memory load of the three 
or four NPs, a slow-down occurs (the more loaded the processor is, the slower it goes), but since the 
dependency of the first NP can be satisfied, the burden of the processor is reduced (recall that the 
maximal memory complexity is found at the most embedded NP in Gibson’s model, after which the 
memory costs will keep decreasing). If the reading times on the first verb would be (a lot) faster 
however, this would point to Levy’s model: due to the narrowed prediction of the three or four NPs 
(not a lot of argument structures are possible, and a causative verb necessarily occurs first137

 

), the first 
verb is predicted for strongly and therefore read fast. Due to retrieval interference effects, Lewis and 
Vasishth (2005) predict that there is a slow down at the first verb: the first dependency will have to be 
resolved, and all NPs are still available.  

Second verb 
Gibson (1998) predicts a decrease in reading time because another dependency is resolved, and the 
storage load is therefore again relieved of one more dependency. Levy (2007) initially predicts a 
decrease in reading time because the causative verb before the second verb signals that this verb is 
coming up, making this a sufficiently predicted next element. However, from a structure with three 
NPs, the most economic predicted structure (if the ditransitive reading is out) is a causative + 
transitive structure, while in this case we have a causative + causative + transitive construction (where 
the object of the transitive action is optional, and occurs only in (30a) and (30c)). So upon reading 
helpen, the parser has to make a shift from the expected main verb structure to an auxiliary verb 
structure. On the basis of economy we have argued that this is a costly reanalysis, and therefore the 
parser should show some slow-down at this element. Lewis and Vasishth (2005) predict that the 
second verb is read at the same speed as the first verb, as all NPs remain active for interference effects, 
and the second verb requires a subject NP, too.  
 
Third verb 
If the third verb is read approximately as fast as or faster than the preceding verbs, this would point to 
Levy’s model. Levy’s model predicts that this verb will be read faster because this main verb is 
predicted to occur due to the preceding causative. Also, all other elements in the sentences should have 
narrowed down the predictions substantially. On the other hand, a main verb is predicted to give a bit 
of slow-down too, as it has richer semantics than auxiliary verbs, which makes it less predictable. 
Next, it is expected that the last verb is read faster in Gibson’s model too, since the most embedded 
verb is associated with the lowest memory load. Furthermore, assuming that a processing load slows 
down the processor, the processor should be able to go faster again here, because hardly any NPs with 
pending dependencies are left (one or two, at most). Thus, it is not predicted by either of these models 
that a slow-down will occur at the last verb. Last, Lewis and Vasishth’s model also predicts that the 
last verb could be read a bit faster, as the verb will look for an object as well as a subject, and the 
presence of one inanimate NP will facilitate this reading.  
 

                                                      
137 The sentences will be formed in such a way that a ditransitive structure is not possible, which is already 
highly unlikely as the first three NPs will always be animate.  
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5.6.2 Experiment 1, Part II: Participle-initial versus participle-final 
In order to test whether crossed structures really are the fastest parseable structures (cf. Bach et al., 
1986), I will also compare two different orders that occur in the Dutch verb clusters. Besides the 
canonical 1-2-3 order, in modal-auxiliary-verb constructions a 3-1-2 order can also occur138

 

. See 
sentence (31) and (32): 

(31)  a. (Ik denk) ..dat Jan het boek moet hebben gelezen.    (1-2-3) 
    (I think) ..that Jan the book must   have    read 
b. (Ik denk) ..dat Jan het boek gelezen moet hebben.    (3-1-2) 
    (I think) ..that Jan the book  read    must  have 

 ‘I think that Jan must have read the book.’ 
 
(32)  a. Sandra vertelde dat Thomas binnen een maand Spaans wil hebben geleerd.      (1-2-3) 
    Sandra   told   that Thomas within one month Spanish wants have learned 

b. Sandra vertelde dat Thomas binnen een maand Spaans geleerd wil hebben.      (3-1-2) 
   Sandra   told   that Thomas within one month Spanish learned wants have 
‘Sandra said that Thomas wants to have learned Spanish within one month.’ 
 

If it is the case that crossed dependencies are easier to parse than nested dependencies, then (31b) and 
(32b) should be less easy to read than (31a) and (32a), since they have an ‘intermediate’ (surface) 
order between nested and crossed. The predictions are thus, per logical possibility: if sentence (32a) is 
read faster: this is what we would expect from the earlier findings that crossed dependencies are easier 
to parse than nested structures. Also, when assuming a VO-approach, as in chapter 3, it follows from 
the Most Economic Parse condition (30i) that this structure is fastest, since it involves the least 
syntactic structure: in (32b) the participle has to move higher up the tree, which is an additional 
syntactic derivation. If the structure in (32b) is read faster: locality effects override other effects: 
‘Spanish’ can immediately be attached to ‘learned', making this sentence easier and thus faster to 
process. This would be an unexpected result given the assumptions we have made here. If both the 
structures in (32) have the same reading times, this could be explained by suggesting that both 
structures are grammatical sequences in Dutch, with only mild difference in pragmatic interpretation, 
which are too subtle to show up in the reading times in this experiment.  
 
As for predictions of the reading times on the verbs themselves: the first verb in (32a) is an auxiliary 
verb, which is unexpected if the simplest structure is predicted (cf. Most Economic Prediction, (1ii)): 
instead, the parser would predict a simple imperfective verb. Therefore, there could be some slow-
down. The second verb hebben, another auxiliary is also unexpected, as a modal-infinitive structure 
(wil leren, ‘wants to learn’) would have been possible to, again violating (1ii). The last verb, geleerd, 
is predicted to be encountered last by the previous verbs, and no slow-down should occur. However, 
this participle is also a main verb, which makes it a less predictable element due to its semantic 
features. Furthermore, at this point, Thomas and Spanish need to be connected to their verb (e.g. by 
theta-role assignment), which presumably is a costly operation. As for (32b), there should be a high 
surprisal at the first verb, geleerd, because in none of the canonical, most economic derivations in 
Dutch the participle comes first. Moreover, since it is the main verb, a further slow-down is predicted 
to occur due to the semantics and theta-role assignment (laying off the dependencies). At the second 
verb only a small slow-down is predicted: the most economic derivation would be a simple participle 
construction (i.e. geleerd heeft, ‘learned has’), but the next most economic derivation is the one 
presented in (32). The third verb, then, should be read quite fast, as it is predicted for by the 
combination of geleerd and wil. 
 

                                                      
138 In other structures, there is no participle due to the IPP-effect, and infinitives cannot be fronted (see chapter 2 
and 3).  
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5.6.3 Experiment 2: Nested versus crossed dependencies 
Throughout the literature on sentence processing, Bach et al. (1986) is cited as showing that German 
nested structures are more difficult than crossed structures, as compared (directly) to Dutch.  Because 
of the many similarities in Dutch and German (the presence of verb-final orders and verbal clusters) 
comparing these embeddings could give good insights on the different parsing processes that occur in 
these languages (i.e. processing crossed versus nested dependencies). In my second experiment, I will 
translate the stimuli of experiment 1, sticking to the original structure as much as possible – except for 
the verb order of course. This way, I want to do a little on-line replica of the off-line study of Bach et 
al. (1986), and see what differences may arise when comparing crossed and nested dependencies 
directly.  
 
So what predictions could we make on the basis of the analyses that have been proposed in chapter 
two and three? Two predictions can be made, when assuming the Most Economic Derivation 
Advantage-assumption, see (30): first, if we argue for an OV-analysis of the underlying structure, it 
follows that German will be easier to parse than Dutch sentences, as the Dutch sentences involve more 
derivations in that approach (recall that Dutch has an additional rule as compared with the German 
structures, namely Verb-Raising). If we however assume the VO-approach (as suggested in chapter 
three of this thesis), then it follows that German structures will be harder to parse than the Dutch 
structures, as the German sentences have more underlying syntactic structure (and in fact quite some 
more too, as full VPs have to raise)139

 
. 

5.7 Discussion: linear order and the parser 
So far, we have seen that there might be several dimensions along which crossed dependencies might 
differ from the more ‘usual’ nested dependency structures. In this discussion, I want to take a brief 
look at the processing of serial order, as it can provide us with further insights in the differences 
between Dutch and German structures. I haven’t taken these elaborations into account in my 
experiments however, and therefore I will finish this paragraph with some suggestions for further 
research.  
 
5.7.1 Processing serial order 
It is often argued that linear order information cannot be used in real time sentence processing, since it 
is a slow, serial process (McElree and Dosher, 1993; McElree, 2006), while sentence processing is 
taken to be a fast, parallel process140

 

. This need not be problematic, since serial order information is 
also almost never needed, argue Lewis, Vasishth and Van Dyke (2005). Rather, the parser relies on 
discriminating lexical retrieval cues and a distinction between the past (elements outside current focus) 
and the present (elements just encoded). However, it seems that are at least some structures in which 
serial order is needed to parse the structure correctly. This need occurs when at least two items in 
memory match in retrieval cues and the only way to distinguish them is by serial order. LVD suggest 
that examples of such structures are the typically difficult self-embeddings and cross-serial 
dependency structures. Thus the problem with for example nested centre-embeddings is not storage 
overload, but rather impoverished discrimination combined with poor (cognitive) support for serial 
order. Processing limitations are then a result of limitations in discriminating similar items, rather than 
limits on storage, leading to a requirement for serial order retention (which is a slow process).  

                                                      
139 Because we’ve concentrated above all on crossed dependencies throughout this thesis, I won’t go into the 
exact predictions of the processing models for the German structures, as this would be beyond the scope of this 
thesis. Instead, experiment 2 will be used to provide suggestions for further research and to see whether the 
syntactic structure proposed in the previous chapter gives predictions in the right direction.  
140 There is a debate however on whether the parser is parallel or serial, a distinction which is very hard to test, as 
Lewis (2000) points out. The exact implications do not concern us here however, and we will assume throughout 
that the parser in fact works parallel, as argued by most researchers in the field nowadays (cf. Van Gompel and 
Pickering, 2007). 
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The idea of processing limitation in centre-embeddings as interference difficulties is worked out more 
elaborately in Lewis and Vasishth (2005), in their ACT-R model (see previous paragraph). Recall that 
in this model sentence processing relies heavily on discriminating retrieval cues and the distinction 
between the present (currently encoded items) and the past (stored items). This works very well in 
general, but fails in sentences with the following structure, where β is a word that triggers the retrieval 
of either α1 or α2, and where α1 or α2 cannot be distinguished on anything except on the basis of their 
relative serial positions (Lewis and Vasishth, 2005:404): 
 

(33)         α1 … α2 … β 
 
Normally, memory retrieval will retrieve that element with the highest activation value. If all other 
things are equal, that would be α2, the most recent element (which is the most activated due to the 
decay of α1). Double self-embeddings are typical examples that fit this schema. Consider this sentence 
conaining a double-embedded object relative clause: 
 

(34)        The salmon that the man that the dog bit smoked tasted good. 
 
These structures are notoriously difficult to comprehend (Chomsky & Miller, 1963 et seq.). In many 
theories, the processing difficulty in these sentences has been explained in terms of exertions of 
memory resources (e.g., Gibson, 1991; 1998; Kimball, 1973; Lewis, 1996; Miller & Isard, 1964; 
Stabler, 1994). Lewis and Vasishth however propose that the problem in these sentences are the 
multiple attachment points that require the parser to distinguish the candidate constituents primarily 
(or even exclusively) on the basis of their relative serial order, to make the correct attachments to the 
verb. And this is, as noted in independent studies, a troublesome process for the parser (cf. McElree, 
2006). One generalization that seems to hold in the least is that recalling serial order is difficult. Lewis 
(2003) suggest that maybe there isn’t a serial order mechanism built into the (automatic) parser, and 
that distinguishing items might be based on a separate (slower, and possibly more deliberate) process 
that is recruited by the parser if it cannot work the structure out. The question that remains, is: how can 
we then analyse the differences found between the processing of crossed and nested dependencies? 
 
5.7.2 Serial order in cross-serial dependency structures 
As Lewis and Vasishth (2005) note, cross-serial dependencies are particularly interesting because they 
are syntactic constructions that appear to violate the standard nested most-recent-first ordering, which 
is argued to be the most natural for a parser with activation decay - note that that predicts that nested 
dependencies are easier than crossed dependencies, in this regard. Instead, cross-serial dependencies 
occur in a most-recent-last ordering. As a way around this problem, Lewis and Vasishth suggest that 
there might be sufficient information (semantic, presumably) at the verb to discriminate between them, 
which would mean that the parser could avoid both the heavy processing costs of processing nested 
structures and of using serial order. However, this information might not always be available (in 
sentences without full definite NPs, for example, or without discourse-predictable verbs), so what 
happens if explicit serial order information is required? Lewis and Vasishth argue for an account 
where the first, second and third NPs might be encoded as “discourse anaphors whose semantics are 
grounded in explicit relations in a discourse model, perhaps held in long-term working memory” 
(Lewis and Vasishth, 2005:413). Unfortunately, they do not explicitly work out this model (it seems 
they want to move the processing efforts to a kind of pragmatic component). 
 
So how might we account for the difference between crossed and nested dependencies? One way of 
looking at it is: if recalling serial order is difficult, using the exact same order would be helping the 
most, for it is easier to remember a copy of something than to remember an inverted copy of it141

                                                      
141 Note that such a hypothesis could have interesting consequences for the analyses of other linguistic processes 
where serial order is retained, as in Scrambling, Object Shift, etcetera (see chapter 3). 

 (cf. 
Cooper, 1975 – thus cited in Vogel, Hahn and Branigan, 1996).  
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Another solution is offered by Lewis (2001), who posits two codes as general parser cues: the START 
code and the END code (the current code). Whereas the former works with queue effects, the latter 
works with stack effects. The best matching item will be retrieved on the basis of these codes, and 
there is no need for the parser to know any other positions.142

 

. This hypothesis has not yet been 
worked out fully however, and we’ll turn other possibilities now. 

The question can be shown from both sides: why is it useful (or more economical, parsing-wise) to get 
to V1 first, or why is it useful to get rid of (the dependency of) the NP1 first? Though this is of course 
the same question, but the ways of looking at it are reflected in the answers one might give: 
 

(i)        As was suggested in Bach et al. (1986), among others, it might be more useful to get 
V1 first because that way the main structure can be built and integrated immediately and 
incrementally, whereas in German, there is no way to tell where the substructure NP3-V3 
(the first built substructure in three-verb verb cluster structures) belongs in the main 
structure until the end of the sentence. Substructures, being big complexes, lay a heavy 
processing load on the cognitive resources, and should be avoided. This hypothesis I’d 
like to call the ‘immediate integration hypothesis’. Note that this hypothesis crucially 
assumes that we built syntactic trees top-down rather than bottom-up, and does not take 
the amount of derivations that have taken place in a structure into account.  

 
(ii)       If we suppose a theta-driven parser, the difference between crossed and nested 

dependencies might arise from the time that the first NP has to wait for its theta-role: 
whereas in German the first NP has to wait until the last verb in the sentence (making this 
a particularly long theta-dependency), in Dutch every NP is satisfied as soon as possible 
(given that each NP has to get a theta-role, and that the NPs all occur together initially). 
This hypothesis I’d like to call the ‘immediate theta-role hypothesis’. Note that this 
hypothesis crucially assumes that linear order is involved in theta-role assignment, and 
that local short distance of theta-role assignment is thus overridden by ‘overall shortest 
theta-dependencies’. Immediate theta-assignment is thus counted from the argument that 
requires it, instead of from the verb, as is usually assumed. This correctly predicts that the 
dependency of the first NP must be resolved first, and so further.  

 
Condition (ii) would however be violated in German, and centre-embedded structures in other 
languages. Possibly, this violation could be nullified if we assume that the condition only applies 
clause-internally, and crossed structures only occur clause-internal (as was the case with Agree, see 
chapter three), while nested dependencies typically occur between clauses. This does have as a 
consequence that we must analyse German verb clusters as containing several clauses (contrary to 
Dutch, which crucially contains one clause), while effects of clause union have been put forward for 
German too (Haider, 2003; Bader and Schmid, 2006). However, the fact that German nested structures 
become very difficult from three embeddings onwards, does mirror very closely the findings for the 
processing of centre-embeddings in other languages, such as English (Gibson and Thomas, 1995). In 
fact, it has been shown time and again that two elements, and maybe three, is what the parser can 
process (or keep in mind) in interference contexts (Lewis, 1996, and references therein). Take for 
example the following pair of sentences, where sentence (35a) is fine, but (35b) is nearly 
incomprehensible. 
 

(35)       a. The salmon1 that the man2 smoked2 fell1. 
  b. The salmon1 that the man2 that the dog3 chased3 smoked2 fell1. 

                                                      
142 Also, it might provide some insights as why participles in large verb clusters are preferred at either a verb 
cluster initial or final position, but not on intermediate positions (see chapter 2 and 3). 
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Thus, we see that this divergence in comprehensibility mirrors the findings of Bach et al. (1986) that 
between two levels and three levels of embedding a great raise in processing difficulty is encountered. 
This, and the matching surface structures, suggests that these are very similar structures.  
 
 
Chapter 6. Experiment 1: Dutch verb clusters 
 
 
6.1 Methodology  
6.1.1 Participants 
Twenty six native speakers of Dutch (12 male, 14 female; age 22-37 years, mean age 25.5) 
volunteered to participate. Practically all of them were undergraduate or graduate students of the 
University of Utrecht. 
 
6.1.2 Materials 
In this experiment, and in the second experiment (though in German then), I tested sentences of the 
following format (the dashes indicate the segmentation of words, double dashes means a new line): 
 
Cond. Sentence 

1 De aannemer /heeft /Matthias /de oproepkracht /de muren /laten /helpen /verven /in /het 
nieuwe huis. 
The contractor /has /Matthias /the on-call employee /the walls /let /help /paint /in /the  
new house 

‘The contractor has let Matthias help the on-call employee paint the walls in the new house.’ 

2 De aannemer /heeft /Matthias /de oproepkracht /vaak /laten /helpen /verven /in /het nieuwe 
huis. 
The contractor /has /Matthias /the on-call employee /often /let /help /paint /in /the  
new house 

‘The contractor has often let Matthias help the on-call employee paint in the new house.’ 

3 De aannemer /heeft /Matthias /de oproepkracht /vaak /de muren //laten /helpen /verven /in 
/het nieuwe huis. 
The contractor /has /Matthias /the on-call employee /often /the walls /let /help /paint /in /the  
new house 

‘The contractor has often let Matthias help the on-call employee paint the walls in the new 
house.’ 

4 Sophia /vertelde /dat /Dimitri /dinsdag /zijn kamer /wil /hebben /geverfd //en /dat /hij /daar 
/dus /de komende dagen /mee bezig /zal zijn. 
Sophia /said /that /Dimitri /by Tuesday /his room /wants /to have /painted //and /that /he 
/(with).that /therefore /the coming days /with occupied /shall be. 

‘Sophia said that Dimitri wants to have painted his room by Tuesday, and that he therefore 
will be occupied by that the coming days.’ 

5 Sophia /vertelde /dat /Dimitri /dinsdag /zijn kamer /geverfd /wil /hebben //en /dat /hij /daar 
/dus /de komende dagen /mee bezig /zal zijn. 
Sophia /said /that /Dimitri /by Tuesday /his room /painted /wants /to have //and /that /he 
/(with).that /therefore /the coming days /with occupied /shall be. 

‘Sophia said that Dimitri wants to have painted his room by Tuesday, and that he therefore 
will be occupied by that the coming days.’ 
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6 De ober /heeft /Nancy /geholpen /om /de drankjes /weg te brengen /op /het terras. 
The waiter /has /Nancy /helped /to /the drinks /away to bring /to /the sidewalk cafe 

‘The waiter has helped Nancy to bring the drinks away to the sidewalk cafe.’ 

7 De boswachter /heeft /Sjors /de fazanten /leren /schieten /in /het woud. 
The ranger /has /Sjors /the pheasants /teach /shoot /in the woods 

‘The ranger has taught Sjors to shoot the pheasants in the woods.’ 
 
Table 14: The seven conditions of experiment 1 
 
Each condition was represented by ten sentences that the subject had to read. Furthermore, I had ten 
fillers per set of conditions. In total therefore every subject had to read (6 * 10 + 2 * 10 =) 80 
sentences. This took the subjects on average about twelve minutes. As described in the previous 
chapter, there were two sets of conditions tested. The first set consisted of the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 
7143

 
: 

Cnd Seg1 Seg2 Seg3 Seg4 Seg5 Seg6 Seg7 Seg8 Seg9 Seg10 Seg11 
1 NPsubj has NPsubj NPIO NPDO V1 V2 V3 PPSO NPSO - 
2 NPsubj has NPsubj NPIO Adv V1 V2 V3 PPSO NPSO - 
3 NPsubj has NPsubj NPIO Adv NPDO V1 V2 V3 PPSO NPSO 
7 NPsubj has NPsubj NPDO V1 V2 PPSO NPSO - - - 
 
Table 15: Conditions 1, 2, 3 and 7 
 
Later the segments were re-awarded for analysis144

 
: 

Cnd Seg1 Seg2 Seg3 Seg4 Seg5 Seg6 Seg7 Seg8 Seg9 Seg10 Seg11 
1 NPsubj has NPsubj NPIO NPDO  V1 V2 V3 PPSO NPSO 
2 NPsubj has NPsubj NPIO Adv  V1 V2 V3 PPSO NPSO 
3 NPsubj has NPsubj NPIO Adv NPDO V1 V2 V3 PPSO NPSO 
7 NPsubj has NPsubj NPDO   V1 V2  PPSO NPSO 
 
Table 16: Conditions 1, 2, 3 and 7 with re-awarded segments 
 
The second set to be compared consisted of the conditions 4 and 5: 
 
Cnd Seg1 Seg2 Seg3 Seg4 Seg5 Seg6 Seg7 Seg8 Seg9 Seg10 Seg 

11 
Seg
12 

4 NPsubj VP Comp NPsubj Adv. NPDO AUX AUX PART andSO SO SO 
5 NPsubj VP Comp NPsubj Adv. NPDO PART AUX AUX andSO SO SO 
 
Table 17: Conditions 4 and 5 
 
The items in condition 6 were fillers (and were called a ‘condition’ pure for experimental facilitation).  
 

                                                      
143 Condition 7 was added later, which is why it isn’t called condition 4. Furthermore, condition 7 was added 
solely to compare between Dutch and German, to check the claim that this structure is processed the same in 
Dutch and German, which was argued by Bach et al. (1986).  
144 Yellow = NP, Green = Adverb (Adv), Red = Verb, Turquoise = Spill-over (SO) region. 
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The arguments in the items in condition 1, 2, 3 and 7 were formed as follows: 
 

1. NP – has – Name – NP – NP   n = 10 
2. NP – has – Name – NP – Adverb   n = 10 
3. NP – has – Name – NP – Adverb – NP  n = 10 
7. NP – has – Name – NP    n = 10 

 
I decided upon a mixed set of NPs, such that there would be a trade-off of semantics: only NPs could 
lead to an overload of semantics, whereas using only proper names (which are semantically vacuous) 
would be a shortage145

 

. By positioning the proper name NP as second, in practically no condition two 
full definite NPs follow each other, except for condition 1. Note however that the last NP was always 
an inanimate object anyway, therefore not further complicating the structure not all too much. Turning 
to the verb structure of these conditions: I used three variations of sentence endings, spread over the 
four conditions: 

1. Laten leren V  ‘let teach V’  n = 5 
2. Helpen leren V  ‘help teach V’  n = 5 
3. Laten helpen V  ‘let help V’  n = 10 
4. Leren helpen V  ‘teach help V’  n = 0 

 
The division of sentence endings seems unequal, but the sequence laten helpen seemed the most 
felicitous by far, presumably because of the semantics: to let someone help someone is quite common, 
and more so than to let someone teach someone else to do something. Similarly, to make someone 
help someone else to teach something to a third party is not as common. Last, I decided to exclude the 
last logical possibility, leren helpen, because it means that someone has to teach someone else to help 
a third party, which I considered too uncommon to be felicitous. The last verb, the main verb, had to 
be an optionally transitive verb, since in condition 2 an adverb appeared instead of a direct object-NP.  
 
Condition 7 contained only two NPs and two verbs, and therefore not the same verbs could be used: 
just one causative verb was used, and the transitive verb did not need to be optionally transitive, as no 
adverb alternation was used for this condition. Because of these differences between condition 7 and 
condition 1, 2 and 3, I could later only compare those conditions by subject, and not by item.  
 
Next, the items in condition 4 and 5 were formed as follows: the arguments were structured the same 
across in both conditions, i.e. as in (1): 
 

(1) NP – V – Comp(lementizer) – NP – Adverb – NP 
 
The types of NP that were used, differed though: for the first position, I used a mix of full definite NPs 
and proper names, because pronouns were not felicitous146

 
: 

1. Full definite NP n = 10 
2. Proper name  n = 10 
3. Pronoun  n = 0 

 
In the second position, all three NP types occurred: 
 

1. Full definite NP n = 6 
2. Proper name  n = 7 

                                                      
145 I decided not to use any pronouns in this condition, because it would be infelicitous; it would seem ‘out of the 
blue’.  
146 Probably because they occurred sentence-initially, where one would expect they referred to some earlier 
discourse, but every sentence was presented in isolation. 
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3. Pronoun  n = 7 
 
Because every NP type seemed as felicitous, I tried to make an equal division as possible. The third 
NP was invariably an animate, human full definite NP (i.e. the person who was taught or helped to do 
something). The fourth NP was invariably a non-human full definite NP (i.e. the object of the action 
denoted by the main verb).  
 
The verbs in condition 4 and 5 consisted of the following options: 
 

1. Kan hebben VPART ‘can to have VPART’ n = 5 
2. Wil hebben VPART ‘want to have VPART’ n = 5 
3. Moet hebben VPART ‘must have VPART’ n = 5 
4. Zal hebben PART  ‘shall have VPART’ n = 5 

 
In verb clusters with infinitival complements, the word order inside the verb clusters can only be 
changed if they are headed by a modal auxiliary verb (cf. chapter 2 and 3 of this chapter).  
 
Finally, I made 16 yes/no-questions that would occur pseudo-randomised in every set of 80 sentences 
that the subjects would see, which is 20%. Questions were divided as equally as possible per 
condition. The rate of yes- and no-answers was 50-50%.  
 
6.1.3 Procedure 
Stimulus presentation and data acquisition were controlled by a script written in the FEP-programming 
language, developed by T. Veenker (2006)147

 

, and ran by PCs on the RT Linux operating system. The 
task was a self-paced reading task using a noncumulative moving window display, and the 
segmentation was as shown in the previous subparagraph. Participants were tested individually in a 
sound-attenuating booth. Each trial was initiated by a subject by pressing the space bar on the 
keyboard, after which an asterisk appeared on the screen, for the subjects to focus on. The first word 
and the subsequent segments were brought into display by hitting the space bar. Every so often, on a 
pseudorandomized moment, a yes/no-question would appear after a sentence, which could be 
answered by pressing either the left or right shift key for yes or no. Participants were asked to read at 
normal speed, and to answer the questions as accurately as possible. Before the actual experiment, a 
practice session with three sentences was done to familiarize the participants with the task.  

6.1.4 Analysis 
Reading times shorter or longer than the mean minus or plus three standard deviations for each 
position (segment) and condition were trimmed to the means minus or plus three standard deviations 
for each subject. This affected 12% of the data. Mean reading times were analyzed using an SPSS 
GLM repeated measures procedure, for both subject (F1) and item (F2) means, with the conditions 
being the within-subject factors, and no between-subject factor. Analyses were conducted on all 
segments, see appendix 2. The relevant analyses of segments have been included and are discussed in 
the next paragraph. All trials were included in the reading time analyses, regardless of the response to 
the comprehension questions.  
 
6.2 Results 
Questions following the sentences were answered correctly in 71.5% of the cases, suggesting that the 
participants were paying attention148

                                                      
147 

. The questions were not developed in such a way as to 
systematically probe the correct assignment of nouns to the verbs, so no statistical analysis has been 
conducted on them.  

http://www.let.uu.nl/~Theo.Veenker/personal/projects/fep/  
148 This number might be lower than expected, but due to some flaws with the questions and subjects often 
reporting that they knew they had answered (several) questions wrong, I take this amount to be representative of 
whether they were paying attention or not.  

http://www.let.uu.nl/~Theo.Veenker/personal/projects/fep/�
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Unfortunately, during and after the conduction of the experiment, I found  some flaws in the stimuli , 
which I will report here: first, there was one spelling mistake (‘zeeschilpad’ instead of ‘zeeschildpad’, 
‘turtle’); second I used a rather uncommon name, of a friend of mine, and a lot of the participants in 
my experiment knew her, which gave rise to non-related increased reading times. These flaws were a 
reason for me to delete outliers in the data up to three standard deviations above and below the mean, 
as so to eliminate or at least reduce effects of those flaws.  
Furthermore, some participants reported confusion for the following sentence, where they weren’t sure 
whether Maaike and the room maid were one and the same person or not: 
 

(1) Het afdelingshoofd heeft Maaike de kamermeid vaak laten helpen strijken in de logeerkamer. 
The manager has Maaike the room maid often let help iron in the guests’ room 
‘The manager has often let Maaike help the room maid to iron in the guests’ room.  
 

Upon checking the data, however, this effected only one sentence: the one sentence with abnormal 
reading times for the third NP was the sentence presented above. This could have to do with a gender 
match, or it could just be a felicitous combination of the name and profession. A bigger problem 
occurred with the questions: as mentioned, I did not systematically control for the elements I asked 
about in the questions. However, a lot of the participants reported that they paid a lot of attention to 
the questions, and let this influence their focus later on in the experiment. Although this is an effect 
that can be expected, I failed to take it into account when I developed the questions. As a result, some 
persons starting concentrating on the beginning of the sentence, or conversely, mostly at the end of the 
sentence (i.e. the spill-over region), which is an undesirable result. However, given that the subjects in 
the end concentrated on different parts of the sentence, I hope this effect has been cancelled out (which 
seemed to be the case, as no abnormal deviations occurred in the reading times, as compared to 
previous studies on CSD). Another problem with the questions was that I sometimes formulated the 
questions in a way that wasn’t clear to the subjects. Take for example the following item-question pair, 
which should have been really easy: 
 

(2) a. De boswachter heeft Sjors de fazanten leren schieten in het woud. 
The ranger has Sjors the pheasants teach shoot in the woods 
‘The ranger has taught Sjors to shoot the pheasants in the woods.’ 
b. Heeft de boswachter Sjors op gevogelte leren schieten? 
Has the ranger Sjors on poultry/birds teach shoot 
‘Did the ranger teach Sjors to shoot birds?  

 
Many subjects reported that they answered ‘No’ for this question to subsequently realize that 
pheasants are a type of bird, and the goal of the question was not to pick out pheasants especially but 
to generalize over them. More of such questions occurred in the experiment. Presumably this is the 
reason why the percentage of correct answers was so much lower than in previous studies on cross-
serial dependencies: while the experiments here (see also experiment 2, chapter 7) reported 
percentages of 71.5% and 70% respectively for the correct answers, Kaan and Vasic (2004) reported 
88% and 80% for theirs.  
 
6.2.1 Conditions 1, 2 and 3 
The results of the four conditions regarding number of NPs, adverbs and verbs are presented in the 
graph below: 
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Graph 11: Reading times in msec for all segments in condition 1, 2, and 3 
 
For a clearer representation, let’s divide this up in an argument region graph (graph 12) and a verb plus 
spill-over (SO) region graph (graph 3, see below): 
 

 
 
Graph 12: Reading times in msec for the argument regions for condition 1, 2 and 3 
 
 
Note that the element in segment 5 is a NPDO in condition 1 and an adverb in condition 2 and 3. As can 
be seen from graph 12, reading times increased with each incoming NP, as expected. Adverbs on the 
other hand did not lead to much increased reading times, and enough the NP following the adverb in 
condition 3 had a decreased reading time too, unexpectedly. The difference between condition 1 and 2 
was marginally significant only on their different element on segment 5, and only so by items 
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[F2(1,29) = 3.35, p = .078]. The difference in reading times between condition 1 and 3 was significant 
on both segment 5 and 6149

 

, meaning that they differed both in terms of reading time between NPDO,1-
NPDO,3 and NPDO,1 and NPAdv,3 - both by item and subject: on segment 5 [F1(1,25) = 5.87, p = .023; 
F2(1,29) = 5.31, p = .029], and compared with segment 6 [F1(1,25) = 10.56, p = .003; F2(1,29) = 10.29, 
p = .003]. There were no significant differences between condition 2 and 3, which is as expected, since 
they are the same up to segment 5. The only possibly surprising fact is thus that the last noun in 
condition 3 is read faster than the adverb.  

 

 
 
Graph 13: Reading times in msec for the verb and spill-over regions for condition 1, 2 and 3 
 
 
I’ve added the last item before the first verb in each condition too (i.e. segment 6), for the sake of a 
clear overview. As for the reading times: though condition 1 was continued to be read more slowly at 
the verbs and spill-over regions, this difference was not significant as compared to condition 2 (i.e. 
none of the segments after segment 6 were read significantly differently). Differences between 
condition 1 and 3 on the other hand were significant, on three segments (7, 9 and 10): thus, while the 
difference between an adverb or a noun as last element in the ‘argument row’ didn’t matter, the an 
extra element an sich did matter: except for segment 10 (the first part of the spill-over region), 
condition 3 was read faster overall. There was a difference in reading times between condition 1 and 3 
on the first verb, segment 7 [F1(1,25) = 13.04, p = .001; F2(1,29) = 13.85, p = .001], a marginally 
significant difference (by subject only) on the final verb, segment 9 [F1(1,25) = 3.88, p = .060] and on 
the first spill-over region, segment 10 [F1(1,25) = 8.24, p = .008; [F2(1,29) = 3.67, p = .065], though 
note that condition 3 was read slower there. This effect is also shown in the differences between 
condition 2 and 3: these difference were significant on the first verb, segment 7, though by item only 
[F2(1,29) = 5.68, p = .024] and on the first spill-over region, segment 10 [F1(1,25) = 7.96, p = .009; 
F2(1,29) = 4.24, p = .048].  
 
 

                                                      
149 The comparing of segment 6 of condition 3 with the other conditions was done by comparing it to segment 5 
of condition 1 and 2, respectively.  
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6.2.2 Conditions 4 and 5 
All the reading times for condition 4 and 5 are represented in the graph below150

 
:  

 
 
Graph 14: Reading times in msec for all segments in condition 4 and 5 
 
For a clearer representation, let’s again divide this graph up in an argument region graph (graph 15) 
and a verbs plus spill-over regions graph (graph 6, see below): 
 

 
 
Graph 15: Reading times in msec for argument segments (1-6) in condition 4 and 5 
 
As expected, none of these segments were read significantly differently (which is a desirable result, 
since all the elements at these segments were the same).  
 

                                                      
150 Notice that I trimmed away the rest of the sentence after three regions of spill-over, as this is not relevant as 
for the factors investigated.  
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Graph 16: Reading times in msec for verb and spill-over segments (6-12) in condition 4 and 5 
 
Segments 7 through 10 were all read significantly differently per condition, both by subjects and 
items. The first verb was read significantly faster in condition 4, where it was an auxiliary verb (in 
infinitival form), than in condition 5, where it was a matrix verb (in participle form): [F1(1,25) = 
13.34, p = .001; F2(1,19) = 4.14, p = .056]. This effect was carried over to the second auxiliary (which 
was an auxiliary verb in infinitival form in both conditions), where condition 4 was still read faster 
than condition 5 [F1(1,25) = 5.93, p = .022; F2(1,19) = 3.42, p = .080]. At segment 9 however, 
condition 4 was read significantly slower than condition 5, this segment being the participle matrix 
verb for that condition [F1(1,25) = 11.65, p = .002; F2(1,19) = 7.06, p = .016]. Finally, this difference 
in reading times lingered on into the first of the spill-over regions, segment 10, where the difference 
was again significant (though only convincingly so by subjects) [F1(1,25) = 11.48, p = .002; F2(1,19) = 
3.69, p = .070]. Finally, the total reading times of sentences for both conditions (5417 and 5467 msec. 
average, respectively), did not differ significantly [F1(1,25) = 1.54, p = .698; F2(1,19) = .009, p = 
.927]. However, given some differences in reading times for the here irrelevant segments 1 through 6, 
it might be wiser to check the reading times of just the verbs and the spill-over regions, thus avoiding 
some possible confounding factors. However, the total reading times for the segment 7 through 12 of 
both conditions did not differ significantly either [F1(1,25) = .081, p = .779; F2(1,19) = .009, p = .926], 
nor did the reading times for the verbs and just one spill-over region [F1(1,25) = .000, p = .998; 
F2(1,19) = .017, p = .897]. 
 
 
6.3 Discussion 
To start out with the conditions concerning the processing of NPs and adverbs, and the possible effects 
they have (i.e. condition 1, 2, and 3): in concord with previous research, reading times increased with 
each incoming NP. These results are accounted for by Gibson’s, Levy’s and Lewis and Vasishth’s 
models151

                                                      
151 As the sentences in condition 1, 2 and 3 have the same underlying structure, and rather differ in the amount of 
NPs and adverbs they contain, the Most Economic Derivation hypothesis will predict the same reading times as 
Levy’s (2007) model, see paragraph 5.3 and 5.5. 

: Gibson (1998) predicts that the storage load just gets bigger and bigger, leading to longer 
reading times, whereas Levy (2007) predicts that with each NP, the structures become more complex 
and which are therefore not predicted, leading to higher surprise effects since the preference or 
probability distribution needs to be updated to a higher degree each time. Lewis and Vasishth predict 
that the interference effects on encoding will go up with every NP. Furthermore, the final NP was read 
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more slowly than the adverb (as shown by comparing condition 1 and 2, though this was only 
marginally significant), which we expect from Gibson’s model, since NPs are discourse referents that 
contribute to processing load, whereas adverbs don’t. Levy’s model cannot give as straightforward 
explanations for this fact: it could be that adverbs are read faster because they are optional predictions, 
so that the parser should never be very surprised when encountering them. Next, in condition 3 the 
final NP, i.e. the one that followed the other three NPs and an adverb, was read faster than the adverb 
and significantly so compared to the final NP of condition 1. This effect cannot be accounted for by 
Gibson’s model, and can only be hinted at by Levy’s model, if we assume that the parser at least 
didn’t expect another temporal adverb in that position, since it had already encountered one just before 
that. However, the parser would in that case expect a verb or not a NP here (since it will assume the 
simplest structure possible), and that therefore the reading times are predicted to go up. Therefore I 
conclude that neither model can account for this effect. Lewis and Vasishth’s model provide a 
suggestion for this decrease in reading time: the last NP, after the adverb, was always an inanimate 
object, and thus had sufficiently different features from the other NPs not to induce encoding 
interference effects. 
 
Turning to the reading times at the verbs: it is striking that, despite the fact that condition 1 was 
continued to be read more slowly than condition 2 at the verb and spill-over regions, this difference 
was not significant. This is a surprising effect for any model. Also since in Dickey and Vonk (1997), a 
difference in the processing of sentences with an adverb and/or NP more or less was found. Last, if we 
compare condition 1 and 2 on the one hand and condition 3 on the other hand, we saw that, while it 
didn’t matter whether the final element in the ‘argument row’ was an adverb or noun, it did matter that 
if an extra element occurred, as in condition 3. The first and final verb were read significantly faster in 
condition 3 than in condition 1, indicating that the extra element did in some way speed up the parser. 
With Levy’s model we can account for this effect: if a temporal adverb occurs, the parser does not 
expect to encounter another one, and after the direct object, the verb was more narrowly predicted. 
Since the reading times after the first verb however go up rather than down, it seems that the extra 
element in storage does seem to burden the processor, too.  
 
If we look specifically at the first verb, we see that the verb is read a little faster than the foregoing 
NPs, suggesting that resolving the first dependencies is advantageous for the parser. Only Lewis and 
Vasishth’s model could not account for this fact, as they predict that retrieval interference effects will 
lead to high reading times. Next, the second verb is read even faster, which is predicted by both 
Gibson’s and Levy’s model: Gibson (1998) predicts a decrease in reading time because another 
dependency is resolved, and the storage load is therefore again relieved. Levy (2007) predicts a 
decrease in reading time because the causative verb before the second verb signals that another verb is 
coming up, making this a sufficiently predicted next element. Again, Lewis and Vasishth predict that 
retrieval interference effects should give raise to high reading times, as they argue that all NPs remain 
active for interference effects, whether or not their dependency has been resolved. The increase in 
reading time at the third verb cannot be accounted for by either Gibson’s or Levy’s model: in the same 
way as at the second verb, Gibson predicts that the third verb should have been read fastest, since all 
dependencies are now satisfied (this is also predicted by the amounts of MUs left at the final verb, 
which is only M(2) MUs). From Levy’s model it follows that the final verb is predicted by the verb 
previous to it, and furthermore the overall encountered syntactic structure should have narrowed down 
the predictions for this last verb sufficiently. Therefore we would not expect a (surprisal) effect at this 
final verb. However, Levy’s model also predicted some slow down due to the richer semantics of the 
matrix verb. From Lewis and Vasishth model it follows that there could be a slow-down from retrieval 
interference effects, as they are argued to still be operative. However, then one has to account for the 
fact that these retrieval interference didn’t give raise to such high reading times at the other verbs, so at 
least some additional explanation is then required.  
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In sum, on the basis of this experiment, we cannot conclusively decide between the three models 
discussed in chapter six. Gibson (1998) and Levy (2007) cannot account for the facts encountered, 
though Levy’s (2007) model often does seem to be in the right direction. Lewis and Vasishth’s model 
can account at times for phenomena that cannot be explained by the other models (e.g. the decrease in 
reading time for the last NP in condition 3) but needs additional explanations to cover the other results 
found. 
 
Then turning to the second part of the experiment, condition 4 and 5: the order 3-1-2 does not seem 
less advantageous for the processor to parse, but also not more: the reading times at the spill-over 
regions were the same, and the total reading times did not differ significantly, either. This suggests 
that neither the locality of the main verb (V3) and its object (NP3) is advantageous, nor the ‘canonical’ 
word order 1-2-3. However, these results could also be due to the fact that both sequences in Dutch are 
grammatical and common, and therefore read with equal ease, or that the pragmatic differences 
between the sentences are too subtle to measure in this experiment. In both conditions the participle is 
read slowest, a result that was expected: for one, lexical, main verbs carry more semantics than 
functional, auxiliary verbs, and second we have argued that they have a more complex argument 
structure, which may be taken to mean that the theta-assignment process is more laborious. Interesting 
was though that the second verb (an auxiliary in infinitival form in both conditions) was read 
significantly faster in condition 4 than in condition 5 (more so by subjects than by items though): 
[F1(1,25) = 5.93, p = .022; F2(1,19) = 3.42, p = .080]. This is an unexpected result, since the first 
verbal element in condition 4 was an auxiliary, after which a main verb was also possible (which was 
predicted by the Most Economic Parse condition, and the assumption of simplest structure in Levy’s 
(2007) model), whereas the first verbal element in condition 5 was a participle, after which an 
auxiliary verb obligatorily had to follow. Finally however, as the conditions 4 and 5 did not differ in 
total reading time of the sentences (nor of the relevant segments), we have to conclude that neither 
order is more advantageous or easier to parse for the processor.  
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Chapter 7. Experiment 2: German verb clusters 
 
 
7.1 Methodology 
7.1.1 Participants 
Five native speakers of German (2 male, 3 female; age 25-32 years, mean age 29.6) have volunteered 
to participate. They were all international students of the University of Utrecht, and approached 
through the Google Group of the International Neighbour Group of Utrecht University152

 

. Every 
participants’ native country was Germany. 

7.1.2 Materials 
In the second part of my experiment, I tried to translate the sentences used in the first, Dutch 
experiment in such a way that the structures would remain maximally similar. This turned out to be 
more difficult than expected, though. For one, the verb helfen (‘to help’) requires a te-infinitive as its 
complement (or zu-infinitive, in German). This could be a different kind of structure. I tried replacing 
this by another ‘teach’-verb, namely beibringen, but it (often) required zu (‘to’), too. Second, the verb 
lehren (‘to teach’), which was used in Bach et al. (1986), is an archaic verb, and my German 
informants reported that they actually don’t even know which Case it assigns to its arguments. Third, 
in the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 7, for helfen and lehren a participle form was needed, but for lassen the 
infinitive form. This again might point to different underlying structures, and makes the comparison 
less direct153

 

. One sentence was untranslatable due to the problems described here, and I left it out. 
The spill-over regions for the conditions 1, 2, 3 and 7 were replaced by a simple propositional verb-
subject construction, since in German PPs cannot occur sentence-final as in Dutch. In the conditions 4 
and 5 only one word order could be tested, namely 3-2-1, since all other orders are out, but all the 
sentences of both conditions were translated. Because the words in German turned out to often be 
longer than in Dutch, sometimes the last verb of the verb cluster had to be shown on a new line, 
unfortunately (which was never the case in Dutch – only spill-over regions would occasionally be 
shown on the next line). Also, my informants noted that the sentences mentioned in Bach et al. (1986) 
contained some mistakes: ‘the men’ should be in dative Case if it is the argument of helfen, if the verb 
helfen is the last verb in the cluster, it shouldn’t be helfen (infinitival form), but geholfen (participal 
form). Finally, because only five subjects were tested, only one list was used (and its mirrored 
version). Therefore, no sentence was directly compared for its three conditions, but rather the same 
elements across the various items were compared.  

Thus, taking all these issues into account, as well as the fact that only five subjects have been tested, 
this chapter should be seen merely as a pilot-study for further research. That is, we will explore in this 
chapter whether there any tendencies for processing difficulties at all that we would expect on basis of 
the syntactic structure and the processing models investigated. We will see that several difficulties 
indeed seem to arise, and we will therefore suggest that further research would indeed be fruitful.  
 
In this experiment, sentences of the following format were tested (the dashes indicate the segmentation 
of words, double dashes means a new line): 
  

                                                      
152 http://groups.google.com/group/uuing/about?hl=en  
153 Interestingly, in Bach et al. (1986) two groups were made to this purpose: one for people who prefer 
participles, and another one for people who prefer infinitives. My informants however all agreed on the 
structures mentioned. 

http://groups.google.com/group/uuing/about?hl=en�
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Cond. Sentence 

1 Der Tanzlehrer /hat /Dieter /dem Mädchen /den Tango /tanzen /beizubringen /geholfen /, 
sagte //er. 
The dance.teacher /has /Dieter /the girl.DAT /the tango.ACC /dance /teach /helped /,  
said //he. 

‘The dance teacher has helped Dieter teach the girl to dance the tango.’ 

2 Die Tante /hat /Inge /dem Nachbarn /meistens /putzen /helfen /lassen /, erzählte /Stefanie. 
The aunt /has /Inge /the neighbour.DAT /usually /clean /help /let /, said /Stefanie. 

‘The aunt has usually let Inge help the neighbour to clean, said Stefanie.’ 

3 Die Leiterin /hat /Karin /dem Kind /heute morgen /die Murmeln /aufräumen /helfen /lassen   
//, glaube /ich. 
The teacher.FEM /has /Karin /the child /this morning /the marbles /clear.up /help /let 
//, believe /I. 

‘The teacher has let Karin help the child clear up the marbles this morning, I believe.’ 

4 Der Lehrer /dachte /dass /Jan /das Schulbuch /einmal /gelesen /haben /muss /und                
//dass /er /damals /eine Zusammenfassung /für /die Anderen /schrieb. 
The teacher /thought /that /Jan /the school book /once /read /have /must /and 
//that /he /(back)then /a summary /for /the others /wrote 

‘The teacher thought that Jan must have read the school book once, and that he wrote a 
summary for the others back then.’  

5 Die Lehrerin /dachte /dass /Peter /gestern Abend /sein Brüderchen /abgeholt /haben /soll 
/und //dass /die Eltern /das /so /mit /ihm /abgemacht hatten. 
The teacher.FEM /thought /that /Peter /yesterday evening /his brother.DIM /picked.up /have 
/should /and /that /the parents /that /so /with /him /arranged had 

‘The teacher thought that Peter should have picked up his little brother yesterday evening, 
and that his parents had arranged this with him.’  

6 Der Tanzlehrer /hat /Marco /beigebracht /den Walzer /zu tanzen /, sah /Jessica. 
The dance.teacher /has /Marco /taught /the walz /to dance /,saw /Jessica 

‘The dance teacher has taught Marco to dance the walz, saw Jessica.’ 

7 Der Dichter /hat /Ellen /die Bücher /tragen /lassen /, erzählte /sie. 
The poet /has /Ellen /the books /carry /let /, told /she 

‘The poet has let Ellen carry the books, she told.’ 
 
Table 18: The seven conditions of experiment 2 
 
 
7.1.3 Procedure 
The testing procedure was the same as the one described in Experiment 1 (see chapter 7).  
 
7.1.4 Analysis 
Reading times shorter or longer than the mean minus or plus three standard deviations for each 
position (segment) and condition were trimmed to the means minus or plus three standard deviations 
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for each subject154

 

. This affected 11% of the data. Mean reading times were analyzed using an SPSS 
GLM repeated measures procedure, for both subject (F1) and item (F2) means, with the conditions 
being the within-subject factors, and no between-subject factor. Analyses were conducted on all 
segments, see appendix 2. The relevant analyses of segments have been included and are discussed in 
the next paragraph. All trials were included in the reading time analyses, regardless of the response to 
the comprehension questions. 

7.2 Results 
Questions following the sentences were answered correctly in 70% of the cases, suggesting that the 
participants were paying attention155

 

. The questions were not developed in such a way as to 
systematically probe the correct assignment of nouns to the verbs, so no statistical analysis has been 
conducted on them.  

7.2.1 Condition 1, 2 and 3 
The results of the three conditions 1, 2 and 3are presented in the graph below: 
 

 
 
 
Graph 17: Reading times in msec for all segments in condition 1, 2 and 3 
 
For clarity’s sake, let’s divide this up again in an argument region graph (graph 18) and a verb plus 
spill-over (SO) region graph (graph 19, see below): 
 

                                                      
154 I’ve decided to trim outliers to this extent, because I could test only five subjects, and wanted thus to delimit 
extremes in some way. 
155 Again this number might be lower than expected, but, as in experiment 1, I take this to be due to flaws in the 
questions (see discussion), and consider this amount representative of the subjects paying attention.   
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Graph 18: Reading times in msec for the argument regions for condition 1, 2 and 3 
 
As in Dutch, reading times increased with each incoming NP. However, the only significant 
differences in reading time are on segment 5, for condition 1 and 2 [F1(1,4) = 8.25, p = .045]. This 
means that a NPDO and an adverb are read significantly different in German, which is an expected 
result (the adverb is read faster than the NP, which is also expected). The second and final significant 
(but only very marginally) difference in reading times is between condition 2 and 3, on segment 4, the 
indirect object-NP [F1(1,4) = 6.08, p = .087]. I have no explanation for this, but it seems that condition 
2 is read rather fast in general, indicating it might be something to do with the stimuli.  
 

 
 
Graph 19: Reading times in msec for the verb and spill-over regions for condition 1, 2 and 3 
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As for the reading times on the verb: no significant differences were found between the reading times 
in condition 1 and 2 at all, but were found between condition 1 and 2 on the one hand and 3 on the 
other hand, again suggesting that it is the quantity of elements read rather than the quality. The reading 
times for condition 1 and 3 differed significantly on the first verb, segment 7 [F1(1,4)=12.34, p=.025; 
F2(1,29)=4.05, p=.079] and for condition 2 and 3, too [F2(1,4)=8.34, p=.02]. Interestingly, the first 
verb, which was the main verb here, was read fastest when it was preceded by the most elements (i.e. 
in condition 3). Note that the same effect was found in Dutch, suggesting that more elements do speed 
up the parser (and thus pointing to Levy’s (2007) model). The second verb was only read significantly 
different for condition 2 and 3, and only so by subjects [F1(1,4)=9.25, p=.038]. The final verb was read 
differently for condition 1 and 3 (and also just by subjects)[F1(1,4)=11.46, p=.028]. Finally, the spill-
over region was only read differently for segment 11, in condition 1 and 3 [F2(1,4)=5.03, p=.055]. In 
sum, the effects for these conditions in this experiment are very chaotic, so to say. No strong 
tendencies have been found, except for that the first verb is read faster if more elements preceded it, 
which is a result that has also been found in Dutch. We will return to this in paragraph 7.3, where we 
will discuss the differences between Dutch and German.  
 
7.2.2 Condition 4 and 5 
All the reading times for condition 4 and 5 are represented in the graph below:  
 

 
 
Graph 20: Reading times in msec for all segments in condition 4 and 5 
 
No significant differences between the conditions were found at any point, which is what we expected, 
since we were only able to test one order of verbs in German, i.e. 3-2-1, all other orders being 
ungrammatical. Nevertheless, we can take a look at the reading times of the verbs. These show that the 
reading times drop for the first verb, which is expected if we assume that the parser prefers to have a 
simple structure, in which case less NPs means a simpler argument structure, or if we assume that the 
first dependency can be resolved (so that instead of building up or storing dependencies, they can now 
start to be resolved). The second verb, an auxiliary, is read even faster, which follows from all 
theories, as this auxiliary is predicted by the previous element, the participle, and since more 
dependencies can be resolved. The final verb on the other hand is read more slowly again, which is not 
predicted by any theory: again, it should have been predictable on the basis of its previous element, 
and more dependencies can be resolved. This result is thus unexplained for by the models discussed.  
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7.3 Experiment 1 versus Experiment 2 
In paragraph 7.1, it was explained that there were several problems with the stimuli, and that 
unfortunately only five German subjects could be tested. Therefore, we will only briefly look at what 
the comparisons of the two experiments show. Note again that these graphs and comments are meant 
to describe tendencies only, and to encourage further research.  
 
7.3.1 Condition 6 and 7 
In this subparagraph, we will look at condition 6 and 7, because they could be used as two ‘control’ 
cases: sentences in ‘condition’ 6 were filler sentences, and although um (‘to’, or om in Dutch) had to 
be deleted for the German sentences, the sentences were otherwise equal. Because they did not involve 
verb clusters, they prove to be good control sentences (i.e. they can show what differences do we have 
anyway, between the processing of Dutch and German sentences, apart from the nested-crossed 
opposition): 
  

 
 
Graph 21: Reading times in msec for all segments in the filler condition 6 for Dutch (DU) and 
German (GE) 
 
We thus see that these similar sentences are processed in a very similar way. The biggest difference is 
the overall reading time, which is approximately 200 msec. higher for German, on all segments. This 
might follow from the fact that German words often seem to be longer. However, I haven’t checked 
for this, and it should be further investigated whether this is really the underlying cause. Next, 
condition 7: the sentences in condition 7 involved only two levels of embeddings, which was shown 
by Bach et al. (1986) to be equally easily parseable in Dutch and German. Thus we expect to find the 
same courses of processing (though some other language-specific processing factors may interfere too 
– this could be the longer overall reading time, as shown in the control sentences above, too). This 
prediction is borne out:  
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Graph 22: Reading times in msec for all segments of condition 7 for Dutch (DU) and German (GE) 
 
As we can see in graph 22, no great deviations in reading time are found between the Dutch and the 
German structures (taking the language-specific factor that German is read slower, into account), 
suggesting that these structures are indeed equally easily parseable.  
 
 
7.3.2 Corrected comparison 
As we have just seen, there is a language specific factor that gives rise to a big difference between 
Dutch and German reading times: German structures are read approximately 200 msec. slower on 
every segment. Taken this into consideration, as well as the fact that it is no use doing statistical tests 
over an experiment which involved only five subjects, I’ve transformed the German data as so to be 
able to get a better view on the tendencies that can be found, which we have put as the goal of this 
chapter (see however appendix IV for the graphs of the Dutch and German reading times, without any 
transformations). I have transformed the data by calculating the difference between Dutch and German 
per segment and per condition (for example, the differences between Dutch and German of each 
segment in conditions 1), and took an average of that (this was 219 msec for condition 1, for example). 
This average I subtracted from German (since German has been read slower consequently), and 
plotted the graphs, which are shown below.  
 
From these graphs, which again only show tendencies that will need to be investigated further, we see 
that in condition 1, 2 and 3 a huge increase in reading time occurs for the final verb in German, 
suggesting great processing difficulty. This can be neatly contrasted with what we saw for condition 7: 
while a second level of embedding is still fine in German, but a third level of embedding becomes 
very difficult. This is exactly what Bach et al. (1986) suggested in article. Turning then to condition 4 
and 5, recall that only one order is possible for these constructions in German, and that is 3-2-1. I have 
however plotted them separately to leave the graphs a bit more conveniently examinable. We see that 
in German, a huge decrease in reading time occurs at the second verb, or the first auxiliary verb.  One 
suggestion is that this could follow from the fact that an auxiliary has to follow the participle, making 
it very predictable, but this leaves the question why the second auxiliary verb (or the third verb) has 
such high reading times again and why the same effect does not occur in Dutch. This will have to be 
looked into in future research.  
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 These are the results with the ‘corrected’ German reading times: 
 

 
 
Graph 23: Reading times in msec for condition 1 in Dutch (DU) and German, averaged subtracted 
(GEAv) 
 
 

 
 
Graph 24: Reading times in msec for condition 2 in Dutch (DU) and German, averaged subtracted 
(GEAv) 
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Graph 25: Reading times in msec for condition 3 in Dutch (DU) and German, averaged subtracted 
(GEAv) 
 
 

 
 
Graph 26:  Reading times in msec for condition 4 in Dutch (DU) and German, averaged subtracted 
(GEAv) 
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Graph 27: Reading times in msec for condition 5 in Dutch (DU) and German, averaged subtracted 
(GEAv) 
 
 
7.4 Discussion 
In this chapter, we have shown what results might be expected if an on-line psycholinguistic study on 
the processing of German verb clusters would be conducted, and if it were to be compared with similar 
structures in Dutch. We have seen that the findings of Bach et al.’s (1986) off-line study may be 
regarded as correctly reflecting the on-line processes in that we have found that there were no 
differences in reading times between structures with two levels of embedding (at least, once corrected 
for the language specific confounding factor that German structures were read approximately 200 
msec. slower on every segment, and in every condition), but that there was a very big difference for 
structures with three levels of embedding. As Bach et al. suggested, the German structures are a lot 
more difficult to process than their Dutch counterparts. This difference consistently showed up at the 
last verb, suggesting that the difficulties arise at the point itself were the third embedding must be 
closed. However, as only five German subjects could be tested in this experiment, more research 
should be done to draw strong conclusions. In sum, we’d like to encourage future research on this 
subject, since it seems to be a fruitful enterprise, given the tendencies shown in this chapter.  
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Chapter 8. Discussion 
 
 
In this thesis, cross-serial dependencies in Standard Dutch have been investigated for their syntactic 
structure and for their parsing progress, and have been contrasted in those respects with Standard 
German, which exhibits a nested structure in its verb clusters. The starting point of this thesis was that, 
throughout the psycholinguistic literature, Bach et al. (1986) is cited as evidence that cross-serial and 
nested dependencies in verb clusters are processed differently, and that crossed dependencies are 
easier to process than nested dependencies. However, Bach et al. (1986) was an off-line study, 
consisting out of a difficulty rating and comprehension task. Therefore, we should be careful drawing 
such strong conclusions, and further research is necessary to investigate how such dependencies are 
processed differently. Furthermore, Bach et al.’s analysis leaned on a framework which assumed 
Dutch to have an underlying OV-word order, while more recent frameworks assume Dutch to be VO. 
Thus it should also be further investigated from what in the Dutch and German verb clusters the 
processing difference exactly follows. In this thesis, an attempt was done to look further into these two 
points, i.e. how the two types of dependencies are processed differently, and from what in the 
structures that follows.  
 
The connection made in this thesis between the syntactic structure of a construction and how it is 
processed has been captured in one main assumption, which was based on previous psycholinguistic 
research. This is the Most Economic Derivation Advantage-assumption (MEDA), which states (a) that 
the most economic derivation is processed easiest, and (b) that the parser will also always predict the 
most economic derivation to come up. The MEDA-assumption was maintained throughout the thesis. 
 
We started out by taking a closer look at Dutch and German verb clusters by means of an OV-analysis, 
which was cast in the framework used at the time of Bach et al. (1986). It was shown that, despite 
Bach et al.’s suggestions to the contrary, this analysis predicts that, based on the underlying structure,  
the Dutch structures should be harder to process since the German verb clusters reflect the base-
generated order, while in Dutch the verb clusters are derived by Verb-Raising. Assuming that the 
verbs will have to be put back in their original position for interpretation at LF, it follows that the 
Dutch structures take more effort to process than their German counterparts. We then looked into a 
more minimalist account of verb clusters, which had as crucial difference with the traditional GB-
analysis that it argues for an underlying VO-order for both Dutch and German, rather than the OV-
order assumed earlier. From the VO-approach it follows that the German structures actually involve 
more derivational steps, and crucially, involve VP-Raising whereas in Dutch only the arguments and 
the finite verb raise to be licensed (a process that also has to take place in German). As in the OV-
approach, it is argued that German infinitives are nominal, which might be the reason why they have 
to be a raised. It follows also from this analysis that German structures are not just going to be more 
difficult, but a lot more difficult too, since VPs are raised: assuming that these VPs are propositions at 
least in a rudimentary form (in that they contain traces of their arguments, too), the resulting structure 
in German contains centre-embeddings, which have been shown time and again to be difficult to 
process (Chomsky and Miller, 1963 et seq.). On the basis of the Most Economic Derivation 
Advantage-assumption, it also followed that the VO-analysis should be preferred, which is a desirable 
result since the VO-analysis was a more minimalist analysis, in accordance with contemporary 
linguistic theories (cf. Chomsky, 1995; 2001).  
 
These predictions from the syntactic structure (by the MED-assumption), together with the predictions 
of three processing models that were investigated for their predictions for cross-serial dependencies 
(Gibson’s (1998) memory-based model, Levy’s (2007) expectation-based model and Lewis and 
Vasishth’ (2005) interference model) were tested in two experiments: one tested the processing Dutch 
verb cluster structures, and the second tested their German counterparts. It was shown that the 
processing models can provide some suggestions as to what is going on in these structures, but none of 
the models can fully account for the results found in the experiments. Furthermore, though the results 
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globally reflected the predictions made by the MED-assumption, the conditions for the experiment 
were constructed to test the predictions of the processing models discussed, and therefore did not 
contain conditions to actually test the MED-assumption specifically. For further research, it is 
suggested that different structures of Dutch verb clusters are contrasted (i.e. Dutch verb cluster 
structures with more and less economic derivations in them), as well as various German structures 
(preferably those that can be contrasted with Dutch counterparts). The results of conditions 4 and 5 
from experiment 1 of thesis did suggest that such an approach could be the right way to go. 
Furthermore, with regards to the MEDA-assumption, the definition of most economic derivation 
should be worked out to a more fine-grained analysis, to investigate whether the difference in complex 
structure lies in the amount of structure in terms of projections or in terms of derivational steps, or, as 
we have assumed in this thesis, some stance that overlaps between the two.  
 
Next, the experiment on German verb clusters in this thesis (experiment 2, chapter 7) was a pilot-style 
study only, to examine whether further research on the topic could be fruitful. The first results 
suggests that this is indeed the case. Indeed, the results suggest that Bach et al.’s (1986) claim that 
German verb clusters structures become a lot harder to process from three levels of embedding 
onwards, as compared to their Dutch counterparts, is indeed true. Returning to the MED-assumption 
that the more difficult structures to process are the structures with less economic derivations, it seemed 
that the crucial difference between Dutch and German lies in the preposed VPs in German. Moreover, 
it was suggested that these preposed VPs behave clause-like, which renders a structure for German 
similar to canonical centre-embeddings. This is a very important difference between the two 
languages, and should therefore be investigated further. In this thesis, we merely touched upon these 
differences, and it would be highly interesting to go further into this. One direction might be that, 
whereas in Dutch verb clusters constitute one phase (as argued by Ter Beek, 2008), in German they 
are comprised of two phases or more, leading to processing difficulties. The fact that even Dutch verb 
clusters become difficult at some point could then be explained by the fact that so many arguments 
occur in one phase, which is reflected by the interference effects found in the experiments (Kaan and 
Vasić, 2004).  
 
In sum, we conclude that results suggest that Bach et al.’s (1986) off-line findings can indeed be 
justified by the on-line results, though further research needs to be done to really directly compare the 
Dutch and German verb cluster structures. Furthermore, we suggest that a VO-analysis gives the best 
fitting model for the underlying structure of these constructions, both in terms of the syntactic analysis 
and predictions for the processing results, taking the Most Economic Derivation Advantage-
assumption to be true. Future research could further work out the exact implementation of the Most 
Economic Derivation Advantage-assumption, a project we think would be very interesting, and that 
we hope will be done.   
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A
ppendix 1: Stim

uli 
  E

xperim
ent 1 

- 
D

utch sentences, seven conditions, of one fillers (condition six) 
o 

U
S = U

nique sentence num
ber 

o 
C

S = C
onditioned sentence num

ber 
o 

C
D

 = C
ondition 

o 
Q

U
 = Q

uestion or not (1 = yes, 0 = no) 
  C

ondition 1, 2 and 3 
       U

S     C
S     C

D
   Q

U
      Sentence 

1 
1 

1 
1 D

e dansleraar /heeft /R
em

co /het m
eisje /de tango /helpen /leren /dansen /op /de dansschool., 

2 
1 

2 
1 D

e dansleraar/heeft /Rem
co /het m

eisje /prachtig /helpen /leren /dansen /op /de dansschool.,  
3 

1 
3 

1 D
e dansleraar /heeft /R

em
co /het m

eisje /prachtig /de tango /helpen /leren /dansen /op         //de dansschool.,  
4 

2 
1 

0 Tante /heeft /Inge /de buurjongen /het koffiezetapparaat /laten /helpen /schoonm
aken /in       //de bijkeuken., ""; 

5 
2 

2 
0 Tante /heeft /Inge /de buurjongen /m

eestal /laten /helpen /schoonm
aken /in /de bijkeuken., ""; 

6 
2 

3 
0 Tante /heeft /Inge /de buurjongen /m

eestal /het koffiezetapparaat /laten /helpen /schoonm
aken /in  //de bijkeuken., ""; 

7 
3 

1 
0 G

rootm
oeder /heeft /A

rno /zijn zusje /de truien /laten /leren /breien /m
et /lam

sw
ol., ""; 

8 
3 

2 
0 G

rootm
oeder /heeft /A

rno /zijn zusje /zorgvuldig /laten /leren /breien /m
et /lam

sw
ol., ""; 

9 
3 

3 
0 G

rootm
oeder /heeft /A

rno /zijn zusje /zorgvuldig /de truien /laten /leren /breien /m
et /lam

sw
ol., ""; 

10 
4 

1 
0 D

e docent /heeft /Sandra /de leerling /het w
oord /helpen /leren /spellen /volgens          //het G

roene B
oekje., ""; 

11 
4 

2 
0 D

e docent /heeft /Sandra /de leerling /vaak /helpen /leren /spellen /volgens /het G
roene B

oekje., ""; 
12 

4 
3 

0 D
e docent /heeft /Sandra /de leerling /vaak /het w

oord /helpen /leren /spellen /volgens        //het G
roene B

oekje., ""; 
13 

5 
1 

0 H
et afdelingshoofd /heeft /M

aaike /de kam
erm

eid /de overhem
den /laten /helpen /strijken /in     //de logeerkam

er., ""; 
14 

5 
2 

0 H
et afdelingshoofd /heeft /M

aaike /de kam
erm

eid /vaak /laten /helpen /strijken /in          //de logeerkam
er., ""; 

15 
5 

3 
0 H

et afdelingshoofd /heeft /M
aaike /de kam

erm
eid /vaak /de overhem

den /laten /helpen /strijken /in  //de logeerkam
er., ""; 

16 
6 

1 
0 D

e verpleegsters /hebben /Fransien /de avondhulp /het eten /laten /helpen /koken /in /het tehuis., ""; 
17 

6 
2 

0 D
e verpleegsters /hebben /Fransien /de avondhulp /vrij vaak /laten /helpen /koken /in          //het tehuis., ""; 



18 
6 

3 
0 D

e verpleegsters /hebben /Fransien /de avondhulp /vrij vaak /het eten /laten /helpen /koken /in    //het tehuis., ""; 
19 

7 
1 

1 D
e klim

instructeur /heeft /Fred /de beginners /de berg /laten /helpen /afdalen /in /de A
rdennen., 

20 
7 

2 
1 D

e klim
instructeur /heeft /Fred /de beginners /toch /laten /helpen /afdalen /in /de A

rdennen., 
21 

7 
3 

1 D
e klim

instructeur /heeft /Fred /de beginners /toch /de berg /laten /helpen /afdalen /in       //de A
rdennen.,  

22 
8 

1 
0 D

e sportleraar /heeft /M
arieke /de scholieren /cricket /laten /leren /spelen /op /het sportveld., ""; 

23 
8 

2 
0 D

e sportleraar /heeft /M
arieke /de scholieren /'s m

iddags /laten /leren /spelen /op         //het sportveld., ""; 
24 

8 
3 

0 D
e sportleraar /heeft /M

arieke /de scholieren /'s m
iddags /cricket /laten /leren /spelen /op     //het sportveld., ""; 

25 
9 

1 
0 D

e leidster /heeft /K
arin /de peuter /de knikkers /laten /helpen /opruim

en /in /de zandbak., ""; 
26 

9 
2 

0 D
e leidster /heeft /K

arin /de peuter /vanochtend /laten /helpen /opruim
en /in /de zandbak., ""; 

27 
9 

3 
0 D

e leidster /heeft /K
arin /de peuter /vanochtend /de knikkers /laten /helpen /opruim

en /in     //de zandbak., ""; 
28 

10 
1 

1 V
ader /heeft /R

em
y /de tuinm

an /het gat /laten /helpen /graven /in /de achtertuin.,  
29 

10 
2 

1 V
ader /heeft /R

em
y /de tuinm

an /gisteren /laten /helpen /graven /in /de achtertuin.,  
30 

10 
3 

1 V
ader /heeft /R

em
y /de tuinm

an /gisteren /het gat /laten /helpen /graven /in /de achtertuin.,  
31 

11 
1 

0 D
e verpleegster /heeft /Els /de oude m

an /de boterham
m

en /helpen /leren /eten /in          //het verzorgingstehuis., ""; 
32 

11 
2 

0 D
e verpleegster /heeft /Els /de oude m

an /eergisteren /helpen /leren /eten /in             //het verzorgingstehuis., ""; 
33 

11 
3 

0 D
e verpleegster /heeft /Els /de oude m

an /eergisteren /de boterham
m

en /helpen /leren /eten /in  //het verzorgingstehuis., ""; 
34 

12 
1 

0 O
om

 /heeft /N
atasja /de baby /de m

elk /laten /helpen /drinken /in /de huiskam
er., ""; 

35 
12 

2 
0 O

om
 /heeft /N

atasja /de baby /voorzichtig /laten /helpen /drinken /in /de huiskam
er., ""; 

36 
12 

3 
0 O

om
 /heeft /N

atasja /de baby /voorzichtig /de m
elk /laten /helpen /drinken /in /de huiskam

er., ""; 
37 

13 
1 

0 D
e oppasjuffrouw

 /heeft /Sanne /de jongen /de borden /laten /helpen /afw
assen /in /het verblijf., ""; 

38 
13 

2 
0 D

e oppasjuffrouw
 /heeft /Sanne /de jongen /elke avond /laten /helpen /afw

assen /in /het verblijf., ""; 
39 

13 
3 

0 D
e oppasjuffrouw

 /heeft /Sanne /de jongen /elke avond /de borden /laten /helpen /afw
assen /in      //het verblijf., ""; 

40 
14 

1 
0 D

e kunstenaar /heeft /D
orien /het kind /het stilleven /helpen /leren /tekenen /in          /het atelier., ""; 

41 
14 

2 
0 D

e kunstenaar /heeft /D
orien /het kind /gisteren /helpen /leren /tekenen /in /het atelier., ""; 

42 
14 

3 
0 D

e kunstenaar /heeft /D
orien /het kind /gisteren /het stilleven /helpen /leren /tekenen /in     //het atelier., ""; 

43 
15 

1 
2 D

e politieagent /heeft /H
arold /de tiener /het onkruid /laten /leren /schoffelen /tijdens      //de taakstraf., 

44 
15 

2 
2 D

e politieagent /heeft /H
arold /de tiener /gisteren /laten /leren /schoffelen /tijdens         //de taakstraf.,  

45 
15 

3 
2 D

e politieagent /heeft /H
arold /de tiener /gisteren /het onkruid /laten /leren /schoffelen     //tijdens /de taakstraf., 

46 
16 

1 
0 D

e hofdam
e /heeft /Carine /de knecht /de kelder /laten /helpen /vegen /voor /het banket., ""; 

47 
16 

2 
0 D

e hofdam
e /heeft /Carine /de knecht /vanm

iddag /laten /helpen /vegen /voor /het banket., ""; 



48 
16 

3 
0 D

e hofdam
e /heeft /Carine /de knecht /vanm

iddag /de kelder /laten /helpen /vegen /voor         //het banket., ""; 
49 

17 
1 

0 D
e voorzitter /heeft /Thom

as /de stagiaire /het verslag /laten /leren /typen /na           //de vergadering., ""; 
50 

17 
2 

0 D
e voorzitter /heeft /Thom

as /de stagiaire /eindelijk /laten /leren /typen /na /de vergadering., ""; 
51 

17 
3 

0 D
e voorzitter /heeft /Thom

as /de stagiaire /eindelijk /het verslag /laten /leren /typen /na     //de vergadering., ""; 
52 

18 
1 

0 D
e juffrouw

 /heeft /M
ieke /het m

eisje /het figuurtje /helpen /leren /borduren /tijdens         //de handarbeidles., ""; 
53 

18 
2 

0 D
e juffrouw

 /heeft /M
ieke /het m

eisje /geduldig /helpen /leren /borduren /tijdens          //de handarbeidles., ""; 
54 

18 
3 

0 D
e juffrouw

 /heeft /M
ieke /het m

eisje /geduldig /het figuurtje /helpen /leren /borduren /tijdens   //de handarbeidles., ""; 
55 

19 
1 

0 D
e aannem

er /heeft /M
atthias /de oproepkracht /de m

uren /laten /helpen /verven /in         //het nieuw
e huis., ""; 

56 
19 

2 
0 D

e aannem
er /heeft /M

atthias /de oproepkracht /vaak /laten /helpen /verven /in /het nieuw
e huis., ""; 

57 
19 

3 
0 D

e aannem
er /heeft /M

atthias /de oproepkracht /vaak /de m
uren /laten /helpen /verven /in       //het nieuw

e huis., ""; 
58 

20 
1 

0 D
e schooldirecteur /heeft /D

ennis /het koor /het volkslied /laten /leren /zingen /voor         //de open dag., ""; 
59 

20 
2 

0 D
e schooldirecteur /heeft /D

ennis /het koor /prachtig /laten /leren /zingen /voor /de open dag., ""; 
60 

20 
3 

0 D
e schooldirecteur /heeft /D

ennis /het koor /prachtig /het volkslied /laten /leren /zingen /voor   //de open dag., ""; 
61 

21 
1 

0 D
e gouvernante /heeft /Evita /de w

eekendhulp /de lakens /helpen /leren /vouw
en /in         //de slaapkam

er., ""; 
62 

21 
2 

0 D
e gouvernante /heeft /Evita /de w

eekendhulp /netjes /helpen /leren /vouw
en /in /de slaapkam

er., ""; 
63 

21 
3 

0 D
e gouvernante /heeft /Evita /de w

eekendhulp /netjes /de lakens /helpen /leren /vouw
en /in     //de slaapkam

er., ""; 
64 

22 
1 

2 D
e godsdienstdocent /heeft /Tam

ar /de student /de B
ijbel /helpen /leren /lezen /in         //het tussenuur., 

65 
22 

2 
2 D

e godsdienstdocent /heeft /Tam
ar /de student /aandachtig /helpen /leren /lezen /in         //het tussenuur., 

66 
22 

3 
2 D

e godsdienstdocent /heeft /Tam
ar /de student /aandachtig /de B

ijbel /helpen /leren /lezen /in     //het tussenuur., 
67 

23 
1 

2 D
e trainer /heeft /R

alph /de beginneling /de vlinderslag /helpen /leren /zw
em

m
en /tijdens      //de training.,  

68 
23 

2 
2 D

e trainer /heeft /R
alph /de beginneling /m

eteen /helpen /leren /zw
em

m
en /tijdens /de training.,  

69 
23 

3 
2 D

e trainer /heeft /R
alph /de beginneling /m

eteen /de vlinderslag /helpen /leren /zw
em

m
en /tijdens  //de training., 

70 
24 

1 
1 D

e garagehouder /heeft /Paul /de nieuw
eling /de truck /laten /leren /poetsen /op /de w

erkplek., 
71 

24 
2 

1 D
e garagehouder /heeft /Paul /de nieuw

eling /goed /laten /leren /poetsen /op            //de w
erkplek.,  

72 
24 

3 
1 D

e garagehouder /heeft /Paul /de nieuw
eling /goed /de truck /laten /leren /poetsen /op      //de w

erkplek.,  
73 

25 
1 

0 D
e opa /heeft /Ellen /de jongem

an /het w
ijsje /laten /leren /fluiten /in /het park., ""; 

74 
25 

2 
0 D

e opa /heeft /Ellen /de jongem
an /zachtjes /laten /leren /fluiten /in /het park., ""; 

75 
25 

3 
0 D

e opa /heeft /Ellen /de jongem
an /zachtjes /het w

ijsje /laten /leren /fluiten /in /het park., ""; 
76 

26 
1 

0 D
e toezichthouder /heeft /K

arel /de leerjongen /de bakstenen /laten /helpen /sjouw
en /op       //de bouw

plaats., ""; 
77 

26 
2 

0 D
e toezichthouder /heeft /K

arel /de leerjongen /gisteren /laten /helpen /sjouw
en /op         //de bouw

plaats., ""; 



78 
26 

3 
0 D

e toezichthouder /heeft /K
arel /de leerjongen /gisteren /de bakstenen /laten /helpen /sjouw

en     //op /de bouw
plaats., ""; 

79 
27 

1 
0 G

rootvader /heeft /H
ans /zijn zusje /de kast /laten /helpen /tim

m
eren /op /de binnenplaats., ""; 

80 
27 

2 
0 G

rootvader /heeft /H
ans /zijn zusje /nauw

keurig /laten /helpen /tim
m

eren /op /de binnenplaats., ""; 
81 

27 
3 

0 G
rootvader /heeft /H

ans /zijn zusje /nauw
keurig /de kast /laten /helpen /tim

m
eren /op          //de binnenplaats., ""; 

82 
28 

1 
2 H

et schoolhoofd /heeft /Iris /de docente /de tentam
ens /laten /helpen /nakijken /na         //de eindexam

ens., 
83 

28 
2 

2 H
et schoolhoofd /heeft /Iris /de docente /telkens /laten /helpen /nakijken /na /de eindexam

ens., 
84 

28 
3 

2 H
et schoolhoofd /heeft /Iris /de docente /telkens /de tentam

ens /laten /helpen /nakijken /na     //de eindexam
ens., 

85 
29 

1 
0 D

e oppas /heeft /Bianca /het m
eisje /de kam

 /laten /helpen /zoeken /in /het halletje., ""; 
86 

29 
2 

0 D
e oppas /heeft /Bianca /het m

eisje /toch /laten /helpen /zoeken /in /het halletje., ""; 
87 

29 
3 

0 D
e oppas /heeft /Bianca /het m

eisje /toch /de kam
 /laten /helpen /zoeken /in /het halletje., ""; 

88 
30 

1 
0 D

e bedrijfsleider /heeft /Brian /de secretaresse /de factuur /laten /helpen /faxen /na         //de m
iddagpauze., "";  

89 
30 

2 
0 D

e bedrijfsleider /heeft /Brian /de secretaresse /toch /laten /helpen /faxen /na           //de m
iddagpauze., "";  

90 
30 

3 
0 D

e bedrijfsleider /heeft /Brian /de secretaresse /toch /de factuur /laten /helpen /faxen /na     //de m
iddagpauze., "";  

   C
ondition 4 and 5  

            U
S            C

S           C
D

         Q
U

      Sentence 

91 
31 

4 
0 D

e docent /dacht /dat /Jan /ooit eens /het studieboek /m
oet /hebben /gelezen /en            

//dat /hij /toen /een sam
envatting /voor /de anderen /schreef., ""; 

92 
31 

5 
0 D

e docent /dacht /dat /Jan /ooit eens /het studieboek /gelezen /m
oet /hebben /en            

//dat /hij /toen /een sam
envatting /voor /de anderen /schreef., ""; 

93 
32 

4 
0 M

arjolein /vroeg /of /de kat /m
isschien /de vaas /kan /hebben /om

gegooid /en              
//of /dit /dan /w

ellicht /door /het nieuw
e voer /zou kom

en., ""; 

94 
32 

5 
0 M

arjolein /vroeg /of /de kat /m
isschien /de vaas /om

gegooid /kan /hebben /en             
 //of /dit /dan /w

ellicht /door /het nieuw
e voer /zou kom

en., ""; 

95 
33 

4 
2 D

e redacteur /eiste /dat /M
arie /m

orgenavond /de colum
n /zal /hebben /ingeleverd /en         

 //dat /ze /bovendien /tw
ee versies /m

et /de post /zal m
eesturen.,  

96 
33 

5 
2 D

e redacteur /eiste /dat /M
arie /m

orgenavond /de colum
n /ingeleverd /zal /hebben /en          

//dat /ze /bovendien /tw
ee versies /m

et /de post /zal m
eesturen.,  

97 
34 

4 
1 Lisanne /legde uit /dat /de kunstenaar /m

orgen /het standbeeld /w
il /hebben /voltooid /en       

//dat /hij /daarom
 /w

aarschijnlijk /die avond /zeer druk /w
as.,  



98 
34 

5 
1 Lisanne /legde uit /dat /de kunstenaar /m

orgen /het standbeeld /voltooid /w
il /hebben /en       

//dat /hij /daarom
 /w

aarschijnlijk /die avond /zeer druk /w
as., 

99 
35 

4 
2 Sophia /vertelde /dat /D

im
itri /dinsdag /zijn kam

er /w
il /hebben /geverfd /en             

 //dat /hij /er /daarom
 /de kom

ende dagen /m
ee bezig /zal zijn., 

100 
35 

5 
2 Sophia /vertelde /dat /D

im
itri /dinsdag /zijn kam

er /geverfd /w
il /hebben /en              

//dat /hij /daar /dus /de kom
ende dagen /m

ee bezig /zal zijn.,  

101 
36 

4 
0 D

e m
anager /bew

eerde /dat /M
arco /binnen een w

eek /de w
ebsite /kan /hebben /ontw

orpen /en       
//dat /hij /daarom

 /de baan /als /IC
T-leidinggevende /m

oet krijgen., ""; 

102 
36 

5 
0 D

e m
anager /bew

eerde /dat /M
arco /binnen een w

eek /de w
ebsite /ontw

orpen /kan /hebben /en       
//dat /hij /daarom

 /de baan /als /IC
T-leidinggevende /m

oet krijgen., ""; 

103 
37 

4 
0 D

e lerares /dacht /dat /Pieter /gisterenavond /zijn broertje /m
oet /hebben /opgehaald /en      

 //dat /de ouders /dat /zo /m
et /hem

 /hadden afgesproken., ""; 

104 
37 

5 
0 D

e lerares /dacht /dat /Pieter /gisterenavond /zijn broertje /opgehaald /m
oet /hebben /en       

//dat /de ouders /dat /zo /m
et /hem

 /hadden afgesproken., ""; 

105 
38 

4 
0 Steven /hoopte /dat /zijn huisgenoot /eindelijk /de flessen /zal /hebben /w

eggebracht /en       
//dat /hij /de lege flessen /daarna /w

at /beter /zal bijhouden., ""; 

106 
38 

5 
0 Steven /hoopte /dat /zijn huisgenoot /eindelijk /de flessen /w

eggebracht /zal /hebben /en     
 //dat /hij /de lege flessen /daarna /w

at /beter /zal bijhouden., ""; 

107 
39 

4 
1 Sandra /vertelde /dat /Thom

as /binnen een m
aand /Spaans /w

il /hebben /geleerd /en           
//dat /hij /daarna /lang /naar M

exico /op vakantie /w
il gaan., 

108 
39 

5 
1 Sandra /vertelde /dat /Thom

as /binnen een m
aand /Spaans /geleerd /w

il /hebben /en           
//dat /hij /daarna /lang /naar M

exico /op vakantie /w
il gaan.,  

109 
40 

4 
1 Piet /beloofde /dat /hij /overm

orgen /de keuken /zal /hebben /schoongem
aakt /en            

//dat /hij /dan /ook nog /de badkam
er /eens /zal m

eenem
en.,  

110 
40 

5 
1 Piet /beloofde /dat /hij /overm

orgen /de keuken /schoongem
aakt /zal /hebben /en            

 //dat /hij /dan /ook nog /de badkam
er /eens /zal m

eenem
en., 

111 
41 

4 
0 D

e huisbaas /verw
acht /dat /M

arie /m
orgen /de afw

as /zal /hebben /gedaan /en             
 //dat /ze /er /voortaan /niet m

eer /zo'n bende van /zal m
aken., ""; 

112 
41 

5 
0 D

e huisbaas /verw
acht /dat /M

arie /m
orgen /de afw

as /gedaan /zal /hebben /en              
//dat /ze /er /voortaan /niet m

eer /zo'n bende van /zal m
aken., ""; 

113 
42 

4 
0 D

e m
onteur /beloofde /dat /hij /binnenkort /de auto /zal /hebben /gerepareerd /en           

//dat /de klus /deze keer /gelukkig /niet /teveel /zal kosten., ""; 

114 
42 

5 
0 D

e m
onteur /beloofde /dat /hij /binnenkort /de auto /gerepareerd /zal /hebben /en           

//dat /de klus /deze keer /gelukkig /niet /teveel /zal kosten., ""; 
115 

43 
4 

0 D
e colum

nist /zei /dat /hij /volgende w
eek /het verslag /m

oet /hebben /geschreven /en           



//dat /het /w
aarschijnlijk /ook /een groot /artikel /gaat w

orden., ""; 

116 
43 

5 
0 D

e colum
nist /zei /dat /hij /volgende w

eek /het verslag /geschreven /m
oet /hebben /en           

//dat /het /w
aarschijnlijk /ook /een groot /artikel /gaat w

orden., ""; 

117 
44 

4 
0 D

orien /vertelde /dat /de portier /m
isschien /het kunstw

erk /kan /hebben /vernield /en          
//dat /de politie /hem

 /daarom
 /m

orgen /uitgebreid /zal verhoren., ""; 

118 
44 

5 
0 D

orien /vertelde /dat /de portier /m
isschien /het kunstw

erk /vernield /kan /hebben /en          
//dat /de politie /hem

 /daarom
 /m

orgen /uitgebreid /zal verhoren., ""; 

119 
45 

4 
0 D

e directeur /vertelde /dat /de stagiair /vóór m
aandag /zijn haren /m

oet /hebben /geknipt /en       
//dat /hij /voor /die tijd/ ook /zijn schoenen /m

oet poetsen., ""; 

120 
45 

5 
0 D

e directeur /vertelde /dat /de stagiair /vóór m
aandag /zijn haren /geknipt /m

oet /hebben /en      
 //dat /hij /voor /die tijd/ ook /zijn schoenen /m

oet poetsen., ""; 

121 
46 

4 
0 M

athieu /klaagde /dat /hij /vóór het diner /zijn hem
d /m

oest /hebben /gestreken /en          
//dat /hij /het hem

d /helem
aal /niet /zo gekreukt /vond., ""; 

122 
46 

5 
0 M

athieu /klaagde /dat /hij /vóór het diner /zijn hem
d /gestreken /m

oest /hebben /en          
//dat /hij /het hem

d /helem
aal /niet /zo gekreukt /vond., ""; 

123 
47 

4 
0 D

e advocaat /stelde /dat /de bew
aker /w

ellicht /het hele verhaal /kan /hebben /gelogen /en      
//dat /zijn cliënt /zich /daarom

 /w
el /erg beledigd /voelt., ""; 

124 
47 

5 
0 D

e advocaat /stelde /dat /de bew
aker /w

ellicht /het hele verhaal /gelogen /kan /hebben /en      
//dat /zijn cliënt /zich /daarom

 /w
el /erg beledigd /voelt., ""; 

125 
48 

4 
0 Linda /denkt /dat /ze /tijdens de inauguratie /O

bam
a /kan /hebben /gezien /en               

//dat /ze /zichzelf /later /ook nog /op televisie /zag., ""; 

126 
48 

5 
0 Linda /denkt /dat /ze /tijdens de inauguratie /O

bam
a /gezien /kan /hebben /en               

//dat /ze /zichzelf /later /ook nog /op televisie /zag., ""; 

127 
49 

4 
0 D

e studente /legde uit /dat /ze /vóór volgend schooljaar /alle m
usea /w

il /hebben /gezien /en       
//dat /ze /er /vervolgens /haar w

erkstuk /over /zal schrijven., ""; 

128 
49 

5 
0 D

e studente /legde uit /dat /ze /vóór volgend schooljaar /alle m
usea /gezien /w

il /hebben /en       
//dat /ze /er /vervolgens /haar w

erkstuk /over /zal schrijven., ""; 

129 
50 

4 
2 D

aan /verklaarde /dat /hij /op vrijdag /alle boodschappen /w
il /hebben /gedaan /en          

//dat /hij /zich /daarna /m
et /het feest /zal bezighouden.,  

130 
50 

5 
2 D

aan /verklaarde /dat /hij /op vrijdag /alle boodschappen /gedaan /w
il /hebben /en          

//dat /hij /zich /daarna /m
et /het feest /zal bezighouden., 

  C
ondition 6 (fillers) 

 



          U
S            C

S            C
D

          Q
U

      Sentence 
131 

51 
6 

0 D
e dansleraar /heeft /M

arco /geleerd /om
 /de w

als /te dansen /in /de spiegelzaal., ""; 
132 

52 
6 

0 O
om

 /heeft /M
argriet /geholpen /om

 /de m
agnetron /schoon te m

aken /in /de kantine., ""; 
133 

53 
6 

0 D
e bibliothecaris /heeft /V

eronica /geholpen /om
 /de boeken /te ordenen /naar /jaar van uitgave., ""; 

134 
54 

6 
0 D

e leraar /heeft /W
illem

ien /geholpen /om
 /de zin /te form

uleren /volgens /het Stijlboek., ""; 
135 

55 
6 

0 D
e buurtbew

oners /hebben /H
elm

a /geholpen /om
 /de lunch /te bereiden /in /het stam

café., ""; 
136 

56 
6 

0 D
e docente /heeft /Toos /geholpen /om

 /het speelgoed /op te ruim
en /in /de overblijfzaal., ""; 

137 
57 

6 
0 D

e instructeur /heeft /Tom
 /geholpen /om

 /de m
ountainbike /te verstellen /voor /de tocht., ""; 

138 
58 

6 
0 D

e coach /heeft /M
aarten /geleerd /om

 /baseball /te spelen /op /het veld., ""; 
 

139 
59 

6 
0 M

oeder /heeft /M
aria /geholpen /om

 /de rozen /te snoeien /in /de tuin., ""; 
 

140 
60 

6 
0 D

e dokter /heeft /Tieneke /geleerd /om
 /de prik /toe te dienen /bij /de diabetici., ""; 

141 
61 

6 
0 Tante /heeft /Suzanne /geholpen /om

 /het kind /te verschonen /in /de badkam
er., ""; 

142 
62 

6 
0 D

e babysitter /heeft /Patrick /geholpen /om
 /de vaat /te doen /na /de m

aaltijd., ""; 
143 

63 
6 

0 D
e artiest /heeft /Lucy /geleerd /om

 /de banjo /te bespelen /op /de veranda., ""; 
 

144 
64 

6 
0 D

e buitenw
erker /heeft /Jochem

 /geleerd /om
 /de heg /te snoeien /tijdens /de ochtenddienst., ""; 

145 
65 

6 
0 D

e ober /heeft /N
ancy /geholpen /om

 /de drankjes /w
eg te brengen /op /het terras., ""; 

146 
66 

6 
0 D

e am
btenaar /heeft /Luuk /geleerd /om

 /het contract /op te zetten /volgens    //het afdelingsregelem
ent., ""; 

147 
67 

6 
0 D

e lerares /heeft /W
im

 /geleerd /om
 /het schip /te borduren /tijdens /de handarbeidles., ""; 

148 
68 

6 
0 D

e accountant /heeft /Tanja /geleerd /om
 /de belastingaangifte /te doen /voor     //het einde van april., ""; 

149 
69 

6 
0 D

e pizzabakker /heeft /Stef /geleerd /om
 /het pizzadeeg /te kneden /in /het restaurant., ""; 

150 
70 

6 
0 D

e therapeut /heeft /G
erard /geleerd /om

 /negatieve gedachtes /te verm
ijden /tijdens     //de sessies., ""; 

     C
ondition 7 

           U
S            C

S            C
D

          Q
U

      Sentence 
151 

71 
7 

0 D
e docente /heeft /D

ario /het toneelstuk /leren /analyseren /tijdens /de dram
ales., ""; 

152 
72 

7 
1 D

e duikinstructeur /heeft /C
hris /de zeeschildpad /helpen /fotograferen /tijdens /de diepzeeduik., 



153 
73 

7 
0 D

e chefkok /heeft /Lianne /de kreeften /helpen /koken /voor /het hoofdgerecht., ""; 
154 

74 
7 

0 D
e barm

an /heeft /H
endrik /de cocktails /leren /shaken /tijdens /het strandevenem

ent., ""; 
155 

75 
7 

0 D
e w

andelaar /heeft /K
im

 /de koepeltent /helpen /opzetten /op /het bergterrein., ""; 
156 

76 
7 

2 D
e bosw

achter /heeft /Sjors /de fazanten /leren /schieten /in /het w
oud., 

157 
77 

7 
0 D

e kapster /heeft /N
atalie /de oefenpop /laten /knippen /op /de huishoudschool., ""; 

158 
78 

7 
0 D

e badm
eester /heeft /Frank /de douches /laten /schoonm

aken /tijdens /de zom
ervakantie., ""; 

159 
79 

7 
0 D

e banketbakker /heeft /Frans /de slagroom
taarten /laten /m

aken /voor /het jubileum
., ""; 

160 
80 

7 
0 D

e schrijver /heeft /Ellen /de boeken /laten /dragen /naar /de signeertafel., ""; 
  Q

uestions  
 M

oet Iris de lerares helpen m
et nakijken?; 

 
H

eeft Tam
ar de leerling geholpen tijdens het tussenuur?; 

H
eeft R

alph de nieuw
eling geholpen m

et zijn zw
em

slag?; 
W

il D
aan voor vrijdag zijn inkopen gedaan hebben?; 

B
eloofde Piet binnenkort de huiskam

er schoon te m
aken?; 

M
oest Paul de beginneling helpen m

et het afstellen?; 
M

oet R
em

co van de dansleraar een jongen onderw
ijzen?; 

H
eeft H

arold de tiener geleerd om
 te schoffelen?; 

 
W

il Thom
as volgende m

aand Italiaans kunnen spreken?; 
Zijn de klim

m
ers in de A

pennijnen geholpen m
et hun afdaling?; 

H
eeft M

arie nog tot overm
orgen om

 haar w
erk af te m

aken?; 
M

oet R
em

y de tuinm
an helpen m

et graven in de voortuin?; 
W

il D
im

itri op dinsdag zijn kam
er geverfd hebben?; 

W
erd C

hris geholpen m
et het fotograferen van de zeepaardjes?; 

W
il de kunstenaar binnenkort zijn schilderij af hebben?; 

H
eeft de bosw

achter Sjors op gevogelte leren schieten?; 
  



E
xperim

ent 2 
- 

G
erm

an sentences, seven conditions, of one fillers (condition six) 
o 

U
S = U

nique sentence num
ber 

o 
C

S = C
onditioned sentence num

ber 
o 

C
D

 = C
ondition 

o 
Q

U
 = Q

uestion or not (1 = yes, 0 = no) 
  C

ondition 1, 2 and 3 
           U

S            C
S            C

D
          Q

U
      Sentence 

1 
1 

1 
1 D

er Tanzlehrer /hat /D
ieter /dem

 M
ädchen /den Tango /tanzen /beizubringen /geholfen /, sagte   //er., 

5 
2 

2 
0 D

ie Tante /hat /Inge /dem
 N

achbarn /m
eistens /putzen /helfen /lassen /, erzählte /Stefanie., ""; 

9 
3 

3 
0 D

ie G
rossm

utter /hat /A
rno /seiner Schw

ester /sorgfältig /Pullover /stricken /beibringen /lassen        
//, sah /B

arbara., ""; 
10 

4 
1 

0 D
er Lehrer /hat /Sandra /dem

 Schüler /das W
ort /buchstabieren /beibringen /lassen /, hörte    //Tobias., ""; 

14 
5 

2 
0 D

ie A
bteilungsleiterin /hat /M

aike /dem
 Zim

m
erm

ädchen /oft /streichen / helfen /lassen    //, erzählte /sie., ""; 

18 
6 

3 
0 D

ie Schw
estern /haben /Franz /der A

ushilfe /sehr oft /das Essen /kochen /helfen /lassen      
//, erzählte /Fabienne., ""; 

19 
7 

1 
1 D

er K
letterlehrer /hat /Fred /den A

nfängern /den B
erg /absteigen /helfen /lassen /, erzählte   //K

onstatin., 
23 

8 
2 

0 D
er Sportlehrer /hat /M

arieke /die Schüler /m
ittags /spielen /lernen /lassen /, sah /Edm

und., ""; 
27 

9 
3 

0 D
ie Leiterin /hat /K

arin /dem
 K

ind /heute m
orgen /die M

urm
eln /aufräum

en /helfen /lassen   //, glaube /ich., ""; 
28 

10 
1 

1 D
er V

ater /hat /R
em

y /dem
 G

ärtner /das Loch /graben /helfen /lassen /, hörte /B
enjam

in.,  
 

36 
12 

3 
0 D

er O
nkel /hat /N

atascha /dem
 B

aby /vorsichtig /die M
ilch /trinken /helfen /lassen /, erzählte   //Sascha., ""; 

37 
13 

1 
0 D

ie B
etreuerin /hat /Sandra /dem

 Jungen /die Teller /abw
aschen /helfen /lassen /, erzählte   //sie., ""; 

41 
14 

2 
0 D

er K
ünstler /hat /D

oreen /dem
 K

ind /gestern /zeichnen /beizubringen /geholfen /, erzählte    //er., ""; 
45 

15 
3 

2 D
er Polizist /hat /H

arald /den Teenagern /gestern /das U
nkraut /zupfen /beibringen /lassen   //, erzählte /er., 

46 
16 

1 
0 D

ie H
ofdam

e /hat /K
atrin /dem

 K
necht /den K

eller /w
ischen /helfen /lassen /, sah /Edith., ""; 

50 
17 

2 
0 D

er V
orsitzende /hat /Thom

as /dem
 Praktikanten /endlich /tippen /beibringen /lassen /, erzählte  //H

annah., ""; 

54 
18 

3 
0 D

ie Lehrerin /hat /M
artina /dem

 M
ädchen /geduldig /das B

ild /sticken /instruieren /geholfen        
 //, teilte /sie m

it., ""; 

55 
19 

1 
0 D

er B
auunternehm

er /hat /M
atthias /dem

 M
itarbeiter auf A

bruf /die W
and /streichen /helfen   //lassen  

/, glaube /ich., ""; 



59 
20 

2 
0 D

er R
ektor /hat /D

ennis /dem
 C

hor /herrlich /singen /beibringen /lassen /, m
eldete /der D

ekan., ""; 

63 
21 

3 
0 D

ie G
ouvernante /hat /Evita /der A

ushilfe /ordentlich /die B
etttücher /falten /zu lehren  //geholfen  

/, hörte /Leonie., ""; 
64 

22 
1 

2 D
er R

eligionslehrer /hat /Tam
ara /dem

 Student /die B
ibel /lesen /beizubringen /geholfen /, sah   //Joel., 

68 
23 

2 
2 D

er Trainer /hat /R
alph /dem

 A
nfänger /gleich /schw

im
m

en /beizubringen /geholfen /, betrachtete   //K
arl.,  

72 
24 

3 
1 D

er G
aragenbesitzer /hat /Paul /dem

 N
euling /gut /die Lastw

agen /polieren /beibringen /lassen   
//, sah /Sam

uel., 
73 

25 
1 

0 D
er O

pa /hat /Ellen /dem
 Jungen /die M

elodie /pfeifen /beibringen /lassen /, sah /H
anno., ""; 

77 
26 

2 
0 D

er V
orarbeiter /hat /K

arl /dem
 Lehrling /gestern /arbeiten /helfen /lassen /, sagte /er., ""; 

 
81 

27 
3 

0 D
er G

rossvater /hat /H
ans /seiner Schw

ester /sorgfältig /das K
ästchen /häm

m
ern /helfen /lassen          

//, erzählte /Edna., ""; 
82 

28 
1 

2 D
er Schuldirektor /hat /Iris /der Lehrerin /die Prüfung /korrigieren /helfen /lassen /, hörte  //Julia.,  

86 
29 

2 
0 D

er B
etreuer /hat /Bianca /dem

 M
ädchen /gestern /suchen /helfen /lassen /, sagte /sie., ""; 

 
90 

30 
3 

0 D
er G

eschäftsführer /hat /Brian /der Sekretärin /trotzdem
 /die R

echnung /kopieren /helfen    //lassen  
/, teilte /Johann m

it., "";  
  C

ondition 4 and 5 
           U

S            C
S            C

D
          Q

U
      Sentence 

91 
31 

4 
0 D

er Lehrer /dachte /dass /Jan /das Schulbuch /einm
al /gelesen /haben /m

uss /und                
//dass /er /dam

als /eine Zusam
m

enfassung /für /die A
nderen /schrieb., ""; 

94 
32 

5 
0 M

ario /fragte, /ob /die K
atze /vielleicht /die V

ase /um
gestoßen /haben /kann /und             

//ob /das V
erhalten /m

öglicherw
eise /durch /das neues /Futter /verursacht w

ird., ""; 

95 
33 

4 
2 D

er R
edakteur /beantragte /dass /M

arie /m
orgen A

bend /die K
olum

ne /abgeliefert /haben /soll         
 //und /dass /sie /ausserdem

 /zw
ei V

ersionen /m
it /der Post /m

itschicken soll.,  

98 
34 

5 
1 Lisanne /erklärte /dass /der K

ünstler /m
orgen /das Standbild /vollendet /haben /m

öchte /und          
//dass /er /darum

 /w
ahrscheinlich /am

 A
bend /sehr beschäftigt /sein w

ird., 

99 
35 

4 
2 Sophia /sagte /dass /D

im
itri /bis /D

ienstag /sein Zim
m

er /gestrichen /haben /m
öchte /und             

 //dass /er /dort /also /die nächsten Tage /beschäftigt /sein w
ird.,  

102 
36 

5 
0 D

er M
anager /behauptete /dass /M

arco /in einer W
oche /die W

ebsite /konstruiert /haben /kann         
 //und /dass /er /deshalb /die Stelle /von /der IK

T-Leitenden /bekom
m

en m
uss., ""; 

103 
37 

4 
0 D

ie Lehrerin /dachte /dass /Peter /gestern A
bend /sein B

rüderchen /abgeholt /haben /soll /und      
//dass /die Eltern /das /so /m

it /ihm
 /abgem

acht hatten., ""; 



106 
38 

5 
0 Steven /hoffte /dass /sein M

itbew
ohner /endlich /die Flaschen /w

eggebracht /haben /w
ird /und           

//dass /er /die leeren Flaschen /danach /etw
as /besser /unterbringen w

ird., ""; 

107 
39 

4 
1 Sandra /erzählte /dass /Thom

as /in einem
 M

onat /spanisch /gelernt /haben /w
ill /und               

//dass /er /danach /lang /nach M
exico /in die Ferien /gehen w

ird.,  

110 
40 

5 
1 Peter /versprach /dass /er /überm

orgen /die K
üche /sauber gem

acht /haben /w
ird /und             

//dass /er /dann /gleichzeitig /m
al /das B

adezim
m

er /putzen w
ird.,  

111 
41 

4 
0 D

er Zim
m

erverm
ieter /erw

artet /dass /M
arie /m

orgen /das G
eschirr /gespült /haben /w

ird /und         
 //dass /sie /künftig /nicht /m

ehr /so eine Schw
einerei /veranstalten w

ird., ""; 

114 
42 

5 
0 D

er M
echaniker /versprach /dass /er /bald /das A

uto /repariert /haben /w
ird /und               

//dass /die Tätigkeit /diesm
al /zum

 G
lück /nicht /zu viel /kosten w

erde., ""; 

115 
43 

4 
0 D

er K
olum

nenschreiber /sagte /dass /er /nächste W
oche /die R

eportage /geschrieben /haben            
//m

uss /und /dass /es /w
ahrscheinlich /auch /ein grosser Zeitungsartikel /w

erden soll., ""; 

118 
44 

5 
0 D

oreen /erzählte /dass /der W
ächter /vielleicht /das K

unstw
erk /beschädigt /haben /kann /und         

 //dass /die Polizei /ihn /deshalb /m
orgen /ausführlich /verhören soll., ""; 

119 
45 

4 
0 D

er D
irektor /erzählte /dass /der Praktikant /vor M

ontag /seine H
aare /geschnitten /haben /soll         

//und /dass /er /vorher /auch /noch /seine Schuhe /polieren m
uss., ""; 

122 
46 

5 
0 M

athieu /klagte /dass /er /vor dem
 A

bendessen /sein O
berhem

d /gebügelt /haben /sollte /und          
//dass /er /das O

berhem
d /gar /nicht /so zerknittert /fand., ""; 

123 
47 

4 
0 D

er A
nw

alt /bestätigte /dass /der W
ärter /die ganze G

eschichte /vielleicht /erlogen /haben          
//kann /und /dass /sein K

lient sich /darum
 /schon /sehr beleidigt /fühlen darf., ""; 

126 
48 

5 
0 Linda /denkt /dass /sie /w

ährend der A
m

tseinführung /O
bam

a /gesehen /haben /kann /und               
//dass /sie /sich selbst /später /auch noch /im

 Fernsehen /sah., ""; 

127 
49 

4 
0 D

ie Studentin /erklärte /dass /sie /vor dem
 nächsten Schuljahr /alle M

useen /gesehen /haben          
//w

ill /und /dass /sie /danach /sicher /ihre A
bhandlung /darüber /schreiben soll., ""; 

130 
50 

5 
2 D

aniel /erklärte /dass /er /am
 Freitag /alle A

ufträge /besorgt /haben /w
ill /und              

//dass /er /sich /danach /m
it /dem

 Fest /befassen w
ird., 

  C
ondition 6 (filler) 

           U
S            C

S            C
D

          Q
U

      Sentence 
131 

51 
6 

0 D
er Tanzlehrer /hat /M

arco /beigebracht /den W
alzer /zu tanzen /, sah /Jessica., ""; 

132 
52 

6 
0 D

er O
nkel /hat /M

argret /geholfen /die M
ikrow

elle /sauber zu m
achen /, erzählte /er., ""; 

133 
53 

6 
0 D

er B
ibliothekar /hat /V

eronica /geholfen /die B
ücher /zu katalogisieren /, erzählte /er., ""; 

134 
54 

6 
0 D

er Lehrer /hat /W
ilhelm

 /geholfen /den Satz /zu form
ulieren /, sah /Theo., ""; 



135 
55 

6 
0 D

ie B
ew

ohner /haben /H
elm

a /geholfen /das M
ittagessen /zuzubereiten /, stellte /sie fest., ""; 

136 
56 

6 
0 D

ie Lehrerin /hat /Tobias /geholfen /das Spielzeug /w
egzuräum

en /, sagte /er., ""; 
137 

57 
6 

0 D
er Instrukteur /hat /Tom

 /geholfen /das M
ountainbike /einzustellen /, sah /Paul., ""; 

138 
58 

6 
0 D

er Trainer /hat /M
artin /beigebracht /B

aseball /zu spielen /, sagte /er., ""; 
139 

59 
6 

0 D
ie M

utter/hat /M
aria /geholfen /die R

osen /zu stutzen /, sagte /sie., ""; 
140 

60 
6 

0 D
er A

rzt /hat /Tine /beigebracht /die Injektion /vorzubereiten /erklärte /er., ""; 
141 

61 
6 

0 D
ie Tante /hat /Susanne /geholfen /das K

ind /zu w
aschen /, sagte /sie., ""; 

142 
62 

6 
0 D

er B
abysitter /hat /Patrick /geholfen /das G

eschirr /zu spülen /, erzählte /er., ""; 
143 

63 
6 

0 D
er K

ünstler /hat /Lucy /beigebracht /das Banjo /zu spielen /, hörte /U
li., ""; 

144 
64 

6 
0 D

er Landarbeiter /hat /Jochen /beigebracht /die H
ecke /zu stutzen /, sah /G

ustav., ""; 
145 

65 
6 

0 D
er O

ber /hat /N
ancy /geholfen /die G

etränke /w
egzubringen /, bem

erktete /R
onald., ""; 

146 
66 

6 
0 D

er B
eam

te /hat /K
laus /beigebracht /den V

ertrag /aufzusetzen /, erzählte /er., ""; 
147 

67 
6 

0 D
ie Lehrerin /hat /W

im
 /beigebracht /das M

uster /zu sticken /, sah /Lena., ""; 
148 

68 
6 

0 D
er W

irtschaftsprüfer /hat /Tanja /beigebracht /die Steuererklärung /zu m
achen /, erzählte   //er., ""; 

149 
69 

6 
0 D

er Pizzam
acher /hat /Steffen /beigebracht /den Pizzateig /zu kneten /, hörte /R

ainer., ""; 
150 

70 
6 

0 D
er Therapeut /hat /G

erhard /beigebracht /negative Erinnerungen /zu verm
eiden /, erzählte  //er., ""; 

  C
ondition 7 

           U
S            C

S            C
D

          Q
U

      Sentence 
151 

71 
7 

0 D
er Lehrer /hat /D

ario /das Schauspiel /analysieren /gelehrt /, m
eldete /er., ""; 

152 
72 

7 
1 D

er Tauchlehrer /hat /C
hris /die M

eeresschildkröte /zu fotografieren /geholfen /, erzählte /er., 
153 

73 
7 

0 D
er C

hefkoch /hat /Lianne /die K
rebse /zu kochen /geholfen /, m

eldete /er., ""; 
154 

74 
7 

0 D
er B

artender /hat /H
endrik /die C

ocktails /m
ixen /gelehrt /, sagte /N

iklas., ""; 
155 

75 
7 

0 D
ie Spaziergänger /haben /K

im
 /das Festzelt /aufzubauen /geholfen /, sah /Julian., ""; 

156 
76 

7 
2 D

er W
aldaufseher /hat /Sjors /die Fasane /schiessen /beigebracht /, habe /ich gehört., 

157 
77 

7 
0 D

ie Friseuse /hat /N
atalie /den Ü

bungskopf /schneiden /lassen /, erzählte /sie., ""; 
158 

78 
7 

0 D
er B

adem
eister /hat /Frank /die D

usche /reinigen /lassen /, sagte /er., ""; 
159 

79 
7 

0 D
er B

äcker /hat /Frans /die Sahnetorten /m
achen /lassen /, sah /Patrick., ""; 

160 
80 

7 
0 D

er D
ichter /hat /Ellen /die B

ücher /tragen /lassen /, erzählte /sie., ""; 



  Q
uestions  

 H
at der W

aldaufseher Sjors beigebracht, G
eflügel zu schiessen?; 

W
ill D

aniel vor Freitag seine A
ufträge besorgt haben?; 

W
ill Thom

as im
 nächsten M

onat fähig sein, italienisch zu sprechen?; 
H

at R
alph dem

 A
nfänger geholfen in seiner Lage?; 

 
H

at M
arie noch bis Ü

berm
orgen, um

 ihre A
rbeit zu vollenden?; 

V
ersprach Peter, dem

nächst das W
ohnzim

m
er aufzuräum

en?; 
W

ird D
im

itri am
 D

ienstag sein Zim
m

er fertig gestrichen haben?; 
M

öchte der K
ünstler bald sein G

em
älde vollenden?; 

Soll R
em

co für den Tanzlehrer einen Jungen unterrichten?; 
W

urde dem
 K

letterer in den A
penninen geholfen m

it seinem
 A

bstieg?; 
H

at H
arald den Teenagern U

nkraut ziehen beigebracht?; 
W

urde C
hris geholfen m

it dem
 Fotografieren des Seepferdchens?; 

M
uss Paul dem

 N
euling beim

 U
m

bauen helfen?; 
 

Soll Iris der Lehrerin helfen m
it der K

orrektur?; 
 

M
uss Rem

y dem
 G

ärtner beim
 G

raben helfen?; 
 

H
at Tam

ar dem
 Studenten geholfen?; 

 
 

    



A
ppendix 2: R

esults 
  Experim

ent 1, D
utch 

 
C

ondition 1 and 2 
Averaged over subjects 

Averaged over item
s 

Segm
 1 

p=.519 
Segm

 2 
p=.738 

Segm
 3 

p=.960 
Segm

 4 
p=.451 

Segm
 5 

p=.109 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.370 
Segm

 8  
p=.519 

Segm
 9 

p=.512 
Segm

 10  
p=.601 

Segm
 11 

p=.740 
 Totalrt  

p=.359 

Segm
 1 

p=.540 
Segm

 2 
p=.827 

Segm
 3 

p=.933 
Segm

 4 
p=.398 

Segm
 5 

F(1,29)=3.35, p=.078 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.272 
Segm

 8 
p=.726 

Segm
 9  

p=.677 
Segm

 10 
p=.679 

Segm
 11 

p=.816 
 Totalrt  

p=.483 
 

C
ondition 2 and 3 

Averaged over subjects 
Averaged over item

s 

Segm
 1 

p=.872 
Segm

 2 
p=.638 

Segm
 3 

p=.527 
Segm

 4 
p=.700 

Segm
 5 

p=.898 
Segm

 6 
p=.463 

Segm
 7  

F(1,25)=3.1, p=.091 
Segm

 8  
p=.998 

Segm
 9 

p=.236 
Segm

 10  
F(1,25)=7.96, p=.009 

Segm
 11 

p=.301 

Segm
 1 

p=.883 
Segm

 2 
p=.734 

Segm
 3 

p=.245 
Segm

 4 
p=.701 

Segm
 5 

p=.918 
Segm

 6  
p=.406 

Segm
 7  

F(1,29)=5.68, p=.024 
Segm

 8 
p=.955 

Segm
 9  

p=.225 
Segm

 10 
F(1,29)=4.24, p=.048 

Segm
 11 

p=.552 



Experim
ent 1, D

utch 
 

C
ondition 1 and 3 

Averaged over subjects 
Averaged over item

s 

Segm
 1 

p=.835 
Segm

 2 
p=.497 

Segm
 3 

p=.426 
Segm

 4 
p=.734 

Segm
 5 

F(1,25)=5.87, p=.023 
Segm

 6  
F(1,25)=10.56, p=.003 

Segm
 7  

F(1,25)=13.04, p=.001 
Segm

 8 
p=.808 

Segm
 9  

F(1,25)=3.88, p=.060 
Segm

 10 
F(1,25)=8.24, p=.008 

Segm
 11 

p=.535 
 

Segm
 1 

p=.784 
Segm

 2 
p=.629 

Segm
 3 

p=.406 
Segm

 4 
p=.721 

Segm
 5 

F(1,29)=5.31, p=.029 
Segm

 6  
F(1,29)=10.29, p=.003 

Segm
 7  

F(1,29)=13.85, p=.001 
Segm

 8 
p=.748 

Segm
 9  

F(1,29)=2.96, p=.096 
Segm

 10 
F(1,29)=3.67, p=.065 

Segm
 11 

p=.576 
 

 



Experim
ent 1, D

utch 
 

C
ondition 1 and 7 

Averaged over subjects 

Segm
 1 

p=.126 
Segm

 2 
p=.284 

Segm
 3 

F(1,25)=7.10, p=.013 
Segm

 4 
p=.203 

Segm
 5 

- 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

F(1,25)=11.27, p=.003 
Segm

 8 
p=.274 

Segm
 9  

- 
Segm

 10 
F(1,25)=4.04, p=.055 

Segm
 11 

F(1,25)=7.83, p=.010 
  

  

C
ondition 2 and 7 

Averaged over subjects 

Segm
 1 

F(1,25)=6,50, p=.017 
Segm

 2 
p=.345 

Segm
 3 

F(1,25)=10.49, p=.003 
Segm

 4 
F(1,25)=16.03, p=.000 

Segm
 5 

- 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

F(1,25)=2.99, p=.096 
Segm

 8 
p=.454 

Segm
 9  

- 
Segm

 10 
p=.218 

Segm
 11 

F(1,25)=9.78, p=.004 
 

C
ondition 3 and 7 

Averaged over subjects 

Segm
 1 

p=.153 
Segm

 2 
p=.680 

Segm
 3 

F(1,25)=4.10, p=.054 
Segm

 4 
p=.164 

Segm
 5 

- 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.828 
Segm

 8 
p=.608 

Segm
 9  

- 
Segm

 10 
F(1,25)=13.38, p=.001 

Segm
 11 

F(1,25)=3.63, p=.068 
 



 Experim
ent 1, D

utch 
 

C
ondition 4 and 5 

Averaged over subjects 
Averaged over item

s 

Segm
 1 

p=.203 
Segm

 2 
p=.606 

Segm
 3 

p=.103 
Segm

 4 
p=.487 

Segm
 5 

p=.474 
Segm

 6  
p=.137 

Segm
 7  

F(1,25)=13.34, p=.001 
Segm

 8 
F(1,25)=5.93, p=.022 

Segm
 9  

F(1,25)=11.65, p=.002 
Segm

 10 
F(1,25)=11.48, p=.002 

Segm
 11 

p=.965 
Segm

 12 
p=.937 

 Totalrt  
p=.698 

Segm
 1 

p=.533 
Segm

 2 
p=.822 

Segm
 3 

p=.338 
Segm

 4 
p=.746 

Segm
 5 

p=.512 
Segm

 6  
p=.317 

Segm
 7  

F(1,19)=4.14, p=.056  
Segm

 8 
F(1,19)=3.42, p=.080  

Segm
 9  

F(1,19)=7.06, p=.016  
Segm

 10 
F(1,19)=3.69, p=.070  

Segm
 11 

p=.934 
Segm

 12 
p=.975 

 Totalrt  
p=.927 

 



Experim
ent 2, G

erm
an 

 
C

ondition 1 and 2 
Averaged over subjects 

Averaged over item
s 

Segm
 1 

p=.902 
Segm

 2 
p=.437 

Segm
 3 

p=.992 
Segm

 4 
p=.232 

Segm
 5 

F(1,4)=8.25, p=.045 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.129 
Segm

 8  
p=.298 

Segm
 9 

p=.503 
Segm

 10  
p=.091 

Segm
 11 

p=.431 
 Totalrt  

p=. 

Segm
 1 

p=.201 
Segm

 2 
p=.454 

Segm
 3 

p=.673 
Segm

 4 
p=.364 

Segm
 5 

p=.169 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.499 
Segm

 8 
p=.943 

Segm
 9  

p=.818 
Segm

 10 
p=.099 

Segm
 11 

p=.307 
 Totalrt  

p=. 
  

C
ondition 2 and 3 

Averaged over subjects 
Averaged over item

s 

Segm
 1 

p=.591 
Segm

 2 
p=.782 

Segm
 3 

p=.738 
Segm

 4 
F(1,4)=6.08, p=.087 

Segm
 5 

p=.463 
Segm

 6 
p=.636 

Segm
 7  

p=.129 
Segm

 8  
F(1,4)=9.25, p=.038 

Segm
 9 

p=.116 
Segm

 10  
p=.230 

Segm
 11 

p=.463 

Segm
 1 

p=.765 
Segm

 2 
p=.334 

Segm
 3 

p=.985 
Segm

 4 
p=.174 

Segm
 5 

p=.268 
Segm

 6  
p=.304 

Segm
 7  

F(1,4)=8.34, p=.02 
Segm

 8 
p=.570 

Segm
 9  

p=.399 
Segm

 10 
p=.306 

Segm
 11 

p=.419 
 

 



Experim
ent 2, G

erm
an 

 
C

ondition 1 and 3 
Averaged over subjects 

Averaged over item
s 

Segm
 1 

p=.610 
Segm

 2 
p=.628 

Segm
 3 

p=.620 
Segm

 4 
p=.689 

Segm
 5 

p=.269 
Segm

 6  
p=0.94 

Segm
 7  

F(1,4)=12.34, p=.025 
Segm

 8 
p=.126 

Segm
 9  

F(1,4)=11.46, p=.028 
Segm

 10 
p=.206 

Segm
 11 

p=.181 
 

Segm
 1 

p=.246 
Segm

 2 
p=.945 

Segm
 3 

p=.453 
Segm

 4 
p=.646 

Segm
 5 

p=.314 
Segm

 6  
p=.210 

Segm
 7  

F(1,29)=4.05, p=.079 
Segm

 8 
p=.642 

Segm
 9  

p=.311 
Segm

 10 
p=.232 

Segm
 11 

F(1,4)=5.03, p=.055 
 

 



Experim
ent 2, G

erm
an 

 
C

ondition 1 and 7 
Averaged over subjects 

Segm
 1 

p=.275 
Segm

 2 
p=.487 

Segm
 3 

p=.403 
Segm

 4 
p=.284 

Segm
 5 

- 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.229 
Segm

 8 
p=.486 

Segm
 9  

- 
Segm

 10 
p=.265 

Segm
 11 

p=.202 
  

                
   

C
ondition 2 and 7 

Averaged over subjects 

Segm
 1 

p=.672 
Segm

 2 
p=.179 

Segm
 3 

p=.704 
Segm

 4 
p=.941 

Segm
 5 

- 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.514 
Segm

 8 
p=.236 

Segm
 9  

- 
Segm

 10 
p=.364 

Segm
 11 

p=.273 
 

C
ondition 3 and 7 

Averaged over subjects 

Segm
 1 

p=.923 
Segm

 2 
p=.417 

Segm
 3 

p=.772 
Segm

 4 
p=.096 

Segm
 5 

- 
Segm

 6  
- 

Segm
 7  

p=.547 
Segm

 8 
p=.166 

Segm
 9  

- 
Segm

 10 
p=.813 

Segm
 11 

F(1,4)=5.82, p=.073 
 



Experim
ent 2, G

erm
an 

 
C

ondition 4 and 5 
Averaged over subjects 

Averaged over item
s 

Segm
 1 

p=.141 
Segm

 2 
p=.395 

Segm
 3 

p=.085 
Segm

 4 
p=.741 

Segm
 5 

p=.784 
Segm

 6  
p=.588 

Segm
 7  

p=.398 
Segm

 8 
p=.485 

Segm
 9  

p=.257 
Segm

 10 
p=.573 

Segm
 11 

p=.348 
Segm

 12 
p=.633 

 Totalrt  
p=. 

Segm
 1 

p=.121 
Segm

 2 
p=.917 

Segm
 3 

p=.717 
Segm

 4 
p=.856 

Segm
 5 

p=.157 
Segm

 6  
p=.357 

Segm
 7  

p=.722 
Segm

 8 
p=.776 

Segm
 9  

p=.782 
Segm

 10 
p=.559 

Segm
 11 

p=.334 
Segm

 12 
p=.877 

 Totalrt  
p=. 

         



A
ppendix 3 – D

escriptive statistics 
  The original segm

entation w
as as follow

s (i.e. before the analysis): 
 C

nd 
Seg1 

Seg2 
Seg3 

Seg4 
Seg5 

Seg6 
Seg7 

Seg8 
Seg9 

Seg10 
Seg11 

Seg12 

1 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

IO  
N

P
D

O  
V

1  
V

2  
V

3  
PP

SO  
N

P
SO  

- 
- 

2 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

IO  
A

dv 
V

1  
V

2  
V

3  
PP

SO  
N

P
SO  

- 
- 

3 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

IO  
A

dv 
N

P
D

O  
V

1  
V

2  
V

3  
PP

SO  
N

P
SO  

- 

4 
N

P
subj  

V
P 

C
om

p 
N

P
subj  

A
dv. 

N
P

D
O  

A
U

X
 

A
U

X
 

PA
R

T 
and

SO  
SO

 
SO

 

5 
N

P
subj  

V
P 

C
om

p 
N

P
subj  

A
dv. 

N
P

D
O  

PA
R

T 
A

U
X

 
A

U
X

 
and

SO  
SO

 
SO

 

6 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
D

O  
PA

R
T 

C
om

p 
N

P 
te-inf. 

PP 
N

P 
- 

 
- 

- 

7 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

D
O  

V
1  

V
2  

PP
SO  

N
P

SO  
- 

- 
- 

- 
  The re-aw

arded segm
entation w

as as follow
s (i.e. for the analysis): 

  C
nd 

Seg1 
Seg2 

Seg3 
Seg4 

Seg5 
Seg6 

Seg7 
Seg8 

Seg9 
Seg10 

Seg11 
Seg12 

1 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

IO  
N

P
D

O  
 

V
1  

V
2  

V
3  

PP
SO  

N
P

SO  
- 

2 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

IO  
A

dv 
 

V
1  

V
2  

V
3  

PP
SO  

N
P

SO  
- 

3 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

IO  
A

dv 
N

P
D

O  
V

1  
V

2  
V

3  
PP

SO  
N

P
SO  

- 

4 
N

P
subj  

V
P 

C
om

p 
N

P
subj  

A
dv. 

N
P

D
O  

A
U

X
 

A
U

X
 

PA
R

T 
and

SO  
SO

 
SO

 

5 
N

P
subj  

V
P 

C
om

p 
N

P
subj  

A
dv. 

N
P

D
O  

PA
R

T 
A

U
X

 
A

U
X

 
and

SO  
SO

 
SO

 

6 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
D

O  
PA

R
T 

C
om

p 
N

P 
te-inf. 

PP 
N

P 
- 

 
- 

- 

7 
N

P
subj  

has 
N

P
subj  

N
P

D
O  

 
 

V
1  

 
V

2  
PP

SO  
N

P
SO  

- 
  



D
utch 

 M
ean reading tim

es (in m
illiseconds) and standard deviations (experim
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Appendix 4: Dutch and German reading times 
 
 

 
 
 
Graph 1: Reading times in msec for all segments in condition 1, 2, and 3 for Dutch (DU) and German 
(GE) 
 

 
 
Graph 2: Reading times in msec for the argument regions for condition 1, 2 and 3 for Dutch (DU) and 
German (GE) 
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Graph 3: Reading times in msec for the verb and spill-over regions for condition 1, 2 and 3 for Dutch 
(DU) and German (GE) 
 
 

 
 
Graph 4: Reading times in msec for all segments in condition 4 and 5 for Dutch (DU) and German 
(GE) 
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Graph 5: Reading times in msec for argument segments (1-6) in condition 4 and 5 for Dutch (DU) and 
German (GE) 
 

 
 
Graph 6: Reading times in msec for verb and spill-over segments (7-12) in condition 4 and 5 for 
Dutch (DU) and German (GE) 
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Graph 7: Reading times in msec for all segments in the filler condition 6, for Dutch (DU) and German 
(GE) 
 
 

 
 
Graph 8: Reading times in msec for all segments of condition 7 for Dutch (DU) and German (GE) 
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